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Introduction

Praise belongs to Allah. We praise Him and ask for His help,
guidance and forgiveness. We seek refuge with Allah from the evil
of our selves and our bad actions. Whoever Allah guides is guided
and whoever He misguides will find no one to guide him. Praise
belongs to Allah. No one can withhold what He gives or give what
He withholds.

This book about the different rulings reached by the scholars of
the four schools offiqh is distinguished by its lack of bias and the
straightforwardness of its content. It is designed as a reference book
to acquaint the followers of different schools with the rulings of the
other schools so that needless antagonism and misunderstandings do
not spring up out of ignorance and prejudice. It is not meant to be a
source in itself for deriving rulings and implementing actions, espe-

cially in a casual and untrained way. Its author is the famous qdQt,

Qddi Safad, whose full name was Muhammad ibn 'Abdu'r-Rahmdn
ibn al-tlusayn as-Safadi ash-Sh6fi'r. He was one of the people of
Damascus and wrote various books. He died in78411378.

Fiqh deals with putting the Message of Islam into practice. It
involves both rulings about acts of worship which derive directly
from Allah's Revelation to His Prophet, may Allah bless him and
grant him peace, in the Book or the Sunna. regarding wfrictr the task
of the Messenger is simply one of transmission and clarification, -
"Nor does he speak frok whim. It is nbthing but Revelation
revealed." (53:3-4) - and rulings on worldly matters, about which
the Messenger, may Allah bless him and grant him peace, was com-
manded to consult other people and about which he might some-
times retract his own opinion in favour of that of his Companions, as

happened in the Battle of Uhud or when he was asked about matters
he did not have knowledge of.

Islam lays down several general rules for the Muslirnb to guide
them in their search for correct rulings.

tv



Introduction Introduction

questions and that derived from different ways of understanding the
sources and were understood in the context of the famous saying of
the Messenger that differences in opinion amongst his umma were a
mercy.

When the Imams of the schools appeared, they followed the
methodology of those who had come before them and were not par-
tisan for their own schools and did not compel anyone to follow
them if he did not agree with one of their judgements. It is transmit-
ted from all of them that when one of them made a judgement, he
would say, "This is what my knowledge accords me. If you find in
the Book of Allah or the Sunna of the Messenger of Allah anything
which is contrary to my position, then discard my words."

It is related that when Imam Mdlik collected his al-Muwalld', al-
Manstr wanted to make copies of it and send it to all corners of the
Muslim world and compel people to act according to it to the exclu-
sion of everything else. Imam Malik refused, saying that his book
did not contain all that was reported from the Messenger of Allah,
may Allah bless him and grant him peace, and that many scholars
had spread through the lands and they had knowledge which he did
not have and knew hadiths which he did not know.

The Imams expended their greatest efforts to acquaint people
with this dtn and guide them to it. They did not intend to be imitated
as the Prophet was imitated. Their intention was to help people to
understand the rulings of Allah. But their followers in later times
became blindly partisan in their following of their judgements,
devoting all their strength to disputation and defending their posi-
tion. They gave the statement of their Imam the status of a statement
of the Lawgiver and would not countenance fatwds about questions

contrary to the ruling their Imam had given.
This fracturing of the Community reached such a point that

scholars argued about such matters as whether a f{anafi woman
could marry a Sh6f i man. Some even said that such a marriage was
not valid because the Shdfi'is permit a Muslim to say, "I am a
believer, Allah willing." The effects of that spread of intellectual
stultification was the rigidification of the glorious Shan'a which the
noble Prophet, may Allah bless him and grant him peace, brought
from Allah. Some scholars turned to this world, desiring the favour

. Prohibition against looking into things which have not actually

happened. Allah Almighty says: "O you who believe! Do not

ask about tnatters which, if they were made known to you'

would make things dfficult for you' If you do ask about them

when the Qur'an is being sent down, they will be made known

to you. " (5:101).

. Avoidance of a lot of questions and difficult problems' The

Messenger, may Allah bless him and grant him peace' said'
..Allahdislikesyouindulginginalotofidlechatter,alotof
questions and wasting property," and, "Allah has imposed obli-
jations, so do not neglect them; He has established limits, so do

notexceedthem;andHehasmadecertainthingsunlawful,so
do not commit them. He has been silent about other things as a

mercy to you, not out of forgetfulness, so do not ask about

them."

. Keeping away from disagreement and division. Allah Almighty

"uy", 
'lh* Toith of yours is a single faith" (23:52); "Hold fast to

the rope oj l,Uol, all together, and do not sepdrate' (3:103);

"...oid do not quarrel among yourselves lest you lose heart

and your momentum d'isappear' (8:46); and 'As for those who

d.iviie up their {rn andform into sects, you have nothing what-

soever to do with them." (6:159)

. Referring disputed matters back to the Book and the sunna.

Allah Almighty says, "If you have a dispute about something'

refer it baik to Allah and the Messengen" @:59) and' "The

iudgement concerning anything you dffir about is Allah's

affair" (42:10)

So the matter is complete and its waymarks are clear' The

Almighty says, 'Today I have perfected your {tn for you and com'

pletei My bl;essing upon you and am pleased with Islam as a dlnfor
'you." 

15:31The questions of the deen were made clear by referring

io the judgement of Allah and His Messenger and so there is no rea-

son for disagreement and schism between fellow Muslims' These

are the rules according to which the Companions and those after

them proceeded. There was only disagreement regarding certain

v1
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Hanifa and Sufydn ath-Thawri, I would have been like other peo-
ple."

Ash-Shdf i said, "Whoever desires fiqh shorild rely on Abl
Hanifa. Whoever wants slra should rely on Muhammad ibn Ishdq.
Whoever desires hadlth should rely on MAlik. Whoever wants tafslr
should rely on Muqdtil ibn SulaymEn."

'AbdullEh ibn Da'tid al-flarbi said, "People should pray for Abii
Hanlfa in their supplications because of his preserving fiqh and
sunan for them." Sufydn ath-Thawri and Ibn al-Mub[rak said, "Abii
Hanlfa had the mostfiqh of the people of the earth in his time." Abii
Nu'aym said, "He went deeply into questions."

He died in Rajab 150 AH at the age of 70.

Imam MAlik

Malik ibn Anas was the Imam of the Abode of the Hijra in his
time. He was born in either 93,94, or 95 AH. He related from sever-

al of the Tdbi'iln and a group of Imams related from him, including
Sufydn ath-Thawn, Sufy6n ibn 'Uyayna, Ibn al-Mubarak, al-Awzd'l,
ash-Sh1fi'i. Amongst his shaykhs were az-Zuhri and Yahy6 ibn
Sa'id al-AnsIri.

Al-Bukhdri said, "The soundest of isndds is that of Malik from
Ndfi' from Ibn olJmar." Yahya ibn Ma'in said, "All of those from
whom Malik related are reliable, like Ab[ IJmayya." Ash-Shlf i
said, "If it is a question of hadlth, then Mdlik is the star." He said,
"Whoever wants hadtth should rely on Malik." Ab[ Muq'ab said, "I
heard M51ik say, 'I did not give fatwd until seventy had testified that
I was qualified to do so."' When he wanted to relate hadtth, he
cleaned himself and put on perfume and combed his beard and put
on his best clothes out of respect for the had-uh of the Messenger of
Allah, may Allah bless him and grant him peace, and respect for
knowledge.

At-Tirmidhi related that Abii Hurayra said, "The time is close at
hand when people will beat their camels in quest of knowledge and
will not find anyone with more knowledge than the scholar of
Madina." Ibn 'Uyayna said that this referred to Mdlik ibn Anas, as

of rulers, condoning their misguidance, and hunting through the

books to find legal loopholes for them, all for the sake of a few

measly dirhams. But good will remain in this Community until the

Oay of Rising, as the Prophet, may Allah bless him and grant him

p"u.", told us, and a group of this Community will not be harmed

Ly those who differ from them until the Day of Rising'

TheMuslimsareallsummonedtodiscarddivisionandbias
because this weakens the Community, removes mercy and gives

power to the enemY. Allah saYs:

"Hold fast to the rope of Allah all together' and do not sep-

arate. Remember Allah's blessing to you when you were

enemies and He ioined'your hearts together so that you

became brothers by His blessing' You were on the very

brink of a pit of the Fire and He saved you from it' Thus

does A.llah make His Signs clear to you' so that perhaps

you will be guided." (3:103)

A Brief Note about the Four Imams

fmam Abfr $anifa

He is an-Nu'man ibn Thabit at-Taymr, the faqih of Iraq and one

of the four Imams. He was born in 80 AH while some of the

Companions were still alive. He saw Anas ibn Malik and perhaps

othei Companions. It is reported that he related from seven

Companions, but Allah knows best' He certainly related from many

of. thi Tab f ' nn, including'Ikrima,'A1d', Qatad a, az-Zuhtl N6fi 

" 
the

client of Ibn 'IJmar, Salama ibn Kuhayl and many others'

Ya[rya ibn Ma'in said about Ab[ Hanifa' "He was reliable' He

wasoneofthepeopleoftruthfulness,uninterestedinlying'Ibn
Hubayra beat him tomake him accept the office of qddt' but he was

stalwartinhisrefusal.,,Yahy6ibnSa.rdpreferredhispositionin
fanuaandsaid,..Wehavenotheardarryopinionbetterthanthatof
Ab[tlanifa.,,Heoftenacceptedhisstatements..Abdullahibnal-
Mubarak said, "If it were not that Allah had helped me with Ab[

1X
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'Abdulldh ibn Ahmad ibn Hanbal said, "I asked my father, 'What
sort of man was ash-Shdfi'i? I have heard you making a lot
of supplication for him.' He said, 'My son, ash-Shdf i is like the
sun for the day and like well-being for mankind."'

He came to Baghdad in 195 AH and stayed there for two years.
'[hen he went to Makka and then retumed to Baghdad in 198 AH
and stayed there a month. Then he went to Egypt where he died
il'ter 'Isha' on Friday night and was buried the following day after
'Asr It was the last day of Rajab in 204 AH and he was fifty-four
years old.

Imam Abmad ibn Hanbal

It is said that his father brought his mother, who was pregnant,

lrom Marv and she gave birth to him in Baghdad in Rabi' al-Awwal
164 AH. His father died when he was three years old and his mother
brought him up. Al-Bayhaqi reports from al-Muzani that ash-Shaf i
said to Hdrln ar-Rashrd, "The Yemen needs a qdQt." Hdr[n ar-
llashid, responded, "Choose a man whom we can appoint." Ash-
Shaf i said to Ahmad ibn Hanbal who frequented him, "Will you
not accept to be qddt of Yemen?" He vehemently refused, saying to
lsh-Shafi'r, "I come to you for knowledge and little of this world
irnd you command me to be a qAfil Were it not for the pursuit of
knowledge, I would never speak to you again!" Ash-Shf,f i was

ashamed.

Al-Bayhaqi reported that a man came to Imam Ahmad and said,
"My mother has been an invalid for twenty years. She sent me to ask
you to make supplication for her." He seemed to be annoyed about
lhe request and said, "'We are more in need of her making
supplication for us than us for her." Then he made supplication for
her. The man returned to his mother and she came to him walking
and said, "Allah has given me health."

Imam Ahmad ibn Hanbal was subjected to the Inquisition
(Mihna) over the createdness of the Qur'an and he held firm and
cmerged from the trial purified. Scholars praised him, especially
after the Inquisition. Al-Muzani said, "Ahmad in the Mihna, Abu

did Sufydn and az-Zrthn' When he was dying' he said' "I testify that

tt.r" ir'r" god but Allah," and then he said' "The matter belongs to

Allah, before and after'"

He died on 14 $afar or Rabi' al-Awwal 177 ot 178 AH'

Imam ash-Shefi6i

He is Ab[ 'Abdulldh Muhammad ibn Idris al-Qurayshi al-

Mut[alibi. He was born in 150 AH in the same year that Ab[ Hanifa

ii"i, pottups even the very day' He was taken to Makka at the age

of two.
Ash-Shlf i said, "I saw the Messenger of Allah in a dream and

he said to me, 'Boy, who are you?' I replied' 'One of your tribe'

Messenger of Allah.j He said, ;Approach me" I did so and he took

some of his saliva' I opened -y ttt*ttt and he put some of-l': :uli"'
on my tongue, *orrit and lips, and said' 'Go' may Allah bless

you."o
Ash-Shaf i could recite the whole Qur'an by heart at the age of

seven and memorised the Muwattd' at the age of ten'He 
-g.ave.fatwd

at the age of fifteen or eighteen with the permission of his shaykh'

Muslim ibn Khalid az-ianii' He was inierested in language and

;*," He stayed among the tribe of 
-Hudhayl 

for about ten years

and learned from them tlie dialects of the Arabs and their eloquence'

He had memorised the Muwalta'before he met Matk' When he

went to Malik, Malik looked'at him for a time - and M6lik had

insight into people - and he asked' "What is your name?"

"Mu[rammad," he,"pt"a' Malik said 
-to 

tri1,',tvtutr111u1: **
Allah and avoid acts of disobedience' You will have some lmpor-

tance." Ash-Shdfi'i said to him' "Yes' and honour'" He told him'

"Come tomorrow with those who will read the Muwattd'' to me.''

Ash-Shdfi'i said, "I can recite it from memory"' He came the next

day and began to read' At a certain point he wanted to stop reading'

fearing that Malik would be bored' Malik' however' was enjoying

his reading and urged him to read more and he read the entire book

in a few days. Then he stayed in Madina until M6lik died'

x1



Introduction

Bakr during the Ridda, 'Umar on the Day of Thaqlfa, 'Uthman
under siege in his house and 'Ali at the battles of the Camel and
Siffin." Qutayba said, "When Sufy[n ath-Thawri died, scrupulous-
ness died. When ash-Sh6f i died, the sunan died. When Ahmad ibn
Hanbal died, innovations appeared." Yahyf, ibn Ma'In said, "There
were qualities in Ahmad ibn Hanbal which I never saw in anyone
else at all. He was a mul.taddith, a hdfiz, a scholar, scrupulous and
ascetic, and a man of intellect."

Yalya ibn Ma'in said, "People want to be like Ahmad ibn
Hanbal. By Allah, we do not have the power to be like him or to fol-
low his path."

When he was dying, he indicated for his family to do wudfi' for
him and when they began to do wudu' for him, he indicated to them
to let the water run between his flngers, and he kept mentioning
Allah the whole time. When they finishedhis wudil', he died. That
was in 24I AtI at the age of 77. Al-Bayhaqi and others related that
Amir Muhammad ibn Tdhir commanded that the people who came
to pray over the Imam should be counted. He found that there were
1,300,000, not counting those in boats. Al-Bayhaqi reported that
'Abdu'l-Wahh[b al-Wandq said, "We have not heard that there has

ever been a better attended funeral, either in the Jdhiliyya or Islam,
than the funeral of Ahmad ibn Hanbal."

Preface

"When Allah desires good for a person, he gives him under_
standing of the dtn.,, (hadtth)

l)raise belongs to Allah who is Most Generous and revealed His(Jrrr'an and in it crarified the rules and pillars of His drn.ThenHe
liirvc His Messenger its explanation and he, in turn, made it clear to
lris companions while he was arive. Then the companions aisferseo
rrltcr his death, seeking Artah's preasure and bounty. when lands
wcrc conquered and the Divine Unity had been procraimed far and
witle, they turned their thoughts to the acquisition of provision and
hcgan settling down in particurar places, each companion teaching
what he knew to his followers and crarifying what he understood to
lhc people around him. Each of them had many followers who
rrpplied themserves to gaining knowledge until they became accom-
plished and strove with the greatest effort to ascertain what was cor_

'cct, 
out of the desire to discharge the trust placed on them of con_

vcying the Message. Some of them disagreed with one another
rrbout certain points because of the intensity of their efforts in seek-
irrg out the truth but their disagreement was a mercy for creation.
( ilory be to Allah, the Wise!

I praise Him and I testify that there is no god but Allah alone
with no partner. I testify that Sayyidund Muhammad is His slave andllis Messenger and Beloved whom He protected, supported and
,clped' May Allah bress and grant peace on him and hisiamily and('ompanions.

This is a useful sufltmary, Allah willing, of many questions on
which there is agreement and disagre"rn"nt. I wil mention them
without eliciting the proofs for each position so that it will be easier
to remember, may Allah make it a righteous and profitable action
lnd effort and give people benefit through itl

xll



Purity

Chapter One
Purity

By consensus, the prayer is only valid when performed in a state

of purity. Scholars agree that purification with water is obligatory
when it is available and it is possible to use it. Tayammum with earth
can be done when water is not available.Thefuqahd' agree that sea-

water, sweet and salty water, are the same with regard to purity and
purification. Nonetheless, there are rare instances of those who for-
bid wudu' using sea-water, some who allow it out of necessity, and
some who permit tayammum when nothing but sea-water is
available. Scholars agree that purity can only be achieved by
means of water. Similarly, impurity can only be removed by pure
water according to M6lik, ash-Shdfi'I and Ahmad. Abii Hanifa says

that impurity can be removed by any pure liquid.

Heating water: It is disliked to use water heated by the sun, accord-
ing to the soundest position among the Shdf ites. Later scholars in
the three schools say that it is not disliked. The consensus is that
heated water is not disliked, but A[rmad disliked water heated by
fire.

Useil wu(u' water: Water which has been used for the obligatory
puriflcation is pure but not purifying, according to the best known
position in the school of AbD Hanifa, and it is also is the soundest
position in the school of ash-Sh[f i and Ahmad. Mahk says that it
is also purifying. It is reported from Abii flanifa that it is impure. It
is agreed that rose water and vinegar are not purifying.

Water changed by a pure substance: Water greatly changed by
saffron or any other pure substance may not be used for purification
according to Mdlik, ash-Shafi'i and Ahmad. Ab[ Hanifa and his
people allow it, saying that changing water with something pure
does not preyent it purifying other things as long as nothing has

been cooked in it and as long as the substance does not dominate it

|orrrplctely. water altered by standing for a long time is agreed to be
;rrrrc. Ahmad disliked doing wudfi' or ghusl withzamzamwater out
ol'lris desire to to preserve it.

l)rrrlfication by fire and sun: Fire and the sun do not remove
Irrrpurity except in the view of Abii Hanifa. If the skin of carrion has
rh icd out in the sun, he considers it pure without tanning. The same
upplics in his view to an impurity on the surface of the Larth which
rh'ics in the sun: it becomes pure where it is and it is permitted to
l)lly on it. He also considers that fire removes impurity.

w,ter made impure by the addition of an impurity: If a quantity
rrl'standing water amounts to less than 2l6litres, it becomesimpure
hy mere contact with an impurity, even if it is not changed, accorO-
lrrg to Abii flanlfa, ash-Sh6fi'r and Ahmad in one of his transmis-
rirns. Mdlik and Ahmad, in another transmission, say that it remains
lrrrre, provided it is not altered. Ifit reaches 216litres and an area of
lirur cubits, it only becomes impure if it is changed, according to
nsh-Shaf i and Ahmad. Malik says that the quantity of water whictr
cun be affected by impurity does not have a known volume, but if its
c,lour, taste or smell is changed, then it is impure, no matter
whether it is a little or a lot. Ab[ flanifa says that it is the mixing
itself which matters. If any impurity is mixed with water, it is
ir,pure unless there is a rot of water. Running water is the same as
standing water in the view of Abii Hanifa, Ahmad, and the new
school of ash-Shdfi'i. Matk says, "Running water only becomes
irnpure by being changed, no matter whether it is a little or a lot. It
',vas the old position of ash-Shafi'r and some Shdfi.ites still take that
view.

(iold and silver vessels: using gord and silver vessels for eating,
drinking and wu/il'is forbidden for men and women by agreement,
cxcept for a weak report from ash-Shifi,i.

siwak and circumcision: use of siwak is sunna by agreement.
Abii Hanifa and Malik say that it is not disliked after midday, while
ash-Shdf i says that it is. Ahmad has two positions. circumcision is
mandatory according to Mdlik, ash-shdf i and Ahmad, while Abti
Hanlfa says that it is recommended.



Impurity

Impurity

Wine: All the Imams agree that wine is impure. They agree that if it
becomes vinegar on its own, it is pure. If it is turned into vinegar by
the addition of something, ash-Sh[fi'r and Ahmad say that it is
impure. Mahk says that it is disliked to cause it to turn to vinegar,
but if it happens, then it is pure and lawful. Ab[ lanifa says that it
is permitted to turn it into vinegar and, if that is done, it is pure and

lawful.

Dogs: Ash-Shdf i and Ahmad consider dogs to be impure and say a
vessel licked by a dog must be washed seven times because of the

impurity. Ab[ Hanifa says that it is impure but that it need only be

washed in the same way as anything else which becomes impure for
any other reason. When it is only a question of probability, the
impurity is removed by one washing. Otherwise, it must be washed

until one is certain that the impurity has been removed, even if it
needs to be washed twenty times. Malik says that dogs are pure and

what they lick is not made impure, but that a vessel licked by a dog

should be washed to avoid filth.

Pigs: Pigs have the same ruling as dogs. Anything they make
impure must be washed seven times, according to the soundest posi-
tion in the Shdf ite school. Most scholars say that the preferred
position is that it. should be washed once because the basic position
is lack of obligation unless the Shar|a imposes it. MAlik says that a

pig is pure while alive. We have no clear evidence of its being
impure while it is alive. Abii Hanifa says that it should be treated

like any other impurity.

Purification from impurities: As for cleansing vessels, garments

and bodies from impurities other than dogs and pigs, no specific
number of washings are required according to Abii Hamfa, Malik,
and ash-Shifi'I and there are various hansmissions from Ahmad, the

most well-known of which is that it is mandatory to wash things a

specified number of times. A vessel must be washed three or seven

times. He also says there is no specific number, except in the case of
dogs and pigs. It is enough to sprinkle water on the urine of a boy
who has not yet had solid food. A girl's urine must be properly

Carrion

wlshcd, according to ash-Sh[f i and Abii Hanifa. Malik says that
lhc urine of both sexes must be washed, both having the same rul-
Ittg. Ahmad says that the urine of the boy is pure as long as he has
Itol caten food.

Hklns of carrion: In the view of Ab[ flanrfa, the skins of all carrion
nnirnals are purifled by tanning except for pigskin. The most likely
lrrrnsrnission from Malik, however, is that they are not pure, but may
lr used for dry things, but not for water, except for the skin of an
rulratic creature. Ash-Shaf i says that all skins are made pure by
Iurrrring, except for dogskin and pigskin and what is made from
tlrt:rn. one transmission from Ahmad says that they are not pure and
llrnt it is not permitted to use them for anything, applying to them
llrc same ruling as applies to the flesh of carrion.

liltughter of non-permitted animals: correct slaughtering does
not change anything in the case of animals which it is not permitted
kr cat, according to ash-shdfi'r and Ahmad. Even if they are slaugh-
lcrcd, they are simply carrion. Malik says that it can be done, exclpt
irr the case of pigs. He says that when a wild animar or a dog is
pruperly slaughtered, its skin becomes pure and can be sold and
tvudu' can be done from a container made from it, even if it is not
Iunned. Abii Hanifa says the same and adds that every part of it is
grure, except its flesh which is unlawful.

llair, fur, feathers, teeth etc. of carrion: The hair of carrion is
irnpure according to ash-shdfi'r, as is its wool and fur. Mdlik says
that it is absolutely pure because it is something whose use and law-
l'ulness does not depend on the death of the animal concerned,
whether its flesh is eaten or not. He considers dogs, hair and pigs,
hristles to be pure, whether the animal is alive or dead. The souno
lxrsition of Ahmad is that hair, fur and wool are pure. This is also
the school of Abu Hanifa, who says in addition that the horns, teeth,
l'eathers and bones arc pure since they have no rife. The Imams dis-
agree about the permissibility of using pigs' bristles for sewing. Abl
ljanifa and M6lik allow it, ash-Shdf i forbids it and Ahmad dislikes
it, and says he prefers sewing with fibre.



Impurity

Purity or impurity of dead insects etc: When things which have

no breath like bees, ants, beetles, and scorpions die in liquids, they
do not make them impure or spoil them, according to Abii Hanifa
and M6lik, and remain pure in themselves. The most likely Sh6f i
position is that they do not make the liquid impure but they become

impure in themselves by death. This is also the school of Ahmad.
The school of ash-ShEf i regarding woffns that infest foodstuffs is

that when they die they do not make them impure and it is permitted
to eat them. When aquatic animals like frogs die in a little water,
they make it impure, except according to Abii flanifa. Locusts and
fish are pure by agreement.

Purity or impurity of human corpses: There are two positions
from ash-Shafi'i about whether a human being becomes impure
when he dies. The soundest is that he is not impure, which is the
school of M6lik and Ahmad. Ab[ Hanifa says that he becomes
impure, but is purified by washing. When.someone in jandba, a
menstruating woman, or an idolater puts his hand in a vessel with a

little water, the water remains pure by agreement.

Leftover drinking water of animals: The leftover drinking water
of dogs and pigs is impure according to Ab[ [.Ianifa, as-Shdf i and

Ahmad, while what is left over by other animals is pure, but the
sounder position of Ahmad is that what is left over by wild beasts is
also impure. Matk says that all leftover water is pure. Three Imams
agree that the leftover water of mules and donkeys is pure but not
purifying, but it is related from Ab[ Hanifa that there is doubt about
whether it is purifying or not. They agree that the leftover water of
cats and smaller creatures is pure. It is related that AbD flanifa dis-
liked leftover water from cats.

Amount of impurity: The soundest position of the school of ash-
Shaf i is that all impurities are the same, whether a little or a lot,
and must be removed and may not be ignored unless they are

unavoidable, such as the blood of pimples, boils and wounds, the

blood of fleas, what is left by flies, the site of cupping, and the mud
of the road. This is the school of Mf,lik, but he considers that a little
blood may be overlooked. Ab[ Hanifa says that the blood of lice,

Breaking wuQu'

lh'us lrxl bedbugs is pure and considers that other impurities the size
ul l llaghli dirham or smaller may be overlooked.

llrlrrc and faeces: wet substances emerging from the intestines are
Irrrpurc, although it is related that AbD Hanifa says that they are
lttrlc. Urine and faeces are absolutely impure according to ash-
shnli'i. Malik and Ahmad hold that urine and faeces from animals
wlrrsc f'lesh may be eaten are pure. Ab[ flanifa says that the drop-
pirrgs of edible birds like pigeons and sparrows are pure. other bird
rlrogrpings are impure.

lipcrm: Ab[ Hanifa and Malik consider human sperm to be impure,
nntl Malik says that it should be washed off with water, whethei it is
wct or dry. Abu Hanifa says that it should be washed off if wet and
st'r'atched off if dry. The soundest Shdf i position is that sperm is
,hsrlutely pure, except for that of dogs and pigs. The soundest
l,llnbali pbsition is that human sperm is pure.

l)cad animals in water: They disagree about wudu'done with
water from a well, from whose water a dead mouse is subsequently
lcrnoved. Abii Hanrfa says that suchwulil'is invalid and that all the
l)rayers done within the previous three days, or the previous day and
,ight, must be repeated. Ash-shdfi'i and Ahmad say that if the
t;uantity of water is not large, the prayer should be repeated if it is
thought that wu/il.' was done after it fell in. If the quantity of water
is large and not changed, the prayer does not have to be repeated. If
the water is changed, the prayer should be repeated from the
nroment it changed. The school of Malik is that if the water,s quali-
ties have not changed, it is pure and the prayer does not have to
repeated. If it is not a well, there are two views. Ibn al_edsim,
Malik's pupil, says that it is impure.

Causes of breaking wuda'

what emerges from the two passages - urine and faeces - breaks
wuQil'by consensus. As for unusual substances, like worms from
the anus, wind from the front passage, stones, false menstruation
and prostatic fluid, they break it, except according to M6lik. Abii
Hanifa excepts wind from the front passage, saying that it does not



Breaking wuQu'

break it. Sperm breaks it, although a statement of ash-Shafi'r says

that it does not break wudu'but obliges ghusl. Abn flanifa says that

all of those things breaks it as does sperm.

Touching one's own genitals: They all agree that touching the

genitals with something other than the hand does not break wudu'.
They disagree about touching the penis with the hand. Ab[ flanifa
says that it absolutely does not breakwudil'however you do it. Ash-

Shaf i and Malik say that wudu'is broken by touching skin to skin

with the front of the hand but not the back. The well-known position

of Ahrnad is that either the front or back of the hand breaks it. They

agree that someone who touches his testicles, even without a cover-

ing, does not have to do wudu'. They disagree about touching the

opening of the anus. Ab[ Hanifa and Mdlik say that touching it does

not break wudu'. Ash-Shdf i and Ahmad say that it does. There is,

however, one position from ash-Shafi'r and one transmission from
Ahmad that it does not break it.

Touching the genitals of another: As for touching the genitals of
another person, ash-Shaf i and Ahmad say that it breaks the wudu'

of the one who touches, whether the person touched is a child or an

adult, alive or dead. Malik says that touching a child's genitals does

not break wudu'. Ab[ Hanifa says that it does not break wudu' in
any case. Matk says it that it breaks the wudu' of the one touched,

while Ab[ Hanrfa, ash-Shafi'i and Ahmad say that it does not.

Men touching women: They disagree about a man touching a

woman. Ash-Sh6f i's position is that it breaks wudu' in every case

when there is no barrier. The sound position of his school is that

touching non-marriageable related women is an exception to this.

The position of Mdlik and Alrmad is that if the touching is

with sexual desire it breaks wudu'. Otherwise it does not. The

position of Ab[ Hanifa is that it does not break wudu' unless the

man has an erection in which case it does. Ash-Shaybani, Ab[
Hanifa's student, says that touching does not breakwudu'. The most

likely position of the school of ash-Sh6f i is that the person touched

is like the toucher, and that is also the position of Malik.

Breaking wudu'

illr,rplrrg: They all agree that sleeping lying down and reclining
frtr,rrks wutlu'. They disagree about the one who falls asleep in one
ul llrt' positions of the prayer. Abii Hanifa says that doing so does

[rrl lrrcirk wudu', even if one sleeps for a long time. If one falls on
utr,'\ si(le or lies down, it breaks it. Malik says that falling asleep
lrtr'rrks wudu' in the bowing and prostration positions if the sleep is
Ilrrpi lrrrt not in the standing or sitting positions. Ash-Shffi'r's new
rr'lrool is that if someone sleeps while firmly seated, that does not
lrrrk wudu'. Otherwise it does. His old position was that sleeping
rlrrcs rrot breakwudu'in any part of the prayer. Ahmad has various

;xrsitions. The preferred one is that if the person standing, sitting,
lrrrwirrg and prostrating sleeps a long time, he must do wuQA'.

l)lscharges from other passages: Malik and ash-Shaf i say that
lltclt' is no wudu'for any impurity which comes from other than the
nolrnal passages, such as blood from a nose-bleed or cupping. Ab[
llruriler says that someone is obliged to do wudil'for blood if it flows
nrrrl vomit if it fills the mouth. Ahmad says that if there is a lot of
lrloril or vomit, it breaks wuQu' but if there is only a little there are
lwo positions.

l,rtughter and eating in the prayer: Loud laughter in the prayer
ttrvulidates the praper by agreement. Malik, ash-Shaf i and Ahmad
siry that it does not break wudu', while Abii Hanifa says that it does.
'l'lrcre is consensus that there is no wudu' on account of what fire
Iurs touched, such as cooked food and bread. It is related that some
rrl' the Companions, like Ibn 'lJmar, Abii Hurayra, and Zayd 1bn
'f 'frlbit made wudu' obligatory on account of such things. Eating the
rrrcat of slaughtered animals does not breakwuQil'in the new school
ol'ash-Shafi'r and that of Ab[ Hanifa and Malik. Ahmad says that it
lrreaks it. Washing a corpse does not break wudu', except in the
opinion of Ahmad.

l)oubt about wu(u': They all agree that someone who is certain
rrbout having done wudu' and unsure about having broken it remains
pure, except Malik, whose school's view is that significant doubt
rrecessitates doing wudu' .

'[]ouching the Qur'an: There is consensus that someone who is not
in wudtr' is not permitted to touch a copy of the Qur'an or carry it,



although they say that it is permitted to carry it with a cover

or a strap except for ash-Shdfi'i who permits it to be carried

in a container and its pages to be turned with a stick.

Direction while relieving oneself: Facing or turning one's back to

qibla whlle relieving oneself outdoors is unlawful according to ash-

shafi.i and Mllik and the most well-known position of Ahmad. Abii

t{anifa and Ahmad state that it is disliked both outdoors and in

houses.

cleaning oneself in the lavatory: Ash-Sh6f i and Ahmad consider

it obligatory to clean oneself with water, but it is reported from

Malik that if someone prays without having used water in the lavato-

ry his prayer is still valid. Ab[ flanifa says that it is sunna and not

mandatory. That is also reported from Malik. Ab[ Hanifa says that if
someone prays without cleaning himself with water, his prayer is

valid, but he considers that all impurities larger than the size of a

Baghli dirham must be removed. Ash-Shaf i and Ahmad say that it
is not permitted to use fewer than three stones for cleaning oneself,

even if cleaning is achieved by fewer than that. Ab[ Hanifa and

Malik say that what is considered is cleanliness. If that is achieved

with one stone, it is not recommend to exceed it. Ash-Sh6f i and

Ahmad say that it is not permitted to use bones or dung. Ab[ Hanifa

and Mdlik say that it is, but that it is recommended not to use them'

Wu(u'

Intention: It is agreed that an intention is obligatory for all the acts

of purification: ghusl, wudu' and tayammum.P]utlftcation is only

valid with it. Abii flanifa, however, is said to have said that the only

one that needs an intention is tayammum. The place of the intention

is the heart but it is best to articulate with the tongue what the heart

intends, although Malik says that it is disliked to articulate it out-

loud. It is agreed that it is enough if the intention is confined to the

heart.

The basmala, washing the hands etc. : The basmala is recom-

mended when doing wudu'but not obligatory. Washing the hands

ll rr,/tl'

lrr,lurt purification is recommended but not obligatory. It is related

lhnl Alrrrrad made it obligatory after sleep at night but not in the day.

Ittrrl'l'irrg water up the nose and blowing it out are sunnas inwudil'
tnrl g/rr,r/, according to Mdlik and ash-Shdf i. Ahmad says that they
xtr, ohligatory. All agree that making water penetrate a thick beard

llt tllrr/r7' is sunna.

lfter und arms: The face consists of everything between the normal
Itnir roots and the end of the beard and from ear to ear with three of
lltc lrnams. Malik says that what is between the hair of the beard and

llrc car is not part of the face and does not have to be washed in
tt'ttqlii' . The elbows are part of the arms in wudu' .

Wllrlng the head: Ash-Shaf i says that wiping the head inwudu' in
ury manner which might be called "wiping" is enough. Mdlik and

Allrnad say that the whole head must be wiped. Abii Hanifa says

llrut a quarter of the head must be wiped with at least three fingers,
xo lhat even if the entire head is wiped with two fingers, it is not
crxrugh. Wiping over the turban rather than the head, without an

rxcuse, is not permitted by Ab[ Hanrfa, Malik and ash-Shdfi'i.
Ahrnad says that it is allowed, provided that some of the turban is
runder the jaw. He says that a woman can wipe over a scarf tied
rrnder her throat. Ab[ Hanifa, Malik and Ahmad say that it is sunna

to wipe the head once. Ash-Shaf i says that it should be wiped three

tirnes.

I,lars and neck: The ears are part of the head according to Abl
l-lanrfa, Malik and Ahmad and it is sunna to wipe them as well.
Ash-Shafi'i says that wiping the ears with new water after wiping
the head is sunna. Ab[ Hanifa, Malik and Ahmad, in one statement,
say that it is sunna to do it once. Ash-Shdf i says that it should be

done three times, which is one view of Ahmad. Abii Hanifa says

that wiping the neck is supererogatory in wuQu'. Malik and ash-

Shafi'i say that it is not sunna, although some Shafi'ites and
Hanbalis say that it is.

Feet: It is generally agreed that it is obligatory to wash the feet in
wuQil', given the ability to do so. Ahmad is reported as saying that it
is perrnitted to wipe the feet and that a man can choose between
washing and wiping the feet.
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Ghusl

Order and continuity: Ab[ Hanifa and Mdlik say that the order in

wudil' is not obligatory, but ash-Sh6f i and Ahmad say that it is.

Continuity inwudu' is sunna with Abii tlanifa but M6lik says that it
is mandatory. Ash-Shafi'r has two positions, the sounder of which is

that it is sunna. The well-known position of Ahmad is that it is
mandatory. They agree that it is not recommended to dry the limbs

after wudu', but nor is it disliked. When in wudu', you can pray

whatever prayers you wish as long as wudu' is not broken.

Ghusl

Causes of ghusl: The Imams agree that when a man has sexual

intercourse with a woman and the two private patts meet, ghusl

becomes obligatory for both of them, even if the man does not ejac-

ulate. Emission of sperm obliges ghusl with ash-Shf i, even if it is
not accompanied with pleasure. Ab[ Hanifa and Mdlik say that

ghusl is only obligatory for sperm issuing with pleasure. If someone

in janaba washes and then sperm comes from them after washing,

Abu Hanifa and Ahmad say that it counts the same as urine and they

do not have to do ghusl again. Ash-Shafi'i says that ghusl is abso-

lutely obliged. Malik says that it is absolutely not. Ash-Sh6f i says

that if sperm emerges without spurting, ghusl is obliged, but Abii

Hanifa, Malik and Ahmad say that it is not necessary. Ghusl is only

obligatory when sperm actually emerges from the penis, according

to all except for Ahmad who says that if someone is aware of or sees

or feels the movement of sperm in the urethra, he must do a ghusl,

even if it does not emerge. When an unbeliever becomes Muslim, he

must do a ghusl according to M61ik and Ahmad. Abii Hanifa and

ash-Sh6f i say that it is only recommended.

Rubbing: It is recommended to rub over the whole body in washing

for janaba, except according to M[lik who makes it obligatory.

Leftover water: It is agreed that there is no harm in doing wudu'

a:nd ghusl with water left by someone iniandba or menstruating, but

Ahmad says that a man is not permitted to do wudu' from the left-

over water of a woman he is not normally allowed to see. Ahmad

agrees that it is permitted for a woman to do wud[t' from the leftover

Tayammum

tvrtk'r ol it man or woman. If a woman starts to menstruate when she

ls ln.futnuba, it is agreed that one ghusl is enough to purify her from
It rl lt r r rcrrstru ation and j anaba.

Wlrrrl ls forbidden injandba: By consensus, someone in janabais
Iuthkltlcn to carry a copy of the Qur'an and touch it and, according
Io uxh-Shf,f i and Ahmad, to recite any amount of the Qur'an. Abii
llnrrtlrr permits the recitation of part of an ayat and Mdlik permits
lltn tccitation of one or two ayats.

lbyummum

'lh.vammum with earth in the absence of water, or when there is
ferrr ol'using it, is permitted by consensus.

Wltat constitutes earth: The Imams disagree about what con-
rlilutes earth. Ash-Shdfi'i and Ahmad say that it is dirt and it is
rrrrly permitted to do tayammum with pure earth or sand which
Irrrs some dust in it. AbU flanifa and Mdlik say that it means the
crrrth's surface and so tayammum can be done with earth and parts
ol'it, even with a stone with no dirt on it or dustless sand.

liccking water: Malik and ash-Shdfi'r say that seeking water is a

;rlccondition for tayammum. AbU- Hanifa says that it is not and
Ahmad has two positions, the soundest of which is that seeking it is
nccessary. They agree that it is permitted for someone in jandba to
do tayammum, and for travellers when they have water but fear thirst
nrrd so keep it for drinking.

llands and arms: ln tayammum, the hands should be wiped to the
clbows, according to AbD Hanifa and the new school of ash-Shdfi,i.
M1lik and Abu Hanifa say that it is recommended to wipe to the
clbows and mandatory to the wrists.

Irinding water: They agree that when someone does tayammum and
then finds water before beginning the prayer, hrs tayammum is
invalid and he must use the water. They disagree about when some-
one finds water after starting the prayer. Ash-Shdf i says that if his
prayer is such that its obligation may be performed by the use of
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Tayammum

tayammum, as when he is travelling, his prayer is not invalidated

and he continues, but it is better to stop and do wuQil" Malik says

that he should continue and not stop, as the prayer is sound' Abfl

Hanifa says that his tayammum is invalid and he must stop the

prayer and use water, except in the case of the funeral and 'td

p.uy'''.Ahmadsaysthathisprayerinthatsituationisabsolutely
iruAia. They agree that if someone finds water after having finished

the prayer, he does not have to repeat it, even if time remains'

Duration of tayammutn: Ash-Shf i, Malik and Ahmad say that is

not permitted to combine two fard ptayers with one tayammum'

whether at home or travelling. Ab[ Hanifa says that tayammum is

llke wudil,and lasts until.it is broken or water is found. Tayammum

is not permitted before the time of the prayer by M61ik, ash-shlfi'i

and Ahmad. Ab[ Hanifa says that it is permitted'

Intention: They agree that intention is a precondition for the validi-

ty of tayammum and agree that tayammum does not remove impuri-

,y, Uu, Lnly allows the prayer. Ab[ Hanifa is reported to have said

tfrat it does remove impurity and that the one who does tayammum

is permitted to lead both those inwudu'and those intayammum'

Illness: There is no dispute that if someone fears death from the use

of water, he is permitted not to use it and to do tayammum'lf some-

one fears that his illness will get worse, that his recovery will be

delayed or that non-fatal illness will result, Malik and Ab[ l.Ianifa

permithimtodotayammum.Thisisalsothepreferredviewofash-
Shafi.i.Atrmadsaysthatheshouldwashwhathecananddotayam-
mumfor the rest.

Wounds and broken limbs: If someone has a wound or a break or

injury to one of his limbs and has a splint on it and fears death if he

,#or", it, ash-Shdf i says that he can wipe over the splint and add

tayammumto the wiping' Abu l.{anifa and Malik say that if part of

trre uoay is sound and part injured, if most of it is sound, everything

should te washed except that limb, although it is recommended to

wipe it with water. If the majority is affected, tayarnrnum should be

done and the injured limb should not be wiped' Ahmad says that the

sound part shoutd be washed and tayammum done for the injury. If

Wiping over leather socks

ronrcone wipes over a splint and prays, the prayer should not be

t'c1rcated except, according to ash-Sh1fi'r, if the splint was put on in
ru state of impurity and it is impossible to remove it.

Itttprisonment: If someone is imprisoned and cannot get water, he
xltrruld do tayammum and pray, in the view of Mdlik and Ahmad,
nrrtl he does not have to repeat the prayer. There are two reports
liom Ab[ HanrTa: the fust is that he should not pray until he leaves
prison or finds water and the second is that he should pray and
rcpcat the prayer, which is also the position of ash-Shdf i.

l,nck of water or earth: If someone cannot find any water or earth

nnd the time for prayer comes, Abii Hanifa says that he should not
ptay until he finds water or earth. There are three positions transmit-
lctl from Malik. One is the same as that of Abii tlanlfa, the second is
tlrlt he should pray as he is and repeat the prayer when he finds
wilter or earth, which is the preferred position of ash-Shdfi'I and one
vicw reported from Ahmad. Ahmad has a second position, which is

that he should pray and does not have to repeat the prayer and that is
rulso the third position of MIlik. If there is some impurity, on the
hody and no water can be found to remove it, tayammurn should be
tlone for it in the same way as for ritual impurity, and Ahmad says

that there is no need to repeat the prayer. Ab[.$anifa says the prayer
should not be done until something is found to remove an impurity.
Ash-Shlf i says that you should pray and then repeat the prayer.

Method: The imams disagree about how tayammum should be per-
lirrmed. Ab[ flanifa says that the earth should be struck twice: one
lirr the face and one for the hands and arms. The soundest Sh6f i
position is like that of Abii Hanifa. Matik and Ahmad say that it is
cnough to strike the earth once for both the face and hands, using
lhe inside of the fingers for the face and inside of the palms for the
hands, although Malik prefers two strikes.

Wiping over leather socks

Wiping over leather socks on a journey is permitted by the con-
sensus of the Muslims, and no one denies that except the Kharijites.

I

I

L
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Wiping over leather socks

The Imams agree that it is permitted while resident except for one

report from M6lik.

Time limit: wiping over socks has a time limit of three days and

nights for the traveller and a day and a night for the person resident,

in the view of Ab[ Hanifa, ash-Shlf i and Ahmad. Malik says that

there is no time limit, and that anyone wearing them can wipe over

them, whether travelling or resident, as long as it seems best to him

not to remove them or until hebecomes junub.

what is wiped: The sunna is to wipe the tops and bottoms of the

socks, while Ahmad says that the sunna is to only wipe the top' By

consensus, it is agreed that if someone only wipes the top, it is
enough, but if he only wipes the bottom, it is not enough' They dif-

fer about how the wiping should be done. AbD Hanifa says that it is

only acceptable with three or more fingers' Ash-Shlfi'r says any-

thing that can be termed wiping is sufficient. Ahmad says that wip-

ing most is enough, while Mdlik thinks that doing it in full is obliga-

tory. fn"y agree that wiping the socks once is enough and that when

one sock is removed, the other must be removed as well'

Holes: If there is a small hole in the socks below the ankles so that a

small amount of foot shows through, wiping is not permitted in the

new school of ash-Shdfi'r and that of Ahmad. Malik says that it is
permitted to wipe over them as long as the hole is not large' Abii

Hanifa says that if the hole is the size of three fingers, it is not per-

mitted. If it is less, it is permitted.

Removal: If someone removes the socks while he is still tn wudil'

through wiping, Ab[ Hanifa and the predominant view of ash-

shafi,i is that he should wash his feet, whether it is a long or short

time since they have been removed. Ahmad and M6lik say that he

must wash his feet immediatelY'

Menstruation

The Imams agree that the obligation of prayer is cancelled for

menstruating women while they are menstruating and that they do

Menstruation

rrr,t lrrrve to make up the prayers they miss. ltis hardm for them to
rlr ttnvttf of the House and to remain in a mosque, and it is hardm to
lr.rvt' intercourse with them until their period ends.

l\lirrimum and maximum age: The minimum age at which a girl
r;ur nlenstruate according to Malik, ash-ShIf i and Ahmad is nine,
,rrrtl lhat is the age that Ab[ Hanifa prefers. They disagree about
u'lrctlrer there is a set time for the end of menstruation or not. Ab[
llrrrrrlh says sixty and elsewhere fifty-five. Malik and ash-Shdfi'r say

tlr:rt it has no limit and one refers to the norms of different lands
rvlrich vary according to hot and cold climates. Ahmad has three
posilions, ranging from fifty to sixty.

l\linimum and maximum length: Ash-Shdfi'i and Ahmad consider
tlrc rninimum length of menstruation to be a day and a night, and its
rrrrrirnum to be fifteen days and nights. Ab[ Hanifa says that its
rrrrrrirnum is three days and its maximum ten days. Malik says that it
Irrrs rro minimum - it can be as little as an hour - and that its maxi-
rnrrrn is fifteen days. The minimum period of purity between two
pt'r'iods is fifteen days, according to Abii Hanrfa and ash-Sh1f i,
rvlrrlc Ahmad says thirteen days. Malik says that he does not know a
s;rcific time between two periods but some of his people say ten
rLrys. All say there is no limit to its maximum.

Sr.xual relations during and after menstruation: A menstruating
wonlan may be enjoyed only above the waist-wrapper. What is
lx'tween the navel and knees is haram. This is the position of Abii
llrrnif'a, Malik and ash-Shdfi'r, while Abmad, ash-Shaybani and
ronre Malikis and Shafi'is say that enjoyment and intercourse is
pt'r'rnitted except for the vagina itself. If a man does have full
sr'xual intercourse, Abii Hanifa and ash-Shdfi'i, in the new
rt'hool, and Ahmad say that he asks Allah's forgiveness, repents
rrrrtl owes nothing, but ash-Shafi'r recommends that he give a

rlirrar for sexual intercourse in the vagina and half a dinar for the
rrnus. When menstruation stops, it is not permitted to have inter-
( ()rrrse with a woman until she has a ghusl, even if the maximum
It'ngth has passed. There is almost complete consensus about this.
Abu Hanifa says that if the maximum time has passed, a man can
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have intercourse before ghusl.If it stops before the maximum of
menstruation, it is not permitted until she has a ghusl or the time of
a prayer has come and gone. Malik says that it is not permitted to

have intercourse with her until she has a ghusl.

Menstruation in pregnancy: The Imams disagree about whether a

pregnant woman can menstruate. Ab[ Hanifa and Ahmad say that

she cannot. Malik says she can. Two things are reported from ash-

Shaf i, the most likely being that she can.

False menstruation: They disagree about the case of a woman with

false menstruation. AbU Hanlfa says that she goes by her usual cycle

if she has one, otherwise she goes by the minimum. Malik says that

the usual cycle is not a factor, but discrimination is. If she can distin-

guish whether she is menstruating or not, she goes by that'

Otherwise, it is as if she does not menstruate and so she prays' One

well-known position is that she waits for the maximum length of
menstruation. Ash-Sh[f i says that if she has a usual cycle but can

distinguish whether she is menstruating or not, she should prefer

discrimination to her usual cycle. If she cannot tell the difference,

she should go by her usual cycle. Ahmad says that if she has a usual

cycle and can distinguish, she should go by her usual cycle' If she

has no usual cycle, then she distinguishes. If neither applies, then

either the period continues or she waits to the end of the maximum.

It is permitted to have sexual intercourse with a woman suffering

from false menstruation according to AbD Hanifa, ash-Sh6fi'i and

Malk as she prays and fasts. Ahmad says that it is not permitted in

the vagina, unless it is feared that her husband will fall into adultery,

and then it is permitted.

Bleeding after childbirth: They agree that what is forbidden to a

menstruating woman is also forbidden to a woman bleeding from

childbirth. They disagree about the maximum length of such

bleeding. Ab[ Hanifa and Ahmad say forty days, as does one report

from Malik. Malik and ash-Shdf i say that it is sixty days. The three

say that when it reaches the maximum, it is not disliked to have sex-

ual intercourse with her. Ahmad says that there can be no sexual

intercourse with her until the full period of forty days have passed'

Chapter TWo
The Prayer

'l'lrcy agree that the prayer is one of the five pillars of Islam
rrrrrrtioned in the words of the Prophet, "Islam is based on five."
I'hc prescribed prayers are five in a twenty-four hour day. They
, urrrlrrise seventeen rak'ats which Allah has prescribed for every
rure lclult Muslim man and every sane adult Muslim woman, free of
Irrurstruation and lochia. This obligation is only cancelled by death

tltlrough Ab[ Hanifa says that if someone is unable even to indicate
wlllr his head, the obligation is removed from him.

I Ineonsciousness: If someone becomes unconscious through illness
rrt'llrrough any cause which is not forbidden in the Sharr'a, he does

nul lrave to make up the prayers he missed while unconscious,
mtcording to Malik and ash-Sh5fi'I. Abii Hanifa says that if it is
lwerrty-four hours or less, he must make them up. If it is more, he

rlrrs not have to. Ahmad says that he must make them up, however
hrttp the period of unconsciousness lasts.

l)cnlul of the prayer: They all agree that all legally responsible
trlult Muslims who deny that the prayer is an obligation are unbe-
llcvcrs and should be killed for disbelief. They disagree about those
wlro abandon it, without denying it out of negligence. Mdlik and
nrlt Shaf i say they should be killed, the sound position being that
lltry are killed as a hadd, not for disbelief. All the rulings which
rr;rgrly to Muslims apply to such people after their execution: ghusl,
pnrycr, burial and inheritance. The view of ash-Sh6fi'i is that
ionrcone should be killed after missing even one obligatory
plnycr, provided, of course, that the time of that prayer has com-

lrlclLrly passed. They are first asked to repent and if they do not,
lltcy are killed. Ab[ Hanifa says they should be imprisoned until
llrry pray. Two positions are recorded from Ahmad.

Prtycr by proxy and of unbelievers: They agree that the obli-
lnlory prayer is not valid when done by proxy. If an unbeliever
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prays, is he considered a Muslim? AbU Hanifa says that if he pra

in a mosque, in a group or alone, he is judged to be a Muslim'

Shaf i says that he is only judged to be Muslim if he prays out

the lands of Islam. Malik says that if he prays on a journey where

fears for himself, he is not judged to be a Muslim, but if he

when he is safe, he is judged to be a Muslim. Afmad says that i
someone prays, he is judged to be a Muslim, whether in a group

alone, in a mosque or in a house or anywhere.

The Adhan

Legal status of adhan and iqamaz They agree that the adhdn

iqama are prescribed for the five prayers and Jumu'a, but disagrr

about their legal status. Ab[ Hanifa, Malik and ash-Sh6f i say th

they are sunna, but Ahmad says that they are a.farQ kifaya for

people of cities. They agree that the adhan is neither prescribed

sunna for women. Is the iqdma sunna for them or not? Ab[ Han

Malik and Ahmad say that it is not sunna. Ash-Shlf i says that it i

missed prayers. Malik and ash-Shafi'i say that there should be

iqama but no adhan. Ahmad says that there should be an adhdn

the first and an iqama for the rest. They agree that if the people of
city agree to abandon the adhdn and iqama, they should kil
because the adhdn is one of the tokens of Islam which it is not

mitted to abandon.

Form of the adhdnz The form of the adhan is well-known,

Malik says that the takbtr is only said twice at the beginni

They disagree about the form of the iqama. Ab[ Hanifa say

that its elements are repeated twice as they are in the adhan,

Malik says that the elements of the iqdma are only said once

Ash-Shlf i and Ahmad say that they are all said once only

for the expression of iqdma itself which is said twice. It is sunna fr

the mu'adhdhin to repeat the double shahada in a low voice befo

calling it out loud inthe adhan, except in the case of Abu Hanifa'

Time of adhdnzThe adhan may not be called before the time of

prayer, except in the case of subh when it is permitted to give

Times of Prayer

,t,lltttrr |ot it before Fajr. Ahmdd says that it is disliked to give it
lu'hrc l.hjr. Another version is that it is only disliked in Ramadan.

lrklilional elements: They agree that statement "the prayer is bet-

tlr tlurrr sleep" is prescribed only in the adhanfor Subh. Itis sunna
rr rtlr llrree Imams and the new school of ash-ShIfi'r. Three say that
tt r,, srrid twice after "Come to Sucess". Ab[ Hanifa says it is said
,rltrr tlrc adhan and is only prescribed for Subh. They agree that the
r,,,r,rrr lbr the 'ld prayers, eclipse and rain prayers is to call only,

f 
'lrr' 

lrrayer is gathered" (As-saldtu jami'a.).

lVlro calls the adhan: They agree that only a sane Muslim man may
, rrll tlrc adhan for public prayer. A woman may not give the adhan
l,r 11,",r, but the adhdn of a boy with discrimination is considered

1rr'rrrrissible. All except Ahmad accept the adhan of someone in
ttutttl,tt. They disagree about taking a wage for calling lhe adhan.
\lrrr llanifa and Ahmad say that it is not permitted. Malik and most
',lrrrli'ites say that it is permitted. If it is mispronounced, the adhan
r,,,,trll valid.

'l'irnes of Prayer

( uhr: They all agree that the beginning of the time of Z.uhr is after
rlr,'strn has reached its zenith and that it cannot be prayed before
tlr,rt. Ash-Shafi'r and Malik give a wide spread of time for the prayer
tl lrc said: up until the shadow of a thing is equal to it, which they
r olsitler to be the end of the preferred time. The school of Abii
ll,rrrrlir is that the obligationof Zuhr is connected to the end of its
rlrrt'rrnd praying at the beginning of the time is voluntary.

' lsr: The end of the time of Z.uhr is the beginning of the time of
lrl so that they overlap. If someone does not pray Zuhr until the

,,lr;ulow of a thing is equal to it, he can begin it without incurring a

rrrrrrrg action. Ash-Sh6fi'i says that if someone begins Zuhr and
lrrrrslrcs it when the shadow of a thing is equal to it, he has done the

;,r;rvt'r in its time. After that it is in the time of 'Asr. The Hanafis say

tlr;rt tlre beginning of the time of 'Asr is when the shadow of a thin"
r 
., 

r rv ico its length and the end of the time is sunset.
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Preconditions and pillars of the prayer

Maghrib and,'Ishq': Malik says that the time of Maghrib is s

and it should not be delayed. Ash-Shaf i has two positions, the

one being that the end of its time is when the red twilight di
pears. Ab[ Hanifa and Ahmad say that it has two times. When

redness goes, the time of 'Isha' has begun according to ash-Shafi

and Mf,lik, whereas Abu Hanifa and Ahmad say that it is when

white twilight which follows the red has disappeared.

Subh: They agree that the beginning of the time of Subh is the risi

of the second or true dawn whose light spreads on the horizon and

not followed by darkness. The end of its preferred time is when

becomes light. The end of the pernitted time is sunrise. Malik,
Shafi'i and Ahmad say it should be prayed while it is still dark.

Hanifa says that it should be prayed when it is getting light and

that time is missed then is better to pray when it is light than while

is still dark, except at Muzdalifa where darkness is better. Ah

considers the state of the people praying. If darkness is hard on t

then they should pray after it has got light.

Delaying the prayer: Delaying Zuhr when the heat is intense

better when it is prayed in communal mosques. The sou

Shdf ite position is that this may only be done in hot lands and in

communal mosque. It is better to pray 'Asr early in its time, ex

in the view of Ab[ Hanifa. It is better to delay 'Isha', except in

view ofash-Shaf i.

The middle prayer: They disagree about what constitutes t

"middle prayer". Abii Hanifa and Ahmad say it is Asr. MElik

ash-Shaf i say Subh.The later Shaf ites say it is Asr

Preconditions, pillars and description of the pray

The Imams agree that the prayer has preconditions which

be fulfilled to make it valid. They are four: wwdu' with water

doing tayammum when water is lacking; standing in a pure

facing qibla when it is possible to do so; and knowledge that

time has come. They disagree about whether concealing the pri
parts is also a precondition. Ab[ Hanifa, ash-Shafi'i and Ahmad

Pillars of the prayer

tlr,rt rt is a fifth precondition. The Malikis disagree, some of them
,,iryrns lhat it is one of the preconditions but is itself conditional on
rrl,rlrly and awareness, so that if someone deliberately prays with his
pr r\rtc pafts uncovered when he has the ability to cover them, his

1rr;rvt'r' is invalid. Others of them say that it is an obligation in itseli
Irrrl rrot a precondition for the validity of the prayer. If someone

;'r,rvs deliberately with his private parts exposed, he is a rebel. Later
l\l:rlikis say that the prayer is not valid at all if the private parts are
r'\lx)Sed.

l'lllars of the prayer: They all agree that the prayer has pillars and
rrrc ilgreed on seven of them: intention; takbrr al-ihrdm; standing
rrlrt'rr able; recitation; ruku'; sujud; and sitting at the end of the
pr ;rycr'. They disagree about other pillars and whether these precon-
rlrtrons and pillars are joined to the prayer or distinct from it. So the
rrrtr'rrtion of the prayer is an obligation by consensus, but Ab[
I l:rrr r lh and Abmad say that it can preced e the takbtr by a short time,
rr'lrt'r'eas Malik and ash-Shdfi'i say that it must accompany the
t,tl,ltrr al-ihram and cannot be before or after it.

lhkhlr al-il.rramz They agree that the takbtr al-ihram is one of the
rrlrligations of the prayer and that it is only valid when it is actually
,rrlicrrlated. They agree that the state of ihram in the prayer occurs
rvlre n the person praying says, "Allahu akbar". But can anything
r'lse take its place? Ab[ Hanifa says that any expression which
rrrtlicates high esteem is sufficient to fulfil the obligation. Ash-
Slrrrl'i 'i says that it requires the actual words, "Allahu akbar", as do
l\lrrlik and Ahmad. If someone speaks good Arabic and says the
tttklttr in another language, the prayer is generally considered
rrrr"rrlid, although Ab[ Hanifa says that it is not. There is consensus
tlr;rt raising the hands while pronouncing the takbtr el-ihram is
\uttna. They disagree about how far they should be raised. Ab[
llrrnif-a says level with the ears while Malik and ash-Shafi'r say to
tlrt'shoulders. There are three statements from Ahmad: to the ears,

tlrc shoulders, and choice. Raising the hands in the takbtrs of ruku'
;rrrtl lising from it is sunna, according to ash-Shlf i and Ahmad, but
Alrrl Hanifa says that it is not.

l"
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Standing: They agree that the standing position is one of the
obligations of the prescribed prayer given the ability to do it. If
someone fails to do it when he is able to, his prayer is not valid. If
someone is unable to stand, he may pray sitting. There are two state-
ments from ash-Shaf i about how this sitting should be done. One is

cross-legged and that is also related from Malik, Ahmad and is one
version of Ab[ Hamfa's position, and the second is iftirash (sitting
on the left foot with the right foot upright), which is considered the

sounder Shafi'i view. Ab[ Hanifa also says that you may sit
however you wish. If sitting is not possible, then the position of ash-
Shaf i is that you should lie down on your right side facing qibla,
and if you cannot, then on your back with your feet toward qibla,
which is also what Mdlik and Ahmad say. Ab[ Hanifa says that this
is so that it is possible to nod towards qibla with the head to indicate
bowing and prostrating. If that cannot be done with the head, it
should be done with the eyes. AbD Hanifa says that when things
reach that state, the obligation of the prayer falls away. Someone
praying on a ship must stand for the obligatory prayer as long as he
does not fear drowning or vertigo. Abii Hanifa says that it is not
obligatory to stand in that situation.

Position of the hands: They agree that it is sunna to put the right
hand on the left in the prayer (qabil except for the famous transmis-
sion from Malik that the hands should hang down by the sides
(sadl). They disagree about the exact place that the hands should be
placed. Ab[ Hanifa says under the navel. Malik and ash-Shaf i say

under the chest and above the navel. There are two reports from
Ahmad, the most famous of which is the same as Ab[ Hanifa. The
sunna with three is that the person praying should look at the place

where he will prostrate.

IsfiftAfu : Three agree that the istiftah (opening) du'a' in the prayer
is sunna. Malik says that it is not and that the person praying simply
says the takbtr and begin the recitation. Ab[ Hanifa and Atrmad say

that the form of the istiftah is: "Glory be to You, O Allah, and by
Your praise. Blessed is Your Name and exalted is Your greatness.

There is no god but You." Its form with ash-Shafi'i is, "I tum my

Pillars of the prayer

Ittr t' ttt the One who created the heavens and the earth, a natural
l',' I t t't'c r... " (6:49)

llrt'itation: They disagree about seeking refuge before reciting. Ab[
llirrrrlir says that it should be done in the first rak'at. Ash-Shafi'i

',rrvs llrat it should be done in every rak'at. Malik says it is not done

tl tlrc prescribed prayers. They agree that the recitation is obligatory
lrrr tlrc lmam and anyone praying alone in the two rak'ats of Fajr
rur(l in the first lwo rak'ats of every other prayer. They disagree
llrorrt it at other times. Ash-Sh6f i and Ahmad say that it is manda-

trrr y in every rak'at of all five prescribed prayers. Ab[ Hanifa says

tlrrrt rccitation is only obligatory in the first two rak'ats. Two things
rlr lcported from Malik, one is the same as the view of ash-Shlf i
rrrrtl Ahmad, and the other is that the prostration of forgetfulness
,,lrrrrrld be done for omitting the recitation in one rak'at of the

lu;rycr, except in the case of Subh, when the omission of recitation
rrr , rrrc of its two rak'ats means it must be done again.

l{tcitation following an imam: They disagree about the obligation
ol lccitation for those following the imam. Abii Hanifa says that it is
rrot obligatory whether the imam recites aloud or silently, but that it
t\ .\tltna to recite behind him. Malik and Alrmad say that anyone

lollowing an Imam does not have to recite at all. Malik dislikes
tlrosc fbllowing to recite when the prayer is outloud, whether they
r rrn hear the recitation of the Imam or not. Ahmad made a distinc-
Iron and recommended recitation when the Imam is silent. Ash-
Slrrrl'i'i says that it is obligatory for those following in the silent

;rr:rycr and the prefer:red of his two positions is that it is also obliga-
tory lbr those following when the prayer is outloud.

lVhat should be recited: They disagree about what should be
rrtitcd. Malik, ash-Shaf i and Ahmad say that the Fatiha must be

rr't itcd. Ab[ Hanifa says that the prayer is sound if something else is
rt'e itcd. They disagree about the basmala. Ash-Shaf i and Airmad
,,iry that it is one of ayats of the Fatiha which must be recited with
rt. n b[ Hanifa and Malik say that it is not part of the Fatiha and is
rrrrl obligatory. The school of ash-Shdf i is that the basmala is recit-
r'rl outloud whereas Ab[ Hanifa and Ahmad say it should be done
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silently. Malik says that it is recommended to omit it and begi
directly with 'Praise be to Allah'.

Inability to recite: They disagree about someone who can reci
neither the Fdtiha nor any other part of the Qur'an. Ab[ Hanifa
Malik say that he should stand for the length of time it would take
recite the Fdtiha. Ash-Shaf i says that he should glorify for t
length of time and that recitation in Persian (or any other language
is not allowed. Ab[ Hanifa says it is permissible to recite in Arabi
or in Persian. Abu Ylsuf and ash-shaybani say that if he can reci
the Fatiha well in Arabic, no other language is allowed, but if
cannot recite it proficiently, he should recite in his own language
Abii Hanifa says that reading from a Qur'an in the prayer invali
it. Ash-Sh[fi'r says that it is permitted. There are two reports fro
Ahmad, one the same as ash-Shaf,'I and the other that it is
inthe ndfila but not the obligatory which is the position of Mdlik.

Saying dmtn: They disagree about saying amtn after the Fdtiha
The well-known position of Abii Hanifa is that it should not be saj

outloud, either by the Imam or anyone following. Malik says th
those following say it outloud and there are two reports about wh
the imam does. Ash-Sh6f i says that the imam says it outloud
there are two positions about the followers, the soundest of which
that they say it outloud. Ahmad says that both say it outloud.

Sfira after the Fdtilta: They agree that it is sunna to recite a sil
after the Fdtiha in both rak'ats of the Subh prayer and in the
two rak'ats of the folur rak'at prayers and Maghrib. Is it sunnct
other rak'ats? Three say that it is not and there are two positio
from ash-Shdfi'i, the most likely being that it is not sunna.
agree that reciting it outloud in the prayers which are outloud
silent in those which are silent is sunna. If someone recites it ou
Ioud intentionally in a silent prayer or silently in one which shou
be outloud, it does not invalidate the prayer, but it means that t
sunna has been abandoned. There is one Maliki position that i
someone does that deliberately, his prayer is invalid. They di
about whether someone praying alone should recite outloud. Mali
and ash-Shifi'r say that it is recommended for him to do so.

Pillars of the prayer

wcll-known position from Ahmad is that it is not recommended.

Ah[ Hanifa says that he can choose either.

Rukfi' and sujuilz There is consensus that rukil' and suiiid are two
ohligations of the prayer. It is prescribed to bow until the palms

rcrrch the knees and itis sunna to say the takblr while doing it. They

rlisagree about the necessity of coming to rest in sujild and ruku'-
Ah[ Hanifa says that it is not obligatory but sunna. Mdlik, ash-

Shaf i and Ahmad say that it is obligatory in the same way that the

gxrsitions of sujud and ruku' are obligatory. They agree that when

you bow, the sunna is to place your hands on your knees and not
hctween the knees. Glorification in suiiid and rukil' is sunna.

Ahmad says that it is mandatory in suiild and ruku' once. Similarly
hc says that glorification and supplication between the two sajdas

rnay only be omitted out of forgetfulness or the prayer is invalidated.
'l'he sunna is to glorify three times.

Rising from rukfi': Rising from ruku' and standing up straight
ngain is obligatory in the view of ash-Shdfi'i and it is the well-
known position in the school of Ma[k . Ab[ Hanifa says that it is
not obligatory but that it is disliked to go directly from ruku' to
sujud. Ash-Shafi'i says that the sunna is that the imam, those

lirllowing him, or someone praying alone should say when rising
lrom ruku', "Allah hears whoever praises Him. Our Lord, praise is

Yours in an amount as great as the heavens and the earth and in
lumount as great as anything You wish after that." The other three

say that the imam does not say more than "Allah hears whoever
praises Him," and the follower, "Our Lord, praise is yours." Malik
says that someone praying alone can add to that if he wants to.

I'arameters of sujudz They agree that suiiid is on seven points: the

lace, knees, hands, and toes. They disagree about what is obligatory.

Ab[ Hanifa says that the forehead and nose must touch the ground.

Ash-Sh6f i says that only the forehead is obligatory. As regards the

rest of the points, Ahmad says that they are obligatory except for the

nose, although that is disputed. The position of M1lik varies. Ibn al-

Qdsim says that the forehead and nose are obligatory. If they do not
both touch the ground, it is recommended to repeat the prayer within
the time, but if the time has gone, there is no need to. They disagree
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about someone who prostrates on the coil of his turban. Ab[ Hanlfa,
Malik and Ahmad say that that is all right. Ash-Shaf i and Ahmad
in another view say that it is necessary for the actual forehead to
touch the ground. They disagree about uncovering the hands in
sujud. Abii Hanifa and Ahmad say that it is not obligatory while
Malik says that it is. Ash-Shdf i has two positions, the sounder of
which is that it is not obligatory.

Sitting: They disagree about the sitting position between the two
sajdas. Ab[ Hanifa says that it is sunna while the others say that it
is obligatory. Sitting briefly in between them is sunna in the sounder
of the two positions of ash-Sh6f i, while the others say that it is
recommended. According to three you should stand from sujild,
pushing yourself up with your hands and go down putting your
hands down first. Ab[ flanifa says that you should not push yourself
up with your hands.

Thshahhudz They disagree about the first tashahhud and the way of
sitting. Three say that the first tashahhud is recommended but
Ahmad says that it is mandatory. In the view of ash-Shdf i, it is
sunna to sit iftirash (on the left foot) in the first sitting and tawarruk
(on the left buttock with the left foot under the right leg) in the
second. Ab[ Hanifa says that the sunna is to sit iftirdsh in both.
Malik says it should be tawarruk in both. They agree that all the
forms of tashahhud reported from the Prophet by the Companions
are permitted. Ash-Shafi'r and Ahmad prefer that of Ibn 'Abbds
which is "Greetings, blessings and good prayers belong to Allah.
Peace be upon you, O Prophet, and the mercy of Allah and His
blessings. Peace be upon us and on the righteous slaves of Allah. I
testify that there is no god but Allah and I testify that Muhammad is
the Messenger of Allah." Abii Hanifa prefers that of Ibn Mas'iid
which is: "Greetings, prayers and good prayers belong to Allah.
Peace be upon you, O Allah, and the mercy of Allah and His bless-

ings..." Mafik prefers that of Ibn 'IJmar which is: "Greetings are for
Allah and pure things belong to Allah, and good prayers belong to
Allah. Peace be upon you, O Prophet, and the mercy of Allah ..." It
also contains the words: "I testify, that there is no god but Allah and
I testify that Muhammad is His slave and Messenger." As regards

llrc prayer on the Prophet in the frnal tashahhud, Abtt Hanifa and

Miilik say it is sunna, ash-Shdfi'i that it is obligatory, and Ahmad

ruys that the prayer is invalid without it.

'l'he saldmz The salam is prescribed. It is an essential pillar of the

l)rtyer in the view of ash-Shdf i, Malik and Ahmad but not in the

vicw of Ab[ flanifa. Abtr $anlfa and Ahmad say that there are two

lusltms. Malik says one. Ash-Sh6f i has two views, the sounder of
which is that it is two. Malik, ash-Shdfi'i and Ahmad say that the

xilAm is part of the prayer. Abii Hanifa says not. Malik says that the

lirst tasltm is obligatory for the imam and someone praying alone.

Ash-Sh6f i says it is obligatory for those following' Abii Hanifa

rlys that it is not obligatory. Ahmad has two positions, one of which

is that both taslims are mandatory. The second saldm is sunna

nccording to AbI Hanifa and the soundest positions of ash-Shdf i
rrnd Ahmad. Malik says that it is not sunnafor the imam or someone

praying alone but that it is recommended for those following to say

lhe saldm three times, once to the right, once to the left and a third

time to the front to return the greeting of the imam. Who is the

,suldm directed to? Ab[ Hanifa says it is to the guardian angels and

the people to the right and left. Malik says that for the imam and for
someone alone it is simply the way of ending the prayer. For those

lirllowing, the first salam is to end the prayer and the second to

rcturn the greeting of the imam. Ash-Shdfi'i says that someone

nlone intends to greet all angels, men and jinn on his right and left
rrnd that the imam intends by the fnst salam to end the prayer and by

the second to greet those following. A[rmad says that it is simply a

matter of ending the prayer.

'fhe quniitz The sunna is to do the qunttt in Subh, as ash-Sh6f i
rclated from the Rdshidln Khalifs, and that is also the position of
Malik. Ab[ Hanifa says that it is not sunna to do qunut in Subh.

Ahmad says that rulers should do qunilt for armies but that if some-

one else does it, there is no harm in it. Abii $anifa and Ahmad dis-

rgree about those who pray behind an imam who does the qunilt in

$ubh and whether he should be followed or not. Abii Hanifa says

that he should not, but Alrmad says that he should. Abii Y[suf says

if the imam does the quniit, then a follower should do it with him.
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Pillars of the prayer

Malik did not raise his hands in the qunut. Ash-Shdf i recommends
it and says that it should take place after ruku', while Malik says
before.

Glorification in the prayer: They agree that the glorification in
ruku' is, "Glory be to my Lord, the fmmense" (subhana rabbi'l-
a7.7m), and in sujildit is. "Glory be to my Lord the Most High,,
(subhana rabbi'l-a'la). Saying, "Allah hears...", "Our Lord, praise
is Yourso', and asking for forgiveness between sajdas and the takblrs
is also prescribed. Three say that they are sunna. Ahmad says that
they are mandatory once. Repeating the formula three times is the
best. They agree that the takbtrs are part of the prayer, but it is
reported that Abii lanlfa says that the first takbtr is not. The sunna
with three is to put the knees down before the hands in sujud. Malik
says that the hands should be put down before the knees.

Private parts: Concealing the private parts from others is manda-
tory by consensus. It is a precondition for the validity ofthe prayer,
except with Mdlik who says it is mandatory for the prayer, but not a
precondition for its validity. AbU flanifa and ash-Shdf i say that the
private parts of a man are everything between the navel and the
knees. Two things are reported from Mdlik and Ahmad, one of
which is the same as the others, and the other that it is only the
genitals themselves. They agree that a man's navel is not one of the
private parts. Mdlik, ash-Shafi'r and Ahmad say that the knees do
not constitute private parts. Ab[ flanifa and some Shlf ites say that
they do. Abii Hanifa says that private parts of a free woman com-
prise her whole body apart from the face, palms and feet. He also
says in one report that the feet are included as well. Malik and ash-
Shaf i say everything except for her face and palms. Two things are
reported from Ahmad. One is everything except the face and palms,
and the well-known one is everything except the face.

Exposing the private parts: Does exposing the private parts
invalidate the prayer? Ab[ Hanifa says that if an area of the genitals
the size of a dirham is exposed, the prayer is not invalid, and if less
than a quartff of the thigh is uncovered, the prayer is not invalid.
Ash-Shdf i says that the prayer is invalidated by the exposure of
any of the private parts whatsoever. Ahmad says that if a little

The Prayer

lrr,r'orrrcs exposed, the prayer is not invalid, but if it is a lot it is. A
llttlt" is what is normally considereC to be a little. Malik says that if

nrlru('()nl: is aware of being exposed and is able to cover his private

Irruls iu)d still prays with the private parts exposed, then his prayer is
Itrvrrlitl. Ahmad made it obligatory to cover the shoulders in the
prrrv('r'. If a person has no clothes, according to Mdlik and ash-
\lrnli'i, he can pray standing, bowing and prostrating and his prayer
lr virlicl. AbIi Hanifa says that he may pray sitting or standing.
Alrrruul says he should pray sitting down and indicate the other posi-
llrrrs with his head.

Prrrlly: They agree that purity of the clothing, body and place of the
pr.rson praying is mandatory. It is a precondition for the validity of
lhc player with Abii HanIfa, ash-Shafi'r, Ahmad, and there are three
Irnrrsnrissions from Malik, the best known of which is that if some-
uuc l)r'ays knowing about the impurity, his prayer is not valid. If he
lr igrrorant or forgets, it is valid. Purity from ritual impurity is a pre-
r rrrrrlition for the validity of the prayer by consensus. If someone
lr.rrrls people in the prayer while in janaba, his prayer is invalid
willrout dispute, whether he knows that he is in jandba at the
rronrcnt he begins or forgets. If the one following knows his imam
ls ur.junaba, his prayer is invalid. If he does not know, his prayer is
vnlirl according to ash-Sh6f i and Malik, while Abii lanifa says it is
Itrvirlrd. If it is a question of minor impurity, then the prayer is
Itrvrrlicl according to ash-Shdfi'I, Malik and Ahmad. Ab[ Hanifa says

llrrrl lhe prayer is not invalid and that the imam should do wudil' and
lorrlirrue the prayer. They agree that purity of the body is a precondi-
llorr lirr the prayer when it is possible. Knowledge that the time has
r unrc or its probability is also a precondition ofthe prayer, except in
llrc case of Malik who says that the precondition is knowledge not
probirbility.

l,irting the qibla: They agree that facing the qibla is a precondition
lor thc validity of the prayer, except if there is a valid excuse, such
rrr intense fear in war, or in voluntary prayers for a traveller on a
lrrrrgjourney on a mount, although he should face qibla to begin and
lrrr lhe takbtr al-ihram. The person praying while resident must face
qtltll.lf he is travelling, he should use his discretion, information
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The prayer

and following the people where he is. If someone prays in a di
tion he thinks is right and then finds out that he is wrong, only
Shaf i says he has to repeat it.

Speaking in the prayer: If someone speaks or greets someone
his prayer out of forgetfulness or ignorance of the prohibition or
tongue runs ahead, but it is not a lot, the prayer is not invali
according to all but Ab[ Hanifa who says that the prayer is in
dated by any speech except for the salam.If he speaks a lot, then
sound position with ash-Shlf i is that the prayer is invalid. M
says that if the words are deliberate in order to put right the
such as informing the imam of forgetfulness if that is the only
to get his attention, it is not invalid. They agree that the prayer
invalidated by eating, as is the case with drinking, except for A!
in the voluntary prayer. If the imam does something wrong in
prayer, a man should say "Glory be to Allah" (subhdnallah) and
woman should clap. Malik says that all should say "Glory be
Allah". If someone conveys permission or waming by saying
the prayer is not invalidated, although Ab[ Hanifa says that it
unless he intends to alert the imam or to prevent someone f
passing in front of him. If a person praying is greeted, he
answer by gesture, but it is agreed that it is not obligatory for him
do so. If someone passes in front of the person praying, it does
invalidate his prayer, even if it is a menstruating woman, a

or a black dog although Ahmad says that a black dog does invali
the prayer.

Other matters: Malik and ash-ShEfi'i permit a man to pray with
woman at his side. Ab[ Hanifa says that it invalidates the man
prayer. It is not disliked to kill snakes and scorpions during
prayer.

Forbidden places of prayer: They disagree about the places
which it is forbidden to pray and whether or not the prayer is inv
in them. Abii Hanifa says it is disliked but if someone does pray
such a place, his prayer is still valid. M6lik says that the prayer
such places is valid, even it is clearly disliked because one can
be safe from impurity there. Ash-Sh6f i says that the prayer in t
is valid but disliked, except for cemeteries when there are

S aj da of .forg e tfulne s s

Urn\('s. in which case the prayer is not valid. If there are no open

l,rrr\('ri, it is disliked but allowed. The well-known position of
Alrrnrul is that the prayer in them is invalid. The places are seven:
r crr('lcries, slaughterhouses, rubbish heaps, bathhouses, roadways,
urrru'l pens and on top of the Ka'ba.

'l'fu: sajda of forgetfulness

'l'lrcy agree that the sajda of forgetfulness is prescribed in the

llnycr and puts it right after a mistake and then they disagree.
Alrrrurd and some Hanafis say that it is mandatory. Mdlik says that it
t,, rrlrligatory if something is missing from the prayer and sunna if
,,rrrrrcthing is added. AbD Hanifa and ash-Shafi'r say that it is sunna
rrlrrolutely. They agree that if someone omits it out of forgetfulness,
hrs prayer is not invalid, except for one report from Ahmad. They
rllvrgree about when it should be done. Abii Hanifa says that it
,'lrrrrrltl be done after the salam. Malik says that if it is for missing
,,rrrrrcthing, it is done before the salam, and if it is for adding some-
llrrrrg, it is after it. If there is addition and omission, then it is done
lrclolc the salam. Ash-Shaf i says that it is always done before the
rrr/rarr. Ahmad says it is done before the salam, unless it is for acci-
rlt'rrtll omission of something in the prayer or when there is uncer-
lrrrrrly about the number of rak'ats prayed, in which case you should
lrrriltl on what is probable and prostrate after the salam.

I lrrccrtainty about number of rak'ats: If the imam is unsure about
llrt' rrumber of rak'ats prayed, he builds on what he is cerlain about
rrr lhc view of Mdlik and ash-Sh1fi'r and that is also the position of
r\lrrr Hanrfa with someone praying alone. He has two positions
rrlxrut the imam, one is the same as that and the second is that he

',lrorrld build on what is probable.

( jtncral forgetfulness: If someone forgets the first tashahhud and
rcrrrcrnbers after standing up, he should not go back to it according
kr rrsh-Shaf i. If he remembers before reaching the upright position,
lrt' slrorrld return and do the sajda of forgetfulness. M5lik says that if
Irrs buttocks have left the ground, he should not go back. Ahmad
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Sajda of forgetfulness

says that if he remembers after standing up, but before reciting,
can choose, but it is most likely that he does not go back. If
stands for a fifth rak'at and then remembers, ash-Shlf i says that
should sit down again. If he forgets the tashahhud in the f
rak'at, he should say it in the fifth and do the sajda of forge
Abii Hanrfa says that if he remembers before he goes into sujud in
fifth rak'at, he should return to sitting. If someone is praying
nafila prayer and rises for a third rak'at, there is no disagreeme

among the scholars that he can make it four or can return to two
do the salam and the sajda for forgetfulness. If he prays Magh
with four rak'ats out of forgetfulness, he should do the sajda for
getfulness and his prayer is allowed.

The position of imam: When the imam is told by those behind
that he has omitted a rak'at, ash-Shdfi'i and Ahmad say that
should not accept it if he is certain, but acts according to his
certainfy. Abii Hanifa says that he should accept what they say

there are various reports from Mdlik.

Omission of sunan: According to ash-Sh6fi'T, the sajda of
fulness is not done on account of omitting a sunna, except in
case of the qunilt, the first tashahhud and the prayer on the

AbD Hanr-fa says that if the imam omits the takblrs of the 'ld,
should do the sajda for forgetfulness. The imam should also do

sajda for forgetfulness for reciting outloud in a silent prayer and

reverse. Malik says that if the imam recites outloud in a sile
prayer, he should prostate after the salam and if he remains silent
a prayer which should be outloud, he should do the sajda for
fulness before the saldm.

Additional matters: If someone repeats the forgetfulness, the

sajdas are enough for all by consensus. If someone forgets behi

an imam, he does not prostrate. If the Imam forgets, the follower
subject to his forgetfulness. If the Imam does not prostrate, M
says that the follower should prostrate and that is the predomi
view in the school of ash-Shdfi'r and is one transmission f
Ahmad.

The sajdas of recitation

'l',rc sajdas of recitation

'l'lrcy are sunnafor both the reciter and the listener with three but
Alrtt llanifa says that they are mandatory. The sajdas of recitation
rrrt'onling to the predominant view of ash-Shdfi'i and Atrmad are

lrrurlcrrn in number. There are two in Surat al-Haij but AbU Hanifa
ltrrl Malik say that there is only one. There is a question about
wlrcllrcr the sajda in Silrat Sad is for thankfulness or recitation. Abii
lllrrttir, Malik and Ahmad, in one report, say that it is for recitation.
Arh Shaf i and Ahmad in the well-known position say that it is a

fro$tration of thankfulness recommended outside of the prayer.
'f 'ltcv irgree that the Mufassal (the last part of the Qur'an) has three

;ttrrslrirtions: in an-Najm, al-Inshiqdq and al-'Alaq except for Mdlik
wlto sirys that there is no prostration in the Mufassal. They agree
thrrrrl the rest of the ten prostrations in al-A'raf, ar-Ra'd, an-Nahl,
nl lrri', Maryam, the first of al-Hajj, al-Furqdn, an-Naml, as-Sajda

tilti l;ussilat.

Vnrlous factors: If the reciter is not praying but the one who hears

lr, llrc listener does not prostrate then or afterwards, except in the
vlrw of Abii Hanifa who says he should prostrate when he finishes
llrr lrriryer. The preconditions of the prayer apply to it. Ruku' is not
rlutrc according to three, while Ab[ Hanifa says that it is recom-
Ittrrrtlcd. It is not disliked for the imam to recite an dyat of sajda,
tr'('orrling to ash-Shaf i and Mdlik. Ab[ Hanr-fa says that it is dis-
lllctl when silent but not when aloud. Ahmad says that if he says it
rllrrrtly he does not prostrate. Ash-Shlf i says that when the imam

flostrltes for recitation and the follower does not follow him, his
prnyer is invalid in the same way as it is when the followers omits
lltr tlrtttut with the imam. Ash-Shdfi'i says that inthe sajda of recita-
llrrrr there is a takblr and salam without a tashahhud, which is the

;xrrition of Ahmad. Abii Hanlfa and Malik say there is no salam.

T4/rIa of thankfulness: Ash-Shdfi'r and Ahmad recommend that
ronr('one who receives a blessing or wants to avert an affliction from
Itlrrrscll should prostrate out of thankfulness to Allah Almighty. At-
f'rrlrrrwi said that AbD Hanifa did not believe that there was a sajda
llr lhlnkfulness and ash-Shaybdni reported that it is disliked. Malik
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Voluntary Prayers

says that it is disliked separate from the prayer. It is recomme
that when a reciter recites an ayat of mercy, he should ask for it,
when he recites an ayat of punishment, he should seek refuge
it. AbU flanifa says that doing so is disliked inthefard prayer.

Voluntary Prayers

The firmest of the sunna prayers performed with the fard
are the witr and the two rak'ats of Fair. Malik and ash-Sh6f i
that the firmest of those is the witr, while Ahmad thinks it is the

rqk'ats of Fajr. Ab[ Hanifa says that the witr is mandatory but
obligatory. They agree that the regular voluntary prayers are the

rak'ats of Fajr, two before and two after Zuhr, two after Magh
and two after 'Isha'. Ab[ Hanifa and ash-Shdfi'r say four bef,

Asr while Abii Hanifa says two or four before Zuhr. Ash-S
says four after it. Ab[ Hanifa says four or two after it. Abii
says four before and four after 'Isha' and that the sunna of
Jumu'a is four before and four after.

Form of prayer: The sunna in supererogatory prayers, both day
night, is to say the saldm after every two rak'ats. Abii Hanifa
you can pray two, four, six or eight rak'ats with one salam d

the night, and four rak'ats during the day.

The witrz The minimum for the witr is one rak'at and the

is eleven rak'ats. The least for correctness is three with ash

and Ahmad. Abii Hanlfa says that the witr is three rak'ats with
tashm, no more and no less. M6lik says that the witr is one rak'
with the shaf'a before it and separate from it. There is no maxi
for the number of rak'ats before it but the minimum is two. If
one does the witr early and then tahajjud later, he does not have

repeat the witr in the soundest position of ash-Sh6f i, Malik
Ab[ Hanifa. Ahmad says that he should make it even by doing
rak'at on its own and then repeat thewitrlater.

Qunfit in the witrz The sunna is to do the qunfit at the end of
wit in the second half of Ramaddn with ash-Shlf i and doing
is well-known with Matik. Ab[ Hanlfa and Ahmad say that qunilt

Forbidden times for prayer

rhrrrc irr the witr throughout the year. A group of ShSf ites also say

tltnt.

llmtx,ih: Ab[ Hanifa, ash-Shdfi'i and Ahmad say that doing the

huiln'tlJ prayer in Ramadan is sunna. They say it should be twenty
tttl'ttt.t with ten saldms and is best done in a group. There are

rrlx)rts fiom Mllik of tardwlh being eight, twenty and thirty-six
lrll'rtls.

Mnklng up missed/arl prayers: They agree that it is obligatory to
tttrrhc up missedfard prayers, but they disagree about making them
rtp ut tlisliked times. AbD Hanifa says that it is not permitted. Malik,
nrlr Shaf i and Ahmad say that it is permitted. If the sun rises while
r)nr('one is doing the Subh prayer, all except AbD Hanifa say that
lltr grlayer is not invalid. They all agree that if the sun sets while
rlncone is praying 'Asr, his prayer is valid.

Mlrsing sunna prayers: If someone misses some of the regular
vttuttts, it is sunna, according to ash-Sh6fi'r, to make them up, even

nt rlisliked times, in the same way asfard prayers and this is one of
lwo positions from Ahmad. Malik says that they should not be made

tt;r, Ab[ Hanifa says that they should be made up with the fard
;t nycr if someone misses it.

Arrlving after the iqdma: If someone enters the mosque after the

hltlt,,u, ash-Shlf i and Ahmad say that he should not pray the greet-
Ittl ol'the mosque or any olher sunnas. Abii Hanifa and Malik say

lltrrt il'someone is certain not to miss the second rak'at of Subh,he
rltrrrrld do the two rak'ats of Fajr before he enters the mosque.

Itlrrbidden times for prayer: The times at which Malik says the

lrrrrytrr is forbidden are after Asr until the sun sets and after Subh
tttrlil sunrise. There is no prayer until after the sun has set or risen.
Ahlr Hanifa and ash-Shdf i add when the sun is at its zenith until it
rltclines. Malik and Atrmad say that you can make up the fard
plnycrs in what is an otherwise prohibited time. Ash-Sh6f i says

t\l litrd prayers can be made up at all times as well as voluntary
prrycrs which have a reason, such as greeting the mosque, the two
,1il\'(tts of tawaf, the prostration of recitation, the vowed prayer, and
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Group prayer

the prayer for renewal of purity. Ab[ Hanifa says that during f
den times it is not permitted to pray a farQ, even if it is Asr for
day, when is the sun is yellow. If someone misses Subh, he
not pray it at sunrise. If he does pray and the sun rises while he
doing it, it is invalid. If someone has prayed two rak'ats of Fajr, it
disliked for him to do ndfila prayers after that according to
Hamf4 ash-Shdf i and Ahmad. Malik says that it is not disli
This is outside Makka. In Makka, Mali and ash-Shafi'i say
ndfila is not disliked at those times while Ab[ Hanifa and

say that it is.

Group prayer

They agree that the group prayer is prescribed and that it is
gatory to make it public. If everyone in a locality refuses to establi
the group prayer, they should be fought until they do so. They
that the minimum group for all obligatory prayers except Jumu'a
two: an imam and a follower standing at his right. Ahmad says

if the follower is one and stands on the imam's left, his prayer
invalid. They disagree about whether the group is obligatory in

fard prayers outside of Jumu'a. Ash-Shlf i says that it is a
obligation. It is said that it is sunna and that is the best-k
position. It is said that it is an individual obligation. The school
Malik is that it is sunna. Abtr flanifa says that it is a farQ kifi
Some tlanbahs say it is sunna. Ahmad says that it is mandatory
individuals but not a precondition for the validity of the prayer.

someone prays alone when he can join a group, the prayer is st

valid. It is better for women to pmy in their houses, but it is not di
liked for them to pray in a group according to ash-Shafi'i
Ahmad. Abtr Hanifa and MElik say that it is disliked to have a
prayer for women.

Intention: Followers must intend to be in a group, but the intent
to act as imam is not obligatory. It is recommended by Malik
ash-Shdfi'i, except for Jumu'a when it is obligatory. Abii $
says that if there are women behind an imam, he must make
intention, but not if there are only men. Jumu'a, 'Arafa and the '

Group prayer

lurc an exception. He says there must be an intention to be imam in
lltcse three cases. Ahmad says that the intention of the imam is a
lrcccssary precondition. If someone starts to pray afarQ prayer alone
rrrrd the iqdma for the group prayer is given, it is agreed that he can-
nol stop and join the group. If he intends to join them without stop-
ping his prayer, ash-Sh6f i has two views, the sounder of which is
llrnt it is sound to do so, and that is the best-known position from
Mrilik and Ahmad. Ab[ Hanifa says that it is not sound.

('ttching the prayer: When someone catches aprayeL ash-Shlfi'I
rurys that he is at the beginning of his prayer in respect of action and

f trrlgement and so he should repeat the qunut. Ab[ Hanifa says that
wlrat the follower catches of the imam's prayer is the beginning of
Itis prayer in respect of the tashahhudsbnt the end of it in respect of
tr.citation. Malik says in the well-known position from him that it is
llrc end of it and there are two positions from Alrmad.

Arriving after the group prayer: If someone enters the mosque
nrrtl tinds that the imam has finished the prayer, it is disliked for him
lu hegin a new group there according to Ab[ Hamfa, Malik and ash-
Slrirli'i. Ahmad says that it is not disliked to hold a group ptayer
tul'lcr a group in any case. If someone prays alone and then finds a
gruup praying, ash-Shafi'r recommends that he should pray with
llrcrn. Mdlik says the same, except in respect of Maghrib. AbU
l,lrrnifa says that he should not repeat it, except in the case of Z;uhr
nuJ 'lsha' . Ash-Shlf i says the first prayer is farQ and the second is
voluntary which is also the position of Ab[ Hanifa and Ahmad. If
ronreone prays in a group and then finds another group, ash-Shdf i
ilys that he should not repeat the prayer with them. Alrmad says this
rrtrly applies lo Subh and Asr. Malik says that if someone prays in a
gloup, he should not repeat that prayer.

'l'he imam delaying movement and breakingwu(u'z If the imam
icnses someone joining while he is bowing or in the final
ht:ihuhhud, ash-Shlf i and Ahmad say it is recommended for him to
wnit. Ab[ Hanifa and Malik say that it is disliked. If the imam
lva'aks wudti' it is recommended for him to delegate by Ab[ Hanifa,
Mllik and Ahmad. Ash-Shdf i has two statements, the soundest of
which is that it is permitted to do so.
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The imam

Connection of prayer rows to the imam: They agree that
the rows are connected and there is no road or river between
following is valid. They disagree about what happens when there i
a river or road between the imam and the followers. M6lik and
Shaf i say their prayer is still valid. Ab[ Hanifa says that it is
valid. If someone prays in his house with the imam,s prayer in
mosque and there is a barrier which prevents him seeing the row
Malik, ash-Shaf i and Ahmad say their prayer is not valid, and i
his best-known position, Abii Hanifa says the same.

Praying a prayer different to that of the imam: They agree that
is permitted for someone praying ndfila to follow someone prayi
a farQ prayer. They disagree about the reverse. Ab[ Hanifa, Mali
and Ahmad say it is not valid and that it is not permitted to pray
fardbehind someone praying a differentfard. Ash-Shafi.r says it
permitted.

valid and invalid imams: Praying behind a boy with discriminar
in any prayer other than Jumu'a is absolutely valid in the view
ash-Sh6fi'I, who differs from the other three who sav that is it is
valid for afarQ prayer and disagree abortnafilaprayers. In the
likely report, ash-Shdf i says that it is valid to follow such a boy
Jumu'a, but an adult has more right to be imam than a child. T
imamate of a blind person is sound by agreement without any di
like, but Ab[ Hanifa says that a seeing person is more entitled to I
imam. The imamate of someone impious is valid in the view of
Hanifa and Ash-Shafi'r, who nevertheless disliked it. Malik sa
that if an imam's impiety is not a matter of interpretation,
imamate is invalid and the prayer behind him should be re
There are two versions from Ahmad, the best known of which is
the prayer is not valid. It is agreed that it is not valid for a woman
lead a man in fard prayers. They disagree about whether a
can act as imam for men in the tardwrh prayer. Ahmad allows
provided she is behind, but the rest forbid it.

Most entitled imam: They disagree about who is most entitled
be imam and whether it is the person with the mostfiqh or the
who knows the most Qur'an. AbD Hanifa, Malik and ash-Shdfi.i
that the person with mosty'qh is the most entitled, provided he

The imam

rccitc the Fatifua well. Ahmad says that the person with the most
(Jrrr''an, who is good in recitation and knows the rules of the prayer
Irt nrore entitled. They disagree about someone illiterate who does

rrrrl krrow the Fatiha well leading someone who does. AbD Hanifa
,rnys that the prayer of both is invalid. MAlik and Ahmad say that the
prlycr of the reciter alone is invalid. Ash-Sh6f i says that it is valid
lor ln illiterate to lead a group in prayer. There are two statements

Ilrnr him about what is the position of the prayer behind him of
rrrlnrcone who can read, the soundest of which is that it is invalid.

lnrpurity of the imam: It is not permitted to pray behind someone
wlro has broken wudu'.If someone does not know it, ash-Shdf i and
Al,rrrrad say that his prayer is valid, except in Jumu'a. In Jumu'a, if
llrcrc are the required number of people without him, the prayer
hchind such a man is invalid in the school of ash-Sh6fi'r. Abu
llnnifa and Ahmad say that the prayer behind someone who has

hrrrken wuQlt' is invalid in every case. Mdlik says that if the imam
Irus lbrgotten that, the prayer of those behind him is valid. If he

hrurws, it is invalid.

Prnying behind a seated imam: The prayer of someone standing
lrlrind someone sitting is valid according to Ab[ flanifa and ash-
Slrll'i'i. Two things are reported from M51ik. Ahmad says that peo-

plc should pray behind him sitting.

'l'hc imam and the iqama: Malik, ash-Sh6f i and Ahmad say that
llrc irnam must wait after the iqdma until the rows are straight. AbU

l,lrrrrifa says that when the mu'adhdhin says in the iqdma, "Come to
gulyer," he stands and those behind him follow. When he says,
"Qtul qdmat, " the imam says the takbtr al-ihrdm. When the iqama rs
ovcr, the imam begins to recite.

Women and boys in the prayer: If boys are with the men, the
Sluil'i'ite position is that the men should stand in one row and the
lxrys behind them. Some of his people say that one boy should stand
lrt'lween every two men to teach them the prayer. That is the posi-
liorr of Malik. If there are women, they should stand behind the
lroys. If a woman stands in the first row between the men, the prayer
ol lll of them is invalid. According to Ab[ l.Ianifa, the prayer of the

L
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The travelling PraYer
The travelling prayer

man on her left, right and behind her is invalid, but her prayer is
If someone stands in a row on his own, his prayer is allowed
three, but disliked. Ahmad says that his prayer is invalid if he

alone when the imam bows.

Getting in front of the imam: If a follower is in front of the i
in the standing, his prayer is invalid according to Abii Hanifa
Atrmad, while M6lik says that is valid. Ash-Shdfi'i has two
tions. The predominant one is that it is invalid.

The Tfavelling Prayer

They agree that it is permitted to shorten the prayer while tra
ling, but they disagree whether it is an indulgence or a firm i
tion. AbD Hanifa says that it is a firm instruction and is strict
it. Malik, ash-Sh6f i and Ahmad say that it is an indulgence w
is permitted while travelling. All but Ab[ Hamfa say that it is
permitted to shorten the prayer on a journey which involves di
dience to Allah.

Minimum distance for shortening: It is not permitted to sho

the prayer except for a distance of two days or a day and ni
which is sixteen parsangs or four mail-stages in the view of as

Shafi'i, Malik and Allmad. Ab[ Hanifa says that it should not
shortened for a journey of less than twenty-four parsangs. If
one travels a distance of three days, it is agreed that it is better
shorten but allowed to pray in full. Ab[ Hanifa says that it is
allowed to do the prayer in full and that is also the position of so

Mafikis.

The point where shortening begins: It is only permitted to
the prayer after leaving the houses of the town from which the j
ney starts according to Ab[ flanifa and ash-Shafi'r. There are t
versions from Mdlik. One is that he should leave them so that the

are none level with him, and the second is that he should go

miles.

A lruveller praying behind a resident: If a traveller follows a

,.ri,f"rt in uny part of the prayer, he must do the full prayer except

Irr thc case of Malik wtro says that if someone catches a whole

rrrl'rt/ of the prayer of a resident, he must pray it in full' otherwise

rrrrl. ll'someone prays Jumu'a and a traveller follows him intending

rr rilrrrrtened Zuhr,hemust do it in full because the Jumu'a prayer is

tlrc grrayer of a resident' That is the position of ash-Shf i'

('orrtinual travel: If a sailor travels in a ship with his family and

f,,.,fr"r,V, ash-Sh6f i says that he can shorten and that is also the

i,,'ri,ir" of Ab[ tlanifa and Malik' A[rmad says he should not' It is

llrt' sume with a drover who travels all the time' Ahmad says he has

,,,, p"r.irrlon but the other three say that he can shorten and not

Iust.

Ntllila ptayers on a journey: It is not disliked for someone who

rltotlcns lo do ndfila during their journey'

Muximumstaytoremainatraveller:Ifatravellerintendstostay
r,, ,, pf*" for iour days, he becomes a^resident according to Malik

rurtl ash-Shdfi'i. AbU $amfa says that if someone intends to stay for

lll'lccn days, he becomes residlnt' Alrmad says he is resident if he

llltcl)dstostayforaperiodofmorethantwentyprayers.

'll'nvellers making up missed prayers: If someone misses a prayer

,,rr,,,,r",hemustmakeituporu3outteyasafullprayer'Ifhemiss-
,:|t ,, p.uy", on a journey and makes ft u.f at home' ash-Shafi'i has

lwo positions, the souniest of which is that he does it in full which

lrr ulso what Ahmad says' The other is that he does it shortened

wlrich is what both Ab[ Hanifa and M6lik say'

('onrbining prayers on a journey: It is permitted by Malik' ash-

Slrrrl'i'i and Ahmad,o "o'ibi'" 
Zuhr and As4 and Maghrib and

'l,rhri', when travelling, advancing or delaying them' Ab[ Hanifa

ruys that it is not p"rtttltt"a to combine two prayers with the excuse

rrl tlavelling.

('ornbining prayers while resident: It is permitted because of rain

tn errmbinJ Zun, afi ?sr, advanced to the beginning of the time'

)
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The Fear prayer

according to ash-Shaf i. Abii Hanifa says that it is not permitted
all. Malik and Ahmad say that Maghrib and 'Isha'can be combin
a", 

"o, 
i"i "*;;,;;"r* ,;;;;"i:"#;- ;ruk, ffiI

allowance is particular to those who pray in a group in a mosq
reaching which involves going through the rain. It is not permi
to join prayers on account of sickness or fear in the apparent scl
of ash-shdf i. Ahmad says it is permitted. The later Shffi.ites all
choice.

The Fear Prayer

They agree that the fear prayer continued after the death of
Prophet, although it is reported from al-Muzani that it was
ed and Ab[ Y[suf says that it was particular to the Messengei
Allah. They agree that it contains four rak'ats while resident z
two on a journey. When resident the imam prays two rak,ats

The Jumu'a prayer

'l'ht .lumu'a prayer

Sr:h<rlars agree that the Jumu'a prayer is farQ 'ayn and not a fard
l[nvt. It is obligatory for residents but not travellers. It is not obli-
gllory ltlr children, slaves, travellers or women.

Itlncc of obligation: Anyone outside a city in a place where the
Ittttttt'tt is not performed who hears the call must go to Jumu'a,
mt't'ortling to Mdlik, ash-Shdfi'r and Ahmad. Ab[ Hanifa says that
rlryonc living outside the city does not have to go to Jumu'a, evenif
hr lrt:ars the call. He is like a traveller who comes to a city where
,luttrtt'tr is held; he can choose between it and praying Dhuhr. Ablt
llrrrrrlir says that Zuhr in a group ofl Jumu'a is disliked for someone

wlrrr cannot go to Jumu'a. Mdlik, ash-Shdf i and Ahmad say that it
lr rrot disliked.

f 'olncidence of Jumu'a and the 'Id: When the 'ld falls on the

rlrry ol' Jumu'a, ash-Shdf i says that the people of the city must still

;rrlrrrrn Jumu'a, but it is not obligatory for people from villages
wlro irre present. They can pray the 'Id and leave. Ab[ Hanifa says

lhrl ,lumu'a is obligatory for the people of the town and Atrmad says

llrnt it is not obligatory for the people of the villages or the town.
'f'ltcy should pray Zuhr.

'lbrvelling and selling on the day of Jumu'a: If someone is one of
lltc pcople who would normally pray Jumu'a and wants to travel
nllcr rnidday, he is not allowed to do so unless he can pray Jumu'a
nrr thc way or will be harmed by staying behind his companions.
Ahti Hanifa and Milik say that he should go before midday. There

slc two positions from ash-Shafi'l, the soundest of which is that it is
pclnritted, which is one position of Ahmad. Selling after midday is
rlhliked and haram after the second adhdn. Ab[ Hanifa and ash-

f{lrnli'i say that it is valid while M6lik and Ahmad say that it is not.

'llrlking during Jumu'az They disagree about people speaking dur-

Ittg the khutba when no one can hear it. Ash-Sh6f i and Ahmad say

ll ir permitted but recommend silence. Abii Hanifa says that it is not
prrrnitted to speak and Mdlik says that silence is mandatory. They
rllxrrgree about someone who can hear someone talking during the

one group and two with the other group according to three Im
Malik says that the fear prayer should not be prayed while resi
but his adherents permit it.

Prayer during intense fighting: They disagree about the prr
when fighting is intense. Abii Hanifa says that people should
pray in this state but delay the prayer until it is possible. MaUk,
Shaf i and Ahmad say that they should not delay, but pray ac,
ing to the situation and are allowed to pray however it 

"y "u.r,foot, mounted, facing qibla or not. They should indicate rukfi,
sujud with their heads. Is it necessary to caffy arms for the fr
prayer or not? Abii Hanifa, ash-Shdfi,i in one view, and Ahmad sa
that it is recommended but not obligatory. M6rik, and ash-Shdfi,i i
another view, say that it is mandatory. If people see a crowd a
think that it is the enemy and pray the feai prayer and then
becomes clear that it is not, only ash-Sh6fi,i and Ahmad,
to one position, say that they should repeat the prayer..

J-
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The Jumu'a prayer The khutba

khutba. Ab[ Hanifa, Malik and ash-Sh6f i in the old school say tit'oIJumu'az Allbut Ahmad say that Jumu'a is only valid at the

it is hardm for both speaker and listener, although Malik trtt ot' zuhr. Ahmad says it is permitted before midday. If it starts

r tlrc time and then goes on until the time ends, it should be prayed

to step over people. In al-Umm, ash-Shdf i says that it is not /,ttltr in the view ash-Shf i. Ab[ flanifa says that the prayer is

rrlitl il it goes outside the time. Malik says that 7f lumu'a is not

lr()l vet Set.

Places where Juntu'a is valid: Ash-Shdf i says Jumu'a is
valid in places inhabited by those by whom the Jumu'a is h rrg late for Jumu'a: If someone catches a rak'at with the

M6lik says the only places in which Jumu'a must be held are rrrrrrr. lre has caught Jumu'a. If less, he has not and should pray

I/il' with four rak'atL according to Mdlik, ash-Shaf i and Ahmad'

market. Ab[ Hanifa says that Jumu'a is only valid in a city lrtt llanifa says that he has caught it with anything'

there is a ruler who orders it. If the people of a city go outside
city and hold a Jumu'a, it is not valid according to three, while

flanifa says it is valid if it is close to the city.

speaking in order to set things right, such as telling newcomers

but disliked. The well-known position from Ahmad is that it
haram for the listener to reply, but not haram for the speaker.

in which the houses are connected and where there is a mosque

held with the permission of the ruler. If it is held without his
sion, Mdlik, ash-Shaf i and Ahmad say it is valid while Abfl
says that it can only be held with the permission of the ruler.

Numbers necessary for Jumu'a: Jumu'a is only held when
are forty men present, according to ash-Shdfi'r and Ahmad.
Hanifa says four. Malik says it can be with less than forty,
it is not mandatory for three or four. If forty travellers meet
Jumu'a it is not valid, although Ab[ Hanifa says that it is sound

they are in a place where Jumu'a can be held. Can a Jltmu'
congregation be constituted of slaves and travellers? Ab[ Hanifa
Malik say that it can and ash-Shaf i and Ahmad say that it

the soundest of which is that it is invalid and he should complete
as Z.uhr, and Ahmad says the same.

rrvt'tl rrntil the time of 'Asr, it can still be prayed as long as the sun

khulbasz They agree that two khutbas are a precondition for

r'rr and they must come before the prayer. The school of ash-

r'r is that the khutbas must contain five things: praise of Allah'

Ilrlicarion for the believers. Ab[ Hanifa says that that it is enough

ili. irrom glorifies Allah, says the shahdda, even "praise belongs

Allilh," while his companions say that it must have the minimum

rl wlrirt is normally called a khutba. Two things are reported from

ik. One of which is that it is enough if he glorifies Allah or says

rltttlruda, and the other is that it must be what is customarily

khutba.

Ruler's permission: It is recommended that Jumu'a should only rryrr' on the Prophet, command to taqwa, recitation of an ayat and

lf the imam says the takbtr with a sufficient number and then

leave, Abii Hanifa says that if he has prayed one rak'at with
prostration, Jumu'a is achieved. His companions say that if rttrl Mllik say that it is not a precondition.

leave after he has said the takbtr al-ihrdm, Jumu'a is achi s matters concerning the imam: When the imam ascends
Mdlik says if they leave after he has prayed a rak'at with both tttitrlxrr, ash-Sh6f i and Ahmad say that he should greet those
prostrations, Jumu'a is achieved. Ash-Sh[f i has several It. Ab[ Hanifa and Mdlik say that it is disliked for him to greet

n:trling to give the khu(ba: The imam should stand for the

l,/rrr when he is able to do so. They disagree about whether it is
rhltpiliory. Malik and ash-Shdfi'I say that it is mandatory. Abu

ltrrrlir ilnd Ahmad say that it is not obligatory. Ash-Sh6f i makes it

ilrlllrrrlrrry to sit between the two khutbas. Purity is a precondition

trr lxrrlr khutbas in the school of ash-Shdfi'i. Abii Hanifa, Ahmad

ilt,,rrr l,".ause he greets them when he comes out to them and should

lftfl rcf )cirt the greeting again on the minbar.If someone enters while

rrr',,,',r is speaking, ash-Shdf i and Ahmad say that he should
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to be led by other than the khaflb. Abii Hanifa says it is allowei
an excuse. Malik says that only the khattb may lead the pra
There are two positions from ash-Shdfi,i and Ahmad, the sour
being that it is permitted.

Recitation in the Jumu,a prayer: part of the sunna is to
Silrat al-Jumu'a and, al-Munafiqn or al-A,lA and al_Ghdshiyya.
Hanifa says nothing is specified.

Ghusl for lurnuraz Ghusl for Jumu,a is sunna with all the
It is recommended that the ghusr sho,rdbe done immediateiy b
going out to it. It is permitted from Fajr with Abii Hanrfa,
shaf i and Ahmad. Malik says that ghusr is only sound if it is
immediately before going to the prayer. This is recommended
those who are resident. A single ghusl for both jandba and Jumu
is allowed by all except Malik.

Single lumu'a in a town: Even if a town is large, there should
be more than one Jumu'a there according to ash-Shdfi.i and MI

pray the greeting of the mosque. Abii Hanifa and Mdrik say that
disliked' They disagree about whether it is permitted for the pral

Malik says that if there are several mosques in the town, it should
held in the oldest of them. Ab[ Haru-fa says nothing about that,

'Id prayers

Ab[ Ylsuf says if the city has two distinct districts, there can be
Jumu'as.If it has one, then only one. Ahmad says that if the city
large, like Baghdad, there can be two Jumu,as.If there is no ner
then it is not permitted. Ash-shdfi'r says that more than one is
mitted if the dimensions of a city make it necessary.

Missing Jumu'a: They agree that if someone misses Jumu,a,
should pray Dhuhr. Ab[ Hanifa and Malik say that he should p
individually and ash-Shdfi.i and Ahmad say that people may pray
a group.

'Id prayers

They agree that the 'Idprayers are prescribed and then they
agree. Abii Hanifa says that they are an individual obligation

'Id prayers

,lttttttr'tt, while Mdlik and ash-Shdfi'r say they are sunna as does one

tt;xrrl liom Abii Hanifa. Ahmad says that they are afarQ kifAya.

Irr.ronditions for the ft prayers: They disagree about the precon-

rlltirrrrs for the 'id prayers. Ahmad and Abii Hanifa say that they
Itrclrrrle residency, number, and the permission of the ruler as is the

lrrsc lor Jumu'a. Ab[ Hanifa also says a city. Mdlik and ash-ShEfi'I
rty: none of these is a precondition. They permit it to be done indi-
vilrrllly by men and women.

'lhkhtrs for the 'Id prayers: They agree that it begins with the
ht*lnr al-ihrdm,but they disagree about the takblrs after that. Ab[
llrrrrrla says that there are three in the first rak'at and three in the

rct'ond. Malik and Ahmad say six in the first rak'at and five in the

rrt'orrd. Ash-Shdf i says seven in the first rak'at and five in the sec-

rttrtl. Ash-Shafi'i and Ahmad say that dhikr is recommended
Itrtwcen the takbirs. Ab[ Hanifa and Mdlik say that the takbtrs
rltotrld be continuous. They disagree about puttingthe takblrs before
llrc rccitation. Mahk and ash-Shafi'r say that the takbtrs precede the

Ncitation in both rak'ats. Ab[ Hanlfa says that the recitation is con-
recrrtive so that the takblrs in the first rak'at are before the recitation
rtrrrl in the second after the recitation. Ahmad has both statements.
'l'lrcy agree about raising the hands in the takbirs, although there is
rrrre transmission from Malik about raising them only for the takbtr
ul illram.

Mlssing tlrre'Id pray€r: They disagree about someone who misses

llrc '/r/ prayer with the imam. Ab[ Hanifa and Malik say that he

rltould not make it up. Ahmad says that he should make it up alone.

lkrth positions are recorded from ash-Shdf i, the soundest of which
ln that it should be made up alone. They disagree on how it is made

rr;r. Ahmad says that it should be prayed as four rak'ats llke Zuhr
rtrtl ash-Sh6f i says that it is made up with two rak'ats.

l)trrce of the 'Id prayer: They agree that the sunna is to pray the 'id

ltluycr outside the city, not in the mosque, except for the ShSf ites
wlxr say that it is better to pray it in the mosque if it is large enough.
ll it is held in the mosque for the frail Muslims, that is allowed,
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'Id prayers

Ndftln prayers: They disagree about whether it is better to do
prayers before or after the 'Id prayer. Ab[ Hanifa says that there
none before it but they can be prayed after it and that there is no
ference between the imam and others in this respect. M6lik says
if the prayer is at a prayer ground, there is no nafila before or
for anyone. There are two positions if it takes place in a

Ash-Shaf i allows ndfila prayers before and after the 'ld prayer i
mosque, except for the imam. When he comes out to people,
should not pray before doing the 'Idprayer. Ahmad says that
is no ndfila before or after it.

Call and recitation in the 'Id prayer: It is recommended that
prayer be announced with the words "The prayer is gathered" (
salAtu jami'a.). Ash-Shafi'r says that Siirat Qaf shonld be recited
the first rak'at and al-Qamar in the second, or al-A'ta and
Ghashiyya. Abti Hanifa says that no stira is specified. Malik
Ahmad say that he should recite al-A'la and al-Ghdshiyya.

Uncertainty about the 'Id: If people arrive after midday thinking
is still the 30th Ramadan when the new moon has in fact been
the 'Id prayer should be made up according to the soundest
of ash-Sh6f i. Malik says that it should not be made up. Ah
says that if the people cannot be gathered on the day of the 'id,
it is prayed the following morning. Ab[ Hanifa says that the
prayer can be prayed on the second day and Adha on the second
third.

Thkbtrs on the days of 'Idz They disagree about the takbtrs at
'fu of Sacrifice and Days of Tashrtq and when it begins and ends
respect of the one in ihrdm and not in ihrdm. Abii Hanifa
Ahmad say that he says the takbtr from Fajr of 'Arafa until the '

prayer on the Day of Sacrifice. Malik says from Zuhr of the Day
Sacrifice to Subh on the last Day of Tashriq which is the fourth
of the 'Id. Ash-Shdf i says what Malik says, and in his school it
from Subh of 'Arafa and ends with Asr of the last Day of Tashrl
They agree that the takbTr is sunna in groups. They disagree a

someone who prays alone at these times. Ab[ Hanifa and Ahmad i
one place say that someone praying alone does not say it. Mali

The Eclipse prayer

lrlr Shiilr'i and Ahmad in another version say that he does. They

tlrrc lhat it is not said after the nafila except for ash-Sh1f i.

'l'hc llclipse Prayer

'l'lrcy agree that the solar eclipse prayer is a confirmed sunna in a

;turrp and then they disagree about its form. Mllik, ash-Shdf i and

A[rrrrrrd say that it consists of two rak'ats with two standings, recita-

llrxts. rnkr's and suiilds in each rak'at. Abii Hanifa says that they

ffr twrr rak'ats like the Subh ptayet. Abii Hanifa, ash-Sh6fi'1 and

Mnlit say that its recitation is silent. Ahmad says it is aloud. Ab[
llrtrrrl'a and Ahmad say that no khutba is sunna for the eclipse

plrryrrr. Ash-Sh6fi'I, Ahmad and M6lik say that it is sunna for it to
hlvc two khutbas.

lr[nrrr eclipses: Is a group prayer sunna for the lunar eclipse

fnrycr'l Abii Hanifa and M6lik say that it is not but it should be

ptrrycd individually. Ash-Shaf i and Ahmad say that it is sunna in a

Itr)up as for the solar eclipse. Recitation is aloud. The eclipse prayer

lnrr lrc prayed individually as well as in a group.

Itruycr for other natural phenomena: There are other signs than

lltc cclipse, such as earthquakes, lightning bolts and darkness in the

tlny lirr which there is no prayer with the three, except for Ahmad

Wlro says that a group prayer is prayed for every sign.

'l'he Rain Prayer
'f'hey agree that asking for rain is sunna, but they disagree about

wlrcther the prayer is a sunna or not. Malik, ash-Shffi'r, Ahmad, and

llr(' two companions of Ab[ Hanrfa say that the group prayer is

,uuurrr. Abii Hanifa says that the prayer is not sunna, but that the

Irrrtrn should simply go out and make supplication. It is permitted

whcn people pray alone. Ash-Shdf i and Ahmad says that it is like

tlrc'ld prayer and its recitation is aloud. Malik says that it is two

,,,/i'rrrs like other prayers and the recitation is aloud.
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The Rain Prayer

Reversing the outer garment: It is recommended for the imamthe followers to reverse their outer garments in the second t/zrexcept in the view of Abii Hanifa *ho do", not recommend
A-bD Y[suf says it is prescribed for the imam but not the folro
They agree that if there is no rain on the first day, they should
the prayer on a second and third day. They agree that when
are harmed by too much rain, the suinais io perform a prayer toAllah to remove it.

Chapter Three
Funerals

St'lrolars agree that it is recommended to remember death often
rrrrrl lirr those with property to make a will when they are healthy,

'urrl 
il is strongly recommended for them to do so when they are ill.

llr.'v ugree that when death is near, a dying person should be turned
lrrrvrrtls qibla. They agree that the cost of preparing the body for
lrrrr rrrl should come from the capital of the deceased before any debts
rttr'pltid.

lVrrshing the body: They agree that washing the dead is a fard
ltltu'tt. Abu tlanifa and Mdlik say that dead bodies should be
u'nslrcd naked with the private parts covered. Ash-Shdfi'i and
Alrrrrad say that it is better to wash them in a shirt. Cold water is bet-
tr,r rrrrless it is very cold or there is a lot of dfut. AbU Hanifa says that
Irlrrtetl water is always better. They agree that a wife can wash her
hrrsbund and that it is permitted for a husband to wash his wife,
r,rccpt for Ab[ Hanifa who says that it is not permitted. If a woman
rltcs rrnd only an unrelated man is with her, or a man dies and only
rur rrnrelated woman is with him, the school of Mdlik, Ab[ t{anifa,
rrrrrl llre soundest position of ash-Shdf i is that tayammum is done
lrrr llrcrn. There are two views from Alrmad: one is tayammum and
tlrl other is that the washer ties a rag around his hand, which is one
r rr'w of ash-Shaf i.

l\lrlhod of washing: It is recommended for the washer to do wudu'
lrrr tlre corpse and use the siwdk on the teeth and to insert his fingers
Irlo the nostrils and wash them out. Ab[ Hanifa does not recom-
nrcrrtl that. If the beard is matted, it should be combed gently with a

rvrtlc-toothed comb. Abii Hanifa says that that should not be done.
Wlrcn a woman is washed her hair is tied into three plaits behind
lrt'r. Ab[ Hanifa says that it should be left as it is.

lh,uth of pregnant women: If a pregnant woman dies with a living
,lrikl still in her womb, the womb should opened according to Ab[
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Washing the dead

Hanrfa and ash-Shafi,i. Ahmad says not. There are twofrom Mdlik.

Miscarriages: They agree that if a miscarried foetus is undermonths, it should not be washed or prayed over. If it is morefourmonths, Ab[ Hamfa says that f ifre.e i. u ,n""r", movementsuckling which indicates rife, it should be prayed over. M6rik sithe same but does not mention movement.i.il_Snan,i ,";l;;
L',:T,:rii:.311i* walh1d and.there are two views about prayioverit. Ahmad says thatit should be washed;;;ffi;J
Various details concerning the washing: An intention on theof the washer is not obligatory in tfrJrorndest position o1

:"1:1,,,:""',.1,,,:;";;,,-ffi #;i,l,,H#:li::'^ffi ,?::;.",1is obligatory. If something 
"-"rg"r-frori il.# ffi;#Ji iJ;b3n.w11hed, only Ab[ Hanifa una Uam. and rhe soundest oositiof ash-Shaf i say that-it is obligatory..".r"r"l,;ffi'J;r';

the body must be washed again if ii 
"o-". f.om the genitalia. .i

{anif1 and M6lik say rhat it is aisliked to ptuck the armpirs, s

f:":*"::lli1 il"::ustache of.a deJ i",,o,. Ahmad saysthere is no harm in doing that and ";h_;i#il"; *";::fiJThey agree that it is obrigatory in the washing ro do what will briabout purity. The sunna is for it to be done an odd number of tiand that there should be lote leaves and camphor in the water r

for the 
last washing. AbD trlanifa ana enmaa say it is recommen

I;:11":::" * :?T:.1." leaves in trre water used for every washi

The.funeral prayer

nrun('y, Malik says her husband must provide it. If the husband rs

Iulr poor, it should be supplied by the public treasury. Ahmad says

lltrt ir lrusband is not obliged to shroud his wife. Ash-Shdf i says

llrrrl rt corres first from what is left and then from a relative. No per-

ftrrrc is put on someone who dies in ihrdm, nor stitched garments,

iltrl lris head is not scented. Ab[ Hanifa says that ihram ends with
rlrrrllt irnd that the body of someone who dies in ihrdm should be

ltnrtctl the same as any other.

'l'hr lhneral prayer: The prayer over a dead person is afard kifaya.
f 
'lrc Malikis say that itis sunna.It is not disliked to do it at any time

ft'r'orling to ash-Shaf i. Ab[ Hanlfa and Ahmad say that it is dis-
llk'rl lo do it at the three times when prayer is disliked. Mdlik says

llrlt it is disliked to do it at sunrise and sunset. It is permitted, with-
uttl tlislike, to pray over the bier in the mosque according to ash-
lllutli'i and Ahmad. Ab[ Hanifa and Mdlik say it is disliked to do so.

It is tlisliked to wail over the dead but Ab[ Hanifa says that it is not
rllslikcd to call out over the dead.

'l'hr imam for the funeral prayer: They disagree about the person

lrost entitled to lead the prayer. Abii Hanifa, MAlik, Ahmad and ash-

lllrrrl'i'i in the old school say the ruler is more entitled than a relative.
Ahu Hanifa says that it is better when the ruler is not present for a
tclltive to put forward the imam of the region. In his new school,

rtrilr Shaf i says that it should be a relative. If the dead person has

lrll instructions for a specific man to pray over him, all but Ahmad
ruy that he has no more right than the relatives. Malik says that a

rorr should precede a father, a brother is better than a grandfather,
rurrrl that a son has more right than a husband. Ab[ Hanifa says that
ll rs disliked to advance a son before a father.

l'rcconditions for the funeral prayer: The preconditions for the
vulidity of the funeral prayer include purity and covering the private

| 
)rr rt s.

Itrsition of the imam: The Imam stands opposite the head of a man
rurrtl the middle of a woman with ash-Shdfi'r and the tlanafis,
ultlrough Ab[ Hanifa himself says at the chest of the man and waist

Malik and ash-Sh6fi,i say only in the last one.

Shrouding the body: It is mandatory by agreement fbr the bodybe shrouded before paying debts anihei.r.'rn" minimum is a clt*lr:h covers rhe body. Ash-Sh6fi,i, Malik and Ahmad
ed for a man to be shrouded in three cloths.-il;,
white. Five cloths are recommended for a woman. Mdlik says

*;:,'"'::,:r.,":lr: tfiril*. of.what is meant by shrouding
what is desired is to cover the body. asrr-srrarrirri 

"#".'ir"r,,i I":1",1^.,,?"-:T"*"9 in yellow, red or silk, bur auu nurira ,rit is not disliked if she has money- Th" ,hr;;;], ,",a ,;. ffimoney according to AbD Hanifa, Mahk and Ahmad. tf she has
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T!Iyy4!,"v:,
of the woman. Mdlik says at the chest of a man and the middrewoman.

Form of the funeral prayer: There are four takbtrsin the fuprayer. If there are more than four, th" pruy", is not invalid. If sone stands behind an.lmam who does more tt a, fouq he does

i:ll::,1T^,1 11, 
ugdl,i::lr_",",. uinffi Ahmad says he shrfollow up to seven. Ash-shdfi.i ruy, tt ui-t'n" ffi;:r.fil'"l:

:i :r,:\" :::u: :, lev;I. wi tlr tr, 
" 

. r,ouia.," a iu uuniru and Mar i ithat the hands shourd onry be raised ,r, *'Jilil'Tff_:#il:li
ljyl "^"I,g:. 11" 

*"11"1i." ot tn" ia^riqroafrer the first mkbtrbe farQ. Abr Hanifa and Mdlik *; ;;;;; a;;T##are two salams with three, one to the right with Ahmad.
Missing the funeral prayer: If someone n.with the Imam,;;;ffi'. ;:;;"Y':':::.,:"':', part or the prav

takhrrin rhe .,i-.., ^. ^^",r11 
O:g]n.1h"_!.uyer without *uiting'fo'.takbtr in the view of ash-Shdfii al, ri.ri;#ffi;='T:#

Ii;:jT"S 
,#!,,:;r_*.imam and ,"v,li ii,r, him. rwo thingsrelated from Malik. positions ,*y ."g*li;;;;'il, ,rii'i,ol,

ffi;1X.::tlrj:ff1,:"^.ill; oi" uii*l,',r,* ir can be said upa month, as Ahmad says. Another is that it is as long as the bodynot decayed, and it is also said that ,t.r" i, no time limit.
Various ancillary matters: It is valid to pray for an absent d

3:::::::?:.lli ,",Th:sldn,i and Ahmad. Abr rranifa and Msay that it is not varid. It is not dislik"o io uu.y someone at nigh;
fl;i"i1'111a Ahmad say rhat ir p* 

"r, body is found, ir shoutrbe washed and praved over. Abii Hanifa 
"ro 

ni.i,o 
'"rii.lx;li,xTxihappens if most of the body is found.

Suicides: They agree that a suicide should be prayed over but ldisagree about whether the imam p.ufr-ou". him. Ab[ Hanifa

fl1*i"il,:ljn1l" does pray ou". r,irn'uut Malik says thatimam shourd not pray over a suicide o. .o,r,".In";i"i?": ':Tr:;;.
Ahmad says rhat rhe imam should not praf ove, kiil;;;r';,ni*.
Martyrs and rebels and murder victims: If someone is martyredwhile in janaba, he should not be ,urfr.Jo. prayed or", u""o.dirlto Mdlik and that is also the soundesr poririo, of the Shdfi.ites. Ab[

Burial

llrrltlrr slys that he should be both washed and prayed over. Ahmad
ln', tlurl he should be washed but not prayed over. If someone is
lllh',1 rvhile fighting rebels, he is not a martyr and Mdlik's view and

llrl nrosl likely position of ash-Shdf i is that he should be washed

Imrl prrrycd over. Ab[ Hanifa says that he should not be washed or

;rr rr\r'tl over. Two things are reported from Ahmad. If one of the

rr,lrls is killed in the fighting, he should be washed and prayed over,

rru ortlirtg to all but Ab[ Hanifa. If someone is killed unjustly out-
rlrh' ol war, he is washed and prayed over, according to Mdlik, ash-

llritli'r and Ahmad. Ab[ Hanifa says that if he is killed with iron, he

lr rrot washed, but if he is killed with a blunt instrument, he is
wrrrlrctl and prayed over.

No circumcision: They agree that if someone dies uncircumcised,
Irl slrould not be circumcised. Ab[ Hanifa, Mahk and ash-Shaf i in
llrc oltl school say that it is not allowed and Mdlik says that the one

wlro tloes it should be punished.

l'lrrying the bier: They agree that carrying the dead is a pious
rlr ti()n. It is best that the body should be carried between two poles

lry lirur men according to ash-Shaf i. Ab[ Hanifa and Ahmad say

llrll lirur men is best. M6lik, ash-Sh6f i and Ahmad say it is best to
u n|k in front of the bier. Ab[ Hanifa says it is better to walk behind.

lh,tlh at sea: If someone dies at sea and the ship is not near the

',lrorc, it is best to put the body between two planks and cast it into
llrc sca, if there are Muslims on the adjacent coast. If there are
rrnhclievers, it should be weighted and thrown into the sea accord-
trli t() three. Ahmad says it is weighted in every case if burial is
ttrrpossible.

l)lsinterment: When a corpse is buried, it is not permitted to disin-
t('r it to bury another, unless it has been such a time that the corpse is
r'orrrpletely decayed and turned to dust.

l'lacing in the grave: They agree that it is not recommended to bury
',onrcone in a coffin. The head of the corpse is placed at the end of
tlrt' grave and then it is slid into the grave according to three of the
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Graves

and Ahmad say it is sunna before it and for three days after i
Sitting in order to be,consoled is disliked by Mdlik, ash-Shdfi,i an

Imams. Ab[ Hanifa says that the corpse is put on the edge of
grave towardsthe qibla and then brought down level.

Shape of the grave: The sunna is to flatten the grave when it
filled in. Abii Hanifa, Malik and Ahmad say that mounding it bet

Chapter Four
Zakat

,f'hey agree that zakat is one of the pillars of Islam and that it is

uhligatory on four categories of wealth: livestock, money, trading

g,u,,lr; und certain fruits and grains which are stored' They agree that

;r/trrr is obligatory for adult sane free Muslims. Apostates are still

rrhliged to pay zakat according to three of the schools, while Ab[

llrrrrita suyr thut the obligation is cancelled. zakat is obliged on the

;ir,,perty of 
"hitAt", 

and the mad according to Malik, ash-Shdf i
nrrrl Ahmad, and his guardian pays it. Ab[ flanifa says that this is

nut the case. It is agreed that there is no right on property except

:t*ut.

,l'lrc passing of a year: The passing of a year is a precondition for

tlrc ,L[gation of zakat by consensus. If someone owns the nisab of

llrt. category and then sells it before a yeat or changes it to another

('utcgory the year ends for it, according to ash-Shf i and Alrmad'

whiic AbU ganifa says that it is not affected by exchange where

goltl and silver are concerned but is where livestock are concerned.
-Mrrlik 

says if he changes its category, it does not cancel zakat.lf
rrrrrre of the nisab is destroyed before the end of the year, the year

crrrls with Ab[ $anifa and ash-Shdf i. Malik and Ahmad say that if
llrt intention was to avoid zaknt by destroying it, the year does not

ctttl and zakat is obliged.

likrlen or abandoned property: In the case of stolen property, stray

rurrimals and disavowed property, if they are returned without

growth, is zakat due for past years? The new school of ash-Shf i is

ilrilt it is owed, and the old is that the year starts when it is returned

rrrrtl no zakat is due on the past. This is also the Hanafi position and

orrc of two positions from Ahmad. Malik says that when it returns,

lre pays zakatfor one Year.

because flattening is what the Shi'ites do. It is not disliked to
down into the grave wearing shoes with the other three, but
dislikes it.

Consoling the bereaved: They agree that it is recommended to
sole relatives of the deceased but disagree about the time. A
Hanifa says it is sunna before burial but not afterwards. Ash-Shafi

Ahmad. There is nothing wrong in calling out over the corpse
announce his death according to Abii flanifa and ash-Shaf i. Mal
says that it is recommended so that the community knows of
death. Ahmad says it is disliked.

Digging the grave: They agree that it is recommended to use b
and straw in the grave but baked bricks and wood are disli
Nothing should be built over the grave and it is not white_
according to three of the fmams, while Ab[ Hanifa permits
so. They agree that the sunna is a lahd grave (a grave with a ni
and that a shaqq grave (a simple trench) is not sunna.

Supplication for the dead: They agree that asking forgiveness
the dead, supplication, .sadaqa, fuajj, and emancipation benefit
dead person and that the reward for such actions reaches him. It
recommended to recite eur'an at the grave, but Ab[ Hanifa disli
it. The school of the sunna is that a man can give the reward of
action to another. A[rmad says that the reward of recitation reac
the dead person.
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Zakat on animalsZakat

Outstanding debts: If someone owes a debt which reaches t

nisab, the new position of ash-Shdf i is that he must still pay
The old was that he does not have to, as Ab[ Hanifa also says.

does not cancel the tenth [on crops] with Ab[ Hanifa. Malik
that debt cancels the obligation where gold and silver are

but not livestock. ls zakat obliged on what one is owed or only
capital in hand? Two things are reported from ash-Sh6f i. The
position is that it is obliged on capital in hand. This is also Mdlik'
position. Ab[ Hanifa say that it is connected to assets like a

tort, but that ownership remains until it is handed over to the

entitled to it. This is one view reported from Ahmad.

Intention: They agree that zakat can only be paid with an

They disagree about whether it is permitted to make the intenti
before actual payment. Abii Hanifa says that the intention
accompany the payment. Malik and ash-Shdfi'r say that the vali
of payment requires an accompanying intention. Ahmad says

doing so is recommended. It can be a little before it but not a
time which is the case with all acts of worship.

Delay in payment: Someone who owes zakat and is able to pay

not permitted to delay payment. Malik and ash-Sh6f i say that
obligation does not fall from him if the property is destroyed.

Hanifa says that he is not liable for it then. Ahmad says the possibil-
ity of payment is not a precondition for the obligation or liability.
the property is destroyed after the year, he is responsible for the

zakat whether he can pay it or not. Malik says that if
delays paying it until after a year or years, then he is liable for it
he has disobeyed Allah.

Death before payment: If someone is obliged to pay zakat and dies
before paying it, it is taken from his estate according to three of the

Imams. Ab[ Hanifa, however, says that it is no longer mandatory
when he dies.

Refusal to pay: If someone refuses to pay zakat, it is taken from
him and he is disciplined. Ab[ Hanrfa says that he is imprisoned
until he pays and it should not be taken by force. If someone intends
to avoid zakat by giving or selling some of his property and then

lrrryirrg it back before the year, he owes no zakat, even though he is a

*n,,,,ti,1o., according to Ab[ Hanifa and ash-Shdfi'i' Mdlik and

Alrrrr,rd say that doing this does not remove the obligation of zakat

Ituttt him.

lrlrrrly payment: It is permitted to pay zakat eaiy before the full

y.r,, it'ttt" nisab existsexcept with Malik, who does not allow it'

lukat on animals

.l.lreyagreethatitisobligatorytopayzakatonlivestock:cattle,

,'nilr"l, anJ sheep and goats, when the nisdb exists and there is con-

llnrurus ownership for a full year if the owner is a free Muslim' They

uprcc that it is a precondition that they ate gtazing except Malik'

wlro says it is obliged on work animals and foddered sheep as well'l

('rrltle: They agree that the frst nisab on cattle is thirty' for which a

yenrling i. or"ea, and then forty for which there is a two-year-old

t,.,,,,,1"]Th"n they differ. Ash_shdfi,i and Ahmad say that there is

trothing except the two-year-old up to sixty, when two yearlings are

,,w",1. ior seventy there is a yearling and a two-year-old and so on'

'l'lrcy agree that water buffalo are the same as cattle'

lllrr:cp and goats: They agree that the nisab on sheep and goats is

lirrty, for wtrictr a sheep is owed' When there are one hundred and

lwcnty-one, two sheep are owed. Then there is one for every hun-

rltt'tl.

llorses: They agree thal zakat is paid on horses which are for trade

wlrcn their value reaches the nisdb.If they are not for trade, all

r'r(cpt Ab[ Hanifa say that there is no zakat on them' Ab[ Hanifa

rrrys that if they are gtazing,there is zakat onthem if there are males

rrrxl l'emales. If there are only males, there is no zakat' The owner

Irrrs a choice and can pay one dinar for every horse or estimate their

vnluc and pay two and a half percent of their value'

l. The details on camels have been omitted'
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Zakat on gold and silver

Zakat on agricultural produce

They agree that the nisdb is fle wasqs, which is sixty sd's.

zakat obliged on land watered by rain or a river is a tenth. If it
watered by irrigation, waterwheel or purchased water, it is
twentieth. All the Imams make the payment of zakat on agricu
produce dependent on the nisab except for Ab[ Hanifa who
that a tenth must be paid no matter what the quantity.

Zakatable crops: They disagree about the crops on which zakat i
owed. AbD Hanifa says that it is due on all plants and grains t 'hktrt on gold and silver
earth produces, whether watered by the sky or irrigation, except

Zakat on agricultural produce

wood, grass and Persian cane. Mdlik and ash-Shdf i say that there i
only zakat on things that can be stored, like wheat, barley, rice, d

and raisins. Ahmad says that it is obligatory on all fruits and c
that can be measured and stored, even almonds, but not walnu
Ahmad says it is owed on sesame seeds, almonds, pistachios, fl
cumin, caraway, and mustard seeds. Ab[ Hanifa says zakat mvst
paid on vegetables which the others do not.

Olives and cotton: They disagree about olives. Abt Hanifa says

that there is zakat on them and Mdlik has two positions, the best

known of which is that it is mandatory. It can be paid in olives or in
oil. Ash-Shdf i has two positions as does Ahmad, the most likely
being it is not mandatory. There is no zakat on cotton by agreement

but Abu Yusuf says that it is mandatory.

Honey: They disagree about honey. AbIi Hanifa and Ahmad say that
there is a tenth on it. Mahk and ash-Shdf i in the new school say

that there isno zakat on it but Ab[ Hanifa and Ahmad disagree. AbD

Hanifa says that there is none if it is khardj whereas Alrmad says

there is always a tenth. Alrmad says that the nisdb is three hundred
and sixty ratls but Ab[ Hanifa says that zakat should be taken what-
ever the amount of honey harvested.

Combining crops: There is no zakat except on the nisdb of every

category. Different crops are not added together in the view of Abii
Hanifa and ash-Shdf i but Mdlik says that wheat is added to barley
and pulses are combined.

llrrrr of assessment: Three say that itts s.unna to assess the fruit

u'lrlrr its soundness appears to ihe owner since that contains kind-

1s1.,,r lroth to the owner and the poor. Ab[ flanifa says that assess-

nrr'nl rs not valid' Malik and Alrmad say that one assessor is enough

lnrl llrirt is the preferred position of ash-Shdfi'i'

f{loring crops for more than a year: When the tenth has been paid

,,,, t,,,it or lrain and someone still has it in his possession aftet a

rr', orrtl year, he does not owe anything'

l
I

l

t
u

'l'lrcy agree that there is no zaknt on any gems like pearls' rubies

rrrrrl cnteralds but only on gold and silver. The same applies to musk

tilr(l lltllber.

Ni,raD: They agree that the nisdb for gold and silver' whether

rrrrrrlccl, broken or ore is twenty dinars of gold and two hundred

rlrrhrrrns of silver. When it reaches that amount and has been in

,,r,nrcone's possession for a year, two and a half percent is owed as

rrlrrl. They disagree about the excess over the nisdb' M6lik' ash-

Slrirli.iandAhmadsaythatzakatmlstbepaidonanythinginexcess

1,r,,1,ortional1y according to the amount' Ab[ Hanifa says that no

rr(rrl is owed on u*o,,t' over two hundred dirhams and twenty

rhruu's until they reach forty dirhams or four dinars when a dirham

rrrrrst be paid on the forty and so on with every further forty' There

ru('two 
-qirats 

on four dinars' Should gold and silver be added

lrrlicther to make up the nisdb''lAb[ Hanifa' Malik and Ahmad in

,,',. position say that they are added together' Ash-Shdfi'i and

\lrrnad in another version say they should not be'

l.ukut ondebts: If someone is owed a debt which is confirmed' he

rrrusl pay zakat onit and is obliged to pay it every year in the new

,,r'llrol of ash-Shaf i, even if he does not collect it' Ab[ Hamfa and

Alunad say that he only pays it after collecting the debt' Malik says

tlurt there isno zakatonlt,-t'"' if years pass' until he collects it' at

u,lrich time zakat fot only one year is owed'
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flanifa, Malik and ash-Sh6fi'r, and the apparent position of Ah
Some Hanbalis say that it is invalid, no matter what the reason.

Zakat on jewellery: M1lik and Ahmad say that there is no zakat
permitted jewellery made of gold and silver which is worn or
Ash-Shlf i has two positions, the most famous of which is that it
not necessary. If a man has jewellery which he hires to women,
predominant school of ash-Sh6f i is that there is no zakat on it.
is well-known from MaHk. Some say it is mandatory.

Zakat on commercial goods

They agree lhat zakat is obliged on trade goods and that
amount is two and a half percent of their value. When someone
trading goods whose value he is waiting to increase, Mdlik says

he does not assess such goods every year or pay zakat onthem,
if years pass, until he sells them for gold or silver, at which time l,akat al-Fitr
pays zakat of one year. This does not apply to turnover stock whi
he buys and sells on a regular basis for which he should set a

Zakat on commercial goods

Buying back zpkatz It is disliked for a man to buy back somethi
he has paid as zakat,but if he does, the purchase is valid with A

date on which he assesses what he has and at which time he pays

zakat.The other three say that trade goods are assessed every year
any case and zakat paid on their value. When someone buys
for less than the nisab, Ab[ Hanifa says that one considers the
at both ends of the year. Malik and ash-Shdfi'r say that one consi
ers the full nisab which exists for the entire year.

Zakat on mines

All except ash-Sh6f i agree thal the passing of a year is not
sidered in respect of the zakat of mines. All except Ab[ H
agree that it is necessary that the nisdbbe reached in respect of
produce of mines. He says that a fifth should be taken no matter
much or little is produced. They disagree about the amount of
obliged on mines. Abii Hanifa and Ahmad say a fifth and Malik
two and a half percent. Ash-Shdfi'r has various statements, the

Zakat al-fitr

llkcrly of which is two and a half percent. The zakat of mines is par-
l['rrlar to gold and silver with Mdlik and ash-Shdfi'i. If the mine
ptrxluces any other gems, no zakat is owed. Ab[ flanifa says that all
tuhstances taken from the earth which can be smelted like iron and
lentl are considered, but not turquoise and the like. Ahmad says
tvcrything that can be smelted and other things, even antimony.

t't'rasure trove: They agree that the passing of a year is not
$orrsidered in respect of treasure trove, and all except ash-Shdfi,i
Iglcc that the nisab is not considered either. They disagree about
how treasure trove should be defined. If someone finds it in his
frouse, it is his and he owes nothing. Malik and Ahmad say it is
llcrrtcd like booty. Ash-Sh5f i says that it is treated llke zakat. Abn
l,lnnifa says that it is treated like the produce of mines. The well-
lltown position of ash-Sh5fi'r is that the zakat on it is like that of
lltincs. There are two opinions from Ahmad. MaHk says that, like
hrxrty andjizya,itis at the discretion of the ruler.

It is agreed that zakat al-fitr is mandatory. Malik and ash-Shaf i
ily that it is fard, but Ab[ Hanifa says that it is wdjib and not fard.
ll is rnandatory for young and old. A husband must pay the zakat al-
y'1r of his wife as he is obliged to maintain her, according to Mdlik,
lxh-Shdf i and Ahmad, but Ab[ Hanifa says that he is not obliged
fur ;riry her zakat al-fitr.

No nisab: ln zakat al-fitr one does not consider whether the one
wlto pays it possesses the nisab of silver, which is two hundred
tllrlrams. Malik, ash-Shaf i and Ahmad say that it is mandatory for
nryone who has more than sufficient food for the day and night of
lhc 'td for himself and the members of his family for whom he has
Itt ltlovide.

'l'lrne of payment: They disagree on the time when it becomes
ohligatory. AbD Hanifa says dawn on the first day of Shawwal.
Afrrrrad says sunset on the night of the 'Id. Malik and ash-Shafi,I say
hoth. They agree that it is not cancelled by delay in payment but
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Zakat al-fitr

becomes a debt to be paid. It is not permitted to delay it after the da

of the 'Id.

Means of payment: They agree that it is permitted to pay it in
substances: wheat, barely, dates, raisins and ghee, although Ab
Hanifa says that ghee itself is not allowed although its price is. Ash-
Shaf i says that all agricultural produce on which zakat is obliged is

proper for the payment of the zakat al-fitr: rice, millet, wheat and

other things. Neither flour nor sawlq (barley mush) is allowed by
Malik and ash-Shdfi'i. Abil Hanifa and Alrmad say that they are

allowed. Ab[ Hanifa allows their price. Malik and Ahmad consider
dates to be best. Ash-Shdf i says that wheat is better. Ab[ Hanifa
says that the most expensive is best.

Amount to be paid: They agree that a sd' based on the sa' of the

Prophet is owed in each of the categories, except for Ab[ Hanifa
who says that half a sa' of wheat is enough. They disagree about the

size of the sd'. Ash-Shdf i, Malik, Ahmad and Ab[ YDsuf say it is
five and a third kaqi ratls (2.03lkg.), but Ab[ Hanifa says eight.

Recipients: The school of ash-Shdfi'r and most of his people is that

it is obligatory to give the zakdt al-fitr to the same eight categories

as the zakat of wealth. Malik and Ab[ Hanifa permit it to be given
to one poor person. If someone pays the zakat and then it is given
back to him because he is in need, all except Malik permit him to
take it. Malik says that it is not permitted.

Payment before the 'Idz They agree that it is permitted to pay

zakat at-Jitr a day or two before the'ld. They disagree about the

maximum of that. Ab[ Hanifa says it can be before Ramadan. Ash-
Shaf i says it can be from the first of the month. Malik and Ahmad
said that it cannot be paid before the time it is mandatory.

Distribution of zakat

They agree that it is permitted to give the zakat to any of the

eight categories mentioned in the ayat (9:60), except that ash-Shaf i
says that it must include all eight if the ruler divides it and there is

Distribution of zakal

rilr ilflcrt who collects the zakat. Otherwise it is divided between

,,,'rt'il categories. If some of the categories are lacking, then it is
,lrr rrlccl among the rest. If all the categories are lacking in a land' it

nrrrst be transferred elsewhere.

I he eight categories: The eight are the poor' the indigent' agents

ru lro collect it, those who are hearts are to be reconciled, slaves'

tlrosc in debt, in the cause of Allah, and travellers. Ab[ Hanifa and

lrl;rlik says that the poor (faqtr) are those who have only some of

u'lrrrr they need and the indigent (misktn) are those who have

rrollrir.rg. Ash-Shaf i and Ahmad say that the poor are those who

Irrrvt' nothing and the indigent those who do not have enough'

I'hey disagree about those whose hearts are to be reconciled. The

rr lrool of AbU Hanifa is that this category is abrogated and that is

,rls0 r.cported from Ahmad. The well-known position of Malik is that

tl,,'y no longer have a portion since the Muslims have no need of

rlr,.rrr. Another report from him is that if there is need for it in a land

l'r rrt a frontier, the ruler can reinstitute it. Ash-Shaf i has two posi-

Irons. the soundest is that it is not abrogated, which is also reported

lrorrr Ahmad.
Is what the zakat agents take a portion of the zakat or a wage for

tlrt.rr work? Ab[ Hanifa and Ahmad say it is a wage for their work

rYlrilc Malik and ash-Shaf i say that it is zakat. A\mad says that the

rtl,r'nt can be a slave or relative or, in one version, an unbeliever

s'lrilc the others said that it not permitted'
"lntheCauseofAllah"meansforfighters'Ahmadsaysinone

Irrrnsmission that it means haii- Can it be given to a debtor when he

r., rvcalthy? Ab[ Hanifa, Mafik and Ahmad say no, while ash-Shdf i
rrl)l)cars to say yes. They disagree about travellers' Ab[ Hanifa and

l\lillik say it refers to someone who is passing through rather than

,.onrcone starting a journey. Ash-Shdf i says it is both' There are

Itvo transmissions from Atrmad, the most likely is that it is someone

l,rssing through.

l)istribution: Is it permitted for a man to give all his zakat lo one

p,,or person? Abu Hanifa and Ahmad say it is if it does not make

irlrr wealthy. Malik says it is permitted to give to a wealthy man

rvlrcn one is certain that that will ensure that he does not beg for
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Distribution of zakat

money. Ash-Shif i says that it must be given to a minimum of
of each category.

Exporting zakat: They disagree about transferring zakat from
land to another. Ab[ Hanifa says that it is disliked unless it is
needy relatives or people who have a more pressing need than
people of the land where it is paid. That is not disliked. Mdlik says
not permitted unless there is need in the people of a land and so
ruler transfers it to them after investigation and ijtihdd. Ash-shafi
has two positions, the strongest of which it is not permitted.
says that it is not permitted.

Excluded recipients: They disagree about how rich a person
be to preclude them being recipients of zakat. Abi Hanifa says
anyone who has the nisab of any wealth is excluded. The
position of the Mdliki school is that it is permitted to give it to
one who has up to forty dirhams. eldi ,Abdu'l-Wahhdb 

said
MaHk did not define that limit. He says that it can be given to
one who has a house, servant and animal but does not have enou
to cover his needs or to someone who has forty dirhams. A sc
can take from the zakat, even if he is rich.

The school of ash-Shdf i is that one considers a person,s
He can take zakat if he lacks that, even if he has more than
dirhams. He cannot take when he has enough, even if he is
with the knowledge of the Sharl'a.If he has to turn to work
would prevent him from obtaining knowledge, then he can t
zakat. Some Shdf ites say that if it is expected that his know
will benefit people, he can take it, otherwise not.

Ahmad says various things. Most Hanbalis say that if
has fifty dirhams or the equivalent in golcl, zakat is not lawful
him. AbD Hanifa and Mdlik say that if someone is strong and
enough to earn, it is still permitted for him to take zakat. Ash-shdfi
and Ahmad say that it is not permitted. If someone giveshis zakat
a man and then finds out that he is rich, Ab[ Hanifa says that it
acceptable. Malik says that that it is not. Ash-Shafi.r has two
tions, the sounder being it is not and Ahmad has two positions.

They agree that it is not permitted to give zakat to parents,
children, except for M5lik, who allows it for grandparents a

Distribution of zakat

1'rrrrrrlchildren since one is not obliged to support them in his view.
l'irr it be given to one's heirs - brothers and uncles? Abii Hanifa,
Mrrlrk and ash-Shdfi'i permit it. There are two statements from
r\lrnrad, the most likely of which is that it is not permitted.

Ab[ Hanifa says that it is not permitted to give it a spouse while
,r',lr Shdfi'i says that it is. Mrlik says that if someone helps to
rrrr;rlrrrrt his wife by what he takes from his wife's zakat, it is not
lr.rritted. If he uses it to help with other expenses, like poor
rlriltlren by another woman or the like, it is permitted. Ahmad
Ir*s lwo statements, the most likely is that it is forbidden. They agree
thirt it is forbidden to use it to build a mosque or to shroud u 

"orp.".'l'hey agree that zakat is unlawful for the Hashimites and vary
rrlxrrrt which sub-tribes that includes.
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Chapter Five
Fasting

They agree that fasting Ramaddn is an obligation for
Muslims, that it is one of the pillars of Islam, and that the fast i
obligatory for every adult, sane, resident Muslim, free of menstru
tion, who is able to fast. Women who are menstruating or bleedi
from childbirth are forbidden to fast. If rhey do fast, it is not vali
and they have to make it up. It is permitted for pregnant and nursi
women not to fast if they, fear for themselves or their child. If
fast, it is valid. If they break the fast out of fear for the child,
must make it up and make fidya, which is a mudd for every d
according to the predominant school of ash-Shdf i and Ahmad.
Hanifa says that they owe no fidya. Malik has two positions: one i
that fidya is obligatory for a nursing woman but not a pregnant
and the second is that she owes nofidya in either case.

T[avellers and the sick: They agree that travellers and sick
can break the fast but that it is valid if they fast. If they will
harmed by fasting, it is disliked for them to fast. [f someone
fasting in the morning and then travels during the day, all
Ahmad say that he is not permitted to break it. If a traveller arri
not fasting, a sick person becomes well, a child becomes an adu
an unbeliever becomes a Muslim, or a menstruating wom
becomes pure, during the day in Ramaddn, Ab[ Hanifa and
say that they are obliged to refrain from food for the rest of the da
Malik says it is recommended and that is the soundest position
the school of ash-Shafi'T. When an apostate returns to Islam,
must make up what he missed while he was an apostate according
three of the Imams. Ab[ Hanifa says not.

Children and mad people: They agree that children and m
people are not required to fast, but a child is commanded to do
at seven and beaten for not fasting at ten. AbD Hanifa says that
child's fast is not valid. If a mad person recovers, he is not

Sighting the moon

Io rnake up what he missed according to Ab[ Hanifa and ash-

Sluil'i'i. Malik say that he must and there are two positions from
Alrnrad.

't'he chronically sick and old: Sick people, who have no hope of
r('covery, and old people do not have to fast. They mrstmakefidya
rrt'cording to Abii Hamfa, and that is also the soundest position of
rrslr-Shaf i. Ab[ Hanifa says that the fidya is a half a sa' of grain
cvcry day. Ash-Shdf i says that itis a mudd per day. Malik says that
tlrcre is no fasting or fidya. This is also one position of ash-Shaf i.
Ahrnad says that it is half a sa' of dates or barley or a mudd of
whcat.

Sighting the moon: They agree that fasting Ramadan becomes
rrurndatory when the new moon is sighted or after thirty days of
Slra'b6n. They disagree about what happens if there are clouds or
llrc sky is obscured by smoke on the 30th of Sha'bdn. Ab[ Hanifa,
Mllik and ash-Shdf i say that it is not obligatory to fast. Ahmad has

two positions and his people say it is mandatory. If the sky is clear,

tlrc sighting of the moon is established, in the view of AbD Hanifa,
hy rnany people sighting it, so there is general knowledge of its
irl)pearance, and if it is a cloudy night by one just reputable witness,
nriln or woman, free or slave. M6lik says that only two reputable
rvitnesses are acceptable. Ash-Shdf i has two statements. Ahmad
hlrs two, the most likely being one witness.

One witness is not accepted for the new moon of Shaww6l by
rrgreement. It is not valid to fast the Day of Doubt with three of the

lnrams. Ahmad says that if the sky is clear, it is disliked, but that if it
is cloudy, it is mandatory. If the new moon is seen during the day, it
hclongs to the coming night according to three of the Imams,
whether it is before or after midday. Ahmad says that a sighting
bclbre midday belongs to the previous day in one position, and to
thc following day in another.

They agree that when the new moon is seen widely in a land, the

rcst of the people of the world must fast, although the people of ash-

Shafi'i consider it sound that the judgement applies to the people of
tlrose lands which are near rather than far, and far is considered by

t
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Fasting

the distance required for shortening the prayer. They agree that lunar
calculations are not sufficient to establish the month.

Intention: They agree that an intention is obligatory for the fast of
Ramad6n and that fasting is only valid with an intention. They dis-
agree about making the intention specific. Malik, ash-Shdfi'i and
Ahmad in the most evident transmission, say that it must be specific,
while Ab[ Hanlfa says it does not have to be. If someone intends
fast in general, it is permitted. They disagree about the time of the
intention. Malik, ash-Shaf i and Ahmad say that it must be made
between sunset and dawn. Ab[ Hanifa says that it is permitted in the
night but that if someone does not make an intention in the night, it
is allowed up until midday. Every night requires a new intention
with the three, while Malik says that one intention on the first ni
of Ramadan is enough for the entire month. Three say that a vol
tary fast is valid with an intention before midday. Malik says the
intention is not valid if made during the day.

Waking in janabaz They agree that if someone is fasting and
morning finds him in janaba, his fast is sound but that it is recom-
mended to have a ghusl before dawn.

Accidental breaking of the fast: They agree that if someone eats,

thinking the sun has set or that dawn has not come, and then i
becomes clear to him that this was not the case, he must make up
fast. If someone vomits deliberately, Malik and ash-Shaf i say
it breaks the fast. Abii Hanifa says that doing so does not break the
fast unless the vomit fills his mouth. There are two transmissi
from Ahmad, the best known of which is that vomiting does not
break the fast unless it is a lot. If some food remains between the
teeth or elsewhere and mixes with the saliva, it does not break
fast since it is unavoidable. Injections break the fast except in one
transmission from Malik. Ash-Shaf i says that pouring water into
the ear and taking snuff also break the fast.

Cupping and kohl: They agree that cupping is disliked but that it
does not break the fast, except for Ahmad who says that it breaks
the fast of the cupper and cupped. If someone eats being unsure
about dawn and then it is clear to him that it was dawn, his fast is

Kaffdra

rrl,rced to be invalid. It is not disliked by AbE Hanifa and ash-
Slrll'i'i for a faster to wear kohl, whereas M1lik and Ahmad say
rt is disliked. If he tastes the kohl, it breaks the fast.

Srxual intercourse and. kaffara: They agree that someone who
lrirs sexual intercourse, without excuse, during the day while he
rs lusting Ramadan disobeys Allah. His fast is invalid, he must
rrlrstain for the rest of the day, and he owes the greater kaffdra,
rvlrich consists of freeing a slave or fasting two continuous months.
ll lrc cannot do that, then he must feed sixty poor people. Malik says

llrrrl there is choice but considers feeding better. The kaffdra is owed
lry the husband in the soundest school of ash-Shaf i and Allmad.
Alrrr Hanifa and Mllik say that both partners owe kaffdra. If some-
orrt' has sexual intercourse on two days, Mdlik and ash-Shafi'r say

llrrrl he owes two kaffdras. Abii Hanifa says that if he has not done
Ittllilra for the first, then he only owes one. If he does it twice in one
rlrry, the second time does not oblige a second kaffara.

'fhey agree that kaffara is not obliged for any fast other than
l(rrrrradan. They agree that if the woman is forced or asleep, her fast
rs irrvalid and she must make up it, but she owes no kaffara, except
rrr one position repofled from Ahmad. If dawn arrives while some-
orrc is having sexual intercourse, Ab[ Hanifa says that if he with-
rlrrws, immediately his fast is valid. If he continues he must make it
rrlr but does not owe kaffdra. Malik says that if he withdraws he
rrust make it up, and if he continues, he must do kaffara. Ash-
Slrlli'i say that if he withdraws immediately, he owes nothing, but
rl lrc continues, he must make up and do kaffdra. Ahmad says he
nrust make up and do kaffara, whether he withdraws or continues.

Kissing while fasting: Kissing while fasting is forbidden according
lo Ab[ Hanifa and ash-Shafi'i, in respect of someone who is
rrroused by it. Malik says that it is forbidden in all cases. Ahmad
,,rrys two things. If someone kisses and has a discharge, that does not
lrrt'ak the fast except in the view Ahmad, who says it breaks it. If he
Lroks with lust and ejaculates, three say his fast is not invalid. Malik
srrys that it is.
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says he is not permitted to have intercourse. He says that k frAr;owed by a traveller who does that.

Eating and drinking and kaffdra: They agree that anyone ,

intentionally eats and-drinks when healthy and resident during
day in Ramaddn is obliged to make it up and to fast the rest o]
day. They disagree about the obligation 

-of 
kaffdra. Ab[ Hanifa

Malik say that he must do kaffaia. asfr_Sfran.i i, hi, ;;;;lik;
position, and Ahmad say he owes no kaffdra. They agree thal
someone eats or drinks through forgetfulness, he does invahaate
fast except for M6lik. He says that he must make it up.

Missing days of RamaflEn: If someone misses some of Ramac
he should not delay making it up. If he delays it without excuse u
the next Ramadan has begun, he sins and must make it up as well aspaying fidya of a mudd a day. This is rhe school of Mdlik, ash.
Shaf i and Ahmad. Ab[ Hanifa says that he is permitted to delay
and owes no fidya.If he dies before he can make it up, there is no
sin. M5lik says that ir is not obligatory for his relatives to pay jaya
on his behalf unless he has reft a bequest to that effect. arn-s"tan,i

six days of shawwfrr: It is recommended for those who fast
Ramadrn to follow it with six days of Shawwdl, except in the caseof Malik who says that it is not recommended. He says in the
Muwatta', "I did not see any of our shaykhs fast them. I fear that it
may be supposed to be obligatory.,, They agree that it is recom_
mended to fast "the white days',: the 13th, l4th, and,l5th of any
month.

Best voluntary actions: They disagree about which actions are best
after the obligatory ones. Ab[ flanifa and Mdtik say that after indi-
vidual obligations, there is no action better than garnirrg knowledge,

has two positions, the soundest in the new school being that he must
pay fidya.In the old school, a relative could fast on his beharf.
Ahmad says that if the fast was to make up for a broken vow, his rel-
ative can fast on his behalf, but if it was Ramadan, he must pay
fidya onhis behalf.

Notfasting

Allowance for travellers: It is permitted for a traveller to eat
have sexual intercourse according to three of the Imams. Ah

I',fikaf

md then jihdd. Ash-Shafi'r says the prayer is the best of the physical
rretions. Ahmad says it is jihad.

lrrcomplete voluntary actions: If someone starts a voluntary prayer
ol lirst, ash-Sh6f i and Ahmad recommended that he finish it but
srrys that he can stop without having to make it up. Ab[ Hanifa and
Mllik say that it is mandatory to complete it.

l,usting Jumu'a and using a siwak while fasting: It is not disliked
lo l'ast Jumu'a on its own as a voluntary fast, according to Ab[
I,llnifa and M1lik, whereas ash-Sh6f i and Ahmad say that it is dis-
liked. It is not disliked to use the siwdk while fasting according to
tlrrce of the Imams, whereas ash-Sh6f i says that it is disliked for a

lrrster after midday.

l'tikaf

They agree that i'fikaf is prescribed and that it is an act of
rlcvotion. It is recommended at all times but especially during the
last ten days of Ramaddn for seeking the Night of Power. They
lgree that the Night of Power is sought in RamadEn and that it falls
rluring it, except for Ab[ Hanifa who says it comes at an unspecified
tirne in the year. Those who say that it is in Ramadan disagree about
the most likely night. Ash-Shaf i says the 21st or 23rd, and Malik
says one of the odd nights in the last ten nights. Ahmad says the
27th.

l>lace of i'tikdf: I'tikdf is only valid in a mosque, according to Malik
and Ash-Shdf i, and a Friday mosque is better. Ab[ flanifa says that
ir man's i'tikaf is only valid in a mosque in which the group prayer
is held. Ahmad says that it can only be in one in which Jumu'a is
held. A woman's i'fikaf is not valid in a prayer room in her house
where she usually prays, according to ash-Shafi'i, Mdlik and
Ahmad. Ab[ Hanifa says that it is best that she does it there and that
it is disliked anywhere else. Can a woman's husband prevent her
liom completing i'tikaf for which he has given permission? Ab[
Hanifa and Mdlik say that he cannot, whereas ash-Shdfi'r and
Ahmad say that he can.
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Conditions of i'tikafz They agree that i'tikdf is only valid wirh an
intention. Is it valid without fasting? Ab[ Hanifa, Malik and Ahmad
say that it is only valid when fasting, whereas ash-Shdf i says that it
is valid without fasting and did not give a specified length time for
it, which was also Ahmad's position. Two things are reported from
Ab[ Hanifa: one that it is permitted for part of a day, and the second
that it is not permitted for less than a day and a night, which is the
school of M6lik. If someone vows to do i'fikAf for a particular
month, it must be continuous. If someone misses a day, he must
make up what he missed, although Ahmad says he should start
again. If someone vows a month without being specific, ash-Shafi'i
and Ahmad say that he can do it continuously or separately. Abii
Hanifa and Malik say it must be continuous. They agree that if
someone intends to retreat for a certain day rather than a night, it is
valid, except in the case of Mahk who says he must add a night to
the day.

Leaving i'tikafz If someone in i'tikdf leaves for any other reason
than going to the lavatory or eating and drinking, it is not invalidated
unless it is for more than half a day. If the leaving is necessary, like
going to the lavatory or doing ghusl for janaba, then it is permitted
by consensus. If he is in retreat in other than a Jumu'a mosque and
Jumu'a comes, the consensus is that he must go to it. Ab[ Hanifa
and Mdlik say that his retreat is not invalidated by doing that. Ash-
Shaf i has two positions, the soundest being that it is invalidated
unless it was a precondition for his retreat. The second is that it is
not invalidated. If a person in i'fikaf has stipulated something, like
visiting a sick person or carrying a bier, and leaves to do it, ash-
Shaf i and Ahmad say that his retreat is not invalidated. Abii Hanifa
and Mdlik say that it is.

Sexual intercourse during i'tikafi If someone has sexual inter-
course, forgetting he is in i'fikAf, it is spoiled in the view of Ab[
Hamfa, Malik and Ahmad, but ash-Shaf i says that it is not. If he
touches someone's genitals with lust, his retreat is invalid if he ejac-
ulates, according to Ab[ Hanifa and Ahmad. Malik says that it is
invalidated whether he ejaculates or not. Ash-Shdf i has two posi-
tions, the most likely being that it is invalidated if he ejaculates.

I',fikaf

Wearing perfume and keeping silent: It is not disliked for some-

orrc in i'tikdf to use perfume or wear fine garments according to

thcse three, while Ahmad says that it disliked. It is disliked for
s()nleone to keep silence until nightfall by agreement. Ash-Sh6f i
srrys that if someone makes a vow to remain silent in i'ilkaf, he

slrtruld speak and owes no kaffara.

llecommended activities during i'tikaf2It is recommended, by
('onsensus, for those in i'tikaf to pray, recite and do dhikr. They
tlisagree about studying the Qur'an, hadrth and fiqh. Mdlik and

Ahmad say that it is not recommended. Ab[ Hanifa and ash-Shf,f i
sly that it is. The reason behind Malik and Ahmad's position is that

i'tikaf involves confining the self and focusing the heart on the light
ol'insight to reflect on the Qur'an and the meanings of dhikr.
Whatever disperses aspiration and the occupation of the mind is not

uppropriate for this act of worship, They agree that no one in retreat

rrray conduct trade or carry out his craft.

t
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Chapter Six
Haii

Scholars agree that the hajj is one of the pillars of Islam and

that it is an obligation for every free adult Muslim who is able to

perform it once during his lifetime. They disagree about 'umra. Abu-

flanifa and Milik say that it is sunna. Ahmad says that it is fard like
the kajj. Ash-Sh[f i has two positions, the soundest of which is that

it is fard.It is permitted to perform 'umra at any time absolutely

without restriction and without dislike in the view of Ab[ Hanifa,
ash-Shaf i and Ahmad. Malik says that it is disliked to do 'umra

twice in a year, but some Malikis say that it can be done every

month.

No delay: It is recommended for someone who has to perform haji
to hasten to perform it as soon as it becomes possible for him to do

so. Ash-Shdfi'r permits him to delay it. Ab[ Hanifa, Mdlik in his

well-known position, and Ahmad in his best known position say that

it must be done straightaway and not delayed when it is mandatory.

Dying before performing ltaiiz If someone is under the obligation

of performin g hajj and dies before he is in a position to be able to do

so, the obligation is lifted from him by agreement. If he dies when

he is in a position to do it, ash-Shaf i and Ahmad say that it is not
lifted from him and hajj must be made on his behalf using his

capital, whether he left a will to that effect or not, it being treated

like a debt. Ab[ Hanifa and Malik say the obligation is lifted from
him by death and his heirs do not have to perform haji for him
unless he leaves a will to that effect and it is paid for from the third
of his inheritance which he is allowed to bequeath. Ab[ Hamfa and

Ahmad say that ltajj is performed for him from his family home,

Malik says from where he made the will, and ash-Shaf i says from
themtqdt.

Haij

('lrildren performing l.tajj: They agree that children are not under
iury obligation to perform hajj and the obligation of hajj is not ful-
lrllt'd by them if they do it before reaching puberty. Their ihrdm is
rirlitl with the permission of their guardian, according to M5lik, ash-

Slrirll'i and Ahmad, if they have discrimination. Ab[ Hanifa says

llrrrl lhe ihrdm of a child is not valid.

I'rcconditions for l.tajjz The precondition for the obligation of hajj
r,. rrbility in respect of the one performing fuajj for himself, which
rrrcirns having sufficient provision and transport. If someone does

rrol have that but is able to walk and has a means of livelihood he
r'iul pursue to provide for him en route, it is recommended for him

1x'r'lirrm l.tajj.If he needs to ask help from people, it is disliked for
Irrrrr to perform l.tajj. Malik says that if he is someone whose custom
r,, lo ask for help, he should perform hajj.It someone hires servants
rrrr the way to l.tajj, his hajj is valid except in the view of Ahmad. If
lrc rnisappropriates money, means of transport and performs hajj
rrsirrg it, his ltajj is valid, but he is a rebel in the view of Ab[ Hanifa,
Mrrlik and ash-Shdf i. Ahmad says that his hajj is not allowed. It is
rrltrced that one should not sell his house to perform fuajj, even if that
rvould give him enough money to do so. If he has the means to per-
lorn hajj but needs it to buy a house, he can buy the house and
rk'lly his ha7j.

l)rrnger en route for l.tajj: When guards are required for the journey
to hajj, three of the Imams say that it is not obligatory to go. Mdlik
rirys that if the danger is small and there is safety from treachery, it
rs still obligatory to perform bajj.Is it obligatory for someone to go
lry sea to ltajj if it is safe to do so? Ab[ Hamfa, Malik and Ahmad
ury that it is and there are two statements from ash-Shaf i, the most
likcly of which is that it is obligatory to go. A woman is not obliged
Io lrerform hajj unless she has someone she can trust with her, such
rrs lrer husband or a relative. Abii Hanifa and Ahmad say it is only

1x'r rrritted for her to perform hajj with such a person. fuajj in a group
ll women is permitted. Ash-Shaf i says it is permitted with trust-
rvorthy women.
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Dffirent types of fuaii

Hajj by proxy: If someone obligated is unable to perform haii

for himself due to chronic illness, senility or an illness fr
which he does not expect to recover, and there is someone

can hire to perform fuaii fot him, he must do that. If he does not

that, then three of the Imams say he is still liable for the obligation.

Malik says that the such a person does not have to perfotm haji,

fuajj is obligatory for anyone who is able to do it himself. If he hires

someone to do haii for him, it is agreed that his obligation of l.tajj is

discharged, except in one view from AbD Hanifa. If a blind person

can find someone to lead him and guide him, he must perform haii

himself in the opinion of three of the Imams and they do not

him to delegate. Ab[ Hanifa says that the obligation is a matter

property and so he can delegate.

It is agreed that it is permitted for a proxy to perform the obli

tory fuajj or a voluntary fuajj on behalf a dead person in the view

Ab[ Hanifa and Ahmad. Ash-Sh6f i has two statements, the sou

est of which is that doing so is forbidden. No one can perform I

for someone else when he has not yet performed it for himself. If
does hajj for someone else and owes it himself, it becomes his hajJi

This is the best known position in the school of Ahmad.

view is that it is not valid for either of them. Ab[ Hanifa and Mal

say that it is permitted but disliked. It is not permitted for
to perform a voluntary haii when he still owes the obligatory one, i

the view of ash-Sh1fi'r and Ahmad. Abu Hanifa and Mllik say

it is permitted to perform a voluntary haij before the obligatory

Ash-Shdf i considers it permitted to hire someone to perform hajJi

Malik permits it but dislikes it; and Ab[ HanIfa forbids it.

The different methods of performing hajiz Three of the I
agree that the fuaij is sound when performed by any of the th

well-known methods: ifrad, tamattu' and qiran. Ab[ Hanifa

that a Makkan may only perform ifrad. They disagree about whi

is best. Abii Hanifa says qiran, then tamattu' then ifrad. Malik
ifrad, tamattu', and then qiran. There are two positions from

Shaf i. The sounder is ifrad,lhen tamattu', then qirdn. A group

Shafi'ites say tamattu' and then ifrad, which is the position

Ahmad. It is not permitted, by agreement, to decide to add haij
'umra once the first Tawdf of the 'umra has been completed.

Dffirent types of fuajj

I lanifa and Malik allow adding 'umra to hajj before the standing on
'Arafa, but Ahmad forbids that. Ash-Shlf i has two positions.

Sircrifice for tamattu' and, qirdnz It is obligatory for someone doing
tttttrattu' to slaughter (in expiation for leaving ihram) if he is not one
rrl those living at the Masjid al-Haram. A person doing qiran also
owcs a sacrifice, narnely a sheep. Ab[ Hanifa and ash-Shlf i say

tlrirt a sacrifice is obligatory when someone assumes ihram for
trtrrrtttttt'. Malik says that it does not have to be made until he has

sloned the Jamra al-'Aqaba. They disagree about the time it is per-
ruitted to do it. AbD Hanifa and Mdlik say that he is not permitted to
vrcrifice before the Day of Sacrifice. Ash-Shlf i has two positions,
llre most evident being that it is done when he finishes 'umra.

Itusting in lieu of sacrificing: When someone does not have a sacri-
lrcial animal, he should fast instead for three days during the hajj
irrrtl for seven when he returns home. Malik and ash-Shlf i say that
lrc rnay only fast after assuming ihram for fuajj. Ab[ Hanifa and
Alrmad, in one position, say that once he has assumed ihram for
'rttnra,he is permitted to fast. Is it permitted to fast on the days of
ttrshrtq? Ash-Shaf i has two positions. The more evident one is that
rl is not permitted, which is the school of AbU Hanifa. The old
rt'lxrol was that it is permitted, which is the school of Malik and is
rrlsu reported from Ahmad. Fasting instead of sacrificing is not
plccluded by missing the fast of the day of 'Arafa, except in the
vicw of Ab[ Hanifa who says that fasting is then not an option and
llrc sacrifice is confirmed as his responsibility. He must not delay the
lrrst. Alrmad says that if it is delayed without reason, a sacrifice is
rrwcd. If it is delayed to the following year, a sacrifice must be
rrurde. If someone becomes able to sacrifice while fasting, Ab[
llirnifa says that he must change it in favour of sacrifice.

As for fasting the seven further days, ash-Shafi'r says two things
nlxrut their time, the sounder of which is that he fasts them when he
r('turns to his people, which is the position of Ahmad. The second
rs that he is permitted to fast them before he returns home, after
lclving Makka, which is the position of Mdlik, or that he can fast
tlrcrrr when he has finished the haji, even if he is still at Makka,
rvhich is the position of Ab[ Hanifa.

I
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The mtqats

Coming out of iltram when performing tamattu': When someone

doing tamattu ' finishes 'Ltmra, he should come out of ihrdm,
whether or not he has a sacrifice, according to Mllik and ash-

Shaf i. Ab[ Hanifa and Ahmad say that when someone has an

animal to sacrifice, he cannot leave ihram until the Day o
Sacrifice. Such a person remains in ihrdm and takes on ihrdm for the

Itajj on top of 'Ltmra, and thus becomes someone doing qiran."

The mlqats

They are points in both time and place. The time is well
and understood and one carl only assume ihrdm for hajj dwing
time, which is Shaww5l, Dh['l-Qa'da and the first ten days
Dhu'l-Hijja, according to Ab[ f{anifa and Ahmad, who include
Day of Sacrifice. Malik says Shawwal, DhU'l-Qa'da and DhU'l-
Hijja. Ash-Shaf i says Shawwal, Dh['l-Qa'da and the frst ten days

of DhD'l-Hijja. It is disliked for someone to assume ihram olutside
that time, but still constitutes fuajj in the view of Ab[ Hanifa
MAlik, but the soundest position of ash-Shlfi'r is that it does

constitute 'umra or hajj. As for place, it is Makka for the M
For those who are far from the mtqat, they can assume ihrdm
their homes or from the mlqdt. They disagree about which is
best. Ab[ Hanifa says that it is best from the house, and that is
position of ash-Shdf i via ar-Raf i. Malik and Ahmad say it is
from the mtqAt, and that is the position of ash-Shdfi'r via an
Nawawr.

Passing the mlqat: Anyone who reaches a mrqat cannot pass

without assuming ihram. If he does, he must retum to the mlqdt
assume ihrdm.It is agreed that if the way is perilous or the time
short and he cannot return to the miqat to assume ihram,he
ihrdm where he is and owes a sacrifice for passing the mTqdt

ihram.

Ihram

lhrum and what is forbidden in it
Perfuming the body when assuming ihrdm is recommended with

thrce, but Malik says it is not permitted to use a perfume whose
r|cnt lingers. If it remains, he has to wash it off. It is disliked to use

;rcrl'ume on ihram garments. It is best to enter ihram after a two
t(tk'at prayer for ihrdm, except in the sound position from ash_
slulfi 'i, which is that someone enters ihram when his mount rises if
lrc is riding, or when he sets off on his way if he is walking. Malik,
Ash-Shaf i and Ahmad say that ihrambegins with the intention for
it. tJttering tbe talbiya without the intention does not begin ihram.

'lfulbiya: The talbiya is mandatory according to Abu Hanifa and
M.lik, but Ab[ Hanifa says that if someone is driving sacrificial
ttrrimals, intending to enter ihram, he enters ihram even if he does
nr)l say it. If he is not driving animals, he must say it. Malik says
lhirt it is mandatory and he must sacrifice if he omits it. Ash-Shdf i
nrrrl Ahmad says that it is sunna. They say that talbiya stops at the
,lrtmra al-'Aqaba and Mdlik says that it stops after midday on the
l)ly of 'Arafa.

'l'ltings forbidden in ihram: Iltram makes certain things unlawful.
orc of them is wearing stitched garments or covering the head for
trrcn. Stitched garments on any part of the body are forbidden, as
wcll as anything which is sewn or woven together, such as a turban.
Also forbidden are: sexual intercourse, kissing, touching with sexual
rlcsire, marrying and giving in marriage, hunting, using perfume,
tcr,oving hair or nails, and oiling the hair and beard with any oil.
'l'hc same applies to women in all respects except that she may wear
rtitched clothes and should cover her head. She must uncover her
Iuec.

'Ihey disagree about whether someone in ihrdm can shade him-
rcll with something which does not touch his head. Ab[ Hanifa and
nsh-shaf i say that it is permitted while Ahmad and M6lik say that
ll is not. Malik says that he owes fidya it he does and that is the
t.rundest position of Ahmad. If he wears a coat on his shoulders but
rlrrcs not put his hands in its sleeves, he must do fidya according to
llrlce of the Imams, but Ab[ Hanifa says he need not. If he cannot
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Ihrdm

find a waist-wrapper, he should wear trousers and owes no

according to ash-Shafi'i and Ahmad. AbE Hanifa and Mdlik say

he must pay fidya. If someone cannot flnd any sandals, he may
leather socks and cut them off below the ankles in the view of
tlanifa, Malik and ash-Shdfi'i. Ab[ Hanifa says he must pay

Ahmad says he may not wear them without cutting them.
Shaf i and Ahmad say that it is not unlawful for a man to cover

face. AbD Hanifa and Malik say it is.

Perfume inifuram: It is forbidden to use perfume on the clothing
the body. Abii Hanifa says that it is permitted to put musk on

outside of one's clothing but not on the body. One can fumigate
self with aloes and incense. Abii Hanifa says that it is permitted

put perfume in food and there is no fidya for eating it, even if
scent is clear. Mdlik agreed with that. Ab[ Hanifa says that there

no prohibition against using aromatic herbs. Henna is not consi

perfume by three of the imams, but Abii Hanlfa says that it is a
fume for which there isfidya.

Marriage while in iltram: It is not permitted for someone in
to contract a mariage for himself or for anyone else, and he

be a waktl by consensus. If he does so, the contract is invalid in
view of three lmams, Ab[ Hanlfa being the exception. He can
marry the woman in the opinion of all except in the view
Ahmad who does not allow it.

Killing game in il.tramz If someone in ihrdm kills game by
he must pay reparation for doing so and owes its price to its owner
it is owned. Malik and Ahmad say that he is not obliged to pay

killing owned game. It is unlawful to assist someone in killing
by pointing it out, but Malik and ash-Shdfi'r say that someone
points it out owes no reparation. Abii flanifa says that both
owe full reparation, even if a group is involved. It is forbidden
someone in ihrdm to eat what he has killed, except in the view
Ab[ Hanifa who says that it is not. If the game is not an ani

which can be eaten, or the source of something which can be

it is not unlawful for the one in ihrdmto kill it. Ab[ Hanifa says

it unlawful for the person in ihram to kill all wild beasts

bears.

Doing what is forbidden

f )oing something forbidden inadvertently: If someone in ihram
trses oil or perfume, forgetting that he is in ihrdm, or ignorant of the

lrrrrhibition, ash-Sh6f i says that he does not have to do kaffdra.
Ahri Hanifa and Mdlik say that he must. If someone forgetfully puts

rrn a shirt and then remembers he should remove it over his head
nlllrough some Shdf ites say that he must cut or rip it off. If he cuts
lris hair or clips his nails, forgetfully or in ignorance, he owes no

lllw, except according to one position reported by ash-Shaf i. If he
lorgetfully kills game or in ignorance, it is agreed that he owes

lilvu. If he forgetfully has sexual intercourse or in ignorance, he
twcs kaffara except for one position of ash-ShEfi'r, which is that he
rlrrcs not have to do it and his fuajj is not spoiled.

What doing things forbidden during ltajj incars

('utting hair: They agree that there is a choice in the kaffara for
t'rrlting hair between slaughtering a sheep, feeding six poor people
llllce sc's, or fasting for three days. They disagree about the amount
rrl frair cut which necessitates kaffdra. Ab[ Hanifa says that it is
rhlving a quarter of the head. Mahk says that it is shaving any of the
lrclcl. Ash-Shf,f i says three hairs. There are two positions from
Al,rrnad, one is three hairs and the other a quarter of the head.

thxual intercourse: If someone has sexual intercourse danng hajj
il 'umra while still in ihram, his practices are nullified. Ash-Shdfi'i
tutttl Ahmad say that he must sacrifice a camel. Ab[ Hanifa says that
ll'lrc has sexual intercourse before 'Arafa, his fuajj is invalidated and
Itc owes a sheep. If it is after 'Arafa, his hajj is not invalidated and
Itc owes a camel. The opinion of Mdlik is the same as that of ash-
Slrrill'i. The state of ihrdm is not removed by sexual intercourse in
rillrer case. Ab[ Hanifa and ash-Shdfi'r recommend that the couple
rt'lrarate (for the rest of the hajj) while Mdlik and Ahmad say that it
ls rnandatory for them to do so. ff someone has sexual intercourse a
rceond time when he has not expiated the first instance, Ab[ HanTfa

rlys that he just owes a sheep for the first. Malik says that nothing is
nwcd for the second time. Ash-Shaf i has two positions. One is that
rr sccond kaffara is obliged and it is either a camel or a sheep. The
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Doing what is forbidden
l)ascription of hajj

second view, which is sounder, is that there is only one kaffd l)escription of the lrajj
Ahmad says that if someone has expiated the first occasion, he

pay a camel for the second. If he kisses with desire or has relatio

which stop prior to genital penetration and he ejaculates, his lltaij

not nullified, but he owes a camel. Malik says that his hajj is

fred and he owes a camel.

Killing game: If someone kills game, he owes the equivalent of it
Iivestock, according to Mllik and ash-Shafi'i. Ab[ Hanifa say

he only has to pay the price of the game. Buying camels in

I.Taram and slaughtering them is permitted by three, but M6lik

that they must be driven from outside the Haram into the Hqram'

a group participate in killing game, they owe one repayment

ing to three Imams, while Ab[ Hanifa says that each of owes ]

repayment. All except Malik are agreed that doves and similar bi

entail a sheep with three, while he says that the killer is liable for

price of a Makkan dove.

Cutting down trees and plants: All the Imams are agreed that it
forbidden to cut down any trees in the Haram, and there is liabi

for them according to ash-Shdfi'r. A cow is owed for large trees

a sheep for small ones. Malik says there is no penalty but that it i

sin. Ab[ Hanifa says that if someone cuts what a human being

cultivated, there is no reparation. If he cuts what Allah has

grow, he owes repayment. It is forbidden to cut the grass of
l.laram for anything other than medicine or fodder. All except

flanifa agree that it is permitted to cut it for such purposes while

says that it is not permitted. He says that the game of Madina

forbidden, as is cutting its trees. Is there liability for that? At

Shafi'i has two positions, the new one being that there is not, w

is the school of Ab[ Hanifa. The old position is that someone

liable for what he kills and cuts. That is the position of M6lik a

Ahmad. Sacrifices for violations of ihram must be slaughtered in

Haram and given to the poor there. Mllik says that such sacri

are not specific to any one Place.

Visiting Makka for other than hajj or (utnrai If someone goes

lo Makka not for religious reasons but to visit or trade, is he under
rrhligation to enter ihrdm for l.tajj or 'umra, or is that only recom-
rrrcnded? Ash-Shdf i has two statements, the sounder of which is
llrlt it is recommended, and the second is that it is mandatory unless
lrc is going to repeatedly enter it, like a wood collector or hunter.
Ah[ Hanifa says that it is not permitted for anyone living outside the

niqat to enter the Haram, except in ihrdm. Three consider the
'litwaf of Arrival to be sunna, and Malik says that if someone omits
it voluntarily, he owes a sacrifice.

l)oing lawdfz The preconditions for tawdf include purity and
covering the private parts with three of the Imams, while Abl
llanifa says that they are not a precondition for its validity. If some-
{)nc returns home without doing yawdf, he owes a sacrifice. Kissing
llrc Stone and placing the forehead on it is sunna because placing
lhc forehead on it includes kissing and more, but Mllik says that

;rtrtting the forehead on it is an innovation. Someone doing tawaf
rhould touch the Yamani Corner with his hand which he then kisses,
lrut ash-Sh6fi'r says that he should not kiss it and Ab[ Hamfa says

lhat he should not even touch it. Malik says that he should touch it
hut not kiss his hand, merely placing it on his mouth. Ahmad says

tlrat he should kiss it. The other two corners are not touched.
'liotting and baring the right shoulder are recofirmended by three,

hut Mdlik says that baring the right shoulder is not known and he
tlid not see anyone do it. He owes nothing if he does not trot or bare

lris shoulder. Recitation during tawdf is recommended by a group of
rcholars, whereas Malik dislikes it.

lhrity in tawaf: Those who say that purity is mandatory for pwaf
ttrc Mdlik, ash-Sh5f i and Ahmad. They say that whoever breaks

tlrrr/u' during tawdf shotld do wudu' and continue. Ash-Shafr'i says

Itc should start again from the beginning. The two rak'ats of tawaf
lrc obligatory according to Ab[ Hanrfa, and that is the position of
lsh-Sh6fi'r, Malik and Ahmad while one position of ash-Sh6f i is
llrirt it is swnna.
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Pillars of the hajj

Sa'y z Sa'y is a pillar of the haij and 'umra, according to Mdlik
ash-Shdfi'i. Abii Hanifa says that it is mandatory and can

restituted by sacrifice. Two things are reported from Ahmad, one

that it is mandatory and the other recommended. Three say that

must begin at Safd and end at Marwa and say that it does not
if one begins at Marwa, while Ab[ Hanifa says that there is no

if it is reversed.

Standing at 'Arafa: Three of the Imams say that it is recomme

to combine night and day in standing at 'Arafa, but Mdlik says it
mandatory to do that. Being mounted or on foot are the same in

view of Abii Hanifa and Mdlik, and is the preferred position of
Shafi'i, but Ahmad says that being mounted is better. [f 'Arafa
on Friday, Jumu'a is not prayed. Zuhr is prayed with two rak'
according to the great majority of scholars. Abu Yusuf says that

prayed Jumu'a at 'Arafa. Ab[ Ylsuf asked Mdlik about this

tion in the presence of Hdr[n ar-Rashid and Mdlik said, "
sources in Madina know that there is no Jumu'a at'Atafa."

Overnighting at Muzdalifa: Spending the night at Muzdalifa
practice but not a pillar of the haji. There is consensus that

and 'Isha' are joined at the time of 'Isha' at Muzdalifa. Malik,
Shaf i and Ahmad permit them to be prayed, each in its time,

Abii Hanifa does not.

Stoning: Stoning is mandatory. It is not permitted to use anythi

but stones with three, whereas Ab[ Hanifa permits it with
comes from the ground. It is recommended to stone after sunrise.

someone stones after midday, that is permitted in the view of
Shaf i and Ahmad. Ab[ Hanifa says that stoning is only permi

after dawn. The talbiya ends when the Jamra al-'Aqaba is

according to three imams, while M1lik says that it ends after mi
on the day of 'Arafa.

The Day of Sacrifice: The actions of the Day of Sacrifice are

stoning, sacrifice, shaving and tawdf. Three recommend that they

done in that order, but Ahmad says that the order is mandatory. It
best to shave the head. They disagree about the minimum of what

obligatory. Ab[ Hanifa says a quarter of the hair. Mdlik says all

Pillars of the fiajj

rrrost. Ash-Shdfi'r says three hairs are enough. If someone is bald, he

rlrould run the rivor over his head. Abii Hanifa says that doing that
lr not recommended.

llucrifice: Sacrifice is recommended. It is recommended to mark the

rurt'rificial animals, if they are camels or cattle, on the right side of
llrc hump in the view of ash-Shafi'i and Ahmad. Malik says on the

lrlt side, while Abii Hanrfa says it is unlawful to mark them at al[. It
Ir lccommended to garland camels with sandals and all except
Ahnrad say that this is done with sheep as well. He says that it is not
treornmended to garland sheep. When a person's sacrifice is volun-
Inly, the animal remains his property until he slaughters it. If it is on
[('c()unt of a vow, he does not own it, the poor do, and he cannot sell
or cxchange it according to all but Ab[ Hanifa, who says that he can

rcll and exchange it. He can drink its extra milk although AbU
llnrrila says that that is not permitted. He cannot eat any animal he is
uhliged to sacrifice as expiation. Ab[ Hanifa says that he can eat the

rrrcrilices of qiran arLd tamattu', and Malik says he can eat from all
rrl'llrcm, except those sacrificed in expiation for hunting and asfidya
for injury. Sacrificing at night is disliked and Mdlik says that it is
ilot permitted. The best place to sacrifice is Marwa for 'umra and
Mina for l.tajj.MAlik says that someone doing 'umra may only
rlrrrrghter at Marwa and someone doing hajj only at Mina.

lhwaf al-Ifadaz Tawdf al-Ifdda is a pillar of the hnjj by agreement.
'l'hc beginning of its time is the middle of the night before the Day
rul Sacrifice. The best time is midday on the Day of Sacrifice. Ab[
llnnila say that its time begins at dawn on the Day of Sacrifice and

lrrtls on the second of the Days of Tashrlq.If anyone delays it to the

llrirrl day, he owes a sacrifice.

llloning the jamrasz One of the obligatory parts of l.tajj is to stone

llrc llrree jamras in the Days of Tashrtq after midday, with seven

pr,hhles each. The first to be stoned is the one closest to the Khayf
lros(lue, then the middle one and then the Jamra al-'Aqaba. Abu
llrrrrilir says that if someone reverses the order, he should repeat the
rtorrirrg but that if he does not do so, he does not owe any sacrifice.
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Being prevented

The "numbered days,r: The "numbered days,, mentioned in
Qur'an are the Days of Thshrlq and '.the known ones,, are the
ten days of Dhu'l-Hijja, according to ash-Sh6fi.i and Ahmad.
says that they are three of the Days of Sacrifice and the two
after them. Ab[ Hanlfa says that they are the Day of ,Arafa 

and
of the Days of Tashrtq.

The Farewell lawaf: The Farewell Tawdf is one of the obli
parts of hajj, according to the well-known position of the fuqahd
except for someone who stays. Ab[ Hanifa says that it is not
celled by staying.

Being prevented from accomplishing the ltaji
By an enemy: If someone is obstructed by an enemy from
on 'Arafa, tawaf or sa'y but there is another route by which he
reach them, he must take it, whether it is near or far, and he
not come out of ihrdm.If he takes it and by doing so misses haii,
if there is no other alternative route, he should come out of ift
after'umra.

By illness: If someone is prevented by illness, then the most li
school of ash-Shaf i is that if he stipulated he could leave
then he can. Mdlik and Ahmad say that he cannot leave it because
illness, and Ab[ Hanifa says that he can absolutely.

Is a husband's permission needed: A woman can asstme ihram
for hajj without her husband's permission in the view of A
Hamfa, Malik and Ahmad. The position of ash-Sh5fi,r varies
this, and the most likely is that he forbids it. Can the husband m
his wife come out of ihram? There are two statements from ash.
shafi'r, the more evident is that he can. Ab[ Hanifa and Mdlik say
that he cannot.

Chapter Seven
Sacrifice by People not on Haii

It is prescribed in the Shari'a by agreement. They disagree about
wlrether it is sunna or obligatory. Malik, ash-Shdf i, Ahmad and the
llanafis say that it is a confirmed, sunna. Ab[ Hanifa says that it is
olrligatory for those resident in cities. The nisdb of zakat is consid-
crcd when determining if it is obligatory. Ash-Shaf i says that its
tirne is after sunrise on the Day of Sacrifice when there has been
crrough time for the 'id prayer and two khutbas, whether the Imam
lras prays it or not. Ab[ Hanifa, Malik and Ahmad say that one of
the preconditions for the validity of sacrifices is that the imam has

;rrayed and given the khulba, but Ab[ Hanifa says that it is per-
rrritted for people in an agricultural region to sacrifice at the sec-

ond dawn (i.e. the time of Fajr). Ash-Sh6f i says that the end of its
tirne is sunset on the last of the Days of Tashrlq. Ab[ Hanifa and
Malik say that it ends on the second of the Days of Tashrtq.lf the
sacrifice is mandatory, the sacrifice is not cancelled when the Days
ol' Tashrtq end. A sacrifice must still be made according to all the
Irnams except Ab[ Hanifa,who says that it is cancelled.

l,eaving hair and nails: When the first ten days of Dhu'l-Hijja have
hegun and someone intends to sacrifice, Malik and Ash-Shdfi'i
recommend that he should not have his hair cut or trim his nails
tuntil he has sacrificed. If he does, that is disliked. Ab[ Hanifa says

that it is permitted and neither recommended or disliked while
Ahmad says it is unlawful.

Acceptable animals: When someone is restricted to a particular
animal to sacrifice and the animal is healthy, but then a defect
hefalls it, that does not prevent its acceptability according to all but
Ab[ Hanifa, who says it does. An animal which is slightly ill is
allowed. A major illness which affects the meat, or mange which is
ovident, precludes it being acceptable for sacrifice. No blind or one-

eyed animal is acceptable. An animal with a broken hom is disliked,
I
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Sacrifices

and Ahmad says that it is not acceptable. Malik and ash-Shdfi'i
that lame animals are not acceptable, but Ab[ Hanifa says that
are. The Imams are agreed that an animal with part of its ear cut
is not acceptable, nor is one with the tail cut off because some

is missing.t If a slight amount is cut, then the most likely position
the Shdf i school is that it is forbidden. Later Shdfi'rtes say that it
all right. Ab[ flamfa and Mdlik says that if the minimum is
it is allowed, but if it is a lot, it is not. Ahmad says more than a

Delegation: It is permitted to delegate someone else to slaugh

even a dhimmt, although it is disliked by three of the Imams.
says that it is not permitted to delegate a dhimml.

Mentioning Allah: It is recommended to mention Allah in
sacrifice and other things. If someone omits to do that, Abii
says that if it is deliberate, the sacrifice may not be eaten. If he
gets, it may be eaten. Mdlik says that if it is deliberate, it not
ted, and if it is out of forgetfulness, there are two views. A t
view is that it is absolutely lawful, whether it is deliberate or due
forgetfulness. Ash-Sh6fi'I says that if someone forgets, it does

rnatter. Ahmad says that it may not be eaten if it is deliberate,
there are two positions if it is out of forgetfulness. Ash-Shdf i
ommends saying the prayer on the Prophet when slaughtering.

flanifa and Mllik say that doing so it is disliked. Ahmad says

no particular formula is prescribed, but that the words, "O
this is from You and to You, so accept it from me" may be used.

Eating the meat: If the sacrifice is voluntary, it is recommended
eat some of it. Some say it is mandatory. Ash-Shdf i says it is
to eat a third, give away a third as gifts and give a third as charity.
it is on account of a vow, none of it may be eaten by the person

has made the vow. It is not permitted to sell any sacrifice,
from a vow or on a voluntary basis, nor to sell the skin.

Best animals to sacrifice: Camels are the best animals to sacriflce,
then cattle, then sheep. MAlik says that sheep are best, then cattlen
then camels. A camel fulfils the duty for seven people, and a cow

1. This is in reference to species of sheep which have a great deal ofmeat il
their tails which is normally eaten.

'Aqtqa

und sheep for one. Seven can share in a camel, whether they are

l'rom separate or the same households. Ma[k says that if it is volun-

tury and they are from the same household, it is permitted.

'Aqiqa: The 'aqiqa is sunna, according to Malik and ash-Shdfi'I.

Abu flanifa says that it is permitted but not a recommended sunna.

Alrmad has two statements, the best known of which is that it is
sunna and the second that it is mandatory' It consists of two sheep

tbr a boy and one for a girl. Malik says that there is one for a boy

and one for a girl. It should be done on the seventh day after the

birth of the child.
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Chapter Eight
Vows

A vow is a promise to carry out an act of devotion and it
binding. If it is a vow to perform an act of disobedience, it is
permitted to carry it out, and they disagree about whether kaffira
obliged for it. Abu Hanifa, Malik and ash-Shdfi'r say that there is
kaffira for not fulfilling the vow. Ahmad has two statements, one

that the vow is binding but one is not permitted to do it and so

must be kaffira. To vow something unlawful is not valid, like
ing the 'Id or fasting when menstruating. If someone vows
slaughter his son, nothing is binding on him with ash-Sh6f i,

flanifa and Mdlik say that he is obliged to slaughter a sheep.

has two versions, one is that he must slaughter a sheep and the
that he must expiate the oath. If he vows to kill himself, three

that nothing is obliged of him, and Ahmad has two reports,
being that he should slaughter a ram, and the second that he

expiate the oath.

General vows: If someone makes a general vow, it is valid in
view of Ab[ Hanrfa, Malik and Ahmad, and if he does not fulfiI i
he owes the expiation of an oath for it. Ash-Shdfi'r has two
tions, one like that of the rest, and the second that it is not
unless it is actually connected to something.

Vows in an argument: If someone vows an act of devotion by
of argument, like saying, "If I speak to so-and-so, then I owe Allah
fast or sadaqa", the most likely position in the school of ash-Shdfi

is that he can choose between expiation of the oath and doing
he said. Abii Hanifa say that he must do what he said in every
and he is not permitted to expiate it, and the other position is

there is kaffira. Malik says that he can expiate and also says that

should do what he has vowed.

Vowing to perform baii: lf someone vows to perform ltajj, he

carry out the vow and nothing else is permitted, in the view of Ab0

Vtws

ltunifa and M61ik, but ash-Shafi'r has two statements, one of them is

lhnt it must be fulfilled, which is the sounder, and the second is that

he can choose between fulfilling it and expiating the oath. Ahmad

hns two statements.

Vrwing to grve away one's wealth: If someone vows to give away

hls rnoney as sadaqa, ash-Shlfi'i says that he must give away all his

wcllth. The Hanafis say that it is recommended to give away a thfud

ol'all his zakatable wealth, and they have another statement that he

fiould give it all away. Malik says that he should give away a third

ol'all his wealth. Alrmad has two statements: one is that he gives

lway a third, and the other is that refers to the property which he

[rcilnt.

Vowing to pray in the Masjid al-I.Iardml If someone vows to pray

ln the Masjid al-Hardm, he must do it. The same holds true for the

Mudina Mosque and al-Aqsa Mosque according to Milik and

Ahmad, and that is the soundest position of ash-Sh6fi'r. Ab[ HanrTa

ruys that someone cannot make a vow to pray in a particular
mosque.

Vowing to fast a certain day: When someone vows to fast a certain

duy and breaks his vow for a reason, he must make it up with three,

hut Mdlik says that if he breaks it on account of illness, he does not

hnve to make it up. If he vows to fast ten days, he can fast them

continuously or separately.

Vowing to go to the Masiid al-I.Iartunz If someone vows to go to

lhc Masjid al-flardm, but has no intention for fuaii or 'untra or vows

io walk there, then the famous position of Malik and Ahmad is that

hc is obliged to intend it as haij or 'Ltmra and that he must walk
l'rom his home. Abii Hanifa says that he does not have to walk
unless he vowed to walk. Ash-Shdf i has two statements about a

vow to walk to Madina or al-Aqsa, the soundest being that it is not

hinding, as Ab[ Uanifa also says. The second is that it is binding, as

Malik and Alrmad say.

Vowing a permissible action: If someone vows to do something

nrerely permissible, like, "By Allah, I will walk to my house" or
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"ride my horse" or "put on my clothes", he owes nothing with
Hanifa and Mdlik. Ash-Sh[f i says that if he does something
than what he stated, he owes the kaffdra of an oath, even if he is
obliged to do such an action. Ahmad says that the oath is bi
and he has a choice between doing it and kaffara.

Chapter Nine
Permissible Foods

lklrses: Horses are lawful to eat for the Shdf is, Ahmad, and the
Lr(er Hanafis. MaHk says that horse meat is disliked and in the more
likely position actually unlawful. Ab[ Hanifa says it is unlawful.
'l'he flesh of mules and domestic donkeys is unlawful according to
llrlee Imams, while there is disagreement from Malik about that, it
hcing reported that it is either strongly disliked or forbidden.

llirds: AbD Hanifa, ash-Shafi'r and Ahmad agree that all birds with
lrrlons which attack others, like falcons, hawks and eagles, are
trnlawful to eat, as well as those without talons which eat corpses,
such as vultures and crows. Malik allows them absolutely. Other
hirds are allowed. It is famous that there is no dislike of eating those
it is forbidden to kill, like swifts, hoopoes, bats, owls and peacocks,
cxcept for ash-Shdfi'r who considers them unlawful.

Animals with claws etc.: They agree that animals with claws which
hunt, like lions, leopards, lynxes, wolves, cats and elephants are
runlawful to eat with the exception of Malik. He allowed such meat
but considered it disliked. Rabbits are lawful. Varying things are

slid about giraffes. Foxes and hyenas are lawful with ash-Shafi'r
lnd Ahmad, but disliked according to M1lik. Ab[ Hanifa says they
lre unlawful. Rock badgers and jerboas are lawful in the view of
Malik and ash-Shf,f i whereas Ab[ Hanifa says they are unlawful.

Other animals: Eating small creeping ground creatures like mice is
lirrbidden by three Imams, while Malik says it is disliked. Locusts,
Itowever, can be eaten dead in any case, but Matik says that any
which have died without any discernible reason should not be eaten.

lledgehogs are lawful in the view of Malik and ash-Shdfi'r, while
Ab[ Hanifa and Ahmad say that they are unlawful. Malik says that
tlrere is no harm in eating moles and snakes when they are
slaughtered. They disagree about weasels. Ab[ Hanifa and Ahmad
say they are unlawful, and that is the soundest position of ash-
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Shafi'I. Malik says that they are disliked. Ab[ Hanifa con

wildcats unlawful, which is the soundest position of ash-Shdfi

Malik says their meat is disliked. There are two positions
Ahmad: permitted and unlawful.

Fish: Fish are lawful by agreement. AbU Hanifa says that the

aquatic creatures which may be eaten are fish. MaIk says fish
other things, including shell fish, crabs, frogs, otters and dol

but he dislikes eating dolphins. Ahmad says that everything
lives in water may be eaten except crocodiles, frogs, and swo

but anything other than fish must be properly slaughtered.

Sh[f ites disagree: some allow every taquatic creature, which is
soundest position, but some say only fish, and some exclude ot

dolphins, snakes and the like which resemble land creatures

may not be eaten.

Animals which eat impurities (jalala): It is disliked by
Imams to eat camels, sheep or chickens which eat dung Aabla)
Ahmad says that their flesh, milk and eggs are unlawful. If they

kept and fed with pure food until the smell goes, they become

ful. It is said that that means forty days for camels and cattle,

days for sheep and three days for chickens.

Carrion: If someone is forced by hunger to eat carrion he may

so. Ash-Shafi'r has two positions about eating it, the soundest bei

that it is mandatory. May someone eat their fill or only enough

survive? Ash-Shdf i has two positions, one being that he should

eat his fill, which is the school of Ab[ [.{anifa, and the second is

he should, which is the position of Malik and one view f
Ahmad. The most likely position of ash-Shaf i is that if lawful
is near, he is only allowed enough carrion to ensure survival, but

someone is completely cut off from permitted food, he may eat

fill and take provision from it. [f someone is forced to
between carrion and food belonging to someone else when
owner is absent, Malik, most of the Shdf ites and some flanafis
that he should eat the food of that person and that he is liable to pay

for it. Ahmad and some Hanafis and Shaf is say that he should eat

the carrion.

Wine

!,'at in which an animal dies: In the case of fats like ghee and oil,
when a mouse dies it, if the substance is solid, then what the mouse
lurs touched is discarded and the rest is pure and can be eaten. If it
is liquid, it is all impure. Can an impure liquid be purified? The
soundest position according to ash-Shdfi'r is that it is impossible to
prrrify it.

l,'at forbidden to the Jews: They disagree about the fat which Allah
has forbidden to the Jews when they slaughter and whether it is dis-
liked for Muslims or not. Ab[ Hanifa and ash-Shdfi'r say that it is
pcrmitted. Two things are reported from M6lik: one is dislike and
thc other prohibition. Ahmad has two statements as well.

Wine: As for someone who is forced to drink wine due to thirst or
lirr medicine, Abt Hanifa says he may and ash-Sh1fi'i has three
vicws about the matter, the soundest of which is that it is forbidden,
thc second that it is permitted, and the third permits it for thirst but
not for medicine.

l,lating from someone else's property: If someone passes by some-
one else's garden, which does not have a wall, where there is ripe
liuit, Abn tlanifa, Malik and ash-Sh6f i say that it is not permitted
Io eat without the permission of the owner, except in extreme need.
ll'there is such need, someone may eat but is liable to pay for it.
'l'here are two positions from Ahmad, one being that it is permitted
to eat without necessity and without liability, and the other that it is
pcrmitted in necessity and there is no liability. If there is a wall, the
consensus is that it is not permitted to eat from it, except with the
owner's permission.

llospitality: If a Muslim asks for hospitality from a Muslim
inhabitant of a village without a market and he has no need, it is
not obligatory to give him hospitality but it is recommended,
nccording to three Imams, while Ahmad says that it is mandatory.
llc considers the period of the obligation to be a night, but three
rrights are recommended. If he refuses, Ahmad says that it becomes
l debt for him.

I
l
I

I

I
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Chapter Ten
Slaughtering and Hunting

All four Imams agree that slaughtering should be done by a

Muslim, male or female, who can do it well' They agree t

slaughtering done by unbelievers other than the People ofthe E

is unlawful. They agree that slaughtering is valid with anything

makes blood flow and can be with a knife, sword, glass, stone

anything which has a sharp edge. Slaughtering involves cutting

windpipe and gullet. The arteries are not obligatory, in the view

ash-Shafi'i, although severing them is recommended by him z

Al.rmad. Ab[ Hanifa says that the windpipe, gullet and one

must be cut, while Malik says all four must be cut'

Cutting the head off: If the head is completely cut off, the ani

is not unlawful. If an animal is slaughtered from the back of

neck and has not died before the windpipe is cut, it is lawful' If
animal has died before the windpipe is cut, it is not lawful in

view of Ab[ Hanifa and ash-Sh6f i. Life is noted by strong

ment combined with bleeding' Malik and Ahmad say that it is
lawfulat all.

Position of animals during slaughter: The sunna is to slau

camels hobbled, while cattle and sheep should be slaughtered lyi

down. If a cow or sheep is killed like a camel or a camel

slaughtered like a cow, it is lawful with Abu [.{anifa, ash-Shlfr'i

Ahrnad, although it is disliked by Ab[ Hanifa. Malik says that if
is done without it being necessary, it should not be eaten'

Malikis say that it is disliked.

slaughter of pregnant animals: If an animal is slaughtered and

dead foetus is found inside it, it can be eaten in the opinion of thn

but not in the opinion of Ab[ $anifa.

Ilunting with animals: They agree that it is permitted to hunt w

trained animals like dogs, leopards, falcons, and eagles, except
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black dogs according to Ahmad. Three make it a precondition that
thc animals refrain from eating the game they are sent after and
come when called. Malik says that this is not a precondition. Ab[
l.lanifa and Ahmad say that the training of an animal has to be on
two occasions for the animal to be considered trained. Ash-Shaf i
slys it is what is considered custom, and Mdlik does not take that
into consideration.

Saying "Bismill.dh": Saying "Bismillah" when releasing the animal
lirr game is sunna with ash-Shaf i. If someone omits it deliberately,
it is not unlawful. Ab[ Hanifa says that it is a precondition. If he
lirrgets it, it is lawful. If deliberate, it is not. Malik says that if it is
tlcliberate, it is not lawful, and if forgotten, there are two positions.
Ahmad has various statements. The most evident is that if someone
ornits it when shooting or releasing the animal, it is not lawful to eat

ir.

(lame injured or killed by hunting animals: If a hunting dog
wounds but does not kill the prey and the hunter reaches the game
while it is still alive and it dies before he can slaughter it, Ab[
l.lanifa says that it is not lawful. If the animal kills the game with its
wcight, ash-Shafi'i has two positions, one being that it is lawful,
which is the sounder, and the well-known position of Mdlik, and
other that it is not lawful, and that is what is preferred by the
llanbalis. Abii Hanifa has two positions, the more likely being that it
is lawful.

(iame eaten by hunting animals: If a trained dog eats some of the
game, Ab[ Hanifa says that it is not lawful and anything it has

caught before that should not be eaten. Mdlik says it is lawful. Ash-
Shafi'i has two positions: one is that it is lawful and the second,
which is more likely, that it is not. A hunting bird is like a dog
ruccording to three of the Imams, but Ab[ Hanifa says that what the
lrunting bird eats from is not lawful.

(Jame found dead after some time: If someone shoots game or
le leases a dog on the game and it bites it and then the game dis-
irppears and it is found dead and the bite is part of the cause of
tlcath, a group of Shaf ites' say that it may be eaten, but the sound
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Chapter Eleven
Business Ttansactions

There is consensus that trade is lawful and usury unlawful. The
lmams agree that trade is valid for every sane adult person who has

l'reedom of choice and disposal. The sale of the insane is not valid.
'fhey disagree about the sale of a child. Malik and ash-Shdfi'r say

that it is not valid. Ab[ Hanifa and Ahmad say that it is valid if he
has discrimination. But Abtr Hanifa imposes a condition that there
be prior permission from his guardian. Ahmad stipulates that there
he permission from the guardian. Three Imams consider a forced
sale invalid, while Ab[ Hanifa says that it is valid.

Silent transactions: A silent transaction is not a sale in the pre-
dominant opinion of ash-Shafi'r, and the same is reported from
Ab[ Hanifa and Ahmad. MAlik says that it is a sale, and other
Sh[f ites accepted that, and it is found in a transmission from Ab[
Hanifa and Ahmad. Is offer and acceptance a precondition for small
items? Ab[ Hanifa says that it is not for either small or large items,
and in another position only for large items, which Ahmad also
says. M51ik says that it is not a precondition at all, and that every-
thing which people consider a sale is a sale. Something small is like
a loafofbread.

Option to cancel a sale: When a sale has been firmed up, each of
the parties have the option to cancel, provided they have not parted
or have stipulated a cancellation period. Ab[ Hanifa and ash-Shaf i
say that it is permitted to set a cancellation period of three days, and
r)o more. Malik says that it is permitted to set it according to what is
needed, which varies with different goods. Fruit which will not last
rnore than a day cannot have a longer cancellation period. When the
period ofthe option ends, choice ends and the sale is binding.

Invoking an option to cancel a sale: Someone who has an option
rnay cancel the sale in the presence of the seller and also in his

I

I

I
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view of the school is that it should not be eaten, which is the posi'

tion of Ahmad. Ab[ Hanifa says that if someone follows game

immediately after shooting and finds it dead, it is lawful. If he

delays following it, it is not. Mdlik says that if he finds it during that

day it is lawful. Later it is not.

Various ancillary matters: If traps are set up and an animal falls

into one and dies, it is not lawful to eat. Abu Hanifa says that if
there are weapons in the trap and it is killed by the edge of one, it is
lawful. If a domestic animal becomes wild and the owner cannot

catch it, Ab[ Hanifa, ash-Shafi'i and Ahmad says that it is
slaughtered in the same way a wild animal is when he does catch

it. If someone shoots game and it splits in two, both parts are lawful
in the view of ash-Sh1fi'r and one of two views from Ahmad. Ab0

$anifa says that if they are equal, they are both lawful. Malik that if
the piece with the head is smaller, the animal is not lawful. If it is
bigger, it is lawful and the other is not. If someone looses a dog on

game and calls it but it does not stop but continues and kills tho

game, ash-Shafi'i says that it is not lawful to eat it. Ab[ Hanifa and

Ahmad say that it is, and there are two views from Mdlik. If ho

shoots a bird and it falls to the earth and he finds it dead, it is lawful.

If the game escapes from his hand, he still can claim it according to

three Imams, but Ahmad says that if it goes far in the wild he ceases

to have any right to it.
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Sales

absence, according to M6lik, ash-Shafi'r- and Ahmad' Abl
says that it must be in his presence. When there is an

option in the sale, then both the condition and sale are invalid w

Ab[ Hanifa and ash-sh6f i. Malik says such a sale is permitted a

the option is by custom. Al.rmad says that it is valid'

Death during cancellation period: If buyer or seller die during

period of the option, it is transferred to his heir according to th

irnu*t, but Ab[ flanifa says that it is cancelled' When there is

option with a time period, is ownership transferred to the buyer

that period? Ash-Shifi'i has various statements, one being

transfer of ownership occurs by the contract, as Ahmad says' A

ond position is that it is when the option ceases, which is the

tion of Ab[ flanifa and Mdlik, and the third, which is preferred,

that ownership is suspended until it is finalised.

What is permitted and not permitted in sales

There is consensus that selling a pure item is valid, but

selling something impure in itself, such as dogs, wine and d

constitute a valid sale? Ab[ Hanifa says that it is valid to sell

and dung and that a Muslim may delegate a dhimmi to buy and

wine. The Mllikis disagree about selling dogs: some allow it, s

dislike it, and some say it is permitted for certain uses'

and Ahmad say that it is not permitted to sell anything of that

and that a dog has no value that should be compensated if is ki

Can oil which is rendered impure be purified by washing? The

Sales

liked to let them. Selling silkworms is valid according to all but Abii
Hanrfa, who says it is not valid.

Owner's permission in trade: It is not valid to sell what one does

not own without the permission of the owner, in the new school of
ash-Shf i. In the old school, it is contingent on the assent of the

owner. Abii $anifa says that it is valid but dependent on the permis-
sion of the owner. Buying is not dependent on permission. Malik
says that all transactions are dependent on permission. Ahmad has

two positions.

Sales without full possession: Ash-Shaf i and ash-Shaybani say

that it is not valid for someone to sell something whose ownership is

not established for him, such as selling something before taking
possession of it, whether it is movable or immovable property. Abl
Hanifa says that it is permitted to sell immovable property before
taking possession. Malik says that it is not permitted to sell food
before taking possession of it, but that it is permitted in respect other
things. Ahmad says that if the item can be measured, counted or
weighed, it is not permitted to sell it before receiving it, but that it is
pcrmitted in other things. Possession of what can be physically
handed over is by transfer, and in immovable things, such as real

cstate and orchards, it is by vacation.

Sales of intangibles and unknown quantities: It is agreed that it is
not permitted to sell what cannot be guaranteed to be handed over,

such as birds in the air or fish in water. Three Imams say that is not
rllowed to sell an indeterminate article, like one cloth in a pile of
cloth lengths. Abii flanifa allows it with a cancellation option.

Sales of unseen goods: It is not valid to sell an absent article which
has not been described, according to Matk, and that is the most
likely position of ash-Shaf i. Ab[ Hamfa says that it is valid, but
the buyer has the option to refuse when he sees it. Ahmad says the

sale is valid.

lleans in the pod and wheat in the husk: It is not permitted to sell
hroad-beans in the pod, according to all but Ab[ Hanifa who says it

likely position in the Shafi'i school is that it cannot be purified

so it is not permitted to sell it, which is the position of Ahmad

Malik. Ab[ $anifa says that it is permitted to sell impure oil'

Various transactions: A woman's milk is pure and can be

according to ash-Shlf i and Ahmad, but Ab[ flanifa and Mllik
that it is not permitted. Ash-Shdfi'I says that is valid to sell

in Makka, while Ab[ flanifa and Matk say that it is not valid'

are two statements from Ahmad, the soundest of which is that it
not valid to sell or let them. Ab[ Hanifa and Malik say that it is
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What irwalidates sales

is permitted. It is not valid to sell wheat in the husk in the soundest
view of ash-Shdf i, while Mdlik, Ab[ Fanifa and Ahmad allow it.

Representative sales: If someone says, "I will sell you this heap, I
dirham for every cafiz," that is valid with Malik, ash-Shdfi,i,
Ahmad, Ab[ Y[suf and ash-Shaybani. Abtr Hanifa says it is only
valid for one cafiz of it. If he specifies a number of cafizes, itis
valid. If someone says, "I will sell you this land, every cubit for a
dirham," or "this flock, every sheep for a dirham," it is valid. Abit
flanifa says it is not valid.

Unquantified sales: Three Imams say that it is valid to sell bees,
even in their hives if they have been inspected, but Abii Hanr-fa says
it is not permitted. Three Imams say that it is not permitted to sell
milk in the udder, but Malik says it is permitted for a known number
of days if the amount of the milk is known. It is not permitted to sell
wool on the back of sheep, according to ash-Sh6fi'1, AbU Hanifa and
Ahmad, but Mdlik says it is permitted, provided it is shorn immedi-
ately.

Buying and selling Qur'ans: They agree that it is permitted to buy
Qur'ans,t but disagree about selling them. Three of the Imams per-
mit it without dislike, but Ahmad dislikes it. It is not permitted to
sell a Qur'an to an unbeliever, according to ash-Sh6fi'i and is one of
two positions from Malik. Abii Hanifa says it is valid. Ahmad says
it is not valid.

Selling grapes to winemakers: It is agreed that it is disliked to sell
grapes to a winemaker. Ahmad says it is not valid.

Stud fees: Stud fees are unlawful and the price received for them is
forbidden with three while Mdlik permits a recompense for the cov-
ering of the stud animal for a specified period of time.

What invalidates a sale and what does not

Invalid conditions: If someone makes a sale with a condition which
is incompatible with the aim of the sale - such as selling a slave on

l.This means a mushaf, an Arabic copy.
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the condition that he cannot be sold or freed, a house provided that
the buyer lives in it, or a cloth provided that it is made up into a

garment - the sale is void with Ab[ $anifa and ash-ShEf i. Malik
says that if the condition involves a use that is insignificant, such as

living in a house, it is permitted. Ahmad says that if it stipulates
living in the house for a day or two, it is not invalid.

Status of goods bought in invalid sales: If a buyer takes goods in
an invalid sale, it is agreed by three of the Imams that he does not
own them, whereas Abii Hanifa says that if he has taken them with
the permission of the seller after exchanging something of value for
them, he owns them if the price has been paid. If someone plants in
land purchased in an invalid sale or builds on it, when the seller
takes the land back, he cannot uproot the plants or destroy the build-
ing without being liable for the loss. Three Imams state that can pay
the price of the improvements and then owns it, but Ab[ Hanifa says

that he cannot take the land back but is paid the value of the land.

Usurious transactions

There is consensus that there are six items subject to unlawful
usurious transactions: gold and silver, wheat, barley, dates and salt.

Forbidden and permitted transactions: The Muslims agree that it
is not permitted to sell gold for gold alone or silver for silver,
whether minted, ore or jewellery except in equal weight from hand

to hand. None of it which is absent may be sold for something pre-
sent. They agree that it is permitted to sell gold for silver and silver
for gold in disparate amounts. They agree that it is not permitted to
sell wheat for wheat, barley for barley, dates for dates, or salt for salt

when there is an accepted measurement, except like for like, hand to
hand. It is permitted to sell dates for salt and salt for dates in
disparate amounts hand to hand. It is not permitted for buyer and

seller to part before taking possession, except in the view of Abu
Hanlfa. Three Imams do not permit to the sale of jewellery for the

same minted metal in disparate amounts, but Mdlik says it is permit-
ted to sell for its value in coin. There can be no disparity before
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taking possession in selling food for food, according to ash-Sh6fi'l
and Malik, although Ab[ Hanifa says it permitted.

Usury in respect of other things: Certain aspects of what could bo

considered usury are not forbidden when dealing with things other

than gold and silver, food and drink, namely delay in payment or
delivery, disparity and separating before taking possession. Abil
Hanifa says that delay is unlawful only where the same category is
concerned. Malik says that it is not permitted to sell one animal for
two of the same species. Every two things which have the samo

name and character are the same category. If they differ, they arc

two different categories. Matk says wheat and barley are the samo

category. There are two positions by ash-Shafi'r about milk and

meat, the soundest being that they are different categories, and that

is the school of Abii Hanifa. There is no usury in respect of iron,
lead and the like with M6lik and ash-Shafi'r because gold and silver
constitute the medium of exchange. AbD Hanifa and Ahmad, in ono

position, say that usury extends to iron, copper and the like.

Sale by estimation: Things in respect of which usury is forbidden
cannot be sold some for others by estimation, except dates on the

tree for dates on the ground. Malik says that in the desert it is per-
mitted to sell a measure by estimation rather than by exact weight.

Disparity in value of items subject to usury: According to Malik
and ash-Shafi'r, things in respect of which usury is forbidden cannot

be sold against one another when one of the two has something else

with it which creates a disparity in value. So two varieties of the

same category may not sold when their value differs, like a mudd of
good dates and some dirhams for another mudd of good dates, or
like one sound dinar and an unsound one for two sound ones. Abii
Hanifa allows all of that.

Dry produce for fresh produce: It is not permitted to sell dry
produce for fresh on the ground, like selling fresh dates for dry ones.

Ab[ Hanifa alone permits it by measure. As for 'ariryas, which is
that a man sell the dates on the trees by estimation for what is on the

ground, ash-Shdf i allows it in respect of amounts of less than five
vt)asqs, and says it is not confined to the poor, which is the position

Selling property, trees, and fruits

of Ahmad. But he stated in one of two positions that the fresh dates

nray be estimated and sold for their equivalent in dry dates. Ab[
Hanifa says that this not permitted at all. Malik says it is permitted
in one specific situation, which is when a man is given the fruits of
some trees in a garden which it is hard for him to get to and so he

sells it by estimation for dry dates which he receives. 'Ariyyas can
be sold in separate contracts if they are more than five wasqs.
Ahmad says that more than one is not permitted.

Grain, flour and bread: It is not permitted to sell grain for flour
rnilled from that grain, according to Ab[ Hanifa, ash-Shafi'i and

Ahmad in one of two transmissions, but Mdlik says it is permitted to
sell it by measure. Ahmad says in another transmission that it is per-

rnitted to sell it by weight. It is not permitted to sell wheat flour for
other wheat flour in the view of ash-Shdfi'r and Mdlik, but Ahmad
says that it is permitted, as does Ab[ Hanifa, if it is of the same

quality. It is not to permitted to sell flour for bread made from the

same flour. The Hanafis permit selling wheat for bread without
cquivalence. It is not permitted to sell bread for bread when one or
both are fresh. It is not permitted to sell an animal for meat from the

same animal, with three Imams, while Ab[ Hanifa permits it.

Selling property, trees and fruits

Included in the sale of a house is the land accompanying it and

every building on it, including the bath-house, but that does not
include things which can be carried like a bucket, winch, or bed. It
includes doors, shelves, and stairs. Zafar says that if there are tools
and furniture in the house, they are included.

Pollinated palms: If someone sells a date palm which has unpolli-
nated spadices on it, they are included in the sale. If they have been

pollinated, three Imams say they are not included, except for Abl
Hanr-fa.

Ripe and unripe fruit on the tree: It is not permitted to sell fruit
before it is ripe without stipulating immediate picking, in the view
of Mllik, ash-Shaf i and Ahmad. Ab[ Hanifa says it is valid, and he
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considers that it necessitates that the fruit be cut. It is always permis'

sible to sell the fruit after it is ripe, according to ash-Shdf i, Malik

and Ahmad. Ab[ Hanifa says that it is not permitted to sell fruit
after it is ripe with the stipulation that the fruit remain.

Partial sales: If someone sells a load of produce and excepts from it
some mudds or sd's, it is not valid, nor can he except one of tho

branches of a tree in the view of Ab[ Hanifa, ash-Shafi'i and

Ahmad, although Malik says it is permitted to do so. If someono

says, "I sell you the fruit of this garden less a quarter of it," it ig

agreed to be valid. It is not permitted to sell a sheep and excludc

some of it, the skin or anything else, from the sale. Ahmad says that

the head and trotters can be excluded, and Mdlik allows that on a
journey but not while resident.

Selling animals left unmilked and returning
goods because of a defect

Such things involve deceiving the buyer by making him think

that the animal has more milk than it actually has and they aro

unlawful. Is the option to cancel the purchase confirmed? All but

Ab[ Hanifa say yes. When it is affirmed that the buyer has tho

option to return it, the return does not require the consent and

presence of the seller. Abii Hanifa says if it happens before taking

possession, it requires his presence, and afterwards requires his

consent or a judgement. The return of goods because of a defect

must be immediate with Mdlik and ash-Shdfi'r, but not the other

two.

Compensation agreements: If a seller says to a buyer, "Keep tho

object and take compensation for the defect," the buyer is not com'

pelled to accept. If the buyer says it, the seller is not compelled to

accept. If they agree, the sale is valid with Ab[ Hanifa, Malik and

some Shdf is. Ahmad says that the buyer can keep the goods and

ask the seller for compensation, in which case the seller is com'
pelled to pay it to him.
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l)iscovery of a defect after completion of sale: If a defect is dis-
covered in the goods after the price has been paid, the buyer does

not have the option to cancel the sale with AbU Hanifa and ash-
shaf i.

lncrease in sold goods after a cancelled sale: In the event of a
cancelled sale, if the goods increase in a clear way, like by produc-
irrg offspring or fruit, the buyer keeps the increase and returns the
original item, according to ash-Shdf i and Ahmad. Malik says that
il'the increase is in the form of offspring, it should be returned with
the original animal. ff it is fruit, the buyer may keep it and return the
original. Ab[ Hanifa says that increase in the possession of the
buyer always prevents its return on account of a defect.

l)ecrease in value of defective bought goods: If a buyer finds
n defect in the goods whose value has been lessened while in his

lxrssession by a cause other than the original defect, such as sexual
intercourse with a virgin or the cutting of a piece of cloth, there is no
barrier to his returning them, but they should be returned with com-
pcnsation. The new defect does not prevent the goods being
rcturned. If the new defect was the only way of discovering the
original defect, for instance opening up a melon or cracking open an

cgg, Ab[ Hanifa says the return is prevented. Ash-Shdf i's position
is that it may be returned. Mafik and Ahmad, in one position, say

that it may not be returned and no compensation is owed.

Murdbalr.c (selling with a fixed profit)

lf someone buys goods, ash-Sh6f i says he can sell them for the
original price, or more or less than it, before or after paying the orig-
inal purchase price. Abti f{anr-fa, Malik and Ahmad say that it is not

lrcrmitted to buy something from a seller for less than the price he
paid before he has paid for it. It is, however, agreed that it is per-
rrritted to sell with murdbaha (a speclfred profit), that is when a sell-
cr makes clear the original price he paid for some goods he is selling
irnd specifies an increment, saying, for example, "I will sell it to you
lur its original price plus one dirham in every ten."
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Forbidden sales

Bidding up: Bidding up merchandise is unlawful. Bidding up

something is to make a higher bid for something, not out of thc

desire to buy it, but simply to trick another person into paying more,

If someone falls for that and buys, then the sale is valid, with threc'

but Mdlik says that it is invalid. It is unlawful for a city-dweller to

buy from a bedouin when he arrives as a stranger with goods fof
which there is general need.

Unrefundable deposits: A sale with an unrefundable deposit il
unlawful in the view of three: that is for someone to give a dirham

towards the price of some goods which then becomes part of th6

price if he likes the goods but is otherwise forfeited. Ahmad sayl

that there no harm in it.

'ftra sales: Ash-Shdf i permits but dislikes the 'tna sale, which it
when someone sells goods to a buyer for a certain price on credit

and then buys them back from him for cash at a lower price. AbO

Hamfa, Malik and Ahmad say that doing this is not permitted if
there is any disparity in the price. If a buyer sells the goods to some.

one other than the seller and then the seller buys them after that, it it
permitted.

Price fixing: Ab[ Hanifa and ash-Shdf i say that is forbidden to fix
prices. Malik says that this happens when one of the people of tho

market increases or lowers the price and he is told, "Either you sell

by the price of the people of the market or you leave." If a ruler sett

prices and a man sells his goods when he does not want to sell them

for that price, it is by compulsion. Abii Hanifa says that the compul'
sion of a ruIer prevents the validity of a sale.

Hoarding: Hoarding foodstuffs is agreed to be unlawful. Hoarding

means to buy food when the price is high and to withhold it in order

to increase the price even further.

Selling debts for debts: They agree that it not permitted to sell a

debt for a debt.

Disputes in a sale

Selling dogs: The price of a dog is considered offensive and Mdlik
dislikes but allows it. Ab[ Hanifa says it is allowed for beneficial
use. Ash-Shafi'r says that it is not allowed at all and it has no value,
which is what Ahmad also says.

Disputes in a sale and destruction of goods

If there is a dispute about a price and there is no proof one way
or the other, the parties should swear oaths. The soundest position of
lsh-Shdf i is that the seller swears first, but Ab[ Hanifa says that
the buyer should start. Ifthe goods are destroyed and the parties dis-
lgree about the price, ash-Shaf i says that they should swear and
the sale is voided and the price returned if it can be assessed. If the
goods are replaceable, then the buyer must bring a replacement.
'fhis one of two views of Ahmad and one of Mdlik's. Abii Hanifa
says that there are no oaths when goods are destroyed and that the
word taken is that of the buyer. That is also related from Abmad and
Malik. Ash-Shdfi'i says that it is the word of the seller which should
be taken. Ab[ Hanifa says that if the goods are in the possession of
the seller's heir, both parties should swear oaths, and if they are in
the possession of the heir of the buyer, his word is taken when
uccompanied by an oath.

I,'inancial disagreements: If the parties disagree about a precondi-
tion involving the length of a credit term or the length of an option
to cancel a sale, the stipulation of a pledge or financial liability, or a
promise, they swear oaths, according to ash-ShIf i and Malik. Ab[
Hanifa and Ahmad say that they do not swear oaths about any
precondition and a denial from either pa(y should be accepted.

Disagreements in credit sales: If someone sells an item for a price
on credit and the buyer and seller then disagree about the transac-
tion, and the seller says he will not hand over the goods until they
are paid for and the buyer says he will not pay until he receives the
goods, there are several views from ash-Shlfi'i, the soundest of
which is that the seller is compelled to hand over the goods, and
then the buyer is compelled to pay the price. There are other posi-
tions. Abii Hanifa and Malik say that the buyer is compelled first.
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Destruction of bought goods before possession: If bought goods

are destroyed before possession by a natural disaster, then Abil
Hanifa and ash-Shafi'r say that the contract is nullified. Malik and

Al.rmad say that if the goods are not things which can be measured,
weighed or counted, the buyer is liable. If a third party destroys
them, ash-Shlf i has several views, the soundest of which is that the
sale is void. The buyer can choose between having the goods
replaced and paying, or voiding the deal, or making the third party
pay. This is the position of Ab[ Hanifa and Ahmad, and the pre-
ferred view of Malik. If the seller destroys them, it is considered the

same as a natural disaster, according to all except Ahmad who says

that the seller owes their price or must replace them. If the goods in
question consist of fruit on trees which have been destroyed after the
land has been vacated, AbU Hanifa says that it is the liability of thc
buyer, which is the soundest position of ash-Sh1f i. Malik says that
if less than a third is destroyed, it is the liability of the buyer. If it is
more, it is that of the seller. Ahmad says that if it is destroyed by
natural causes, it is the liability of the buyer; if it is stolen, it is that
of the seller.

Buying in Advance (Salam) and Loans (Qira$

The imams agree that buying in advance is permitted and its
validity depends on six conditions: that the category of goods is
known, their quality is known, their amount is known, the term of
payment is known, and the amount of money is known. Abii Hanifa
says that the naming of the place of delivery if it is something heavy
is a seventh condition. The others consider this binding but not a
condition.

Goods for which advance payment is permitted: They agree that
it is permitted for things which can be weighed and measured and
described. It is permitted for numbered things which are not dissim-
ilar, like nuts or eggs, except in one position from Ahmad. They
disagree about counted things which can differ greatly from one
another, like pomegranates or watermelons. Ab[ Hanifa says that
advance payment is not permitted for such things, since neither

Inans

nleasure nor quantity are an adequate gauge, but Ahmad says that it
is absolutely permitted. Ash-Shdfi'i says that it is permitted by
wcight. Two things are reported from Atrmad: the most famous that
rt is permitted by quantity. Ahmad says that anything generally reck-
oned by weight cannot be done by measure or vice versa.

Various factors: An advance sale is permitted in respect of count-
rrble things by M11ik, ash-Sh6f i and Ahmad, when it is probable
that they exist in the place concerned. Ab[ Hanifa says that it is not
rrllowed unless they actually exist when the contract for delivery is
rnade. It is not permitted in respect of rare precious stones, except
hy Mdlik. Partnership and resale with discount are allowed in
rcspect of advance sales in the same way as in other sales, according
to Mf,lik, but Ab[ tlanifa, ash-Sh6f i and Ahmad forbid them.

lnformal loans: Loaning (qarfi things is recommended and it takes

cl'l'ect immediately when someone requests it for however long he

wishes. A date set for it is not binding, although Malik says that it is
hinding. Three of the Imams say it is permitted to lend bread, but
Ab[ Hanifa says it is not permitted. Is it permitted by weight or
number? There are two views from ash-Shafi't and Ahmad.

Added elements: When a man makes a loan to another, is it permit-
lccl for the lender to benefit from any of the property of the recipient
in the form of a gift or food to which he invites him, or is that not

lrcrmitted - unless it is custom - during the period of the loan? Abu
l.lamfa, Mafk and Ahmad say that it is not permitted. Ash-Shaf i
suys that if it is not a precondition, it is permitted.

Abiding by original agreement: They agree that if someone owes a

rnan a debt with a set term, the debtor is not allowed to pay some of
it before the term and delay some of it to a later term. It is also not
pcrmitted for the creditor to take some of it before the term in
nloney and some in goods. There is no harm when the term comes if
the creditor takes some and cancels some of the debt or delays it to
irnother time. If a man owes a debt to another through a sale or a
Ioan, and he gives a term, Malik says that the creditor cannot retract
it and he is obliged to wait until the expiry of that term. He can
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increase the term, except in respect of fines for physical injury
loans according to Ab[ [.{anifa.

Collateral (Rahn)

Collateral is permitted at home and on a journey by all.
contract of the collateral must be accepted, even if it is not
and it is permitted to compel the pledger to surrender his col
AbI Hanifa, ash-Shdfi'i and Ahmad say that one of the

tions for the validity of collateral is taking possession of it and so

must be taken. Collateral made with something which is joi
owned is permitted, whether it is something divisible, I
immovable property, or indivisible, like a slave. Ab[ Hanifa
that it is not valid. Ash-Shdf i says that it is not a precondition
the pledge should remain with the pledgee, but it is a preconditi

with Ab[ $anifa and Malik. If the collateral leaves the possession

the pledgee in any way, the pledge becomes invalid, except in
view of AbD Hanifa who says it is not invalidated if it becomes
deposit with the pledger.

Extending collateral: If someone pledges something for
hundred and then borrows another hundred and wants to use

original pledge as collateral for both debts, that is not allowed in
predominant position of ash-Shaf i since the collateral is tied to
first debt. That is also the position of Ab[ Hanifa and Ahmad.
says it is permitted.

Selling collateral in the case of non-payment: If the

stipulates that the collateral can be sold if the debt is due and
paid, that is allowed by Ab[ tlanifa, Malik and Ahmad. Ash-Shdfi
says that the pledgee is not permitted to sell the collateral
The pledger or his agent can sell it with the permission of
pledgee. If he refuses, the judge may oblige him to pay the debt
sell the collateral. Malik recommends that the collateral should
presented to ajudge. Ifthe pledgee does not do that and sells it,
is allowed. When the pledger appoints someone to sell the col
when the debt is due and places it in his possession, ash-Sh6f i and

Bankruptcy

Ahmad say that such delegation is valid. The pledger can annul that
lurrangement and dismiss him like other agents. Ab[ Hanifa and
Malik says that he cannot. If both parties agree to deposit the collat-
cral with a reputable person and the pledger stipulates that the
pcrson should sell it when payment is due, and he sells it and then
the money is lost before the pledgee takes it, Ab[ Hanifa says that it
is the liability of the pledgee as if it was in his possession. Mdlik
says that if the pledge is lost in the possession of the caretaker, it is
the liability of the pledger as opposed to the pledgee. Ash-Shdf i
nnd Ahmad say it is always the liability of the pledger unless the
pledgee transgresses and then it is like a trust.

lncrease in the value of collateral: In the case of increase in the
collateral which is separate from it, like offspring, fruit, wool and
other things, Malik says they belong to the pledger. Ab[ Hanifa says

lhat the increase is part of the collateral. Ash-Shafi'r says that all of
it is separate from the collateral. Afmad says that it belongs to the
pledgee rather than the pledger.

l)estruction of collateral: If a pledgee claims that the collateral has
hcen destroyed and the parties agree on its value, there is no discus-
sion. If they agree on its description but not its value, Mf,lik says

that experts are asked about the price and action proceeds accord-
ingly. Ab[ Hanlfa says that one accepts the word of the pledgee
ubout the value when accompanied by an oath.

Bankruptcy and Limitation

l,egal restraint: Mdlik, ash-Shdf i and Ahmad say that a bankrupt,
lnd a debtor when his debts overwhelm him, should be placed under
lcgal restraint when his creditors request it, so that a judge can for-
hid him to dispose of his propefly to prevent his creditors being
harmed. A judge can sell the property of a bankrupt if he refuses to
scll it or divide it up between his creditors. Ab[ Hanlfa says that a
hankrupt should not be placed under legal restraint but rather
irnprisoned until he pays his debts. Ifhe has property, thejudge can-
not dispose of it or sell it unless his property is in dirhams and his

i
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debt is in dirhams in which case the qddt can take it. If his debt is

dirhams and his property in dinars, it should be sold to pay the

Limits of legal restraint: They disagree about a bankrupt dr

of his property after being placed under legal restraint. Abl
says that there can be no legal restraint in any case. Even if a

decides on it, it should not be imposed. If restraint is imposed,
actions which cannot be nullified, like marriage, divorce and

cipation are carried out. Things which can be nullified, like
hiring, gifts and ;adaqa, are invalid. Matk says that transactions

respect of items of property through sales, gifts or emancipati
may not be carried out. Ash-Shdf i has two positions: one is

M6lik's and the second is that the transaction is valid but conditi
al. If his debts are paid, then the transactions are allowed. If they
not, then they are invalid, starting with the gift and then the

Ahmad says that none of his transactions are allowed except
emancipation.

Unpaid for goods: If a living bankrupt is in possession of
unpaid for goods and their owner takes them back, not ha

received any of their price, Malik, ash-Sh6fi'r and Ahmad say

the owner is more entitled to them than any other creditors and so

should take the goods rather than them. AbD Hanifa says that

owner is like any other creditor and that all the creditors
divide them between them. If the owner finds them after
bankrupt person has died and he has not received any money

them, ash-Shaf i alone says that he is more entitled to them, as

would be if he was still alive. The other three say that he is like
other creditor.

Further debts: If a bankrupt incurs a further debt after I
restraint has been imposed, the debt is his responsibility, but the

creditor does not share with the other creditors on whose behalf
legal restraint was imposed, in the view of all but ash-Sh6f i,
says he does.

Seizure and sale of the home of a bankrupt: Can a bankrupt
son with no wealth have his home and servants he needs

sold to pay his debts? Ab[ Hanifa and Ahmad say that they

Finanical limitation

not be sold and Ab[ Hanifa says that no property should be sold.
Mdlik and ash-Shdf i say that all such things should be sold.

Cases of proven hardship: When someone's hardship is proven in
the presence of a judge, can the judge come between him and his
creditors? Ab[ Hanifa says that the judge can release him from
prison but not come between him and his creditors. They attend to
him and may not stop him from transacting but may take the surplus
of his earning by shares. Malik, ash-Sh6f i and Ahmad say that the

.iudge can release him from prison without the permission of his
creditors and also intervene between him and them. He is not re-
imprisoned, but the judge should oversee his conduct. They agree
that evidence of hardship can be heard after imprisonment. They
disagree about whether it can be heard before it. Malik, ash-Shdf i
and Ahmad say that it can be heard before. Abii Hanifa's position is
that it can only be heard after it.

Legal restraint for other than bankruptcy: They agree that other
reasons for someone being under legal restraint are youth, slavedom
and insanity. When a boy comes of age, but is not sane, his property
should not be handed over to him. They disagree about when puber-
ty occurs. Ab[ Hanifa says that for a boy it is a wet dream or ejacu-
lation. If he does not experience that, it is when he reaches the age

of seventeen or eighteen. A girl comes of age by menstruation, wet
dreams, pregnancy or when she is seventeen. Malik has no limit but
his people say seventeen or eighteen. Ash-Shf i and Ahmad say it
is fifteen, or ejaculation of sperm, or menstruation, or pregnancy, or
pubic hair.

Conditions for handing over property to its owner: When good
sense is discerned in the owner of property, he is given it. They dis-
agree about what good sense consists in. Abii Hamfa, M6lik and
Ahmad say that in a boy it is the ability to care for and oversee the
growth of his properff and lack of squandering. Integrity or iniquity
are not considered. Ash-Sh[f i says that it applies to both property
and the dln. Abn flanifa and ash-Shdf i say that there is no differ-
ence between boys and girls. Mahk says that legal restraint is not
lifted from a girl, even if she is adult and sensible, until she ma:ries

i
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and the marriage has been consummated. Ahmad has two positions,
one is that there is no difference and the other is like that of Malik.
They agree that when a boy comes of age and is sensible, he should
be given his property. If he comes of age and is not sensible, ho
should not be given it. If he becomes foolish after being sensible, all
but Ab[ Hanifa say that he should be placed under legal restraint as

regards his property.

Reaching a settlement (Sulh)

Partial settlement: They agree that if someone is known to owe
something and will only reach a settlement for some of his debt, that
is not allowed because it is undermining the right of the debtor. If
the obligation of debt is not known and a claim is made against him,
is the settlement valid? Three of the Imams say it is valid, while ash-
ShAf i says that it is not.

Disputed vertical divisions: If there is a wall between two houses,
and the owner of one of the houses has plants growing on it and
each claim that all the wall is his, Abri Hanifa and Malik say that it
belongs to the one with the plants, if he accompanies his claim by an
oath. Ash-Shlf i and Ahmad says that if one has plants on it, that
does not give him any preference. The plants belong to their owner
and the wall is shared between them if they accompany their claim
by oaths.

Disputed horizontal divisions: If two claim a ceiling shared
between a house and a room above it, according to AbD Hanifa and
Malik, it belongs to one below. Ash-ShEf i and Ahmad say it is in
halves. If the top and bottom are destroyed and the one on top wants
to build, he cannot compel the owner of the bottom half to build and
make a ceiling so that the one on the top can build his floor. If the
one on top chooses to rebuild his ceiling with his own money, the
one on the bottom cannot use it until he has reimbursed the other.
This is the school of Abii Hanifa, Malik and Ahmad. It is also
reported from ash-Shdf i, although he also says that the one on the

Debt transfer

bottom cannot be compelled to pay or be denied use of it if the
owner of the top storey built without his permission.

I)roperty development: An owner can develop his property in any
way which does not harm his neighbour. They disagree about harm-
Iirl alteration. AbD Hanifa and ash-Shdfi'i permit it, and Malik and
Ahmad forbid it. Examples of that might be building a bath-house,

l)ress or lavatory, or digging a well near to someone else's well
which lowers its water level, or making a window which overlooks a

rreighbour. He cannot be prevented from disposing of his property.
'l'hey agree that a Muslim can build onto a building he owns but is
rrot allowed to look at the private areas of his neighbours. So if his
roof is higher than others, MAlik and Ahmad say that he must build
l screen to prevent it from looking over his neighbours. Ab[ Eanifa
lnd ash-Shlf i say that this is not necessary. They disagree about
two men who share a wall which falls and one asks the other to
rcbuild it and he refuses. Also when they have a waterwheel, canal,
liver or well which is disused. Ab[ Hanifa say that there can be
compulsion in respect of a river, waterwheel, canal or well, but not
in respect of a wall. If one of them builds the wall he can prevent the
other using it until he pays his share. Malik agrees about all these

lhings except the wall and has two reports: one compelling him and
one not.

Debt Thansfer (Hawala)

They agree that when someone owes something to another man,
he is permitted to transfer his debt to someone who owes him a debt
but the original creditor is not obliged to accept that. The assignee
cannot refuse it. AbU Hanifa and ash-Sh6fi'i do not consider the

;rreferences of the assignee but Malik says that if the assignee is an

cnemy of the original creditor, he does not have to accept the debt. If
the creditor accepts the transfer, the assignor is free of the debt.
They disagree about a creditor coming back at the assignor if he
does not get his right from the assignee. The school of Malik is that
ii the assignor deluded him by knowing that the new debtor was
hankrupt, the assignee can come back to the assignor, but that is the
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only grounds on which he can do so. The other three say that he has

no come-back at all, even in the case of misrepresentation.

Guarantee (pamdn)

They agree that a guarantee is permitted, but responsibility to
pay is not transferred from a living debtor. The debt remains tho

responsibility of the debtor and it only ceases to be his responsibility
when it is paid.

Guarantees for unknown amounts: Ab[ flanrfa, Mdlik and
Al.rmad allow someone to be a guarantor for something unknown,
as, for instance, when he says, "I guarantee you what Zayd owes"
when he does not know the amount. He can also be a guarantor for a

debt which has not yet been incurred like "Whatever debt Zayd
incurs with you is my responsibility." The well-known position of
the Shaf i school is that this is not permitted and there is no way to
discharge an unknown obligation.

Standing bail: It is agreed that it is valid to stand bail for someone

in the case of people who are obliged to attend a judge's court. It is
valid to to stand bail for someone when there is a claim against him,
except in the view of Ab[ Hanifa. If the bailor dies, the bail is void,
except in the view of Malik. If the one for whom he is responsible
disappears or flees, Ab[ Hanifa and ash-Shdfi'r say that there is
nothing against him other than producing the bailee to attend. He
owes no money. If he is unable to produce him since he is absent,

Ab[ Hanifa allows him enough time to travel and return with the

person. If he does not, he is imprisoned until the bailee is brought.
Malik and Ahmad say that if he does not produce the bailee, he

owes money.

Partnership

It is agreed that co-operative partnership is permitted, and the

mufawdda partnership is permitted, according to Abii Hanifa and

Malik, although Ab[ Hanifa differs from Mdlik about its form. Abii

Partnership

Hanifa says that the mufawdda requires two men to have equal
shares in what they own in gold and silver. If one has more than the

other, it is not valid. Any profit is divided equally between them,
and each is responsible and liable for what his partner does. Mdlik
says that it is permitted for one to have more money than the other
and then the profit is divided according to the amount they have, and

any liability incurred by one of them in trade is shared between
them in the same way. That does not apply to unlawfully acquired
property. According to Mdlik, it makes no difference whether their
capital is in goods or dirhams or whether the two are partners in all
or some of the property they devote for trade. It is the same whether
their property is mixed so it cannot be separated, or it can be sepa-

rated after having beenjoined. They are like a single hand in respect

of the partnership. Ab[ Hanifa says that the partnership is valid,
even if each retains possession of his property and it is not joined.
The position of ash-Shdf i and Atrmad is that this kind of partner-
ship is invalid.

Labour partnerships: Malik and Ahmad permit in partnership in
respect of labour when people do the same sort of work and work in
the same place. Ab[ Hanifa says that it is permitted, even if their
work and location differ. Ahmad allows all of it, but ash-Shafi'r says

that it is invalid.

Credit partnerships: Ab[ Hanifa and Ahmad permit credit partner-

ships. Their form is that none of those involved have capital but
form a partnership based on each buying on credit and sharing the
profit with the others. The position of M6lik and ash-Shdf i is that
such a partnership is invalid.

Inequality of profit sharing: If the amounts of capital are equal
and one partner stipulates that he will have more of the profit than

the other, the partnership is invalid, according to Malik and ash-

Shaf i, but Ab[ Hanlfa says that it is valid, even if that involves
increased work by one partner.
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Agency (Wakala)

Agency in respect of contracts is permitted by consensus in
respect of all rights which can be deputised, like buying and selling,

hire, paying debts, making claims, marriage, the prayer and other

things. The Imams agree that the appointment of the agent by the

principal is not accepted if it takes place outside an official legal

environment. They agree that if the delegation is in respect of hudild
punishments or retaliation, it is not accepted at all.

Use of an agent by someone present: The use of an agent by

someone who is present is valid with Malik, ash-Shdfi'i, and

Abmad, even if the other party is not happy about that, unless the

agent in question is an enemy of the other party. Abii Hanifa says

that the use of an agent by someone present is not valid without the

consent of the other party unless the principal is ill or has travelled

for three days.

Legal conditions for the delegation of an agent: If someone dele-

gates an agent to oversee his rights, and that appointment is made in

the presence of the judge, it is permitted and there is no need for
further evidence, whether he is appointed to represent one man or a
group. The presence of the one from whom the right is demanded is

not a precondition for the validity of the appointment. If an agent

was appointed outside the assembly of judgement, the judge should

confirm his appointment with evidence. This is the school of M61ik,

ash-Shaf i and Ahmad. Ab[ Hanifa says that the presence of the

other party is a precondition for the validity of his appointment or, if
the other party is a group, the presence of one of them.

Retirement and dismissal of agents: An agent can resign from his

post when he so wishes, in the presence of the principal or without

his presence, according to Mdlik, ash-Shdfi'i and Ahmad' Abii
Hanifa says that his doing so must be in the presence of the princi-

pal. The principal can dismiss the agent, even if he is not aware of it,

according to M6lik and ash-Shdfi'r. AbU Hanlfa says that that can

only take place with his knowledge. Ahmad has two views.

Acknow le d g eme nt of debt

Agents with regard to buying and selling: If an agent is delegated

to sell on behalf of someone, the school of M51ik, ash-Shdfi'i,
A[mad and some Hanafis is that he should carry out the sale for the
current price of those goods in the currency of the land in which he
is trading. If he wishes to sell something for less than the current
price, on credit, or in other than the currency of that place, he may
only do so with the consent of the principal. But Abii Hanr-fa says

that he is permitted to sell however he wishes: in whatever currency,

on credit or for less than the current price. In respect ofbuying, they
agree that he cannot buy for more than the current price nor may he

buy on credit.

Various points regarding agents: The word of an agent about loss

of property is accepted with evidence. The position of ash-Sh[f i is
that his word about having returned goods to his principal is accept-
ed, and Ahmad says that as well. They disagree about an agent
buying from himself. AbU Hanifa and ash-Shdfi'r say that it is not
permitted. Malik says that he can buy it for a higher price. Ttvo
views are reported from Ahmad, the more likely being that it is not
permitted. They disagree about an adolescent being an agent. Abii
Hanifa and Ahmad say it is valid. There is no text from Malik on
that matter and ash-Shaf i says that it is not valid.

Acknowledgement of debt

The imams agree that when a free adult man acknowledges a

right owed to other than an heir, his admission is binding and he

cannot retract it. It is the same in respect of acknowledgement of a
debt when healthy or ill. Those whose rights have been acknowl-
edged should all receive their rights if the inheritance will cover
them by consensus. If it is not adequate, Mf,lik, ash-Shaf i and
Ahmad say that they receive shares proportionally according to what
they are owed. Ab[ flanifa says that those who were creditors while
someone was healthy should be paid before those who became
creditors when he was ill. If something is left, then it is given to pay
debt incurred during illness. If there is nothing over, such creditors
get nothing.
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Deposits on TFust

lt is agreed that accepting deposits on trust is a recommended act

of devotion, and that there is a reward for looking after them. It is a
trust and there is no liability for a trust, except in cases of negli-
gence. The word of the caretaker about loss or return is accepted

when accompanied by his oath. They disagree about someone who

accepts a trust with evidence: three Imams say that his word about

its return is accepted without evidence. Malik says that it is only
accepted with proof.

Liability for the loss of a trust: If someone is entrusted with some

dinars or dirhams and then spends them or destroys them and then

returns their equivalent to the deposit, and then what he returns is

destroyed without any action on his part, M6lik says that he is not

liable. He says that if he mixes the dirhams or dinars or wheat of the

trust with what is tike it so that they cannot be separated, then he is

liable for the loss. Abii Hanifa says that if he returns the original
item itself, he is not liable, but that if he returns its equivalent, he is

liable. Ash-Shdfi'i and Ahmad say he is liable in any case for
removing it in a negligent manner and he remains liable whether he

returns it or its equivalent.

Misuse of a trust: If someone is entrusted with something other

than money, such as cloth or animals, and he infringes the trust by
using it and then returning it to safekeeping again, Malik says that if
he rides an animal and then returns it, its owner can choose between

making him liable for its price or taking its hire if it dies after being

returned to safekeeping. If a garment is used and not worn out and

then returned to safekeeping and then has been damaged, he says

that if the thing is something which cannot be weighed or measured,

like a waterwheel or garment, and he has usi:d it and then it is

damaged, he must pay its price, not replace it. If he transgresses by

using it outside the conditions of the trust and then returns it to safe-

keeping, he is still liable, as ash-Shdfi'r and Ahmad state. Abii
Hanifa says that if he has transgressed the conditions of the trust and

then returned it and then it is lost, he is not liable.

Unlawfully Ac quire d P rop erty

Returning a trust: They agree that when the owner asks for what
he deposited, the keeper must return it if possible. Otherwise he is
liable for it. When it is asked for, and the keeper says nothing was
deposited with him or that it has been lost, his word is accepted.

Unlawfully Acquired Property (Ghasb)

There is consensus that unlawful misappropriation is forbidden
and anyone who does that sins. It must be returned if it still exists
and there is no fear that its removal will cause death. The Imams
agree that if goods, animals and anything which cannot be measured

or weighed has been misappropriated and then destroyed, the person

who took them is liable for their value. If it is something which can
be weighed or measured, he must replace them if something similar
can be found, except in one view from Ahmad.

Wilful damage: If someone damages a man's goods and deliberate-
ly destroys them, then the well-known position of Mllik is that the
transgressor must pay their price and take whatever he has damaged.
There is no difference in that respect between a mount and other
things. Ab[ HanrTa says that if someone damages a garment to the

extent that he destroys most of its usefulness, he is obliged to pay its
price and the garment is surrendered to him. If it loses half of its
value or less, then he pays an indemnity for the loss. If he takes the
meat of an animal or rides an animal wrongfully and it loses one of
its eyes, he is liable for a quarter of its value, and all its value for
both eyes, in which case the animal is given to the perpetrator. If
someone damages something which he has unlawfully appropriated
after its misappropriation, Mdlik says that its owner must either take
it with the decrease in value caused by the usurper or give it to the
usurper who must pay its value on the day he misappropriated it.
Ash-Shdf i says that the owner can take an indemnity for the loss,
as Ahmad also says.

Profit on misappropriated property: They disagree about what is
done when the usurped property is put to profitable use. Abii Hanifa
says that any profit is not a debt. MAfik has various statements, one
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of which is that the misappropriater is liable for the profit and

second that he is not. A third is that if it is a house in which
misappropriater himself lives, he is not liable. If he hires it out

someone else, he is liable.

Various details regarding misappropriated property: If
misappropriates a house, a slave or a garment, and it remains in
possession for some time, but he does not use it to live in or rent out,

or he does not employ the slave or wear the garment before it ig

taken from him, he owes no hire charge for the period it was in hic

possession, according to Ab[ Hanifa and Mdlik. Ash-Sh6f i and

Ahmad say that he owes a hire charge for the time it was in his pos.

session. If someone misappropriates real estate and trees and it it
destroyed by flood, fire or other things, he is liable for its value on

the day he took it, according to M6lik, ash-Shdf i and ash-Shayblnl,

Ab[ Hanifa and Abii Y[suf say that he is not liable for anything

which cannot be moved, like real estate, unless he damages it and it
is destroyed in account of his action. Then he is liable for it. If
someone misappropriates columns or bricks and builds with them'

he does not own them according to M6lik, ash-Sh1fi'i and Ahmad,

Ab[ Hanifa says that he owns them and must pay their prico
because of the harm which would ensue from destroying the build.
ing to remove them. They agree that if someone misappropriates I
piece of timber and builds it into a ship and its owner demands it
when it has been launched, he is not obliged to remove it except in

the view of ash-Shdfi'r. The soundest position is that what ash.

Shaf i says is when it will not involve loss of life or property.

Tlansforming misappropriated property: If someone misappro.

priates gold or silver and makes it into jewellery or mints it into

coins, or misappropriates lead or copper and makes it into tools and

swords, Malik says that in all such cases he owes the replacement

for what he took in weight and description. It is the same if he takeg

timber which he makes into doors, or clay which he makes into
bricks, or wheat which he makes into bread. Ash-Shdfi'i says that ho

must return all the things that have been made to the person from
whom the raw materials were taken. If there has been decrease, tho

Unlawfully Ac quired P rop e rty

rnisappropriater is liable for the decrease. Abii Hanifa agrees with
Malik, except about gold and silver when they have been fashioned.

Setting free without permission: If someone opens a bird's cage

without permission and the bird flies away, he is liable for it, in the
view of Malik and Ahmad. It is said that if he releases an animal or
a chained slave who runs away, he is liable for their price. Ash-
Shaf i says that if the bird flies away or the animal escapes after a

lapse of time, he is not liable. Ab[ Hanifa says that he is not liable
tt all.

Misappropriation of land: If someone misappropriates real estate
which is destroyed while in his possession by collapse, flood or fire,
Malik, ash-Shafi'r and Ahmad say that he is liable for the price. Abii
llanr-fa says that if he has derived no income from it, he is not liable.
Il' someone misappropriates land and cultivates it and its owner
takes it back before the harvest, Ab[ Hanifa and ash-Sha.f i say that
the usurper can be forced to remove the crop. Malik says that if it is
still the time of planting, the owner can compel him to remove it. If
the planting time has passed, there are two opinions, the best known
of which is that he cannot uproot them and receives rent. Ahmad
says if the owner wishes, he can leave the crop in his land until har-
vest for a fee, and if he wishes, he can pay the price of the crop
which is then his.

Misappropriation and destruction of wine or pigs: If a Muslim
spills out wine belonging to a dhimmt, ash-Shaf i and Ahmad say

that he is not liable for it, as is the case when he destroys his pigs.
Ab[ Hanifa and MIlik say that he is liable for their value.

Right of Pre-emption

The Imams agree that a partner in property can pre-empt its sale.

Malik, ash-Sh6f i and Ahmad say that a neighbour has no right to
pre-empt, while Ab[ Hanifa says that he has.

Length of right of pre-emption: Ab[ Hanifa and ash-Shdfi'I con-
sider that the right has to be exercised immediately. If someone
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delays asking for it when he is able to do so, his right is cancelled,
like the option to return a sale. Ash-Shdf i has one position that thg
right lasts for three days and another that it is perpetual unless thC
possessor clearly foregoes it. Malik says that two matters pertain
the land is sold while the partner is present. One is that the right
lasts for a sufficient period to allow it to be known that he has fore.
gone pre-emption. And it is also reported from MElik that it lasts fof
ayer or two. The second is that a buyer can raise the case before a
judge who can then oblige the person with the right of pre-emption
to take it or leave it. So the Maliki position is that it is not immedi.
ate. Various things are reported from Ahmad.

Pre-emption in respect of fruit trees: When fruits on palms aro
jointly owned by two partners and one of them sells his shares, can a
partner pre-empt the sale? There is disagreement about what Mdlik
says about that. One opinion is that he may pre-empt and anothef
that he may not. Ab[ Hanifa says that he may pre-empt, and ash.
Shaf i and Ahmad say that he may not.

Pre-emption with credit: If the person with the right of pre-emp-
tion cannot pay immediately, Malik and Ahmad say that he can havo
credit if he is reliable. Otherwise he must bring someone trust.
worthy to guarantee it. Ash-Shafi'I, in his new school, and AbO
Hanifa say that the pre-emptor can choose between paying immedi-
ately on accepting the credit terms.

Partnership in pre-emption: Pre-emption is divided between
partners according to their shares in the property in respect of which
they have the right of pre-emption. Each partner can take from tho
sale according to his share of it, according to M6lik and the sounder
position of ash-Shdfi'r-, and Ab[ Hanifa says that it is divided
according to the original capital, which is also a position of ash-
Sh6fi'i.

Inheritance of right of pre-emption: The right of pre-emption
can be inherited according to M6lik and ash-Shdfi'i and is not
invalidated by death. When someone has the right to pre-empt and
dies without knowing about it or before he can do so, the right is
transferred to his heir. Ab[ Hanifa says that it is invalidated by death

Commenda

lrrcl not inherited. Ahmad says it is only inherited if the deceased

hls asked for that right.

l'rc-emption after alteration: If the buyer of some land builds or
plitnts and then a pre-emptor asks to pre-empt, Malik, ash-Sh6f i
nnd Ahmad say that the pre-emptor cannot ask the buyer to destroy
what he has built or remove what he has planted. Ab[ Hanifa says

llrat the pre-emptor can compel the buyer to remove and destroy.

lluying off someone with right of pre-emption: When the right of
pre-emption exists, and the buyer gives the pre-emptor some
rlirhams not to exercise his right, he is permitted to take them,
nccording to all except for Shdfi'i. He says the dirhams must be
rc(urned.

'l'he Commenda (QirAd or Muddraba)

lmams agree that mudaraba is permitted. Mudaraba mearc qirdd
irr the language of the people of Madina.It is when one person gives

runother money to trade with and the profit is shared. If he gives him
goods and says, "Sell them and make its price a qirdQj'Mdlik, ash-

Shaf i and Ahmad say that this is an incorrect qirAQ. Ab[ Hanifa
srrys that it is valid. The fuqahd' disagree about a qirdd with filils
lrnoney other than gold or silverl since the Imams forbid it. If an

irgent takes the money of fhe qirad with proof, he is not quit of it if
hc denies, except with supporting proof, according to most scholars.
'l'he Iraqis say that his word is accepted when accompanied by an

oath. If an investor gives his agent the money and the agent buys
goods with it and then the money is lost before he gives it to the per-
son who sold the goods, that seller cannot claim restitution from the
lcnder according to Mf,lik, ash-ShIfi'i and Ahmad. The goods
helong to the agent and he is liable for their price. Ab[ Hanlfa says

that the original lender is liable.

Restrictions of time and transaction: The qirad cannot be for a set

period after which it is forbidden to buy and sell, according to
Malik, ash-Shdf i and Ahmad. Abii Hanifa says this is permitted. If
the investor stipulates that the agent may only buy from a certain
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person, or only sell to a certain person, the qiraQ is void,
to MIlik and ash-Shdfi'r, while the other two say it is allowed.

Invalid qirddsz If the investor assumes the work when a qi
invalid and makes a profit, then the agent receives a wage for
work, according to Ab[ Hanifa and ash-Shdfi'r, and any profit
loss belong to the owner. Malik disagrees and says that one
what is normally done in a similar qirAQ.

Tlavelling expenses: If an agent travels, his expenses come
fhe qirdd, in the view of Ab[ Hanlfa and Malik. A(rmad says, '
are paid by himself, even his mount." Ash-Shlf i has two
ments, the more likely being that he should bear his own

Various ancillary factors: If an agent makes a qirdd on the
that he takes all the profit and has no liability, that is
according to M6lik. The kaqis say that the money becomes a

loan, while ash-Shdfi'I says that the agent has an appropriate
and the profit belongs to the owner of the money. They di
about what happens if the original lender buys some of the
dise of the muddraba. Ab[ Ylsuf and Mdlik say that it is valid,
ash-Shf i says that it is not valid, which is one of two views
A[mad. If the agent claims that the investor gave him
buy or sell for cash or on credit and the investor says that he
gave permission for cash transactions, Ab[ Hanifa, Melik
Ahmad say that the word of the agent should be taken, when
panied by an oath. Ash-Shdf i says tha[ the word of the i
should be taken, when accompanied by an oath.

Renting and Hiring

Hiring is permitted by most of the people of knowledge.
binding on both sides. After a sound contract, neither side can
cel unless there is a fault in the goods, as when someone
house and finds after the contract that it is a ruin or has been
aged. If there is a defect in the item hired, the hirer has a
because of the defect, according to Mdlik, ash-Shdf i and A!
The l.{anafis say that the contract can be cancelled with a

Hire contracts

cxcuse. So if someone rents a shop and then his goods are destroyed
or stolen or he goes bankrupt, he can cancel the rental agreement.

Tlme of payment If someone rents an animal, a house or a ship for
u known period for a known rent and there is no stipulation about
whether payment is immediate or deferred, the position of ash-

Shafi'i and Ahmad is that it is due on the signing of the contract.
When the lessor hands over the item to the lessee, then he is entitled
to all the rent because the lessee has the use by the contract and

iherefore must hand over the hire which is obliged by taking posses-

rion of the item. The school of Abii $anifa and Malik is that the hire
ls required little by little. If someone has had full use of something
ttrr a day, he owes its rent. If he rents a house every month for a

known price, the three say that the rent is due for the first month and

due at the beginning of each subsequent month. Ash-Sh6f i says in
his well-known position that this arrangement is invalid.

Various factors concerning hire contracts: A hire contract for
r waterskin, house, slave or any other thing is binding. It is not
lnvalidated by the death of one or both of the parties. The obligation
passes on to the heir according to Mdlik, ash-Shdf i and Ahmad.
Ab[ Hanifa says that it is cancelled by the death of either of the par-

ties. A hire contract is not invalidated by the corruptness of a lessee,

ruch as wine-drinking.

Period of contract: It is permitted to make a hire contract for two
years when it is expected that the item will last that long, according
to Ab[ flanifa, Malik and Ahmad and is the most likely position of
ash-Shdf i. One view of ash-Shdfi'r says not more than a year and

unother thirty years. If someone hires something for Ramaddn
during Rajab, all but ash-Shdf i say the contract is valid.

Responsibility for other people's goods: If a craftsman takes
romething to his house to work on it, he is responsible for any dam-

uge to it, according to Milik. Ash-Shdfi'i has two views. Abl
Hamfa says that he is not liable unless he himself damages it, which
is the preferred position of ash-Shdfi'I. It is the same whether the
cmployee works for a company or on his own. The Hanafis say that
he is liable for what he can prevent, but not for what he cannot
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prevent, like fire and flood. He is not liable for animals dyi

body of employees are not liable in the view of Malik, even

they are working together, only the individual worker or

who cause the damage. They are responsible if they alone do

work, whether it is done for a wage or something else, unless

is evidence that their work had been completed before it
destroyed, in which case they are free from liability' If a tailor
the owner of a garment disagree, all but Ab[ flanifa say that

takes the word of the tailot but Ab[ Hanifa says that of the

Sale of rented goods: If someone hires out an item for a

period and sells during the hire period, the school of ash-Sh1fi

that it is permitted to sell it to other than the lessee. Ab[ Hanifa

that it is not permitted to sell it, and the lessee has a choice

allowing the sale and cancelling the hire or rejecting the sale

confirming the hire. Ab[ $anifa says that it may only be sold

the consent of the lessee. Malik and Ahmad said that it is
to sell a hired item, even to other than the lessee. There is no

agreement about it being permitted to sell it to the lessee.

Death of rented riding animals: If someone hires an animal to

and treats it in a normal way and it dies, he is not liable

Malik, ash-Sh6fi'I, Ahmad and most flanafis. Ab[ flanifa hi

says that he is liable for its price.

Hiring out jointly owned property: Malik, ash-Shdf i and

Hanafis, except Ab[ flanifa himself, say that it is permitted to

out joint property. Ab[ flanifa says that someone may only rent

his share and he does not permit a partner to pledge it or gi

away either.

Renting land in return for produce: Mdlik thinks that it is not

mitted to rent land in return for what it produces, nor to rent

food like fish, honey, sugar or other foods. Ab[ $anifa,
and Al.rmad says that it is permitted to rent land for what it
and other foodstuffs, in the same way as it is permitted to rent

return for gold, silver and other goods.

C ultiv ati o n of Wa s t e land

Rulings about improvements made to rented land: If someone
rents land for a year in order to cultivate plants on it which will last,

or builds on it, and then the year ends, Malik says that the owner.can
choose between paying the lessee for the plants or building or order-
ing him to remove them. Ab[ Hanifa says the same, but says that if
the removal would harm the land, he should pay the price and the
planter cannot uproot them. If it is not harmful, he can ask for them
to be removed. Ash-Shafi'I says that it is not up to the lessor, and

the lessee is not obliged to remove them. They remain and the lessee

is paid their price; or they remain and they share in them; or the
lessor can order their removal and pay the lessee an indemnity.

Cultivation of Wasteland

The Imams agree that wasteland can be revived and a Muslim
can do that. Three Imams say that doing so is not permitted for a

dhimmi in Muslim land but Abii Hanifa permits it. They disagree

about whether the permission of the ruler is a precondition. Ab[
flanr-fa says that it is, but Malik says that land which is in a wilder-
ness or which people do not want does not require permission. If it
is near an inhabited area, permission is required. Ash-Shdfi'i and

Ahmad say that permission is not needed. They disagree about land
which is owned, whose o\ryner passes away and which, after a time,
falls into ruin: can someone own it by reviving it? Ab[ Hiinifa and

Malik says he can, ash-Shdf i says not, and two reports are reported
from Ahmad.

Criteria for the orvnership of wasteland: What are the criteria by
which land is considered owned and revived? Abu tlanifa and
Ahmad say that it is by enclosure and bringing water to it, and
building a structure with walls, even if it has no a roof. Mdlik says

that it is by what is normally known as reviving such land, by plant-
ing, digging a well and other such things. Ash-Shdf i says that if it
is for agriculture, it is by planting and bringing water. If it is for
housing, then it is by building rooms and roofing them.
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Water rights: They disagree about water from a river or well which
more than fills the needs of a man, his animals and crops. Malik
says that if the well or river is in the wilderness, its owner is more

entitled to what he needs from it and he must make available
anything over that. If it is in a garden, he does not have to make

available the excess unless his neighbour irrigates his plants by a
well which is destroyed or a spring which caves in. Then he must
make available the excess to his neighbour until he repairs the
well or spring. If he neglects to repair it, he does not have to offer
to him afterwards. There are two views about whether he is entitled
to recompense. Ab[ Hanifa and the Shdf ites say that he must give
water to people and animals without recompense, but not crops,
although it is recommended to forego a charge for the water. Ahmad
has two views.

Waqfs (Endowments)

A waqf is a permitted act of devotion. Malik, ash-Shafi'i and

Ahmad say that it becomes binding by a verbal statement, even

without a ruling from a judge. The endower ceases to own what he

has endowed, even if it still remains in his possession. Ash-Shaybani
says that if it leaves his possession, he should appoint a trustee over
the waqf and surrender it to him, and that is one view reported from
Malik. Abii Hanifa says that the waqf is a valid gift, but not binding,
and the endower remains the owner until a judge renders judgement

or his ownership is suspended by his death. They agree that a waqf
is not valid in respect of something which will be destroyed by use,

like gold, silver or food. Ash-Shaf i and Ahmad consider a waqf of
an animal lawful. One view from Malik says the same. AbD Hanifa
says that it is not lawful.

Ownership of waqf property: The preferred position of ash-Shaf i
is that, in a waqf, ownership is transferred to Allah and so the
beneficiary of the waqf does not own it. Malik and Ahmad says that
ownership is transferred to the beneficiary. Ab[ Hanifa and his
people differ, but say that if the waqlf is valid, it is no longer owned

Gtfts

by the endower, but is not owned by the beneficiary either. Shared

property is permitted to be made awaqf.

Beneficiaries of a waqf: lf someone makes something a waqf for
himseli that is valid according to Ab[ Hanifa and Ahmad. Malik
and ash-Shdfi'r say that it is not valid. When the use is not specified,
such as when someone says "This house is a waqf," that is valid
according to Mdlik. So if a waqf excludes others, as happens when
someone says, "I make this a waqf for my children and their chil-
dren," without mentioning the poor, he considers it valid and that

after those named, it goes to his poor relatives and then to poor
Muslims. That is the tlanafi position, but the most likely position of
ash-Shdf i is that awaqf is not valid if it is not specified how it is to
be spent.

Various factors concerning waqf property: They agree that if a

waqf rs ruined, it does not return to the ownership of the endower.

They disagree about whether a waqf can be sold and its price spent

on similar causes. If it is a mosque, Malik and ash-Shdfi'i say that it
remains as it is and may not be sold. Ahmad says that it is permitted

to sell it and spend its price on something similar. If the mosque
cannot be restored, AbD Ylsuf says it is not sold, while ash-

Shaybani says that it reverts to its original owner.

Gifts

The Imams agree that gifts are made valid by offer and accep-

lance and receipt. There must be all three. Matk says receipt is not
necessary for its validity and binding nature. It becomes binding by
offer and acceptance, but receipt is a precondition for its fulfilment.
It can be claimed by the heirs of the person to whom the gift was

given. If the giver does not give the gift before he dies, then there is

rro gift. Ibn Abi Zayd al-Mdliki says that a gift, sadaqa, or waqf is
only achieved by actually taking possession. If the donor dies before
then, it returns to being part of his normal inheritance. Ahmad says

that a gift is owned before actual possession, but receiving it must
be with the permission of the giver. Ab[ Hanifa disagrees.
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Gifts

Gifts of jointly owned property: Malik and ash-Shafi'r say that
is permitted to give joint property, and the gift is sound when
giver hands over all of it to the recipient and so he has his full ri
and the share of the partner is like a deposit in his possessi

Ab[ Hanifa says that it is invalid in respect of anything that can

divided, but not in what cannot.

Life gifts: If someone gives a person the life gift of a house,

is that he has the use of it for the length of his life, the house

to the owner when the benef,ciary dies. This is the school of
If he gives him and his descendants the use, they have the use.

they die, it reverts to the owner because it is a gift of use and

ownership. Ab[ Hanifa, ash-Shdf i, in one view, and A[mad
that ownership goes to the beneficiary and his heirs and does

revert to the benefactor. If there are no heirs, it goes to the
treasury. Ash-Shdfi'i has another position like that of Mdlik.

Gifts to children: If someone gives his children a gift, he must
equal between them, according to AbD Hanlfa, MAlik and the
likely position of ash-Shafi'r. Ahmad, ash-Shaybani, and one

of ash-Shdfi'i hold that he can favour boys over girls, like
division of inheritance. It is disliked to single out some chi
rather than others. If a parent gives his child a gift, Ab[ HanIfa
that he cannot take it back, while ash-Shdf i says that he can alwayl
take it back. Mllik says that he can take a gift back, even after
child has received it, in respect of anything he has given by way
good will and love. He cannot take back what he has given

;adaqa. He can take it back as long as the gift has not been

in the child's possession, or if the child incurs a debt on the

of the gift, or the daughter marries, or it is mixed with similar prop.
erty so that it cannot be distinguished. Ahmad says three things,
most likely being that he can take it back.

Thking back a gift: Can someone take back a gift other than one

a child. Ash-Shaf i says that someone can take back a gift f
anyone he calls his child, real or metaphorical, like a grandchild,
not from a non-relative. Ash-Shdfi'I does not consider a new debt
daughter's marriage as does Malik, but makes it a precondition

Lost property

it remain in the control of the recipient and so it cannot be taken
back if it has been made a waqf or sold, but can if it was rented or
pawned. Ab[ Hanifa says that if someone gives a gift to a relative,
he cannot take it back.

Lost Property

The Imams agree that a found item should be advertised for a

full year, unless it is something insignificant or something which
will not last, and when its owner comes, he has the most right to it.
If the finder consumes it after a year and then its owner wants to
make him liable for it, he can do that. If it is given as ;adaqa after a

year, the owner can choose between liability and agreeing to that.

Picking up lost property: They agree that it is permitted to pick up
something found, but is it better to leave it or pick it up? AbU
Hanifa has two positions: one is to pick it up and the other to leave

it. Ash-Shaf i has two positions: one is that it is better to pick it up
and the other is that it is mandatory to do so. Ahmad says it is better
to leave it. If someone does pick it up then he should return it to its
place. If he picks it up in order to return it to its owner, Ab[ Hanifa
says he has no liability. Ash-Sh[f i and Ahmad say he is liable.
Malik says if he picks it up with the intention of preserving it and
then puts it back, he is liable.

Lost animals: If someone finds a sheep in the desert where there
are no other sheep and there is no habitation near it and he fears for
iL Malik says that he can choose between leaving it and eating it. He
is not liable for it. It is the same with a cow if he fears that wild ani-
mals will attack it. The other three say that he is liable for it if the

owner comes.

Various matters concerning lost property: If an item is advertised
for a year and its owner does not come, M6lik and ash-Shdfi'i say

that the finder can keep it, give it as sadaqa or cosume it, whether he
is rich or poor. Ab[ Hanifa says that if he is poor, he can keep it, but
not if he is rich. Ab[.Hanifa and M6lik say that if he gives it as

sadaqa before he owns it and its owner allows that, it is all right.
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Foundlings

Otherwise he is liable for it. Ash-Shf,fi'I and Ahmad say that it is
not permitted because it is a conditional sadaqa. When a camel is
found alone in the desert, Malik and ash-Sh6f i say that it is not
permitted to take it. If someone takes it and then releases it, he owes

nothing with Ab[ Hanifa and Malik, but ash-Shdfi'i and Ahmad
says that he is liable for it.

Foundlings

If a foundling is found in Muslim territory, he is considered
Muslim according to all but Ab[ Hanifa, who says that if he is
found in a church or synagogue or a town of dhimmts, he is a
dhimmt. The people of Malik disagree about the Islam of a child
who has discrimination but is not yet adult. There are three posi-
tions, one that it is valid, as Abii Hanifa and Ahmad say; the second

that it is not valid, and the third that it is suspended, which is the

view of ash-Shafi'i. If he denies being a Muslim after becoming
adult, his denial is not accepted.

Chapter Twelve
Shares of Inheritance

The Muslims agree that there are three causes for mutual inheri-
tance: kinship, marriage and clientage, and that there are three
impediments which prevent inheritance: slavery, killing and differ-
ence of religion. The Prophets do not leave inheritance; what they
leave is sadaqa for the Muslims. Only the Shi'a disagree with that.
They agree that there are ten male heirs: sons, grandsons, fathers,
paternal grandfathers, brothers, brother's sons, paternal uncles and
their sons, and freed slaves. There are seven female heirs: daughters,
granddaughters, mothers, grandmothers, sisters, wives and female
freed slaves. The shares determined by the Book of Allah are six:
half, fourth, eighth, two-thirds, third and sixth.

Maternal relatives not mentioned in Qur'an: There is disagree-
ment concerning the inheritance of the maternal relatives who have
no share mentioned in the Book of Allah. They are ten categories:
mother's father, all great grandparents on the mother's side, daugh-
ter's children, sisters' daughters, sisters' sons, sons of maternal sis-
ters and uncles on the mother's side, daughters of paternal aunts and
uncles and maternal aunts, and those who are related through them.
The school of M6lik and ash-Shafi'I is that they do not inherit. AbU
Hanifa and Ahmad believe that they do inherit.

Apostates: They disagree about the property of an apostate if he
is killed or dies. There are three positions. The first is that all his
property which he acquired while Muslim is booty, and this is the
position of M[lik, ash-Shaf i and Ahmad. The second is that it goes

to his Muslim heirs whenever he acquired it. This is the position of
Abii Ylsuf and ash-Shaybani. The third is that what he acquired
while a Muslim goes to his Muslim heirs and the rest to the treasury.
This is the position of Abii HanrTa.

Murderers: They agree that a murderer cannot inherit from his vic-
tim. They disagree abbut accidental killing. Ab[ Hanifa, ash-Sh6f i
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Inheritance

and Ahmad say that the killer does not inherit, but Mdlik says that

he does, less the blood money.

People dying together: In the case of people who die together
whether they are drowned, murdered, killed in collapsed buildings,
burned or die of the plague, when it is not known which died first,
they do not inherit from one another, and the legacy of each of them
goes to the rest of his heirs, except for one view of Ahmad.

Well-known question: The well-known question about shares

which gives rise to different views is when there is a husband, moth-
er and brothers by the mother and a full brother. Malik and ash-
Shaf i say that the husband receives a half, the mother a sixth, the

brothers by the mother a third and then the full brother shares with
the brothers by the mother in the third allotted to them. The school
of AbD Hanifa and Ahmad is that the third is for the brothers by the

mother and the full brother is eliminated.

Inheritance of grandparents: Grandfathers and grandmothers
receive a sixth with all. The position of Mdlik is that only two
grandmothers inherit: the mother's mother or her mother and the

father's mother or her mother. The school of Ab[ Hanifa is that the

mother of the father's father also inherits. The position of ash-

Shdfi'i varies: one is like Mahk and one like Ab[ tlanifa. When the
grandmother on the father's side is closer than the great grandmoth-
er on the mother's side, they share in the sixth. This is the position
of Mdlik and ash-Shdf i. Abii Hanifa says that the sixth goes to the
grandmother on the father's side if she is nearer.

Akdariyya question: The grandfather receives a share with the
brothers and they inherit with him and they are not eliminated.
There is disagreement about the akdariyya, which is when there is a
husband, mother, grandfather and full sister of the father. Malik,
ash-Sh6f i and Ahmad say that the husband receives a half, the
mother a third, the sister a half and the grandfather a sixth, and then

the grandfather and sister combine their share and then divide it so

that he receives two-thirds and she receives a third. Ab[ Hanifa says

that the mother gets a third, the father a half, and the rest is for the

grandfather and the sister gets nothing.

Bequests

Dual claims: If someone has a dual claim to a share, MaHk and ash-
Shaf i say that he inherits only by reason of the stronger claim. Abii
HanrTa and Ahmad say he inherits for both reasons.

When shares exceed the total: The position accepted and acted on
by most fuqahd' is that if the shares exceed the total estate, the
deficit is distributed proportionally and adjusted. Then it is divided
according to their shares. This is also the case with debts when they
exceed the estate, the deficit is divided according to shares.

Inheritance of premature babies: Malik and Abmad say that a
premature child does not inherit or leave inheritance unless it lives
fbr a reasonable length of time or suckles, or some say that it
sneezes. Abii Hanifa and Ash-Shdf i say that if it breathes, moves
or sneezes, it inherits and leaves inheritance.

Bequests

A bequest is to transfer ownership of something away from the
direct heirs after death. It is agreed to be permitted and recommend-
cd but not mandatory except for someone who has a trust in his pos-
session which he must return or a known debt or a deposit without
witnesses. If has some liability of that nature, the bequest is obliga-
tory for him.

Up to a third: A bequest of a third to other than an heir is permitted
by consensus and it does not require permission. A bequest to an
heir depends on the permission of the other heirs. If someone makes
a bequest of more than a third and the heirs allow that, the school of
M6lik is that, if they allow it when he is ill, they cannot retract it
after his death, but if that happens while he is healthy, they can
retract it after his death. AbD Hanifa and ash-Sh5fi,r say that they
can retract it.

Bequest of camels: If someone is bequeathed a camel, three permit
that it be a female or male camel because they are the same. Ash-
Shaf i says that the sex of the animals has to be specified.
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Bequests

Bequests when death is near: Gifts, emancipation, waqfs and

other bequests up to one third are permitted in a final illness. They

disagree about what happens if someone gives something when

retaliation is about to be taken from him, or he is in the front rank

facing the enemy, or is at sea in a fierce storm, or a woman is preg-

nant. Ab[ Hanifa, Malik and Ahmad say that such gifts form part of
the third. Ash-Shafi'i has two views, the sounder of which is that

they are part of the third, and the second that it is from the entire

estate. Malik says that when a woman is nine months pregnant, she

cannot dispose of more than a third of her wealth.

Executors and guardians: Ash-Sh6fi'i and Ahmad say that it is
permitted to appoint a non-relative to look after children, even when

there is a father or grandfather, if the appointee is reputable. Ab[
Hanifa and M6lik say that it is valid to make a non-relative an

executor for children and settling debts and distributing the third

when there is a father and grandfather' If someone appoints a just

person who then becomes iniquitous, that executorship is cancelled,

as he cannot then be considered trustworthy' This is the position of
Malik and ash-Shaf i. Ahmad has two views.

Bequests to non-Muslims: They disagree about bequests to unbe-

lievers. Malik, ash-Sh6fi'i and Atrmad say that they are valid,

whether they are people outside Dar al-Isldm ot dhimmis. Abu

flanifa says that they are not valid for people of war outside Dar al-

Islam.

Specificity of bequests: A precondition is that the bequest must be

specified. If it is general, all except Malik say that it is invalid,

although there is another report from him that it must be specific.

Bequests to dead people: A bequest to a dead person is invalid,

according to Ab[ l.Ianifa, ash-Shdf i and Ahmad, while M6iik says

that it is valid. If the dead person died owing a debt or expiation, it
is used for that, otherwise it goes to his heirs.

Bequests of minors: If a bequest is made by a child who has not

reached puberty who knows what he bequeaths, then his bequest is

allowed by Malik. Ab[ Hanifa says that it is not allowed' The view

Executors

of ash-Shdfi'r varies, but the soundest position of his school is that it
is not allowed, which is what Ahmad says.

Unwitnessed wills: If someone writes a will and it is known that it
is in his handwriting but there is no witness to it, all but Ahmad say

that judgement cannot be made by it. Ahmad says that it can, as

long as it is not known that he retracted it.

DuaI executorship: [f someone appoints two men as executors, can

one of them act in the absence of the other? A1l but Ab[ Hanifa say

that doing so is not permitted. Ab[ Hanifa says it is permitted for
eight specific things; buying the shroud, preparing the corpse, feed*

ing and clothing children, returning a specific deposit, paying debts,

carrying out a specific bequest, freeing a specific slave and arguing
for the rights of the dead.

Marriage close to death: They disagree about whether a marriage
in a final illness is valid. All but Malik say it is valid. Mdlik says

that it is not valid when it is feared that someone will die, and he

says that marriage under those circumstances is invalid, whether it is
consummated or not.

Bequests in the event of no heir: If someone wills away all his
properf-, .,.'11;ir he has no heir, AbU Hanifa says that it is valid, as

does one statement from Ahmad. Ash-Sh1fi'r, Malik, and Ahmad in
another view say that it is only valid for a third.

An executor buying from an orphan's share: Can an executor
purchase something for himself from an orphan's property? Abl
Hanifa says that it is permitted if he pays a higher price, but if he

buys it with its normal price, that is not allowed. Malik says that he

can buy it for the normal price. Ash-Shaf i says that it is not permit-
ted at all, and Ahmad has two statements.

Disputes about handing over an orphan's property: If an execu-

tor claims that he has paid the money owed to an orphan after he has

come of age, Ab[ flanifa and Ahmad say that the word of the execu-
tor should be accepted, when accompanied by his oath, in the same

way that it is accepted in questions of loss of property. Mdlik and
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Bequests

ash-Shdf i say that the word of an executor is only accepted

accompanied by clear evidence.

Various bequests: A bequest to a killer is valid according to
I.{anifa, Malik and Al}mad. Ash-Shafi'i has two statements,

sounder being that it is valid. If someone makes a bequest to

mosque, all but Ab[ flanifa say it is valid. AbE flanifa says that it
not valid unless he sttes what it is to be spent on. If he makes

bequest to the sons of a person, it only includes the males and

share it equally. If it is made to the children, males and fe

share equally.

Payment to executors: If an executor is wealthy, is he perrnitted

consume some of an orphan's property in case of need? The

of AbE Hanifa is that he may not consume it at all, while ash-Shdfi

and Alrmad say that he may take the minimum wage for his work.

he obliged to return what he takes? Ash-Shdf i and Ahmad

two positions. Mdlik says that he should abstain if he is wealthy

take an appropriate amount if he is poor.

Chapter Thirteen
Marriage

There is consensus that marriage is one of the legal contracts
which is sunna. The Imams agree that if someone desires it and
fears fornication, then the recommendation is stressed for him. It is
better for him than hajj, jihAd, prayer and voluntary fasting.
Marriage is recommended for someone who needs to marry and has

enough money by ash-Shf i and Mdlik. A$mad says that if some-

one desires it and fears fornication, it is mandatory. Abfl HanrTa says

that it is recommended and considers it better than devoting oneself
to worship.

Age for marriage: Marriage is only valid for someone allowed to
dispose of his own affairs, according to the fuqaha'. Abo Hanifa
says that the marriage of a child with discrimination is valid, but that
of someone who is mentally defective is dependent on his guardian.
A guardian other than the father can marry off an orphan before
puberty if he looks after him like a father, according to all except
ash-Shaf i who forbids it.

Appropriate guardians: Ash-Shdfi'I and Ahmad say that a

marriage is only valid with a male guardian. If a woman contracts a
marriage, it is not valid. Ab[ $anifa says that the woman can give
herself in marriage if she is someone who disposes of her own prop-
erty, and there is no objection unless she marries herself to someone

inappropriate. Malik says that if she is noble and beautiful, her
marriage is only valid with a guardian. If she is otherwise, a mar-
riage can be undertaken by a non-relative with her consent. MaHk
says that a brother is more entitled than a grandfather. A full brother
is advanced before a half brother with Ab[ Hanifa and ash-Sh1f i,
but M61ik says that they are equal. Ash-Shf i says that a son can-
not be his mother's guardian, but the other three say that he can.

MAtk puts a son before a father, but Ahmad puts a father first.
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Marriag,e

Guardianship in the absence of close relatives: If the closest

guardian is away on a journey of the distance for which the prayer is

shortened, lhe qadl should give a woman in marriage rather than a

distant relative, according to ash-Shdfi'r. The others say that if tho

absence is definitive, a more distant relative becomes guardian. A
definitive absence, according to Abii Hanifa and Ahmad, is when

someone is in a place where a caravan arrives only once a year. If a

virgin's guardian is absent and his location is not known, Malik says

that her brother can give her in marriage with her permission, as

does Ab[ flanlfa, but not ash-Shdf i. [s the marriage valid if a moro

distant relative gives in marriage when a closer relative is present?

Atl but Matik say that it is not valid. He says it is valid, except in tho

case of a father and a virgin.

Marriage of virgins: Ash-Sh[f i says that a father and grandfather

can marry off a virgin without her permission up to any age. Mafk
says that about a father, and Ahmad about a grandfather. Abii Hanifa

says that it is not allowed to give away a sane adult virgin in mar'

riage without her consent. ff a woman is no longer a virgin, it is not

permitted to give her in marriage without her permission, if she is

adult, by consensus.

Marriage to unsuitable husbands: If a guardian and a woman

agree to a marriage with an unsuitable person, all but Ahmad con-

sider it valid. If a guardian marries a woman to someone unsuitable

with her consent, ash-Shdf i says that it is not valid. Malik says that

the disagreement or agreement of a guardian does not matter if she

consents to marry a Muslim, and none of her relatives can object to

it. Ab[ Hanifa says that the marriage is binding. Ash-Shdfi'i consid-

ers suitability in respect of religion, lineage, profession, freedom

and lack of defects, and some add wealth. Ab[ Hanifa says the same

but not freedom from defects. Mdlik says that it only refers to
equality in the dtn. Does lack of suitability affect the validity of a
marriage? Ab[ Hanifa says that guardians have the right to object.

Malik says that it is invalid and there are two views reported from

ash-Shffi'I, the sounder of which is that it is invalid unless the wife
and relatives consent. Ahmad has two views, the more likely being

that it is invalid.

Witnesses

Improper dowries: If a father or grandfather gives a young girl in
marriage without a suitable dowry, she must be given a proper
dowry and the same holds true if someone marries his young son to
a woman for more than the proper dowry, in which case, according
to ash-Shdfi'i, it must be reduced to a suitable dowry. AbIi Hanr-fa,

Mdlik and Ahmad say that the original dowry is binding.

Witnesses: Marriage is only valid with witnesses according to three
lmams, but Mdlik says that it is valid without witnesses and what is
important here is making the marriage public and agreeing not to
keep it secret. If a secret contract is made which stipulates conceal-
ment, Mdlik considers the marriage invalid. The other three say that
its concealment is not injurious, provided there are two witnesses.
Ash-Sh6f i and Ahmad say that a marriage is only valid with two
reputable male witnesses. Ab[ Hanifa says it can be a man and two
women or the testimony of two non-upright male witnesses. When a

Muslim marries a dhimml woman, all but Abii Hanifa say that the
contract must have two Muslim witnesses. Ab[ Hanifa says that
they can be two dhimmts.

Wording of the contract: Ash-Shdf i and Ahmad only consider a

marriage valid if the verbs 'zawwaja' and nakaha' (marriage) are

used in the contract. Ab[ Hanifa says that any suitable phrase which
indicates a perpetual bond is adequate and Mdlik agrees with this,
provided that the dowry is also mentioned.

Unlawful marriage partners

By agreement,a wife's mother is forbidden forever by the mere
contract with the daughter and a daughter is forbidden by a consum-
mated marriage with her mother even if she was not in the care of
her mother's husband.

Fornicators: Three say that marriage with a fornicatress is valid,
but Ahmad say that it is forbidden to marry her unless she repents. If
someone fornicates with a woman, it is not unlawful for him to
marry her or her mother or daughter, according to M6lik and ash-
Shaf i. Ab[ Hanifa says that the marriage barriers are established
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by fornication. Ahmad says that if someone commits sodomy with a

bly, his mother and daughter are lawful for him to marry' Ash'

shafi.i and Abtr t{amfa say that if a man commits fornication with

a woman and then marries her, they can have relations without an

'idda-Mdltkand Ahmad says that there must be an'iddaftst'

sisters: Marrying two sisters at the same time is forbidden, as is a

woman and her aunt, or having relations with two sisters who are

slaves.

Becoming Muslim with more than four wives: If someone who

has moreihan four wives becomes Muslim, three say that he should

choose four of them, as long as two sisters are not involved, whilo

Ab[ Hanifa says that if there was one contract with all them, it is
invalid. Otherwise the frst four are valid.

Dowries

Defects which permit the annulment of marriage

There are nine defects in which choice is confirmed: three of
them are cofllmon to men and women: insanity and the two forms of
leprosy; two only affect men, which are a severed penis and impo-
tency; and four affect women, which are a bone in the vagina which
prevents intercourse, blockage of the vagina, a break between the
vagina and urinary passage, and flesh blocking the vagina. Abii
flanlfa says that it is not confirmed that a man can annul marriage
on account of any of those things, while a woman has choice in the
two matters which affect men. Malik and ash-Shffi'r say that there
is choice in all of these things, except for the break between the two
passages. Almad affirms it in all of that. If either befalls the man

after the contract and before consummation, the woman has the
choice with Malik, ash-Shlfi'i and Ahmad. After consummation,
ash-Shdf i say there is only a choice in respect of impotency.

Dowries

Marriage is not unsound when the dowry is unsound, according
to Abii {anifa and ash-Shffi'r, and there are two views from M6lik
and Atrmad. The minimum dowry according to Ab[ Hanlfa and
Malik is that for which a thief's hand is cut off. Ab[ Hanifa says

that it is ten dirhams or a dinar and Malik says it is a quarter of a

dinar or three dirhams. Ash-Sh6f i and Ahmad say that there is no

minimum and that anything which has a price in a sale can be a
dowry as well as teaching the Qur'an, which Malik also permits as

a dowry. Ab[ Hanifa and Ahmad in one transmission say that teach-
ing the Qur'an cannot be a dowry.

Ownership of the dowry: The woman owns the dowry when the
contract is agreed, in the view of all but Malik who says that she

only owns it upon consummation or on the death of the husband,

when she is entitled to half. Once her dowry has been paid in full,
Ab[ Hanifa says that the husband can travel with his wife wherever
he wishes, and it is also said that he cannot take her from her home

Apostates: If one of a couple apostatises, Ab[ Hanifa and Mdlik say

that the couple must separate, whether it happened before or aftef

consummati,on. Ash-Shdfi'r and Ahmad said that if it was beforo

consummation, there is separation, but if after, it is based on the end

of the'idda.

Temporary marriage: They agree that temporary marriage i9

invalid, which is when someone stipulates a length of time for tho

marriage. The only exception to this are the Shi'a who allow it'

Marriage to enable a divorced couple to remarry: If someong

marries a woman in order to allow her to marry a prior husband,

with the condition that, when he has had intercourse with her, she i$

divorced, Ab[ Hanifa says the marriage is valid but not the precon'

dition. Malik says that remarriage is only allowed after a sound maf,'

riage whose aim is not simply to enable remarriage. Ash-Shafi'I had

twJ views, the sounder of which is that the marriage is not valid.

Ahmad says that it is not valid and such a thing cannot be a

dition.
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to another country because exile entails harm. The other three say

that he can ffavel with her wherever he wishes.

Dowry in the case of divorce before consummation: If a woman
married by proxy is divorced before consummation and allotment of
the dowry, she only receives a consolation gift, in the view of Ab[
flanifa, ash-Shaf i and Ahmad in one statement. Elsewhere Ahmad
says that she should receive a half. Malik says that she is not entifled
a gift but it is recommended. There is no such gift for other than a

woman married by proxy in the evident school of Ahmad, but there

is another view that it is mandatory for every divorced woman,
which is the position of Ab[ Hanifa. Ash-Shafi'i says that it is
mandatory for every woman divorced beforq consummation when
she does not receive half of the dowry as well as for every divorced
woman, unless she initiated the divorce. There is disagreement
about what the amount of gift should be. Ab[ Hanifa says that it
should be three garments: shift, scarf and wrapper, provided that
their value is not more than half of a suitable dowry. Ash-Shdf i and

A[rmad in one view say that it is up to the discretion of the judge.

Determining a suitable dowry: The Imams disagree about
determining a suitable dowry. Ab[ Hanifa says it is determined by
her connection to paternal relatives and not maternal ones. MElik
says it is determined by the circumstances of the woman in respect

ofbeauty, honour and property, but not hneage, unless she is from a

certain tribe whose dowries do not vary. Ash-Shdf i says that one

considers her paternal relatives, and Ahmad says that all relatives
are considered.

Disputes about payment of dowries: If the couple disagree about

whether the dowry has been paid, Ab[ Hanifa, ash-Sh[fi'i and

Ahmad say that the word of the wife is taken. Malik says that if it is
a land in which dowries are paid before consummation, as in
Madina, then, after consummation, one takes the word of the hus-

band and, before it, that of the woman.

Authority over contract: The Imams disagree about who is in
charge of the contract. Abii Hanifa says it is the husband, and that is

Weddingfeast

the new school of ash-Sh1f i. Mahk says it is the guardian. Both
views are reported from Ahmad.

A wife withholding herself pending payment of dowry: If a

marriage is consummated or a husband is alone with his wife before
she receives her dowry, and then she refuses intercourse after that,
Ab[ Hanifa and Ahmad say that she can do that until she receives
her dowry. Matk and ash-Sh1fi'I say that she cannot do that after
consummation but can do it after being alone.

When dowry is obligated: The dowry is obligated by seclusion in
which there is no impediment or by consummation. Ash-Sh[fi'r says

that it is only by consummation. Malik says that it is by seclusion
for a long time, even if there is no consummation. Ab[ Hanifa and
Ahmad say it is by seclusion with no impediment.

Wedding feast: A wedding feast is sunna in the school of ash-
Shaf i and recommended according to the others. It is recommend-
ed to accept an invitation to a wedding feast, according to Abl
flanifa, mandatory in the well-known position of Mdlik, the most
likely position from ash-Shaf i, and in one of Ahmad's positions.
Strewing and picking up sweets in the wedding feast is not disliked
by AbU I.{amfa, but is disliked by ash-Sh6f i and Malik. Ahmad has

two positions. All except Ahmad say that feasts for other events like
circumcision are also recommended.

Division of time, disobedience of the spouse and
companionship with wives

It is confirmed in the Sahth that the Messenger of Allah, may
Allah bless himand g&nt him peace, made equal division between
his wives in terms of nights but not intercourse, even though that is
recommended. A wife's disobedience causes her right to mainte-
nance to be cancelled and is forbidden. Each of the spouses should
treat the other well and a husband should spend what is necessary
for his wife without delay or showing-off.
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Divison of timc

Coitus interruptus: Coitus intemrptus with a free woman w
her consent is permitted in the school of ash-Sh6fi'I, although ho
himself forbade it. The other three say it is permitted only with a
wife's consent.

Time with new wives and travelling with wives: If a new wife is a
virgin, her husband should spend seven nights with her and the[
divide his time equally between his wives. If she is a non-virgin, tho
time is three nights, according to all except Ab[ Hanifa who say that
she is not preferred in the division. Abii Hanifa says that a husband
can travel with one of his wives without choosing by lot even if they
do not agree. Mdlik has two positions, one like Ab[ Hanlfa and thc
other is that it is only permitted with their consent or choosing by
lot. This is the school of ash-Shdfi'r and Ahmad. If he does not do
that, they say that he must make it up to them, while M6lik and Ab0
flanifa say that he does not have to do so.

Chapter Fourteen
Divorce

Divorce is agreed to be disliked. Ab[ Hanifa says that it is for-
bidden. The Imams agree that divorce in a consummated marriage
during menstruation, or in a period of purity in which he has had

intercourse with the wife, is forbidden although the divorce takes
place. Similarly treble divorce is forbidden but takes place. It is an
innovation.

Tiiple divorce in one pronouncement: The tlanafis, Mdlikls and

Hanbalis agree that if someone says to his wife, "If I divorce you,
you are divorced three times," and then he divorces her, the divorce
is executed and it is a treble divorce. The Shdf ites disagree about

that.

Divorce by someone who is drunk: They disagree about a divorce
by someone who is drunk. Abii Hanifa and Mdlik say that the
divorce occurs as does the more likely position of ash-Shafi'r. There
are two statements from Ahmad, the more likely being that it occurs.

Divorce under compulsion: They disagree about the divorce of
someone who is forced to do it. Abii Hanifa says that it takes place.

The other three say that it does not if he pronounced it to defend
himself. They disagree about a threat which he thinks will be carried
out and whether that amounts to force. Three say it does while there

are three positions from Ahmad, one saying that it does, one saying
that it does not, and the third saying that if it is a threat of killing or
amputation of a limb, it does.

Conditional and uncertain divorce: They disagree about someone

who says to his wife, "You are divorced, if Allah wishes." MAUk
and Atrmad say that the divorce takes place, while the other two say

that it does not. They disagree about when one is unsure about
divorce. Three say that the basis is certainty, and the well-known
position of Malik is that it usually entails divorce.
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Taking back divorced w:es Khul'

Divorce during a final illness: They disagree about when an ill
person divorces a woman with a flnal divorce and then dies in that
illness. Al1 say that she inherits, except for AbD Hanifa who stipu-
lates that the divorce must not be at her request. Ab[ Hanifa says

that she inherits as long as she is still in her 'idda.If he dies after the

end of the 'idda, she does not inherit. Ahmad says that she inherits
as long as she does not remalry. MAlik says that she inherits even if
she re-marries. Al1 three positions are recorded from ash-Sh[f i.

Delayed divorce: They disagree about someone who says to his
wife, "You are divorced in a year." Ab[ Hanifa and Malik says she

is divorced immediately, and the other two say that it is not until the

period is over.

Taking back divorced wives

They agree that it is permitted to take back a divorced woman but

disagree about whether or not it is lawful to have intercourse with a

woman taken back without a verbal declaraion. AbD Hanifa and

Ahmad in the most likely statement say that it is not unlawful, and

the others say that it is. They disagree about whether intercourse
indicates taking back. Ab[ Hanifa and Ahmad in the more evident
position say that it does and no other words are required. Malik, in
the well-known position, says that, if this is his intention, it happens.

Ash-Shdf i says that that can only be accomplished by words. Is it a

precondition fbr there to be witnesses to the taking back? Three say

that it is not but is recommended, while ash-Shaf i has two posi-
tions, the sounder of which is that it is recommended and the other
that it is a precondition, as is also reported from Ahmad.

Taking back after a treble divorce: They agree that if someone

divorces his wif-e three times, she is not lawful to him until she has

married someone else and had intercourse with him in a valid mar-
riage. They disagree about whether she becomes lawful if the inter-
course occurs while she is menstruating or in ihram. Malik says no

and the others say that she does.

Khul'(Divorce in Exchange for Remuneration)

Khut' is agreed upon. If a woman dislikes her husband because

of his appearance or character, she can instigate divorce from him

fbr remuneration. They agree that it is permitted without any cause

and not disliked.

Irrevocable divorce: Khul' is an irrevocable divorce, according to

Ab[ Hanifa, Mahk, one statement of Ahmad, and one of three posi-

tions of ash-Shdf i. Ahmad says in one statement that it constitutes

annulment and not divorce.

Amount of payment: Is it disliked for more than the original dowry

to be paid? Malik and ash-Shafi'r say it is not. Ab[ Hanifa says that

if the fault is on the wif'e's part, the husband can take more, and if it
is on his part, it is disliked for him to take anything' Ahmad says

that it is disliked in all cases.

Khul' in exchange for nursing: If a wife obtains a khul' in

exchange for nursing her child for two years, that is permitted. If the

child dies before two years, Abii Hanifa and Ahmad say that her

husband can take her back by paying the cost o1'nursing for the stip-

ulated time. Malik has two views, one being that he cannot take her

back for anything, and the other is like the position of Ab[ Hanifa

and Alrmad. Ash-Shafi'r has two statements, one is that it is can-

celled and no other child can replace it, and the second is that it is
not and she can be given a similar child to nurse.

Khul'by proxy: A father cannot obtain a khul' for his young

daughter for any of her property, according to Ab[ Hanifa, ash-

Shefi'i and Ahmad. Malik says that he can do that.

Li'an (mutual cursing)

They agree that if someone slanders his wife, accuses her of

adultery, or denies the paternity of a child she is carrying, without

any evidence, he must receive the hadd or carry out the li'an, whtch

is that he must swear four times by Allah that he is telling the truth
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Li'an Li'an

and a fifth that the curse of Allah is on him if he is lying. If he does

this, then she either receives the hadd or does the li'an herself,
which is to swear four times by Allah that he is a liar and a the fifth
time that the anger of Allah is on her if he is telling the truth. If the

husband refuses to perform the li'an, then Mdlik, ash-Shaf i and

Ahmad say that the hadd is imposed on him. Ash-Shaf i says he is
afasiq.If the woman refuses, she is imprisoned until she performs

the li'dn or confesses. This is also one position of Ahmad. Mdlik
and ash-Shdfi'r say that she must receive the hadd punishment.

Denial of paternity by li'an: They disagree about whether the

li'an is valid to deny responsibility for a pregnancy before birth.
Ab[ Hanifa and Alrmad say that if a husband denies causing the

pregnancy, there is no li'an between them and the paternity is not

disavowed. If he accuses her of adultery, then there is a li'an
because of the slander, and the lineage of the child is not disavowed,

whether it is born after six months or less. Malik and ash-Shdf i say

that he can perform the li'an to deny paternity. But Malik stipulates

that he be free of her for one or three menstrual periods.

Annulment or divorce: They disagree about whether the li'dn con-

stitutes annulment or divorce. AbD Hanifa says it is a final divorce.
The others say that it is annulment. Ash-Shaf i and Malik say that it
creates a perpetual prohibition like nursing and she can never be

lawful for him again.

Various ancillary matters: If a man accuses his wife of adultery
with a particular man, mentioning him by name, Abu Hanifa and

Malik say that there is a li'an for the wife and a hadd for the man he

slandered if the man requests it. Ash-Shafi'r has two positions: one

is that one hadd is obliged and the other that there are two. Ahmad
says there is onc. If he calls his wife an adulteress, the hadd is
obliged for him even if he does not persist in his accusation. Malik
says that he cannot do the li'Anunless he claims that he saw the act,

while ash-Shafi'r and Ahmad say that he can perform the li'an, even

if he does not mention seeing the act. If four testify against the

woman, one of whom is the husband, Malik, ash-Shaf i and Ahmad
say that it is not valid and all of them are slanderers who are flogged

except the husband, who can avert it by li'an. Ab[ Hanifa says that

their testimony is accepted and the hadd is carried out on the wife.

'Idda following li'anz If the woman has carried out the li'an and

been separated from her husband, Ab[ Hanifa says that she must

observe an'idda. The other three say that in this instance there is no

'idda.

Paternity in unconsummated marriages: If a man marries a

woman and divorces her after the contract without possibility of
having had sexual intercourse, and then she produces a child six
months or less after the contract, it is not attributed to him by any of
the Imams, except Ab[ Hanifa who says that if there is a contract

made in the presence of a judge and then he divorces her and she

produces a child six months later, it is ascribed to him, even if there

was no intercourse.
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Chapter Fifteen
Oaths

The Imams agree that if someone takes an oath to perform an act

of devotion, he must fulfil it. Is someone permitted to do kaffdra

instead of futfilling an oath when he is able to fulfil it? Ab[ Hanifa

and Ahmad say not, and ash-Shdfi'r says that it is better not to. Both
positions are reported from Mdlik. They agree that it is not permit-

ted to make the name of Allah an excuse in oaths to prevent acts of
piety and to break ties of kinship. It is better to break the oath and

do kaffara if someone swears to abandon piety.

Swearing by Allah: They agree that all oaths sworn by Allah as

well as by all His Names and attributes of His Essence, such as "By

His Might", are binding. Ab[ Hanifa excludes the knowledge of
Allah.

Rash oaths: They disagree about a rash oath, which is an oath about

something in the past which is a deliberate lie. Ab[ Hanifa, Malik
and Ahmad say that there is no kaffara for it because it is too bad to

be expiated. Ash-Shafi'I and Ahmad say that there is. If someone

swears to do or not do something in the future and breaks it, then he

is obliged to do kaffara for it.

Oaths without intention: If someone says, "I swear by Allah" or "I
attest by Allah," Ab[ Hanifa and Ahmad say it is an oath, even if
there is no intention. Mahk says that if he says the name of Allah, it
is an oath, and if he does not and there is no intention, it is not' Ash-

Shaf i says that if he intends an oath, it is one. If he intends infor-
mation, it is not. If it is general, they disagree about whether it is or

not.

Swearing by the Qur'an: If someone swears by the copy of the

Qur'an, Malik, ash-Shdf i and Ahmad say that it is an oath and if he

breaks it, he must do kaffdra for it. They disagree about the amount

of kaffara for it. Mllik and ash-Shdfi'r say that it is one kaffd.ra,

Kaffdra

Ahmad has two views: one that there is one kaffara and the other
that there is kaffdra for every dyat of the Qur'an.

Oaths of unbelievers: Is the oath of an unbeliever binding? Abu
Hanifa says that it is not. The others say it is and he must do kaffara
for breaking it.

Kaffara for breaking oaths: They agree that the kaffara for break-
ing an oath is feeding or clothing ten poor people or freeing a slave,
and someone who breaks an oath can choose any of them. If he is
unable to do any of them, he must fast three days. Should the fast be
consecutive? Ab[ Hanifa and Ahmad say that doing so is mandatory
and Mdlik that it is not. Ash-Shafi'i has two positions, the new
school being that it is not mandatory. They agree that if someone
feeds one poor person for ten days, that is only feeding one person,

except for Ab[ Hanifa.

Amount of kaffdraz They disagree about the amount that each poor
person should be fed. Malik says it is a mudd of a staple food and
some sauce or accompaniment. If someone restricts it to a mudd, it
is adequate. Ab[ Hanifa says if it is wheat, it is half a sd', and if it is
barley or dates, a sa'. Ahmad says that it is a mudd of wheat or flour
or two mudds of barley or dates or two ratls of bread. Ash-Shaf i
says that each poor person should receive a mudd. Clothing is
according to the minimum of what is adequate for the prayer,
according to Mdlik and Ahmad. So it is one garment for a man, like
a long shirt or waist-wrapper, and for a woman it is a dress and
scarf. Ab[ Hanifa and ash-Shafi'r says that it is satisfied by the
minimum of what is called clothing. Abii Hanifa says that its mini-
mum is a coat (quba'),long shirt, cloak or mantle. There are two
statements about a turban, head scarf, trousers and wrapper. Ash-
Shaf i says that all of that is allowed.

Recipients of kaffaru They agree that it is permitted to give it to
poor Muslims. If someone feeds five people and clothes five, Abl
Hanifa and Ahmad say that it is enough, while Malik and ash-
Shifi'i say that it is not.
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Oaths

Time of kaffdraz They agree that kaffdra is obliged for breaking an

oath. They disagree about whether it comes before or after breaking

it. AbU $anifa says that it can only be after it. Ash-Shaf i says it
can be before breaking it' There are two views from Mdlik' If he

does it before breaking it, Ma1ik says that there is no restriction

regarding the form in which it is done, but ash-Shaf i says that fast-

ing cannot precede breaking it.

Inadvertent oaths: They disagree about inadvertent oaths. Abii

$anlfa, Malik and Ahmad says that an inadvertent oath is if some-

one swears by Allah to something he thinks is as he swore and then

the opposite becomes clear, whether he intended it or spoke hastily.

Ab[ Hanifa and Mdlik say it can apply to the past or present"

A[rmad says it can only apply to the past. Three agree that there is

no sin or expiation involved. Ma[k says that it is when the oath is,

"No, by Allah," or "Yes, by Allah," in a conversation with no

intention of making a binding oath. Ash-Shf,fi'i says that it is some-

thing used in conversation in anger or vehemence, whether it is
about the past or future.

Repeated oaths: ff someone repeats an oath about the same thing or

things and breaks it, Abu Hamfa, Malik and Ahmad in one view say

that there is kaffira for each oath, but Malik takes account of the

intention of stress. He says that if he intended stless by the repeti-

tion, it incurs only one kaffira.If he begins anew, there is kaffira
for each oath. Ahmad also says that he owes one kaffdra for all'

Ash-shafi,i says that if it is about the same thing and he intends

stress by that, then it is as he intended, and he must do one kaffdra'

If he intended to begin anew, it is two oaths, and there are two viewg

about whether kaffira must be done once or twice.

Chapter Sixteen
'Idda (waiting period)

They agree that the 'idda of a pregnant woman ends when she

gives bith and that the 'idda of a woman who does not menstruate

is three months, and that the 'idda of a woman who menstruates is
three periods if she is free, and two if she is a slave. "Periods"
means periods of purity, according to MAlik and ash-Shdfi'r, periods
of menstruation with Abii Eanifa, and two things are reported from
Ahmad.

Husbands who go missing: They disagree about the wife of a

missing man. Ab[ Hamfa, ash-Shdf i and Ahmad in one view say

that she cannot remarry until the end of a period beyond which he

could no longer reasonably be expected to be alive. Abii Hanifa says

one hundred and twenty years and ash-Shaf i and Ahmad ninety
years. Ash-Shdfi'r says that the wife can always seek maintenance
from the husband's property. If it is impossible, she can seek a dis-
solution of the marriage on the grounds of lack of maintenance.
Malik and the old school of ash-Shdfi'I and Ahmad in one position
say what 'lJmar decided, which is that she must wait for four years,

which is the maximum length of pregnancy, plus four months and

ten days for the 'idda of a widow, and then she can re-marry.

Definition of missing: They disagree about the definition of a

missing man. Ash-Shaf i says that it is a man about whom there is
no news and it seems probable that he is dead. Malik and ash-ShEf i
in the old school say that there is no difference between his being
cut off because of death or for some other reason. Ahmad says that
he is the one of whom there is no news because he is probably dead,

like a soldier missing in action, or someone who was on a ship
which sank and some survived and some drowned. If he travelled for
commercial reasons and there is no news of him and it is not known
whether he is alive or dead, his wife cannot remalTy until she is
certain of his death or a length of time passes which would preclude
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Missing husbands

him being alive. Abii Hanifa says that a missing person is someone

about whom there is no news.

Missing husband who returns: They disagree about what happens

if the first husband returns after a woman has remarried' AbU $anifa

says that the second contract is void and she belongs to the first hus-

band. If the second man has had intercourse with her' he owes her a

suitable dowry and she observes an'idda for the second marriage

and returns to the first husband' Malik says that if the second mar-

riage has been consummated, she is the wife of the second husband

uri h" must pay back the dowry paid to her by the first husband' If
the second marriage has not been consummated' she returns to the

first husband. Ash-Shlf i has two positions, the sounder of which is

that the second marriage is invalid, and the other that the first mar-

riage is invalid. A[rmad says that if the second marriage has not

beJn consummated, she returns to the first husband' If it has been'

then the first husband can choose between keeping her and paying

the dowry the other gave, or leaving her and taking his dowry'

Length of pregnancy: They agree that the period of pregnancy can

be as tittle as six rnonths but disagree about its maximum' Abii

flanifa says two years and Matk has various reports' saying four'

five or seven years. Ash-Sh1fi'r says four years' Ahmad has two

positions, one like ash-Shdf i and one like Abii Hanifa'

Mourning: Mourning is mandatory during the 'idda for widow-

hood. It is to abandon adornment and anything which would invite

marriage. Ab[ Hanifa says that a widow can only leave the house

out of necessity' Malik and Ahmad say that she can go out abso-

lutely. Ash-Shaf i has two positions, the sounder of which is that of

Ab[ Hanifa. Young and old are the same in respect of mourning

according to three Imams, while Ab[ Hanifa says that a child has no

mourning. A d.himmt married to a Muslim must observe both 'idda

and mourning, except according to Ab[ Hanifa'

Chapter Seventeen
Relationship by Suckling

They agree that nursing makes unlawful the same things that
blood relationship does. They disagree about the number of times
necessary to achieve this. Ab[ Hanifa and Mdlik say once, ash-
Shaf i says five times, and Ahmad has three positions: five, three
and one. They agree that the prohibition by suckling is brought
about if the child receives the milk during the first two years. They
disagree about what happens after that. Ab[ Hanifa says two and
half and the others say only two years, except that Mllik says up to
a month beyond that. When breast milk is mixed with food, it does

not create the prohibition, whether or not the milk is predominant.
Malik says that milk mixed with water does, unless the milk disap-
pears, in which case it does not. Ash-Shdf i and Ahmad say that the
prohibition through milk mixed with food and drink is brought
about if the child has it five times.
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Chapter Eighteen
Maintenance

The Imams agree that maintenance is mandatory for a wife, par-

ent and small child. They disagree about whether maintenance for

wives is determined by the shari'a or by the circumstances of the

couple. Ab[ Hanifa, Malik and Ahmad say that the circumstances of

the couple are considered, and so a wealthy man pays maintenance

based on his wealth and a poor man pays the minimum' A wealthy

man must give a poor woman a medium maintenance and a poor

man must give a wealthy woman the minimum and he is liable for

the rest. Ash-Shafi'i says that maintenance is determined by the

Shari'a and only the circumstances of the husband are considered.

They agree that if a wife needs a servant, one must be provided'

They disagree about a woman who needs more than one servant.

Three say that he only has to provide one servant while Malik says

that if she needs two or three, he has to provide them.

Lack of maintenance: If a husband is unable to support and clothe

his wife, can she have the marriage annulled? Ab[ Hanifa says that

she has no automatic right of annulment, but he allows her to earn.

The other three say that she has the right of annulment if her hus-

band is unable to provide for, clothe and house her. If a period of

time passes in which he does not suppoft his wif'e, does he owe back

maintenance or is it cancelled? Ab[ Hanifa say that it is cancelled

unless there is a ruling from a judge or they agree on a stipulated

amount and it becomes a debt. The other three say that the mainte-

nance of a wife is not cancelled with time, but becomes a debt'

Maintenance exceptions: They disagree about whether a rebellious

wife is or is not entitled to maintenance. They disagree about what

happens when a wife travels with her husband's permission for

something which is not mandatory. Ab[ Hanifa says that he does not

have to provide for her, while the other three say that he does'

Maintenance

Maintenance for divorced nursing mothers: If a finally divorced
woman asks for a suitable wage for suckling her child, is she more
entitled than others? Ab[ Hanifa says that if there is someone who
will do it for free or for a lower price, then the father can ask some-
one else to suckle him, provided that it takes place with the mother
because she has custody. Malik has two statements, one of which is
that the mother is more entitled and the second like that of Abl
Hanifa. Ash-Sh5f i has two positions: one, which is also Ahmad's,
is that the mother is more entitled in every instance, and even if
there is a woman who is skilled in nursing, he is still compelled to
give the child to its mother for a suitable fee. The second is like that
of AbD Hanifa. They agree that the mother must nurse the child
immediately after birth. As to whether she can be compelled to
nurse him after that initial nursing, three say that she cannot if there
is someone else available. Malik says that while she is married to
the father of the child, she is compelled, unless someone of her
social standing does not do so, or because she is ill, or her milk bad.

Maintenance by heirs: They disagree about whether an heir is
compelled to support those from whom he inherits by fixed shares

or paternal kinship. Ab[ Hanifa says that he is compelled to provide
for every relative who is a mahram, including maternal and paternal
aunts. Cousins are excluded, as well as those connected by suckling.
Malik says that he is only obliged to support parents and children.
Ash-Shaf i says that he is obliged to support his father, grandfather,

son, and grandson. Ahmad says that every two people between
whom there is inheritance must support one another, like parents,
and sons ofbrothers and sisters.

Maintenance of adult offspring: They disagree about maintenance
of a child who becomes an adult but has no livelihood. Ab[ Hanifa
says that when a boy becomes adult, his support is cancelled, but the
support of a girl does not stop until she marries. Malik says the same

but says that the girl should be supported until her mariage is con-
summated. Ash-Shafi'i says her maintenance stops altogether as

soon as she marries. Ahmad says that the maintenance of a son is
not cancelled for his father, even when he becomes an adult, if he

has no money or way of earning. When a son becomes an adult but
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Custody

is ill, it is agreed that his maintenance continues. If he recovers and
then becomes ill again, all except Malik say that his maintenance
resumes. If a girl marries and her marriage is consummated and then
she is divorced, Ab[ Hanifa, ash-Shifi'I and Ahmad say that the
maintenance is resumed by the father, but Mllik says it is not.

Precedence in maintenance: When there are several heirs, like a
child and a grandfather, or a son and a daughter, or a daughter and a
grandson, or a mother and a daughter, who has the priority to be be
provided for? Ab[ lanifa and Ahmad say that a child comes before
a mother and grandfather, who share, which is also the case with a
daughter and son. In the case of a daughter and grandson, Abii
Hanifa says that the daughter comes before the grandson. Ahmad
says that it is in halves. In the case of a mother and daughter, Abii
Hanlfa and Ahmad say that a quarter goes to the mother and the rest
to the daughter. Ash-Shdf i says that the only males entitled to
maintenance are grandfathers, sons and grandsons by sons.

Maintenance of animals: If someone has an animal he cannot
provide for, can the judge force him to sell it or not? Ab[ Hanifa
says that the judge commands him by way of commanding the cor-
rect and forbidding the bad without compulsion. The other three say
that the judge can compel the owner to maintain it or sell it. Malik
and Ahmad add that he is prevented from making it carry what is
too heavy for it.

Custody

They agree that the right of custody is confirmed for the mother,
as long as she does not re-marry. If she marries and the marriage is
consummated, then she does not have custody. They disagree about
whether custody reverts to the mother if she is divorced with a final
divorce. All except Malik says that it does. They disagree about
what happens when a couple with a child separate. Ab[ Hamfa says,
in one of two views, that the mother is more entitled to have custody
of a son until he can eat, drink, dress himself, wash and clean him-
self after the lavatory, and then the father is entitled to his custody.
The mother is entitled to have custody of a daughter until she reach-

Custody

es puberty. Neither boy or girl is given a choice. Malik says that a
mother is entitled to have custody of a daughter until she marries
and the marriage is consummated, and of a son until he is an adult.
Ash-Shdf i says that a mother is entitled to have custody of both up
to the age of seven and they are then given a choice. Ahmad has two
reports, one that the mother has custody of a boy until seven and
then he is given a choice, and a girl remains with the mother. The
other view is like that of Ab[ Haru-fa.

Custody by sisters and other female relatives: They disagree
about a full sister and whether she is more entitled than a sister by
the father. Ab[ Hanifa says that a full sister is more entitled and that
a maternal aunt is more entitled than a sister by the father in one
vieq and in the second, the reverse. Mdlik says that a maternal aunt
is more entitled. A sister by the mother is more entitled than a sister
by the father. Ash-Shaf i and Ahmad say that a sister by the father
is more entitled than a sister by the mother or a maternal aunt.

Custody in the event of moving to another place: If the mother of
a child has custody and the father wants to travel with his child with
the intention of settling in another land, can he take the child from
her? Ab[ Hanifa says that he cannot do that while the other three
say that he can. If the wife is the one who is moving with the child,
Ab[ Hanifa says that she can move on two conditions: that she

moves to her own land and that the marriage contract took place in
the land to which she is travelling. If either condition is lacking,
then she is prevented from going, except to a place near enough to
come and go in a night. If she moves outside Ddr al-Isldm or from a

city to awadi, even if it is near, she is prevented. The other three say

that a father is more entitled to have custody of the child, whether he
or she moves. Another view from Almad is that the mother is more
entitled to have custody.
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Chapter Nineteen
Crimes fnvolving Injury

The four Imams agree that a killer will not be in the fire forever
and that his repentance from the act of killing is valid. They agree
that if someone kills a Muslim and the victim is not the killer,s son,
and it was deliberate, retaliation is obliged. They agree that if an
unbeliever kills a Muslim, he should be killed. They disagree about
what happens if a Muslim kills a dhimmi or someone with whom
there is a treaty. Ash-Shdf i and Ahmad say that he is not killed.
Malik says this also, except if he kills a dhimmt or someone with a
treaty or safe conduct treacherousry: in which case no relative is per-
mitted to pardon him because the murder is a matter of the jurisdic-
tion of the ruler. Ab[ Hanifa says that a Muslim should be killed fbr
the murder of a dhimmr, but not of someone with a safe conduct.
They agree that a slave should be killed for the murder of a free man
but disagree about a free man who kills a slave. Malik, ash-Shafi.i
and Ahmad say that he is not killed, but Abii Hanifa says that he is.

Kilting parents or children: They agree that if a son kills one of
his parents, he is killed for it. They disagree about when a father
who kills his son. All except Malik say that he is not killed. Malik
says that he is if it was intentional and deriberate murder. If he
strikes him with a sword without intending to kill him, he is not
killed. A grandfather is the same as a father in that respect.

Women ki[ing men and vice versa: They agree that a woman is
killed for the murder of a man and a man for a woman. They dis_
agree about whether there is retaliation between man and woman in
respect of anything less than homicide. All but Ab[ Hanifa say that
there is, while he says that there is not.

Killing by a group: If a group participate in killing one person,
Ab[ Hanifa, Malik and ash-Shhfi.i say that the wfrote g.orp ur"
killed, except that Malik makes the qasama (see page 1Ai; an
exception to that. He says that onry one is killed by qisama. Two

Fatal injuries

things are reported from Ahmad. One is like the statement of the
majority and the other is that a group should not all be killed for the
murder of one person and that blood money is obliged rather than
retaliation. Malik, ash-Sh6f i and Ahmad say that the hands of all
the group are cut off for the hand of the victim. Ab[ Hanifa says that
they are not cut off but that the blood money is taken equally from
those who severed the hand.

Death from injury: They agree that if a man is injured by another
deliberately, and remains bed-ridden until he dies, there is retaliation
on his behalf.

Death by a heavy blow: They disagree about when someone is
killed by something heavy, like a large piece of wood or stone,
which would generally kill a person. All except Ab[ Hanifa say that
retaliation is necessary for that, and there is no difference between
battering with a stone or staff, drowning in water, burning with fre,
strangling, collapsing a house on someone, or denying him food and
drink until he dies. Ab[ Ylsuf and ash-Shaybdni agree with this but
Ab[ Hanifa says that retaliation is mandatory for killing by fire or
with sharp steel, wood or stone, but that for drowning or killing with
a blunt stone or wood, there is no retaliation. Ash-Shafi'r says that
there is only retaliation for metal. If someone hits another and the
place turns black, or he breaks a bone, Ab[ Hanifa has two positions
about that.

Manslaughter: They disagree about manslaughteq which is when
someone intends to hurt another but exceeds his intention, killing
with a blow which was not intended to be fatal. There is blood
money for that rather than retaliation, according to AbD Hanifa and
ash-Shaf i. If he goes on hitting him until he dies, then there is
retaliation. Malik says that retaliation is obliged in that case.

Kitling by coercion: They disagree about when one man forces
another man to kill someone. Ab[ Hanifa says that the one who did
the forcing is killed, but not the one who was forced. Malik and
Ahmad say that the one who was forced is killed. Ash-Shdf i says

in one statement that the forcer is killed and in another that the
forced is killed. The most likely is that they are both subiect to retal-
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iation. They disagree about the definition of someone forced. Mahk
says that if the forcer is the ruler, conqueror, or master of a slave,

they are both are subject to retaliation, unless the slave is an
ignorant foreigner who does not know that it is forbidden. In such a

case, there is no retaliation taken from him. The others say that
forcing applies to any aggressor. They disagree about when a man

holds someone so that another can kill him. Ab[ Hanifa and ash-

Shaf i say that there is retaliation against the killer rather than the

holder. They do not oblige anything but discipline against the holder.
Malik says that they both share in the killing and so retaliation is
obliged on them since the killer would not have been able to kill the
victim if he had not helped him. Ahmad says in one view that the

killer is killed and the holder imprisoned until he dies, and in
another that they are both killed.

Criminal homicide: They disagree about the punishment for
criminal homicide and whether it is specified or not. Ab[ Hanifa
and Mdlik in one transmission say that it is specified, and it is retali-
ation, and he has another position in which he says that there is a

choice between retaliation and blood money. Ash-Shaf i has two
positions: the first, that it is not specified which of the two is
obliged, and the second, which is sound, is that retaliation is
specified but he can take blood money instead, even if the criminal
does not agree. There are two positions from Ahmad. The result is
that if he pardons completely, there is no blood money. If he forgoes
retaliation, then he can take blood money without the criminal's
consent. Ab[ Hanifa says that he can only take blood money in this
case when the criminal agrees. Ash-Shaf i and Ahmad say that he

has the right to take the blood money absolutely, and Malik has two
positions.

Pardon by relatives: They agree that if a man is pardoned by a
male relative of his victim, there is no retaliation and the matter
moves to blood money. They disagree about if it is a female who
pardons. Ab[ Hanifa, ash-Shdf i and Ahmad say that there is no
retaliation. There are different positions from M1lik. It is transmitted
from him that women play no role in respect to blood crimes, and it
is also transmitted that they have the same role as men if there are

More than one death

no paternal relatives. So they are included in two transmissions: one

is in retaliation but not pardon, and the other in pardon but not retal-

iation.

Time of retaliation: They agree that if relatives entitled to demand

retaliation are present and ask for retaliation, the retaliation is not

deferred unless the criminal is a pregnant woman, when it is
deferred until she gives birth. If those entitled to demand retaliation

are minors or absent, the retaliation is delayed, except according to

Ab[ Hanifa who says that if the children have a father, who can seek

the retaliation, it is not deferred. If those entitled are absent, minors

or insane, the Imams agree that retaliation is deferred, when those

entitled are absent, but disagree about minors and the insane. Ab[
$anifa and Mdlik say that retaliation is not deferred for them. Ash-

Shaf i says that retaliation is deferred until a madman recovers and

a minor becomes an adult. Ahmad has two reports, the most evident

being that it is deferred.

Mass murder: They disagree about someone who kills a group of
people. AbD Hanifa and M6lik say that there is only one retaliation

for the whole group and nothing more against him. Ash-Shaf i says

if he kills one after another, he is killed for the first and the rest have

blood money. If he kills them all at once, lots are drawn between the

relatives of the victims. He is killed for the one whose lot is drawn

and the rest have blood money. Ahmad says that if someone kills a

group and the relatives are on hand and demand retaliation, he is

killed for all and owes no blood money. If some ask for retaliation

and some for blood money, he is killed for those who have demand-

ed retaliation and blood money is obliged for those who have asked

for it. If they all demand blood money, each of the claimants
receives full blood money.

Injuring more than one victim: If a man inflicts an injury on

someone and cuts off his right hand and then on another man and

cuts off his right hand as well, and they both demand retaliation

from him, Ab[ Hanifa says that his right hand is cut for one and

blood money is taken from him for the other. M6lik says that his

right hand is cut for both victims and he owes no blood money. Ash-
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Shaf i says that his right hand is cut off for the first and he owes
blood money for the second. If he cuts off their hands together, lots
are drawn, as is the case in killing. It is the same when the matter is
unclear. Ahmad says that if they request retaliation, his hand is cut
for them and there is no blood money. If one of them asks for retali-
ation and the other for blood money, the hand is cut off for the one
who has demanded retaliation and the blood monev taken for the
other.

Judicial injuries: They agree that if the ruler cuts off the hand of a

thief and the wound proves fatal, he is not liable for it. They dis-
agree about when he cuts off his hand for retaliation and the wound
proves fatal. All except Ab[ Hanifa say that he is not liable for that,
while Ab[ Hanifa says he is liable for it and the relatives of the one
who took retaliation bear the cost. If the relative of a murder victim
cuts off the hand of the killer, Ab[ Hanifa says that if the relative
has pardoned him, he is liable for the blood money for the hand. If
he did not pardon, he does not owe anything. Malik says that his
hand is cut off in any case, whether the relative pardoned or not.
Ash-Shlf i says that there is no liability for the cutter nor any retali-
ation, whether the guardian pardons or does not. Ahmad says that he
is obliged to pay the blood money for the hand.

Various matters concerning retaliation: They agree that a sound
hand may not be cut off for a withered one or a right hand for a left
hand or a left for a right. They disagree about whether the full retali-
ation should be taken before or after the original wound has healed.
Three say that it should not be taken until after it has healed, and
ash-Shaf i says that it should be taken in full in any case. They dis-
agree about someone who demands full retaliation for a wound
when it was inflicted with a particular implement. Ab[ Hanifa says

that retaliation may only be taken with a sword, whether someone
was killed by it or something else. Malik and ash-Shafi'r say that a

killer should be killed by the like of what he killed with. Ahmad has

two versions. They agree that someone who kills in the Haram can
be killed in it. They disagree about someone who kills outside the
Haram and then takes sanctuary in it, or someone obliged to be

killed for disbeliei fornication or apostasy who takes refuge in the

[Iaram. Ab[ Hanifa and Ahmad say that he is not killed in it, but is
boycotted and cannot buy or sell until he leaves and then he is
killed. Malik and ash-Sh1fi'r say that he is killed inthe Haram.
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Chapter Twenty
Blood Money

The Imams agree that the blood money of a free male Muslim is
one hundred camels taken from the property of a deliberate killer if
blood money is accepted. Then they disagree about whether it is
immediate or deferred. Three Imams say it is immediate, while Abl
Hanifa says that it can be paid over three years.

Form of blood money for a life: They disagree about whether
dinars and dirhams can be taken as blood money or not. Ab[ Hanifa
and Ahmad say that it is permitted to take them as blood money
when camels are available, and then there are two opinions about
whether gold and silver actually form the basis of the blood money
or whether they are a substitute for the value of the camels. Malik
says that they are the basis itself, determined by the shari'a, and he
does not consider them in terms of the value of camels. Ash-Shdf i
says that blood money cannot be paid in other than camels when
they exist except by mutual consent. If there are no camels, then
there are two positions reported from him: the new is that their price
must be paid when blood money is taken, whatever it is, and the oid
is that in case of necessity it is one thousand dinars or twelve thou-
sand dirhams. They disagree about the amount of the blood money
in dirhams. AbD Hanifa says that it is ten thousand dirhams. The
other three say that it is twelve thousand dirhams. They disagree
about whether cattle, sheep and clothing can act as blood money or
can be taken by way of value. Abii Hanifa, Malik and ash-Sh5f i
say that they cannot act as blood money, but can be taken by mutual
consent, according to value. Ahmad says that cattle and sheep have
determined amounts in terms of blood money, which is one hundred
cattle and one thousand sheep. There are varying transmissions
about clothing.

Blood money for wounds where no retaliation is possible: The
Imams agree that there is retaliation in respect of all wounds for

Wounds

which retaliation is possible. Those for which there is no retaliation
are ten: a head wound which splits the skin, a head wound which
bleeds, a head wound which splits the flesh, a deep head wound, and

that which leaves a thin skin between it and the skull. These are five
for which there is no determined legal amount agreed on by the four.
They agree that each of these flve is subject to judgement after it
heals. The judgement is that the victim's value before and after the

injury is assessed and the difference is what the indemnity is. As for
the five for which there are prescribed amounts, the first is a wound
which exposes the bone. If it is on the face, five camels are due with
the three, or ten in one view by Ahmad. Malik says that there is
judgement for such a wound on the nose and lower jawbone, but five
camels for the rest of the face. If it is on the head, is that the same as

the face? Three say that it is, while Ahmad has two statements, one

like the rest and the second that if it is on the face, there are ten
camels for it, and if it is on the head, there are five. [n the case of a
wound in which the bone is crushed and broken, Ab[ Hanifa, ash-

Shafi'i and Ahmad say that there are ten camels, and transmissions

from Malik vary. One is five and judgement, and another is fifteen.
For a wound which exposes, breaks and dislocates the bone there

are fifteen camels. A head wound which reaches the brain receives a

third of blood money. A wound which cuts internally, like into the

abdomen, chest, or side receives a third of blood money.

Blood money for wounds where retaliation is possible: They
agree that there is an eye for an eye, a nose for a nose, an ear for an

ear and a tooth for a tooth and that there is full blood money for two
eyes. There is full blood money if the nose is cut off, and there is

full blood-money for the tongue, for both lips, and for all the teeth,

which are thirty-two. For every tooth there is five camels and there

is full blood money for both jawbones. There is half for each jaw-
bone. There is full blood money for both ears according to three
Imams, while there are two versions from Mdlik, one like the others

and the second that the matter is taken to judgement. They agree that
there is full blood money for four eyelids: each is worth a quafter,
but M61ik says that there is judgement in that. They disagree about a

sightless eye, a withered hand, a paralysed penis, the penis of a
eunuch, the tongue of a mute, the extra rib and a black tooth. Abl
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flanifa, Malik and ash-ShIfi'r say that there is judgement, and there

are two reports from Ahmad, the most likely being that there is

blood money for them and the other is like the rest.

Various further details about blood money: They disagree about

collarbone, rib, arm, wrist, and thigh. AbU $anlfa, Malik and ash-

Shaf i say that there is judgement in respect of them. Ahmad says

there is a camel for a rib, a camel for a collarbone, two camels for
each of the arms and thigh bones, and there are four for both wrists.

They disagree about when a broken tooth is knocked out. Ab[
flanifa and Ahmad say that there is no liability for it. Mdlik says

that it is mandatory and is not cancelled if it is put back. Ash-Shdf i
has two positions, the sounder of which is that it is mandatory. If
someone hits a man's tooth and it turns black, Ab[ Hanifa, Malik,
and Ahmad in one statement say that the money for a tooth is
mandatory which is five camels. Malik says that if a black tooth

falls out later, then another blood money is necessary. Ash-Shdf i
say that there is only judgement in respect of that. If a blind eye is

gouged out, Malik and Ahmad say that full blood money must be

paid. Abii $anifa and ash-Shdfi'I say that it is half. [f a one-eyed

person has his sound eye gouged out deliberately, Ab[ Hanifa and

ash-Shf,fi'I say that retaliation is obliged. If he is pardoned, then he

owes half of his blood money. Mafik says that there is no retaliation.

Does he have full or half blood money? There are wo positions con-

cerning that. Ahmad says that there is no retaliation, but there is full
blood money. There is full blood money for the hands and half for
one of them. It is same with the feet. They agree about there being

full blood money for the tongue and the penis. Mental impairment

requires fulI blood money, as does loss of hearing. If one man hits

another and removes the hair of his beard, head, eyebrows or eye-

lashes and it does not grow back, Ab[ flanifa and Ahmad say that

there is blood money for that, while the other two say that there is
judgement.

Blood money with respect to men and women: They agree that

the blood money of a free Muslim woman is half that of a free

Muslim man. Then they disagree about equality in respect of other

injuries. AbU $anifa and ash-Shdf i in the new school say that they

Accidental Killinq

are not equal in respect of any injury. The wound of a woman is
worth half that of a man, great or small. Mahk, ash-Shdf i in the old
school and Ahmad in one of two positions say that men and women
are equal in respect of any wound which is less than a third of the
blood money. When it reaches a third, then the blood money for a

woman's injury is half that of a man.

Blood money for non-Muslims: They disagree about the blood
money for a Kitdbt. Abii Hanifa says that it is the same as that of a
Muslim with no difference. Malik says that it is half that of a

Muslim, whether the injury is deliberate or accidental. Ash-Shlf i
says that it is a third in both deliberate and accidental cases. Ahmad
says that if the Kitafi has a treaty and a Muslim kills him deliberate-
ly, then his blood money is the same as that of a Muslim. If it is by
accident, there are two positions. One is half that of a Muslim and
the second is a third. They disagree about the blood money of
KilAh and Magian women. AbU $anifa, Malik and ash-Shdfi'i say

that they have half of that of their men and Ahmad says half in acci-
dental cases and that they are the same as men in cases of murder.

Cases of collision: If two riders collide and die, Malik and Ahmad
say that the relatives of each of them owes the blood money of the
other. The positions reported from Abii flanifa vary. One view is the
same as Malik and Ahmad, and the other is that the relatives of each
owe half to the other, which is the position of ash-Sh6fi'I. There is
another position of his which is that if both of them and both ani-
mals die, there is nothing since it is like a natural disaster.

Accidental killing: They agree that the blood money for accidental
killing is due from the relatives of the offender, and that they must
pay it within three years. They disagree about whether the offender
pays it with them. AbI Hanrfa says that he is like one of them and is
obliged as they are. The Mdlikis disagree. Ibn Qdsim says what AbD
Hanifa says, while others say that the offender is not included with
the relatives. Ash-Shdf i says that if the relatives have enough to
cover the blood money, the offender is not obliged to pay anything.
Otherwise he is. Ahmad says that he is not obliged to pay anything,
whether they have enough or not. When they do not have enough,
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the burden of the rest of the blood money is transferred to the trea-

sury.

Sharing responsibility for blood money: They disagree about how

the burden of the blood money is spread between relatives. Is it
determined or is it according to ability to pay? Abii flamfa says that

it is shared equally between all of them. Ahmad and M6lik say that

there is nothing determined about it, but that it should be dealt with
according to what is easy and not injurious. Ash-Shdfi'i says that it
is determined: half a dinar for the wealthy, a quarter of a dinar for
the average. Are poor and rich relatives equal in bearing the burden

of the blood money? Ab[ Hanifa says that they are equal. The other

three say that the wealthy should pay more than the average. Does

an absent relative have to bear any of the blood money like those

present? Ab[ Hanifa and Ahmad say that they are the same, while
Malik says that an absent relative does not bear anything when he is

in a different region from where the rest of the relatives are.

Order of liability for blood money: They disagree about the order

of being liable for blood money. AbI Hanifa says that the immediate

and distant are the same. Ash-Shaf i and Ahmad say that the order

is according to the closest paternal relatives. If they take care of it, it
is not divided among others. If the immediate relatives do not have

enough to cover it, then the more distant relatives are included. [t is
like that until it reaches the furthest of them in the degrees of inheri-
tance.

Causing a miscarriage: If someone strikes the abdomen of a

woman and she aborts a dead foetus and then she dies, Ab[ Hanifa
and Malik say that there is no liability for the foetus but full blood
money for the woman he struck. Ash-Sh6f i and Ahmad say that

there is full money for her and a tenth for the foetus.

Various statements about liability: If someone digs a well in the

courtyard of his house, Ab[ Hanifa, ash-Shdf i and Ahmad say that

he is liable for what falls into it and dies. Malik says that there is no

liability for it. If he spreads a mat in the mosque, digs a well for his

use, or puts a candle in the mosque and causes a person's death by

doing that, Ab[ Hanifa says that if the neighbours gave no permis-

Qasdma

sion for it, he is liable. There are two statements from ash-Sh6f i
about liability or lack of it, and two from Ahmad, the more likely
being that there is no liability. Ash-Shdfi'i says that if someone
spreads pebbles somewhere and a man slips on them, he is not
liable. If he leaves a fierce dog in his house, and a man enters the
house knowing that there is a fierce dog and it bites him, Ab[
Hanifa and ash-Sh6f i say that there is no liability. Malik says that
there is liability provided that the owner of the house knew that it
was fierce. There are two statements from Ahmad, the more likely
being that there is no liability.

Qasamn (sworn oath)

The Imams agree that qasdma is prescribed in killing when a
corpse is found and the killer is not known. Then they disagree
about what brings about the need for qasama. Ab[ Hanifa says that
qasdma is obliged by finding a corpse in a place which is under the
care or protection of people, like a quarter, a house, a mosque of a
quarter or village. When that happens its people have to do qasama.
However a corpse for which qasama is prescribed must be one
which has the signs of a wound, blow or strangulation. Ash-Shdf i
says that qasama is necessitated by strong suspicion. He says that
there must be circumstances which support the claim, such as when
a corpse is found in a quarter or small village and there is clear
enmity between the victim and them. He considers the testimony of
someone reputable to constitute strong suspicion. He also considers
a cause of strong suspicion to be general and individual gossip that
so-and-so killed so-and-so. Another instance is someone holding a
blood-stained weapon where the corpse is. Another case is when
people are found gathered together in a place or at a door where a

murder victim is found. Ahmad says that there is no qasama tntTl
there is suspicious circumstances between victim and suspect. The
transmissions from him about what constitutes strong suspicion
vary. He mentions clear enmity and tribal kinship, as there is
between tribes who seek blood revenge, and as there is between the
people of rebellion and people of justice. This is the general state-
ment of his companions. As for the claim of the victim when he
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claims, before dying, that someone has killed him, that only consti-
tutes strong evidence with Malik.

The method of doing qasamaz When qasama is necessary, it is
agreed that those who accuse the killer must swear fifty oaths and

they are entitled to his blood if the killing was intentional, according
to Malik and Ahmad, and the old school of ash-Shdf i. In the new

school he says they are entitled to blood money. They disagree about

whether one begins in qasama with the oaths of the accusers or the

accused. Ash-Shaf i and Ahmad say that the oaths of the accusers

come first. If they refuse to swear and there is no evidence, then the
accused swears fifty oaths and is free. Malik says that one begins

with the oaths of the accused but disagrees about the ruling if they
refuse. One view is that the murder charge fails and there is no
qasama, and in another view, the accused swears and is considered
innocent. If he refuses, he must pay the blood money from his prop-
erty and his relatives are not obliged to pay any of it because his
refusal is like an admission and the relatives are not responsible in
case of admission. Ab[ Hanifa says that the oath in the qasama is
only prescribed for the accused, and if the accusers do not specify a

person against whom the accusation is made, fifty of the people
under suspicion swear fifty oaths by Allah that they did not kill and

do not know who the killer is. If there are not fifty, the oath is
repeated. If the oaths are made, blood money is obliged from the

inhabitants of the people of the quarter and their relatives. If a killer
is named, there is no qasama, and the specification of the killer frees

the rest of the people. If the defendant swears an oath by Allah that
he did not kill, then he is left.

The Kalfara for Homicide

The Imams agree that kaffara is obliged in cases of accidental
killing when the victim is not a dhimml or a slave. They disagree

about what happens if the victim is a dhimmt or slave. Abii Hanifa,
ash-Shafi'i and Ahmad say that kaffara is obliged for killing a

dhimmt. Malik says that there is no kaffara for killing a dhimmt.If
an unbeliever kills a Muslim accidentally, ash-ShEfi'i and Ahmad

say that he owes kaffdra for him, while Ab[ Hanifa and Malik say

that there is no kaffara for him. ls kaffara obliged on the part of a

child or mad person when they kill? All except Ab[ Hanifa say that
it is obliged. Ab[ Hanifa says that it is not.

Kaffara for accidental killing: They agree that the kaffara for acci-
dental killing is to free a believing slave. If that is not possible, then
it is fasting for two consecutive months. Then they disagree about
feeding. AbD Hanifa, Malik, and Ahmad in one view say that feed-
ing is not adequate. Another position of Ahmad says that it satisfles

it. Ash-Shdfi'r has two statements concerning that, the sounder of
which is that there is no feeding.

The judgement on sorcery and sorcerers

Sorcery consists of charms and knots which affect people's bod-
ies and hearls so that they become ill, or it kills them, or it alienates

a man from his wife. Three Imams consider it to be real, while Ab[
Hanifa says that it has no reality or physical effect. They disagree

about the penalty for learning and teaching magic. Ab[ Hanifa,
Malik and Ahmad say that it constitutes disbelief. Some Hanafis say

that if someone learns it in order to avoid it or to gain protection
from it, that does not constitute disbelief. If he learns it in the belief
that it is permitted or that it will be effective, that does constitute
disbelief. If he believes that the shaytdns do what the sorcerer wants,
he is an unbeliever. Ash-Shaf i says that if someone learns magic,
he should be asked to describe his magic. If he describes something
which entails disbelief, like what the Babylonians believed about
astrology having an effect, then he is an unbeliever. If he believes
that sorcery is permitted, he is an unbeliever.

Punishment of a sorcerer: Is a sorcerer killed for merely learning
and using sorcery? Malik and Ahmad say that he should be killed
just for that. Abii Hanifa says that he should not be killed for his
sorcery unless he repeats it. It is reported from him that he cannot be
killed unless he confesses to killing someone by his sorcery. Is he
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killed as retaliation or a hadd? Three say that it is a hadd while ash-

Shafi'i says that it is retaliation.

Repentance of sorcerers: Is the repentance of a sorcerer accepted?

Ab[ Hanifa in the well-known position and Malik say that his
repentance is not accepted. He is killed as a heretic (ztndlq). Ash-
Shaf i says that his repentance is accepted. Ahmad has two posi-

tions, the more likely being that it is not accepted.

Sorceresses: Is the judgement of a Muslim sorceress the same as a

man? Three say that it is the same while Ab[ Hanifa says that she is

imprisoned and not killed.

Opinions of scholars: An-Nawawi stated that going to soothsayers,

learning soothsaying, astrology, casting with sand, and sleight of
hand and teaching it is unlawful. Ibn Qudddma says that a soothsay-

er is someone who has a vision from the jinn. Ahmad says that he is
killed or imprisoned until he dies.

Chapter Twenty-One
The Hadd Punishments

There are seven crimes which incur hadd punishments. They are

apostasy, rebellion, fornication, slander, theft, highway robbery and

wine drinking.

Apostasy

Apostasy is to leave Islam by word, deed or intention. The
Imams agree that anyone who apostatises from Islam must be killed.

Repentance from apostasy: They disagree about whether an apos-
tate should be killed immediately or whether there is a delay to ask

him to repent. Is it mandatory or recommended to ask him to
repent? Ifhe is asked to repent and does not, is there a delay or not?

Ab[ Hanifa says that it is not mandatory to ask him to repent and he

is killed immediately, unless he asks for a delay and then he is given
one for three days. Some Hanafis say that there is delay, and if he

does not ask for a delay, it is recommended. Malik says that he must
be asked to repent. If he repents immediately, that is accepted. If he

does not repent, he is given a delay for three days to repent. lf he

does not, he is killed. Ash-Shaf i has two positions about whether it
is mandatory for him to be asked to be repent, the more likely one

being that it is mandatory. There are two statements about delay, the

more likely being that there is no delay, even if he asks for it. He is
killed immediately if he remains an apostate. There are two posi-
tions from Ahmad, one is like that of Malik and the other is that he

does not have to be asked to repent. As for the delay, there are three
positions in his school about whether it is mandatory.

Women apostates: As to whether the judgement regarding a

woman apostate is the same as that for a man, they say that men and

women are the same in respect of apostasy. Ash-Shdf i says that the
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apostasy of a child does not count and the same is reported from
Ahmad.

Zlnd-tqs: They agree that a zrndtq, who is someone who conceals
disbelief while making a show of Islam, is kilred. Then they dis-
agree about accepting his repentance. Abii Hamfa and ash-shafi,i
say that it is not accepted, while Mdlik and Ahmad say that he is
killed without being asked to repent. The same is also reported from
Ab[ Hanifa.

Apostasy en masse: If the people of a whole land apostatise, does
that land become Dar al-Harb or not? Ab[ Hanifa says that Ddr ar-
Islam cannot become Ddr al-Harb unless three conditions apply: the
dominance of the laws of disbelief, that there is no tvtustim u,
dhimml with basic security there, and that it is adjacent to Dar ar-
Harb. The clear school of Mdlik is that when the laws of disbelief
appear in a land it becomes Ddr ar-Harb. That is also the position of
ash-Shdf i and Ahmad. They agree that the property of such people
can be looted. As for their children, Ab[ Hanifi and Marik sry tirut
those who were young at the time of the apostasy are not enslaved,
but adjudged to be Muslims when they are adult. If they are not
Muslim, Ab[ Hanifa and Malik say that they should be imprisoned
and beaten to bring them to Islam. As for their grandchildren, they
should be enslaved. Ahmad says that both their children and grand-
children should be enslaved. Ash-Shafi'r has two statement-s, the
sounder being that they are not enslaved.

Rebellion

The Imams agree that having a ruler is an obrigation and that the
Muslims must have a ruler to establish the practices of the dtnand to
give justice to the wronged from those who have wronged them, and
that it is not permitted for there to be two rulers over the Muslims at
the same time in the world, whether or not they are separate from
each other or in agreement, and that the rulers must be from any
branch of Quraysh. The ruler can appoint his successor and there is
no disagreement that Ab[ Bakr was permitted to do that. It is not

permitted for the ruler to be a woman, unbeliever, a child who has

not reached puberty or a madman. The ruler must be obeyed in
respect of all that he commands as long as that does not entail dis-
obedience to Allah, and fighting under him is an obligation, and the
judgements of those he appoints must be carried out.

If an armed group rebel against the Muslim ruler, it is permitted

to fight them until they return to the command of Allah. If they
return, they are left. They agree that whatever land tax or jizya the
rebels have taken must be taken into account by the people of justice

and that there is no liability for property of the rebels which the
people ofjustice destroy. They disagree about the property and lives
of the people of justice which the rebels destroy during the fighting.
Ab[ Hanifa, Malik, ash-Shaf i in the new school, and Ahmad in
one statement say that there is no liability while in the old school
ash-Shlf i and one position of Ahmad they are liable.

Fornication

The Imams agree that fornication is an immense outrage which
incurs a hadd punishment. The punishment varies with different
fornicators because sometimes the fornicator may be a virgin and

sometimes a non-virgin, or muhsan They agree that the precondi-

tions for being muhsan are freedom, adulthood and sanity, and that
the man or woman has been in a valid marriage which has been con-
summated. These preconditions are agreed upon. They disagree
about whether Islam is a precondition or not. Ab[ flanifa and Malik
say it is, while ash-Shdfi'i and Ahmad say that the hadd is not
inflicted on a dhimmT. If a man meets all the preconditions and for-
nicates with a woman who also meets the preconditions, both of
them are stoned to death by consensus. Are they flogged first? Three
say not and that the obligation is only stoning, whereas there is one

position from Ahmad that both punishments are inflicted.

Fornication by two virgins: They agree that if two virgins for-
nicate, they are each flogged with a hundred lashes. Should they be

exiled as well? Ab[ Hanifa says that they should not and that exile
is not mandatory. If the ruler thinks it is good, he can exile them for
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a time. Malik says that it is mandatory to exile a free virgin male
fornicator but not a woman. Exile is for a year to another land. Ash-
Shaf i and Ahmad say that they should both be flogged and exiled
for a year.

Fornication when one is muh;an and one not: They disagree
about when one of the perpetrators meets the preconditions of being
muhsan but not the other, such as when a Muslim man has inter-
course with a Kifibl woman or a sane man has intercourse with a
mad woman or an adult has intercourse with a child. Ab[ Hanifa
and Ahmad say that neither of them are muhsan. Malik and ash-
Shafi'i say that the hadd is incurred by the one who meets the pre-
conditions.

Various possible situations: If a sane woman gives herself to a
madman who has intercourse with her or a sane man has intercourse
with a madwoman, three say that the hadd is obliged on the sane
person, and Abri Hanifa says that the hedd is obliged on a sane man
but not a sane woman. If someone finds a woman in his bed and
thinks it is his wife and has intercourse with her, or a blind man calls
his wife and a woman comes to him and he has intercourse with her
thinking it is his wife and then the truth becomes clear, three say
that there is no hadd on the deluded person or blind man, whereas
Ab[ Hanifa says that there is.

What is necessary to establish fornication: The Imams agree that
the evidence necessary to establish fomication is the testimony of
four reputable men who were witness to the actual act of fornica-
tion. They disagree about whether the number is a precondition in
confession or not? Ab[ Hanifa and Ahmad say that fornication is
not established by confession unless a sane adult man admits to it
four times. Malik and ash-Shafi'r say that it is established by one
confession. If the four witnesses testify in different gatherings, three
of the Imams say that if they do not testify in the same gathering,
they are slanderers subject tothe hadd, whereas ash-Shaf i says that
there is no harm in them being apart and their statements are accept-
ed.

Fornication

Retracted confessions to fornication: If someone confesses to
adultery and then retracts it, his retraction is accepted and there is no

hadd with three. The position of Malik varies concerning that. It is
said that his retraction is accepted, as is the case in theft and drink-
ing, and it is also said that it is not retracted unless there is some-

thing doubtful about it.

Sodomy: They agree that sodomy is forbidden and that it is one of
great enormities.Is the hadd obliged? Malik, ash-Shaf i and Ahmad
say that the hadd is imposed. Ab[ Hanifa says that a man should be

beaten the first time. If he repeats the act, he is killed. There is dis-
agreement about what brings about this hadd. Mdlik, ash-Shaf i in
one position, and Ahmad in the most evident transmission say that it
is stoning in every case, virgin or non-virgin. Ash-Shdfi'r says in
another view, which is the more probable, that it is the same as the

hadd for fornication and so virgin and non-virgin are differentiated.
One is stoned and the other flogged. Ahmad says the same. They
agree that the proof of sodomy is only established by four witnesses

as in fornication, except for Ab[ flanifa who accepts two witnesses.

Bestiality: If someone commits bestiality, AbD Hanifa and Malik
say that he should be beaten, and there is another version from
Malik that the hadd applies. Ash-Shdfi'r has three positions, one is
that there is a hadd which varies between virgin and non-virgin, the

second is that he is killed in any case, and the third is that he is beat-

en, which is the preferred position. Ahmad has two positions, and

the preferred one is that he is beaten. They disagree about the animal
in this case. Mdlik says that it is not slaughtered. Ab[ Hanifa says

that if it belonged to the one who committed the action, it is slaugh-

tered, but otherwise not. The Sh[f ites have three views: the sound-

est is that if it is an edible animal, it is slaughtered, otherwise not;
the second is that is slaughtered in any case; and the third is that it is
not slaughtered in any case. Ahmad says that it is slaughtered,
whether it is his or someone else's, whether it is edible or not. The
perpetrator must pay its price to the owner. Can he or others eat it?
Ab[ Hanifa says that he cannot eat it but others can. Mdlik says that
he and others can eat it. Ahmad says no one can eat it. The
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Shaf ites have two views, the sounder of which is that it is eaten

since it is not forbidden.

Various rulings on witnessing fornication: They agree that if there
are less than four witnesses to fornication, they are slanderers who
receive the hadd for slander, except in one view ofash-Shdf i. They
agree that if two men say that someone fornicated with a woman
who was willing and two say that she was unwilling, there is no
hadd on any of the four. If two testify that someone committed for-
nication in one corner and two that it was in another corner, Abl
Hanifa and Ahmad say that the testimony is accepted andthe hadd
is administered. Malik and ash-Sh6f i say that it is not accepted and

there is no hadd. Testimony on slander, fornication, and drinking
wine is heard immediately. If time has passed since the event, Ab[
Hanifa says that it is not heard after a long time if the delay was not
due to distance from the judge. Three say that it is heard, even if he

confesses to it after a time. Ab[ Hanifa says that his confession is
heard, except for drinking wine. Three say that his confession is
heard in all cases.

Liability for wrong judgement: If a judge judges by testimony,
and then it becomes clear to him that the witnesses were disrep-
utable people, slaves, or unbelievers, Ab[ Hanifa says that the judge
is not liable for any ensuing injury. Malik says that if there is clear
evidence of their disreputability, the judge is not liable. If there is
evidence of drinking and disbelief, then the judge is liable for his
negligence in the matter. Ash-Shlf i says that he is liable for what
happens as a result of any beating inflicted. If a ruler mistakenly
imposes a hadd punishment or retaliation, AbD Hanifa says that
restitution for the error of the ruler comes from the treasury. Ash-
Shaf i and Ahmad also say that, although it is also repofied from
them that his relatives pay it. Malik says that nothing is owed.

Sexual intercourse with a wife's slavegirl: The lmams agree that it
is not permitted for a man to have intercourse with his wife's slave-
girl, even if the wife gives permission. Is the hadd imposed for that
if he knows that it is unlawful? Ab[ Hanifa says that if he thinks that
she is lawful, there is no hadd.If he knows the prohibition then

there is. Malik and ash-Shaf i says that the hadd is imposed. If he is

a non-virgin, he is stoned. Ahmad says that he is given a hundred
lashes.

Rape claims: If a free woman becomes pregnant and has no hus-

band and says that she was forced, Ab[ Hanifa, ash-Shafi'i and

Ahmad in his most evident transmission say that the hadd is not
imposed on her. Malik says that if she is resident and not foreign,
she receives the hadd and her statement about rape is not accepted

unless she made it clear afterwards by asking for help or something
else which supports her allegation.

Slander

The Imams agree that if a free adult sane Muslim slanders a free,

sane, adult, chaste Muslim man who has not been punished for for-
nication, or a free, sane, chaste Muslim woman not divorced in a
li'an, who has not been punished for fomication, and they are not in
Dar al-Harb and the person slandered seeks to have the hadd imple-
mented, the slanderer receives eighty lashes and it cannot exceed

that number. They agree that if a slanderer brings coffect evidence
for his allegation, lhe hadd is cancelled, and that if a slanderer does

not repent, his testimony is not accepted.

Slandering several people in a group: They disagree about some-

one who slanders a group. Ab[ Hanifa and Mdlik in his best known
tradition says that there is a hadd for each person slandered, even if
he slandered them all with a single expression. Ash-Shdf i has two
statements, the most evident being that if he slanders them with one

or more statements, several hadds are imposed on him. There are

two statements from Alrmad, one supported by the old school of
ash-Shafi'r, which is that if he slanders them in one statement, there

are separate hadds imposed on him, and the second is that if they
seek it separately, there is a hadd for each of them.

Insinuation: Insinuation does not incur a hadd, according to Abl
Hanrfa, even if slander was meant. Malik says that lhe hadd is
incurred in any case. Ash-Shaf i says that if someone intended slan-
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der and explains it, the hadd is incurred. Ahmad has two reports, the

more evident of which is that the hadd is incumed in any case, and

the other is like the school of ash-Shaf i.

Theft

The Imams disagree about the minimum which incurs the hadd
for theft. Ab[ Hanifa says that it is a dinar or ten dirhams or some-

thing of the value of either. Malik and Ahmad in his most likely
position say that it is a quarter of a dinar or three dirhams or some-

thing of the value of three dirhams. Ash-Sh5fi'i says that it is a

quarter of a dinar and other things. They agree that it is necessary

that the theft was from a secure location before the hand is cut off,
but they disagree about the definition of a secure location. Abu
Hanifa says that it applies to anything which secures property. The
other three say that it varies with different types of property.
Custom is considered in that. They disagree about amputation for
the theft of something which is quick to spoil. Malik, ash-Shaf i
and Alrmad say that the hand is cut off if what is stolen is of the

value for which the hadd is normally applied. Ab[ Hanifa says that
the hand is not amputated for such things, even if they reach the

minimum value for which the hadd is normally applied. If some-

one steals dates hanging from a tree which is not protected, Abl
Hanifa, Malik and ash-Shdfi'i say that he owes the price and they
agree that his hand is not amputated. Is the hand of someone who
steals firewood amputated? Abii HanTfa says not, even if its value
reaches the minimum. Ash-Sh6f i, Malik and Ahmad say that it is
amputated when its value reaches the minimum.

Group theft: The Imams agree that when a group participate in a
theft and each of them receives the minimum which necessitates the

hadd from the theft, each of them has his hand cut. If they share in
stealing the minimum, Ab[ Hanifa and ash-Shafi'i say that their
hands are not amputated. Malik says that if they need to help each

other to carry what they have stolen, their hands are cut. If it is
something they are each able to carry, the Malikr-s have two posi-
tions: the first is that if each person alone takes something, no one's

Theft

hand is cut off unless the value of what he took reaches the mini-
mum; the second is that what he took is added to what the others
took. Ahmad says that their hands are cut whether it was heavy
things which require help, like timber and the like, or light things,
like clothing and the like, and whether they carry it out together
from a secure place, or each of them takes some of it, provided the
total reaches the minimum.

Theft by children: If a young child without discrimination steals,

Ab[ Hanifa and ash-Shaf i say that his hand is not cut off. Mdlik
says that it is cut off, although some Malikis say that it is not.
Ahmad has two positions, the more evident of which is that it is not
cut off.

Stealing the Qur'an: If someone steals a copy of the Qur'an, AbD
Hanifa and Ahmad say that his hand is not cut off, while M51ik and
ash-Sh6f i say that it is. In the case of a graverobber, all but Abii
Hanifa say that his hand is cut off.

Penalties for repeated theft: If someone steals once, his right hand
is cut off. If he steals again his left foot is cut off. If he steals a third
time, AbD Hanifa and Ahmad in one transmission say that more than
one hand and foot are never amputated. He is imprisoned. The
school of Malik and ash-Shaf i is that his left hand is cut off the
third time, and the fourlh time his right foot, which is another view
from Ahmad. They agree that if a thief must have his hand cut off
and it is his first theft and he has sound limbs, one begins with his
right hand at the wrist which is cleanly cut. The second time his left
foot is cleanly cut off at the ankle. If he does not have the limb
which must be amputated, the next limb is cut. They disagree about
what happens if the cutter errs and cuts the left for the right. AbD
Hanifa and M5lik say that doing so is allowed. Ash-Shifi'i and
Ahmad say that the cutter owes blood money and there are two
statements about repeating the amputation.

Confession of theft: Is the hadd for theft established by the confes-
sion of the thief? Three imams say that it is established by one con-
fessions while Ahmad says that it is only established by two confes-
sions, as is also the view of Ab[ Y[suf.
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Return of stolen goods: They agree that if a stolen item remains, it
must be returned. Does a thief incur the hadd if he returns the stolen

item? Ab[ Hanifa says that if the person stolen from prefers to be

reimbursed, then the thief's hand is not amputated. If he chooses

amputation and it is done, then the thief is not liable for what was

stolen. Mahk says that if the thief is wealthy, his hand is amputated

and he is liable for what he stole. If he is poor, he is not pursued for
its price, but his hand is cut off. Ash-Shlf i and Ahmad say that

both penalties apply, and his hand is cut and he is responsible for the

value.

Theft within the family: Is the hand of one of a married couple

amputated for stealing the property of the other? Ab[ Hanifa says it
is not, whether the theft is from the private house of one of them or

the shared house. Malik says that the hand is cut off when one steals

from the private house of the other. Malik says that it is cut off if
one of them steals from somewhere protected which is the private
property of the one stolen from. When they steal from the house

they both live in, it is not cut off. Ash-Sh6f i has various statements.

One is the same as the school of Malik, the second is that the hand

of neither of them is ever amputated, and the third is that the hand of
the husband only is cut off. Ahmad has two positions: one is like the

school of M6lik and the other is that the hand of neither is ever

amputated. The Imams agree that the hands of parents cannot be

amputated for anything they steal from the property of their chil-
dren. They disagree about when a child steals from the property of
his parents or one of them. Ab[ Hanifa, ash-Shdf i and Ahmad say

it cannot be amputated. Malik says that a child's hand is cut off for
stealing from his parents when there is no ambiguity about it. Are
relatives' hands cut off for stealing from one another? AbD Hanifa
says not from any m(thram relative like brother and uncle. The other

three say that it is amputated.

Theft from public baths: They disagree about someone who steals

clothes from a bathhouse which has a guard. Abii Hanifa says that if
he steals them at night, his hand is cut off, but if it is in the day, it is
not. Ash-Sh6f i and Ahmad in one view say that it is cut off in any

case. Malik says that if he steals something which is guarded in the

bathhouse, it is cut. Ifit is not guarded and there is a negligent client
in the bathhouse, it is not cut. If someone steals a sack or bag when
there is a guard, Ab[ Hanifa says his hand is not cut off, whereas the

other three say that it is.

Theft from thieves: If someone steals a stolen article from a thief or
a misappropriated item from a usurper, Ab[ Hanifa says that the
hand of someone who steals a misappropriated article is cut off but
the hand of someone who steals a stolen article is not cut off when
the first thief has had his hand amputated for it. If his hand has not
been cut, neither is the hand of the second. Malik says that the hand

of each of them is cut. Ash-Shlf i and Abmad say that the hadd is

not imposed on anyone who steals from a thief or a misappropriater.

Theft of one's own property: If a thief claims that what he took
from a secured place was his property after proof has been estab-

lished that he stole the minimum from a protected place, Mdlik says

that his hand is cut off in any case and his claim not accepted. Ab[
Hanifa and ash-Shaf i say that his hand is not cut off. Ahmad has

various statements. One is that it is not cut, another is that it is, and

the third that his word is accepted if he is not known for theft and

his hand is not amputated. If he is known for stealing, it is cut off.

I.Iadd dependent on victim's request: Is infliction of the hadd for
theft dependent on the request of the victim of theft? Ab[ Hanifa,
Ahmad in one view, and the Shaf ites say that it is necessary. Malik
says that it is not needed, and that is also transmitted from Ahmad.

Killing a thief: If one man kills another in his house and says that
he came in to steal and could only be stopped by killing, Abii Hanifa
says that there is no retaliation for it, if the intruder is known for
comrption. Otherwise there is. Malik, ash-Sh6f i and Ahmad say

that there is retaliation unless he presents evidence.

Theft from booty: If someone steals from the booty when he is
entitled to some of it, is his hand cut off? Ab[ Eanifa and Ahmad
say no. Malik in his well-known position says that it is. There are

two positions from ash-Sh6f i. The sounder is that it is not. They
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agree that if he steals from the booty when he is not entitled to to
what he takes, his hand is cut off.

Theft of game: When game which someone owns is stolen from a

secure place, is the hand amputated for that? Malik, ash-Shifi'r and

Ahmad say that it is amputated for everything which is normally
considered property. It is permitted to take recompense for it,
whether or not it is basically common property, like game, water and

stones.

Highway Robbery

The Imams disagree about the hadd for highway robbers. Abii
Hanifa, ash-Sh6f i and Ahmad say that it must be applied strictly
according to the order given in the noble ayat. Mdlik says that no

particular order need be followed. The ruler can choose between

killing, crucifixion, amputation of alternate hand and foot, exile, or
imprisonment. Those who say that there is an order which must be

followed disagree about exactly how. Ab[ Hanifa says that if the

robber takes money and kills, then the ruler can choose. He can

amputate alternate hands or feet, kill and crucify them, or kill them

without crucifying them. The definition of crucifixion in the best
known position is that the perpetrator is crucified alive and his
stomach is pierced with a spear until he dies. He is not crucified for
more than three days. If he killed and did not take money, the ruler
kills him by the hadd and pays no attention to the pardon of the rela-

tives of the victim. If a gang seize property belonging to a Muslim
or dhimml, and each would get ten dirhams or its equivalent if it
were distributed among all of them, the ruler cuts off their alternate

hands and feet. If they are captured before taking any property or
killing anyone, the ruler should imprison them until they repent or
die. This is what he considers to amount to exile. Malik says that if
brigands are captured, the ruler does to them what he thinks best and

exercises his discretion. He should kill those of them with leadership
and strength and exile the others. So the result is that he thinks that
the ruler is permitted to kill them, crucify them, and use amputation.
If they did not kill or take money, he does what he thinks will most

Wine-drinking

deter them and those like them. His description of exile is that they
leave the land they are in for another and are imprisoned there. The
definition of crucifixion is like that of Ab[ Hanifa. Ash-Shaf i and
Ahmad say that if they are captured before killing anyone or stealing
property, they are exiled. If they take money but do not kill, Ahmad
says that their alternate hands and feet are cut and then they are left.
If they kill and take money, he says that they should be executed and
crucified. If they kill and do not take money, he says they should be
executed and crucified afterwards. Some Shaf ites say that they are
crucified alive and then killed. The period of the crucifixion with
Abii Hanifa, Malik and ash-Sh6fi'i is three days.

Definition of highway robber: The Imams agree that if someone
goes out and unsheathes his weapons to create fear on the road
outside the city where there is no help, he is considered a highway
robber on whom the hadd of highway robbers is to be carried out.
They disagree about people who do that within a city. Three
Imams say that they are the same. AbD Hanifa says that the hadd
of highway robbery only applies outside a city. If one of the rob-
bers is a woman who kills and robs, three of the Imams say that
she is killed by the hadd, and Ab[ Hanifa says that she is killed by
retaliation and is liable for any loss of life or damage she causes.
They disagree about the minimum crime required for a brigand to
be killed. Ab[ Hanifa, ash-Shdfi'i and Ahmad consider ir, while
Malik does not. If the brigands gather and some of them kill and
steal, and some help and support, Ab[ Hanifa, Malik and Ahmad
say that those who merely support them have the same judgement
in all cases. Ash-Shafi'i says that the helper is only disciplined by
imprisonment, exile and the like.

Wine-drinking

The Imams agree that wine is forbidden and impure, and that
drinking a little or a lot of it obliges the hadd.If someone says that it
is lawful, he is an unbeliever. They agree that when grape juice
changes and froths up it is wine. They disagree about its status when
three days have passed and it has not yet changed or become intoxi-
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cating. Ahmad says that when three days have passed, it becomes

wine and is unlawful to drink, even if it is not changed or intoxicat-
ing. The other three say that it does not become wine until it is
changed, intoxicating and foams.

Definition of wine: They agree that when a lot of any drink is intox-
icating, then a little of it is unlawful and it is called "wine" (khamr)

and there is a hadd for drinking it, whether it is made from grapes,

dates, raisins, wheat, barley, millet, rice, honey, or yoghurt, except

for Abii Hanrfa who says that when steeped dates and raisins
change, whether it is a little or a lot, it is called an infusion (naql')
but not khamr.If it intoxicates, there is a hadd for drinking it and it
is impure. If it is cooked, it becomes lawful if the drinker thinks that
it will not intoxicate him. If it has become strong, it is unlawful, and

the removal of two-thirds of it by cooking does not remove the pro-
hibition. As for the nabidh made from wheat, barley, millet, rice and

honey, he considers them lawful, both as an infusion and cooked.

Any of it which intoxicates is unlawful and there is a hadd for it.

Cooked grape juice: They agree that when grape juice is cooked
and less than a third of evaporates, it is unlawful. If two-thirds evap-

orate, it is lawful if it is not intoxicating. If it still intoxicates, both a

little and a lot are unlawful.

The fuadd for wine and its administration: They disagree about
the hadd for drinking wine. Ab[ flanifa and M6lik say eighty lashes

and ash-Shdfi'r says forty and there are two positions from Al.rmad.

They agree that the l.tadd for wine is inflicted with a whip except for
what is reported from ash-ShAf i that it can be done with hands,

sandals and the ends of clothes.

Various ancillary issues: If someone admits to drinking wine but
there is no smell coming from him, Ab[ Hanifa says that there is no
hadd, whereas the other three say that there is. If the smell of wine
is smelt on him and he does not confess, three say that he does not
incur the hadd, whlle Malik says he does. If someone takes a mouth-
ful and senses some wine, three of the Imams permit him to swal-
low it, whereas Malik says in his well-known position that he should

Alt e rnativ e puni s hment s

not swallow wine in any case. Is it permitted to drink wine out of
necessify, like for extreme thirst or medicine? Malik and Ahmad say

it is permitted. Abii Hanlfa says that it is permitted for thirst but not
medicine, and ash-Shafi'r has various positions. The soundest is that
it is not permitted; another is that it is permitted for medicine, and a

third is that it is permiued for extreme thirst if it will quench it and

nothing else is available.

Alternative punishments (ta' zlr)

Ta'ztr is prescribed for every act of disobedience to Allah for
which there is neither hadd nor kaffara.Is carrying out punishment

for something which merits ta'zlr an obligation owed to Allah or
not? Ash-Shdfi'r says that it is not mandatory but prescribed. Abii
Hanlfa and MElik say that if it is thought probable that someone will
only be put right by beating, then it is mandatory but if it is thought
that he will be put right by something else, it is not mandatory.
Ahmad says that if an action merits ta'zlr,then it is mandatory.

Death from ta'zlr: If a ruler disciplines a man and he dies as a
result of it, three Imams say that he incurs no liability, while ash-

Shaf i says that he does. If a father beats his son, or a teacher a

child, for discipline and he dies, Mdlik and Afmad say that he is not
liable, while the other two say that he is.

Ta'zir less than ltadd: Can ta'zir reach the maximum of hudud?
Three say that it cannot, while Ma[k says that it is up to the discre-
tion of the ruler. If he thinks he should increase it, he does so. Does

it differ with different causes? Abt Hanr-fa, ash-Shafi'I and Ahmad
say that ta'zlr shotld never amount to more than the lowest amount
given for a hadd, and the lowest with Ab[ flanifa is forty lashes for
wine, and with ash-Shdfi'I and Ahmad twenty. So the maximum
ta'ztr is thirty-nine lashes, according to Ab[ flanifa, and nineteen,

according to ash-Sh6f i and Ahmad. Malik says that the ruler can

prescribe whatever number he thinks appropriate. Ahmad says that
it varies with different causes.
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Admini s tration of puni s hme nt

Administration of hadd punishments

Sick people and pregnant women: If a hadd is imposed on a sick
person, is it deferred? AbD Hanifa says that if it is stoning, it is only
delayed for a pregnant woman. If it is flogging, it is delayed if it is
hoped he will recover. Ahmad says that it should never be deferred.

Malik and ash-Shafi'r say that if the hadd is execution, it is only
deferred for a pregnant woman until she gives birth. If it is flogging,
it is delayed if it is hoped that he will recover. They disagree about

the manner in which the hadd is carried out on sick people. Abl
Hanifa, ash-Shaf i and Abmad say that he is beaten according to his
condition. lf the hadd is a hundred strokes and it is feared that he

might die, he is beaten with a bunch of a hundred reeds, or the
fringes of garments. If it not feared that he will die, it is carried out
in separate instalments with a whip in a way which will not cause

death, and the same applies to someone with a weak constitution.
Malik says that he is only beaten with a whip for a hadd. The beat-

ing can be divided, but the number must be completed. If the person

is ill, it is delayed until he is well.

Various ancillary matters: Is a man beaten standing or sitting?
Malik says sitting. Ab[ Hanifa and ash-Shafi'r say standing. Ahmad
has two positions. Must he be stripped? Ab[ Hanifa and ash-Shaf i
say that he is not stripped for slander, but is for the rest. Mdlik says

that he is stripped for all hudud. Ahmad says that he is not stripped
for any hudud, but is beaten wearing something which will not
impede the pain of beating, like a shirt. They disagree about what is
beaten. Abu Hanifa and Alrmad say that it can be inflicted on the

entire body except the face, genitals and head. Ash-Shaf i says that
one protects the genitals, face, waist and other feared places. Malik
says he is beaten on the back and around it.

Chapter Twenty-Two
Self-Defence and Liability for Animals

Everyone is permitted to defend himself against a human being
or an animal to protect life or limb or goods or property. If the
attacker can only be repelled by killing, the defender may kill him
and he is not liable, according to Malik, ash-Shafi'i and Ahmad.
Ab[ Hanifa says that he is liable. If a person who has been killed is
found in someone's house and he claims that the man came in to
him with a sword and he killed him in self-defence, and there is
evidence that this is what happened, there is no retaliation against
him. If there is no evidence, some say that his claim is accepted and
there is neither retaliation or blood money. Others say that there is
blood money but not retaliation. If someone peers into another's
house and the owner hits him and puts out his eye, Ab[ Hanrfa says

that he liable, while ash-Shafi'r and Ahmad say that he is not. There
are two positions from Malik.

Liability for damage by animals: Malik, ash-Shaf i and Ahmad
say that there is no liability for the owners of animals for anything
they destroy during the day when their owner is not with him them,
but he is liable for what they destroy at night. Ab[ Hanifa says that
he is not liable unless he is riding, leading or driving the offending
animal, or he has released it, whether by night or day. If an animal
has destroyed something while its owner is riding it, Ab[ Hanifa
says that the owner is liable for what it damages with its leg or
mouth. If it treads on something, the rider is liable. If it kicks some-
one or something and the animal is in a legitimate and allowed place
in the Sharu'a,like walking on the road, standing in the owner's
property, or in the wilderness or an animal market, the owner is not
liable. If the animal is in a non-permitted place, like entering a
man's house without permission, then the owner is liable. Malik
says that an animal's leg, mouth and foot are the same.
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Cats and dogs

Cats and dogs: If someone has a cat known to eat birds and he
releases it and it eats birds, the owner is liable for what it eats or
kills, whether at night or by day. If it is not known for that, there is
no liability because the normal custom is to let the cat out. If some-
one has a fierce dog and releases and it damages something or
injures someone, he is liable.

Chapter Twenty-Three
Military Expeditions

The Imams agree that jihdd is a farQ kifayo which means that
when it is undertaken by some of the Muslims, the obligation is can-

celled for the rest. They agree that the people of every frontier must
fight the unbelievers close to them, If they are unable to do so, they
should request help from those near them. They agree that if jihAd is
not specifically incumbent on someone, he may not go out to it
without his parents' permission, if they are Muslims. If someone has

a debt, he may only go out with the permission of his creditors.
When the two forces meet, the Muslims who are present must stand
firm and they are forbidden to flee, unless it is to go aside to fight or
to move to another direction, or when it is one against three or one

hundred against three hundred and then they may retreat. But they
should stand firm even then, especially if they think they will win.
Those inthe Ddr al-Kufr who are able to do so must emigrate.

Precondition of provision and mount: They disagree about
whether it is a precondition for jlft dd to have provision and a mount.
Three of the Imams say yes but Mdlik says no. One point of dis-
agreement is whether jihAd is incumbent for the people of a town
when there is a place of jihAd a short distance from them. Three
Imams say that it is only obligatory for the one who has provision
and a mount to reach the site, but Mdlik says that it is mandatory
whatever the case.

Destruction of enemy property: They disagree about the permis-
sion to destroy the property of the enemy when the Muslims take it
and cannot bring it ifio Dar al-Islam and fear it will be taken from
them. Abii Hanifa and Malik say that it is permitted and that the
animals should be slaughtered, goods burnt and weapons broken.
Ash-Shdfi'i and Ahmad say that this is only permitted for the
Muslim who has possession of it.
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Those who are not killed

Who should not be killed: When unbelieving women do not fight,
it is agreed that they should not be killed unless they are leaders -
nor should the blind, the bed-ridden or old men. If the people of a

monastery have a leadership or planning role, it is agreed that they
should be killed. If they have no leadership or planning role, Abri

flanifa, Mahk and Ahmad say that it is not permitted to kill them,

and ash-Shdfi'r has two positions, the most evident being that it is
permitted to kill them.

The call to Islam: They disagree about the call to Islam. M5lik says

that people living near the Muslims should not be called since they
know about Islam. They must be fought. In the case of those living
far away, giving the call removes any doubt. AbD Hanifa says that
even if they have knowledge of Islam, it is good for the ruler to call
them to Islam or ask them to pay the jizya before fighting. If the call
to Islam has not reached them, it is not absolutely necessary for the

ruler to initiate it. Ash-ShAfi'r says that, in any case, he does not
know of any idolater whom knowledge of Islam has not reached,

except perhaps for some idolaters beyond the Turks. They are not
fought until they are called to belief. If any ofthem are killed before
that, his relatives are entitled to blood money. Ab[ Hanifa says that
nothing is owed and that is the evident position of the Maliki school.

If someone has not heard the call, is there blood money for killing
him? Ab[ [.Ianifa, Malik and Atrmad say no. Ash-Shaf i said that
the killer owes blood money. If the slain is a dhimmr, it is a third of
blood money.

Safe conduct: Ash-Shafi'r and Abii Hanifa say that a safe conduct
for an unbeliever is only valid when given by a sane adult Muslim.
A safe conduct issued by a child or mad person is not valid. Malik
and Ahmad say that the safe conduct of an adolescent is valid.

Muslims used as human shield: They agree that when the
unbelievers use Muslims as a shield, it is permitted for the rest of
the Muslims to shoot, aiming for the unbelievers. There is disagree-
ment about what happens if one of the Muslims is hit. AbU Hanifa
and Mdlik say that neither blood money nor kaffdra is necessary.

Ash-Shdf i has two positions: one is that kaffdra is performed but

Division of booty

no blood money is paid, and the second is that both blood money

and kaffdra are due. There are two views from Abmad, the more
evident being that only kaffdra applies.

Enslaving total unbelievers: They disagree about enslaving people

with no book or with a quasi-book, such as idolworshippers. Abii
Hanifa says that it is permitted to enslave the non-Arabs among
them. M6lik, ash-Shafi'r and one view of Ahmad say that it is not
permitted at all. Ash-Shaf i has two views about whether a prisoner

can be enslaved if he is Muslim.

If the enemy become Muslim: If an unbeliever becomes Muslim
before he is captured, he is safe, even in Ddr al-Harb, according to
Malik, ash-Shdfi'i and Ahmad. AbD Hanifa says that whatever
immovable property he has in Ddr al-Harb is taken as booty. Others

think say that what is in his possession or in the possession of a

Muslim or dhimml is not considered booty, but anything in the pos-

session of a harbT is. If harbls enter Ddr al-Isld.m without any hos-

tile intent, it is not permitted to capture them according to three of
the Imams, while Abii Hanlfa says they can be captured.

Division of booty and spoils

The Imams agree that any property of the unbelievers the
Muslims obtain through the use of horses and spears is booty: both
people and goods. If someone despoils one of the enemy he has

killed, he is entitled to what he takes, whether or not the ruler stipu-
lates that, according to ash-Shafi'i. Ahmad says that the killer is
entitled to the spoils when he has risked himself in fighting an idol-
ater and then has removed his goods. Ab[ Hanifa and M6lik say he

is not entitled unless the ruler stipulates that. After such personal

booty, a fifth must be taken from the general booty.

Division of the frfth: They disagree about the division of the fifth.
Ab[ Hanifa and Mdlik say that it is divided into three shares: one for
orphans, one for the pooq and one for travellers. Men and women
take equal shares. Malik says that the fifth is for specific people, but

deciding about that is up to the ruler. He spends it wherever he sees
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Division of booty

fit and to whichever Muslims he thinks most entitled. The ruler can

only give to his own relatives from the fifth from spoils taken with-
out flghting (fay'), from land tax (kharaj) and from the jdzya. Ash-
Shaf i and Ahmad say that the fifth is divided into five parts: the

share of the Prophet, which continues and was not cancelled when
he died; the share of the Ban[ Hashim (who are not entitled to
zaknt) for their rich and poor, but the male of them has the share of
two females, and the children are not entitled; the share of the

orphans; the share of the poor; and the share of travellers. These

three categories are entitled by poverty and need, not by family.
They disagree about who receives the share of the Messenger of
Allah, may Allah bless him and grant him peace. Ash-Shdf i says it
is spent in beneficial ways, like the manufacture of arms, public
transport, building bridges and mosques, and such things. There are

two reports from Ahmad, one is the same as ash-Sh6f i and the

other is that it should be spent among the people of the diwdn (regis-

ter of fighters), who are those who devote themselves to fighting and

are stationed on the frontiers to protect them, and it is divided
according to the amount which will be adequate for them.

Remainder of the booty: They disagree about the remaining four-
fifths which is divided between those present at the battle with the

aim of fighting. The man on foot gets one share. They disagree

about horsemen. Mdlik, ash-Shdfi'i and Ahmad say that they get

three shares: one for themselves and two for the horse. Ab[ Hanifa
says that they only get two: one for themselves and one for the

horse, saying that he did not like to prefer a beast to a Muslim. If he

has two horses, his share is not increased. Ahmad said that a stallion
gets two shares and a mule one share. Abii Hanifa, Malik and ash-

Shaf i say that a camel gets no share and Ahmad says that it gets

one share. If someone enters enemy territory with a horse and the

horse dies before the battle, Malik says that the horse has no share,

which is not the case if it dies in battle or after it. That is the posi-

tion of ash-Sh6fi'1 and Ahmad. Ab[ Hanifa says that if he enters

enemy territory riding and then the horse dies before the battle, there

is a share for the horse.

Captives

Further points about booty distribution: They agree that when
the booty has been assessed and divided, and then reinforcements
arrive, the reinforcements do not get a share. If the reinforcements
arrive after the battle but before division, Ab[ Hanifa says that they
get a share if the booty has not reached Muslim territory or been
divided. Malik and Ahmad say that they get no share. There are two
views from ash-Sh6f i. They agree that slaves, women, children and
dhimmls who are present at the booty sharing should receive a gift,
which is a share concerning which the ruler uses his discretion and
not a full share. Mdlik says that if the child is an adolescent and is
able to fight and the ruler allows it, he has a full share, even if he is
not an adult.

Regulations concerning booty in Dar al-Harb: Is it permitted to
divide the booty in Dar al-Harb or not? Three say that it is, while
Ab[ Hanifa says it is not. The Hanafis say that if the leader cannot
find bearers to take the booty out of Ddr al-Harb, he divides the
booty there if there is fear for its safety. If the leader divides it in
Dar al-Harb, the division is binding. Can food, fodder and animals
be used in Dar al-Harb without permission of the leader? Abii
Hanifa and Ahmad in one view say that there is no harm in that,
even without permission. Ahmad has another view, which is that he
should return what is in excess of his needs if it is a lot, but not if it
is a little. Ash-Sh6f i said that if it is a lot with value, he should
return it. Malik says that anything brought to Muslim territory is
booty.

Treatment of captives: They agree that the ruler can choose
between killing captives and enslaving them. They disagree about
whether he can choose between grace, ransom and making them
dhimmts. Malik, ash-Shdf i and Ahmad said that he can choose
between ransom by money or prisoner exchange and being gracious
to them. Ab[ Hanifa says that he may not show grace or allow ran-
som. As for the contract of dhimma, Ab[ Hanifa and Mdlik say that
he can choose that and they are free. Ash-Shaf i and Ahmad say
that he cannot do that because they are owned through capture.
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Military support

Muslim captives abiding by their word: If a Muslim is captured

and the unbelievers make him swear not to leave their house or flee
if he is left to come and go, Mdlik says that he must abide by it and

not flee. Ash-Shaf i said that he may not abide by it but must leave

and that the oath is invalid because it is made under duress. That is
also what Ab[ Hanifa said.

Unbelievers suing for peace: If a group of unbelievers make peace

provided that they keep their lands and pay something for them, it is
like jizya.If they become Muslim, the payment is dropped from
them. The payment is also dropped if a Muslim buys the land from
them. That is the position of ash-Shafi'i. Ab[ Hanifa says the land
tax is not cancelled for them by Islam nor by a Muslim buying the

land.

Seeking military support from unbelievers: Can Muslims ask
unbelievers for help in fighting or to help them against their ene-

mies? Milik and Ahmad say that their help should not be sought nor
should they be given help. Malik says that if they are serving the
Muslims, then it is permitted. Abii Hanifa says that they can be

asked for help and be helped in general when they are subject to the

rule of Islam. If they are under non-Muslim rule it is disliked. Ash-
Shafi'i says that it is permitted under two conditions: that the
Muslims are few and the unbelievers many, and that it is known that
the idolaters have a good opinion of Islam. If they are asked to help,
there is an allowance for them but not a share of the booty.

Lludud in Dar al-I.Iarbz Are the hudud imposed in Dar al-Harb in
the same way as they would be in Ddr al-Harb? Malik says that
they are. So anything which a Muslim commits in Dar al-Harb,
which would incur a hadd in Ddr al-Harb, incurs the same punish-
ment in Ddr al-Harb, whether it is one of the rights of Allah or one

of the rights of humans. If he fornicates, steals, drinks wine or slan-

ders, the hadd is imposed. That is stated by ash-Shdf i and Ahmad.
Ab[ Hanifa says that the hadd for adultery, theft, wine or slander is
not carried out unless there is an imam in Dar al-Harb who will
carry it out himself. Malik and ash-Sh6fi'r say that the hadd is not
carried ott in Dar al-Harb but is deferred until the culprit returns to

Booty

Dar al-Harb. Ab[ Hanifa says that if the overall leader of the
Muslims is with the Muslim army in Ddr al-I-Iarb, the hadd is car-
ried out in the army before travelling. The commander of the forces
should not carry out the hadd in the enemy territory.

Booty for non-fighters: Is there a share for merchants and hirelings
of the army who are present at the battle, even if they do not fight?
Ab[ Hanifa and Mdlik say that they get no share unless they fight.
Ash-Shaf i and Ahmad say that they get a share, even if they do not
fight. Ash-Sh6fi'i has another position, which is that they get no
share, even if they fight.

The status of enemy gifts: Are gifts to generals of the armies from
the enemy personal or are they considered spoils? Malik says that
they are booty from which a fifth is owed. If one of the enemy gives
something to a Muslim man who is not a commander, there is
nothing wrong in him taking it and it belongs to him and not the
army. As a general principle ash-Shaf i says that if anyone gives
someone in authority a gift, and it is something by which he hopes
to obtain or violate a right, it is unlawful for the offrcial to take it
because he is taking a wage for a right which Allah has made obli-
gatory. If he gives to him for other than these two reasons, out of
thankfulness, he should not accept it either. If he does accept, it can
only be by way of sadaqa in order to cover his essential needs.

Taking from the booty trefore distribution: They agree that if
someone takes something from the booty before it is distributed
when he has a right to it, his hand is not amputated. They disagree
about someone who does not have a right. Is his baggage burned and
is he denied his share? Ab[ Hanifa, Malik and ash-Shafi'r say that
his baggage is not burned and he is not denied his share. Ahmad
said that his baggage which was with him is burned, except for the

Qur'an and living creatures and what is needed for fighting, like
weapons. He has two views about his share.

State income from other sources: Is a fifth taken from the follow-
ing cateogires: the booty taken from unbelievers because of their
disbelief when no fighting is involved (fay'), jizya which is taken
from dhimmrs, the tax on lands taken which is called khardj, the
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Jizya

property of apostates if they are killed while still apostates, the
property of people who die without heirs, the tax of a tenth which is
taken from unbelievers when they trade in the lands of the Muslims
or money given when they make peace? AbD Hanifa and Ahmad say

those levies are for all the Muslims and there is no fifth. It is all to
be used in the best interests of the Muslims as a whole. Malik says

that none of it is divided and the ruler should spend it in the best

interests of the Muslims, after taking what he needs from it. Ash-
Shaf i says that there is a fifth from it, as there was for the Messen-

ger of Allah, may Allah bless him and grant him peace. There are

two statements about what is done with it after his share. One is that
it is dedicated to the best interests of the Muslims and the other is
that it is lor the fighters.

Jizya

The imams agree that jizya must be imposed on the People of the

Book: Jews and Christians, and on the Magians. They disagree
about whether the Magians are People of the Book or a quasi-Book.
Ab[ Hanifa, Malik and Alrmad say that they are not People of the

Book. They have a quasi-Book. Two positions are reported from
ash-Shaf i. They disagree about those who have no book or quasi-
book, like the idolaters among Arabs and non-Arabs. Is jizya taken
from them? Ab[ Hanifa says that it is taken from non-Arabs, but not
Arabs. Malik said that it is taken from every unbeliever, Arab or
non-Arab, except the idolaters of Quraysh. Ash-Shaf i and Ahmad
in one view say thatjizya is not accepted from idolaters at all.

The amount of the jizya: They disagree about whether the amount
of the jizya is predetermined or not. Ab[ Hanifa and Alrmad in one
view say that it is predetermined: minimum and maximum. A poor
dhimmr who works pays twelve dirhams, an average one twenty-
four dirhams, and a wealthy one forty-eight dirhams. Ahmad has

another view which is that it is left to the discretion of the ruler and
it has no fixed amount. He has a third position which is that it has a
minimum but no maximum, and a fourth view which is that it is one

dinar for the Yemenis but not others, based on a hattth. Malik says

Jizya

in his well-known position that it is determined for poor and rich
equally, being four dinars or forty dirhams. Ash-Sh[f i says that it
is one dinar for all.

Poor dhimmls: They disagree about poor dhimmTs who do not work
and have no wealth. Three say that nothing is taken from them,
while ash-Shaf i says that the contract of jizya applies also to those
who are not earning. There are two positions about those who are
unable to pay. One is that they should be expelled from Dar al-
IslAm, and the second is that they should not. If they are not, there
are various views about what should be done. One is that nothing is
taken from them. The second is that it becomes a debt. Their lives
are safe, but they remain liable for it, and it is demanded from them
if they become wealthy. The third is that if a year passes and they do
not pay, they are deported to Dar al-Harb.

Dhimmls who become Muslim: If jizya is owed by someone who
does not pay it and then he becomes Muslim, Ab[ Hanifa, Ma]ik
and Ahmad say that the jizya is cancelled, even if it is for two years.
Ash-Shafi'i says that Islam after a year does not cancel the jizya
because it is mandatory. If one year goes into another and he has not
paid the first, is the jizya of the past cancelled or must he pay for
two years? AbD Hanifa says it is cancelled. Ash-Shaf i and Ahmad
say that he must pay for both years.

People exempt from jizya: They agree about jizya not being
imposed on Kitabfl women, children, slaves, mad people, and old
men. Nor is it imposed on monks.

Honouring treaties with unbelievers: They agree that when
unbelievers make a treaty, its terms should always be observed,
except in the view Ab[ Hanifa, who makes it a precondition that the
terms must entail some benefit for the Muslims. If the benefit ends,
the treaty is automatically abrogated. They agree that if a woman of
the idolaters emigrates to Ddr al-Islam and the ruler has agreed to a
stipulation that if a Muslim enters his territory, he will return him to
the unbelievers, she is not returned.
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Dhimmls Dhimmrs

I.Iarbl traders in Dar al'Islfrm: If harbls pass with goods through

Muslim territory, may any of them be taken? Abu Hamfa says that

they may not. Mllik and Ahmad say that a tenth should be taken'

Malik adds that this is when he enters with safe conduct and no

more than the tenth is stipulated. If more is stipulated when he

enters, it should be taken. Ash-Shaf i says that if the tenth is stipu-

lated, then it is permitted to take it. Otherwise not-

Dhimmt traders: lf a dhimmt carries on trade from one land to

another, Matk says that a tenth should be taken whenever he trades,

even if that is several times in ayear. Ash-shafi'i says that only

what is stipulated is taken from him. Ab[ Hanifa and Alrmad say

that a fifth should be taken from dhimmis. Ab[ flanifa and Ahmad

consider that there is a nisdb in respect of that. AbD Hanifa says that

the nisab is the same as that of zakat for Muslim property' Ahmad

says that the nisab for a harbi is five dinars, and for a dhimml ten'

Breaking the treaty of the dhimma: They disagree about a dhimml

who breaks the treaty of the dhimma. Malik, ash-Shafi'i and Allmad

say that the treaty is broken by refusing topay iizya and refusing to

abide by the laws of Islam when judgement is given. Ab[ Hanifa

says that it is only broken if they form a group to fight the Muslims

or emigrate to Dar al-Harb. There is a question about what happens

when a dhimmt does something he should not do, or fails to do what

he should, when that causes harm to the Muslims. That is in eight

matters: gathering to fight the Muslims, committing fornication with

a Muslim woman, enticing a Muslim from his dTn, commilting high-

way robbery, spying for the enemy, guiding them to the Muslims,

writing to the enemy with information about the Muslims, or mur-

dering a Muslim. Is the treaty of the dhimmc broken by these things

or not? Ab[ flanifa says that it is not broken by these things, or by

the two matters we mentioned before, unless they have a force and

conquer a place and fight the Muslims or go to enemy territory' Ash-

Shaf i says that when a dhimmt fights the Muslims, he breaks his

treaty whether it was stipulated that he not do it in the treaty or not.

If he does any of the other seven, and there was no specific stipula-

tion that he refrain from that in the treaty, he does not break it. If it
was stipulated, the Shaf ites take two views. one is that he breaks

it, which is predominant, and the other is that he does not. Malik
says that it is not broken by fornication with a Muslim woman or by
marriage, but that it is broken by the rest, except for highway rob-
bery. There are two views from Ahmad. The most likely is that the

treaty is broken by all these eight things, whether they were stipulat-
ed or not, and the second is that it is only broken by refusing to pay

the jizya and carry out Muslim law.

Denigration of Islam by dhimmls: If a dhimmT does something
which entails denigration of Islam, is the contract broken by that?
That consists of four things: mentioning Allah in a manner inappro-
priate to His majesty, denigrating His Holy Book, denigrating His
dln, and denigrating His noble Messenger. Ahmad says it is,
whether or not it is stipulated that he does not do that. Mdlik says

that if they abuse Allah, His Messenger, His dln or His Book in any
other way than the way their disbelief normally does, that breaks it,
whether or not it was stipulated not to do that. Most Shlf ites say

that the judgement for doing it is the same as anything else entailing
harm for the Muslims, which are the seven things above. If the
treaty does not stipulate refraining from it, it is not broken. [f it
does, there are two views. Abii Hanifa says that none of those things
break the treaty. It is only broken by the two matters already rnen-
tioned.

Penalty for breaking the treaty: They disagree about whal is done
if a dhimmt breaks the treaty? Ab[ Hanifa says that it is pcrrnittctl lo
kill anyone who breaks it. Malik says in his well-knowrr position
that he is killed or captured, as the Messenger ol'Allirh, pt'irt't'bc
upon him, did. Ash-Shafi'r, in one view, and Ahnratl siry tlrirl llrc ottt'

who breaks his treaty is not returned to sccurity. 'l'hc lrrlcl lrrs ir

choice between enslavement and execution.

Unbelievers entering the Haram or thr lli.itz: ls rur rrrrlrr'lrr'r'r'r'
forbidden to enter the Haram? Ab[ l-larrlir srrys llrrrl lrc t:, 1x'nntlk'rl
to enter in and stay there as a travcllcr'. lrrrl rrol rrs rr r,',,trh'rl l'ltr'
other three say that it is totally lirrhitklcrr. Alrtt llrrltlrr lh'nnll,, iur

unbeliever to enter the Ka'bl. ls il lorlrrrhlr'rr lrrr rrrrlrr'llltr'r',.
dhimmts andharbts to live in tlrt'llijirr'' Alrtt llrrtrllrr ,,rrtl lltrtl lt t',
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not forbidden. The other three say that it is' unless one of them

enters to trade or the ruler gives him permission' and then he may

not stay more than three days. Except for the Masjid al-Hardm' Abu

Hanifa says that idolaters can enter it without permission' Ash-

Shaf i says that they are only permitted to enter it with the permis-

sion of thl Muslims. Malik and Al.rmad say that they are not permit-

ted to enter it at all.

Building churches and synagogues: They agree that it is not per-

mitted to build a new church or synagogue in cities in Ddr al-Islam'

They disagree about whether it is permitted to build nearby' Three

say that it is not permitted, but Abu Hanifa says that if the place is

within a mile or so of the city, it is not permitted' but if it is further'

it is. Can churches and synagogues which are in disrepair or fallen

down in Muslim territory be rebuilt or repaired' Ab[ Hanifa' ash-

shafi.i and Mdlik permii rhat, while Abu Hanifa stipulates that the

church must be in land which was conquered by treaty and does not

allowitifitwastakenbyforce.Ahmadhasthreeviews.Thepre-
ferred is that it is not peimitted to repair or rebuild' the second is

thatitispermittedtorepairbutnotbuild,andthethirdisthatitisall
permitted.

Chapter Twenty-Four
The Appointment of a Qd{i (iudge)

It is not permitted to appoint as qddi someone who is not a

mujtahid, in the view of Mdlik, ash-Sh6f i and Ahmad. Ab[ Hanifa
says that it is permitted to appoint someone who is not a mujtahid,
but later Hanafis disagree about that. The appointment of non
mu.jtahid judges in our time is valid to fulfil a role in Islam which is
afard kifdya.

Female qa{is: Can a woman be a qddls? Malik, ash-Shafi'i and

Ahmad say no, but Ab[ Hanifa says that a woman can be a qddT for
any matter in which the testimony of women is accepted. He says

that the testimony of women is accepted in respect of everything
except cases involving the hudud and retaliation, and in his opinion
women can give judgement in all cases except those. A slave cannot
be a qadt.

The obligation to appoint a qadiz Is appointing a qadr a farQ
krfayo or not? Ab[ Hanifa, Malik and ash-Shdfi'i say that it is.
Someone must be designated to undertake the role of qadt, even if
there is no one properly qualified to do it. Ahmad says in one ver-
sion that it is not afard kifaya.

Basis of judgement: The qafi should not pass judgement according
to anything other than his knowledge of the general consensus of the

Muslims. Can he judge on the basis of his personal knowledge of a
particular situation? Ab[ Hanifa says that if the judge saw someonc

doing something which would incur a hadd, either before or al'lcr hc

became qddr,he may not give judgement on that on the basis ol' lris
personal knowledge of it. He may judge by what he knows ol llrt'
rights of people before and after becoming qadi. Malik antl Alrnurrl

say that he may not judge by his personal knowledgc ol'it sittrttiott
at all, whether in respect of the rights of Allah or thc rigltts ol ltt'o
ple. The sound position in the school of ash-Shal'i'i is llrrrl ltc tttit\
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cases. They agree that a letter from one qadT to another about finan-
cial rights is accepted. They disagree about how judgement on that
basis is caried out. Ab[ Hanifa, Ash-Sh6f i and Ahmad say that it
is not accepted until two men testify that the letter of the qadr was
read to them. Mdlik has two reports, one is like that of the group and
the other is that someone's word is enough when he says that it truly
is the letter of the qadl and it was witnessed. What if two qdQts cor-
respond in the same place? The Hanafis differ about whether or not
that is accepted. Ash-Shdf i and Alrmad say that it is not accepted.

Judgement of an independent mujtahid: If two men empower an

independent mujtahid to judge between them and say that they will
accept his judgement, is his judgement then binding for them?
Malik and Ahmad say that it is and that their consent is not consid-
ered. It is not permitted for the judge of the city to nullify that
judgement, even if he holds a contrary opinion. Ab[ Hanifa says

that his judgement is binding on them if it concurs with the opinion
of the qddt of the land, and it should be implemented by the qadt
when it is presented to him. If it does not agree with his opinion, he
can nullify it. It is something on which the Imams disagree, ash-
Shaf i has two statements. One is that it is binding, and the other is
that it is only binding with their consent. It is the same with afatwa
from him.

Forgetting a judgement: If a judge forgets a judgement he has

made and two witnesses testify to what it was, Malik and Ahmad
say that their testimony is accepted. AbD Hanifa and ash-Sh[fi'r say

that their testimony is not accepted.

Judging by what is apparent: The judgement of a judge does not
deal with what is hidden. He makes his judgement based on what is
apparent. If someone claims that he is owed something by a man
and two witnesses testify to that and the judge passes judgement
based on their testimony, if their testimony was true, that thing is
lawful for the person, outwardly and inwardly. If it was false testi-
mony, the case is decided by judgement according to the apparent
situation, but inwardly it is between the perpetrator of falsehood and
Allah. This is the position of Malik, ash-Shaf i and Ahmad.

judge by personal knowledge, except in respect of the hudud of

Allah.

Tfanslators z lf a qadt does not know the language of the litigants

*i"n tt 
"y 

speak a different language' he must have someone who

can translate. They disagree about who is acceptable for that' and

how to determine wtretf'"er he is reputable or not' Ab[ Hanifa says

that the testimony of one man is accepted' and Ahmad in one view

also says that the testimony of one man is accepted' Ab[ Hanifa

.ay. tt at the translato' it pe'mitted to be a woman' Ash-Shlf i' and

Ahmad in another version, say that two men are necessafy' Malik

also says that there must be two' If the dispute is about property' a

man and two women are accepted' If it is connected to physical

judgements, then only two men are accepted'

Integrity of witnesses: The imams disagree about hearing the testi-

mony of someone whose inner integrity is not known' Ab[ Hanifa

*Vriho the judge inquires about his inner integrity in respect of the

i*aOa and retaliation, but not in other cases' unless the litigant

impugns the character of the witness' He hears the testimony and is

satisfied with their apparent integrity' Malik' ash-Sh6f i and Ahmad

in one position say that it is not enough to judge by apparent

integriry without knowing inner integrity' whether his character is

impugned or not and whether the testimony is about a had! o.r any

other matter. Ahmad has another position which is that the judge

should be satisfied with outward profession of Islam'

Absent plaintiffs: There can be no judgement against an absent per-

son unless someone attends to take his place, such as an agent or

executor, according to Ab[ Hanifa' In the view of the other three

there can be judgement against him' If judgement is given f::1 *un

in respect oi a right claimed against someone absent' a child or a

mud person, does it require an oath? Ash-Shaf i has two views' the

sounder of which is that it does' Atrmad says that it does not require

taking an oath.

Letters from qddl to qddlz They agree that a letter from a qadt to a

qafi aAott hiaaa,,"Ltiutiorr, marriage' divorce and khul'is not

accepted, except in the view of Malik' who accepts it in all such
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and an oath, or a male and two females. Ash-Shdf i says that the
oath is offered to the claimant and judgement is made against the
defendant in all cases ifhe refuses to swear.

Division of household goods: If a couple disagree about the owner-
ship of the household goods in their possession of the matrimonial
home about which there is no proof to which partner it belongs, Abl
Hanifa says that what is clearly in the possession of each is consid-
ered to be theirs. What is proper for men belongs to the husband,
and his word is accepted about it, and what is proper for women
belongs to the wife, and her word is accepted about it. What is prop-
er for both of them belongs to the husband while he is alive, and
after he dies, it is divided equally between them. Mllik says that all
that is proper for both of them is for the man. Ash-Shdfi'r says that it
is shared out between them after oaths are taken. Ahmad says that if
the dispute is about things which usually belong to men, like schol-
ars' shawls and turbans, one takes the man's word. If they usually
belong to women, like scarves, then the word taken is that of the
woman. If it is proper for both, then it is shared between them after
death, and there is no difference between what is actually in their
possession or is deemed to belong to them by judgement. It is the
same when there is a dispute between their heirs.

Debt repayment without debtor's permission: If someone is
owed a debt by someone who denies it and he has the ability to pay
him, can the amount of his debt be taken from him without his per-
mission? Ab[ Hanifa says that the debt can be taken from the samc
type of property. Malik has two statements. One is that if he is thc
only creditor, he can take it in full without his permission. Il'thcrc
are other creditors, then he takes his share of the division ancl rclrrrrrs

the rest. The second position, which is that of Ahmad, is thal il rrrrry

not be taken without the debtor's permission. Ash-Shaf i sirys llurt rt

can be taken without permission.

Witnessing

The Imams agree that witnessing is a prccorrtlitiorr lirr nr;un;r,'r'

In other contracts, like sales, it is not a precontlitiorr. 'l'lrr'v ;11'rt'r' tlr,rt

Differing judgements: They agree that if a judge judges by his own

ijilhad uii tn* it becomes clear that there is an iitihad contrary to

it, that does not cancel the first judgement'

Claims and Evidence

The Imams agree that when a man is present and makes a claim

against another man and seeks to have him summoned from another

cluntry to the land where the claimant is, the request is not granted'

Tney iisagree about a land in which there is no judge' Abfl Hanifa

,uy, tfrut ii is not obliged for him to attend unless it is a distance in

*t i"t he can return h-ome in the same day' Ash-Sh6f i and Ahmad

say that the judge summons him no matter what the distance'

Conflicting evidence: When two pieces of evidence conflict' but

one of the parties is better known for his integrity than the other' is

his evidence pref'erred or not? Ab[ Hanifa' ash-Sh6f i and Ahmad

say ttrat it is not. Malik says that it is' If a man claims a house which

is in the possession of another man and their evidence conflicts' Ab[

Hanifasaysthattheevidenceofneitherissetasideanditisdivided
between ihem. Malik says that they are asked to take oaths and it is

divided. If one swears and the other refuses to' the claim of the

swearer is upheld. Ahmad says two things: one is that the evidence

of both is ignored' and the second that the evidence of neither is set

aside and it is divided between them'

Marriage claims: If a man claims to have married a woman in a

sound marriage, Ab[ Hanifa and Malik say that his claim is heard

without mentioning any preconditions for validity' The other two

say that the judge does not hear his claim until he mentions the nec-

essary preconditions for a valid marriage'

Refusal to swear an oath: If someone against who a claim is made

retuses to swear an oath, is the oath whom offered to the claimant?

Ab[ Hanifa says that it is not offered and judgement is based. on the

refusal. Malik says that it is offered' and judgement is given in

favour of the one against whom the claim was made' that is for

refusing to swear in iespect of cases which are decided by a witness
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ter of common knowledge. Ahmad says that they are accepted as

women alone.

Child witnesses: The testimony of children is accepted by Ab[
Hanifa, ash-Shaf i, and Ahmad. Malik says that it is accepted in
cases of physical injuries when the children agree in their testimony
before they separate, which is one view of Ahmad. There is a third
position from Ahmad which is that the testimony of children is
accepted in general.

Testimony of slanderers: Is the testimony of someone who has

received a hadd for slander accepted? Ab[ Hanifa says that his testi-
mony is not accepted, even if he repents, if his repentance comes
after the hadd. Mdlik ash-Shdf i and Ahmad say that his testimony
is accepted when he repents, whether his repentance is before or
after the hadd, although Malik stipulates that his testimony is not
accepted in respect of any matter of the same kind for which the
hadd was carried out. Are righteous deeds and refraining from dis-
obedience preconditions for repentance? Malik says that the appear-
ance of good actions is a precondition without further details.
Ahmad says that repentance is enough. They disagree about the def-
inition of repentance. Ash-Shafi'r says that it is that someone should
admit that the slander was false and say that he will never revert to
what he said. M6lik and Ahmad say that he must admit he was
lying. The testimony of a bastard is accepted for adultery and other
things.

Blind witnesses: Is the testimony of a blind man accepted? Ab[
Hanifa does not accept his testimony at all. Malik and Ahmad say

that it is accepted in things which are a matter of hearing, like lin-
eage, death, general ownership, waqf and all contracts like marriage,
sales, settlement, hire and such things, whether he was born blind or
became blind. Ash-Sh6f i says that it is accepted in respect of three
things: what is widely known, translation and death, but not in pre-

cise matters.

Dumb witnesses: The testimony of a mute is not accepted by Ab[
Hanifa and Ahmad, even if his indication is understood. Mdlik says

a qadTshould not prompt witnesses, but should simply listen to what

it iV' tuy. Witnesses in sales agreements are recommended but not

mandatory,

Women witnesses: Women are not accepted as witnesses in hudild

and retaliation cases, but are accepted as women alone in respect of

matters which men do not see, such as birth' suckling and other

things usually hidden from men' They disagree about whether their

testimony is accepted in respect of things which men are usually

aware of, like marriage, divorce and other such matters' Ab[ Hanifa

saysthattheirtestimonyisaccepted,whetherindividuallyortogeth-
er with men. Malik says that it is not accepted in respect of those

matters. It is accepted in matters not involving money and in cases

involving defects in women and places which only they know about'

That is also the position of ash-Shlf i and Ahmad' They disagree

about how many women need to testify' Ab[ Hanifa and Ahmad in

his best known view say that the testimony of one woman is accept-

ed. Malik and Ahmad in another view say that not less than two is

accepted. Ash-Shaf i only accepts four women'

Establishing a live birth: They disagree about what establishes a

child's live birth. AbD Hanifa says it is the testimony of two men or

a man and two women if it entails inheritance' If it is only a matter

of the prayer over him and ghusl, the testimony of one woman is

accepted. tUatlt saiO that two women are accepted' Ash-Shdfi'i says

that the testimony of individual women is accepted although his

basic principle is that there should be four women' Ahmad says that

the testimony of one woman is accepted'

Establishing relationship by suckling: They disagree about suck-

ling. Ab[ $anlfa says th; only the tes-timony of two men is accept-

ed for it or one man and two women' Women are not accepted when

they witness without a man' Malik and ash-Shdf i say that it is

accepted, as a group of women, from them' although Malik says in

his well-kno*n position that there is a precondition of the testimony

of two men as well, and ash-Shaf i stipulates four women' Malik

has one view which is that one witness is accepted when it is a mat-
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says that it is not valid. Can there be judgement regarding property
rights by the testimony of two women and an oath? M6lik says there
can be. Ash-ShIf i and Ahmad say not. When a judge judges by
one witness and an oath and then the witness retracts, ash-Shaf i
says that the witness is liable for half the money. Malik and Ahmad
say that he is liable for all of it.

Enemies as witnesses: Is the testimony of an enemy against his
enemy accepted? Ab[ Hanifa says that it is when their enmity does

not go as far as iniquity. The other three say that it is not accepted.

Parents and children as witnesses: Is the testimony of a parent for
his children or a child for his parents accepted? Ab[ Hanifa, Malik
and ash-Sh6f i say that the testimony of parents for children is not
accepted nor the testimony of parents for children, whatever their
degree of closeness. Alrmad has three positions, one like the group;
the second is that the testimony of a son for a father is accepted, but
not that of a father for his son; and the third is that both are accepted
as long as it would not generally lead to benefit.

Other doubtful witnesses: Is the testimony of a brother for a broth-
er and friend for a friend accepted? All but Malik say that it is. He
says that it is not accepted. Is the testimony of a spouse accepted for
his or her partner? All but ash-Shdf i say it is not, but he says it is
accepted.

People of sects and innovations as witnesses: Is the testimony of
the people of sects and innovations accepted? Abu Hanifa and ash-

Shaf i say that it is when their intellectual position does not involve
actual falsehood. M1lik and Ahmad say that it is not accepted in any
case.

Bedouins as witnesses: Is the testimony of a bedouin against a city
dweller accepted when the bedouin is reputable? AbU Hanifa and
ash-Shaf i say that it is accepted in respect of everything. Ahmad
says that it is not accepted at all. Mdlik say that it is accepted in
respect of injury and killing, but not other rights in which a city
dweller can testify, unless similar things apply in the desert.

that it is accepted when he can be understood by gesture' The

Shaf ites disagree and some say that it is not accepted' which is

sounder. Someiay that if he indicates' it is accepted'

Common knowledge: The testimony of widespread knowledge is

accepted by Ab[ Hanifa in respect of flve things: marriage' itt "::-
summation, Iineage, death, u'O th" appointment of a qddT' The

,oonapositionorasn.Snan.iisthatitispermittedinrespectofeight
matters: marriage, lineage, death, appointment of a qddi' ownership'

emancipation,iaqf ani wata'' Ahmad says that it is permitted in

respect of nine matters: those eight and the consummation of mar-

riage.

Possession: Is possession considered to be testimony to ownership'

as, for instance, when someone is seen using something in his pos-

session over a long period? The position of ash-Sh6f is is that it tes-

tifies to possession but not ownership' Is it permitted for it.to attest

to owneiship? Ahmad and one Shf,f ite position say that it is per-

rrf*"i.-" t"cond view is that it is not permitted' Ab[ Hanifa says

that common knowledge is permitted as testimony in respect of

ownership and possesslon is also admitted as testimony' That is

reported iro* Att*ud. Malik says that testimony to possession is

permitted in respect of a short period rather than ownership' If it is a

long period, Iike ten years or more' ownership is definitely estab-

lished.

Dhimml witnesses: Is the testimony of the people of the d!!ry*o

accepted against one another? Ab[ Hanifa says that it is and ]\4aHk

and ash-Sh1fi'i say that it is not' There are two views from Ahmad'

Is their testimony accepted regarding Muslims in bequests during

jou*"y. when they *"^th" only people present? Three say that it is

not *a Ahmad says that it is when they testify that they have not

been treacherous or altered or changed anything'

One witness and an oath: The Imams agree that it is not valid to

judge by one witness and an oath in anything other than property

and its rights. Then they disagree about property and it1 riehts and

whether it is valid to juige regarding it by a witness and an :Ih or

not. Malik, ash_Shafi:i uia at*ua say thar it is valid. Ab[ flamfa
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Counter testimony: As regards counter testimony, Malik says in
the well known position that it is permissible in respect of all the

rights of Allah and rights of people, whether in respect of money or

retaliation. Ab[ Hanifa says that it is accepted in all the rights of
people, except retaliation, but not in the rights of Allah, like the

hudud. Ash-Shaf i, in one statement, said that it is accepted in the

rights of people, and there are two positions about whether it is
accepted in the rights of Allah, llke hudud for adultery, theft and

drinking, the more evident being that it is accepted.

Retracting evidence: When two witnesses testify about property
and then retract their evidence afterjudgement has been given by it,
AbD Hanifa, Malik, ash-Shlf i in the old school and Ahmad say

that they are liable for it. Ash-Shafi'i says in the new school that

they owe nothing. They agree that the judgement which was based

on their testimony is not annulled, but if they retract before the
judgement, judgement is not made by their testimony. If a judge ren-

ders judgement by the testimony of two iniquitous persons and then

their state is learned after that, AbD Hanifa says that the ruling is not

undermined. Malik and Ahmad say that it is. Ash-Shf,f i has two
views.

False witnesses: They disagree about the punishment of false wit-
nesses. Ab[ Hanifa says that there is no punishment for them, but

they are made to stand up among their people who are then
informed that they are a false witnesses. The other three say that

they are punished and made to stand up among their people who are

informed that they are false witnesses. Malik said that it is made

public in the mosques and markets.

Glossary

adhdn: the call to prayer.

'aqiqa: a sacrifice in celebration of the birth of a child on the eighth
day.

'asaba: male relatives on the father's side who take the remaining
estate, if any, after the heirs with fixed shares have received their
shares. Sometimes translated as "universal heir".

'Asr: the afternoon prayer.
Syat: a verse of the Qur'an.
basmala: the expression "In the name of Allah, the All-Merciful,

the All-Compassionate".
cafrz: (qafiz), a measure of grain consisting of twelve sd's.
Dir al-Earb: the Abode of Conflict, the domain of the unbelievers.
Dar al-Islam: territory of Islam.
din: the life-transaction, lit. the debt between two parties, in this

usage between the Creator and created.
dhikr: lit. remembrance, mention. Commonly used, it means invo-

cation of Allah by repetition of His names or particular formulae.
dhimma: obligation or contract, in particular a treaty of protection

for non-Muslims living in Muslim territory.
dhimmi: a non-Muslim living under the protection of Muslim rule.
Ztthrz the midday prayer
du'6': making supplication to Allah.
Fajr: the dawn prayer.
faqih: (pfural fuqaha'): a man learned in the knowl edge of fiqh (see

below) who by virtue of his knowledge can give a legal judge-
ment.

fard: obligatory, an obligatory act of worship or practice of the Dtn
as defined by the Sharu'a.

fard kiflya: a collective obligation, something which is obligatory
for the community as a whole and is satisfied if one adult per-
forms it.

fatw5: an authoritative statement on a point of law.
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fidya: a ransom, compensation paid for rites or acts of worship
missed or wrongly performed because of ignorance or ill health.

fiqh: the science of the application of the SharT'a. A practitioner or

expert infiqh is called afaqlh.
fuqahS': plural of faqth.
ghusl: major ablution of the whole body with water required to

regain purity after menstruation, lochia and sexual intercourse.

hadd: (plural hudud): Allah's boundary limits for the lawful and

unlawful. The hadd punishments are specific fixed penalties laid

down by Allah for specified crimes.

hadith: reported speech ofthe Prophet

[rajj: the annual pilgrimage to Makka which is one of the five pillars

of Islam.
I.{aram: Sacred Precinct, a protected area in which certain

behaviour is forbidden and other behaviour necessary. The area

around the Ka'ba in Makka is a Haram, and the area around the

Prophet's Mosque in Madina is a Faram. They are referred to

together as al-Haramayn, 'the two Harams'.

hardm: unlawful inthe Shan'a.
harbi: a belligerent non-Muslim.
hudfld: pluralofhadd.

'rd: a festival, either the festival at the end of Ramadln or at the

time of the fuajj.

'idda: a period after divorce or the death of her husband during

which a woman must wait before re-marrying.

ifrld: a form of fuajj in which fuaji is performed before 'umra.

ihrlm: a state in which one is prohibited to practise certain deeds

that are lawful at other times, it is necessary when performing

the rites of 'umra and fuajj.
ijtihed: to exercise personal judgement in legal matters.

imlm: Muslim religious or political leader; leader of Muslim con-

gregational worship.
iqima: the call which announces that the obligatory prayer is about

to begin.

'Ish[': the night prayer.

isnad: a tradition's chain of transmission from one individual to
another.

Glossary

i'tikaf: seclusion, while fasting, in a rposque, particularly in the last
ten days of Ramadan.

JEhiliyya: the Time of Ignorance before the coming of Islam.
jamra: lit. a small walled place, but in this usage a stone-built pillar.

There are three jamras at Mina. One of the rites of hajj is to
stone them.

Jamrat al-'Aqaba: the largest of the three jamras at Mina. It is sif
uated at the entrance of Mina from the direction of Makka.

janiba: major ritual impurity requiring a ghusl: intercourse, sexual
discharge, menstruation, childbirth.

jihad: struggle, particularly fighting in the way of Allah to establish
Islam.

jizya: a protection tax payable by non-Muslims living under Muslim
rule as a tribute to the Muslim ruler.

Jumu'a: the day of gathering, Friday, and particularly the Jumu'a
prayer which is performed instead of Zuhr by those present.

kaffara: atonement, prescribed way of making amends for wrong
actions, especially missed obligatory actions.

kharaj: taxes imposeed on revenue from land or the work of slaves.

khatib: a speaker or orator; the one who delivers the khutba in the
Jumu'a prayer.

khuff: leather socks.
khul': a form of divorce initiated by the wife from her husband by

giving him a certain compensation, or by returning back the
mahr which he gave her.

khutba: a speech, and in particular a standing speech given by the
imam before the Jumu'a prayer and after the two 'Id prayers.

Kit5bi: Jew or Christian, one of the People of the Book.
Maghrib: the sunset prayer.

mahr: dower given by a husband to his wife on marriage.
malrram: a person with whom marriage is forbidden.
Masjid al-f{ardm: the great mosque in Makka. The Ka'ba is situat-

ed in it.
miqat: one of the designated places for entering into ihram for

'umra or hajj.
mu'adhdhin: someone who calls the adhan or call to prayer.

mudd: a measure of volume, approximately a double-handed scoop.
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muhpan: a person who has been married and satisfied certain pre-

conditions.
mujtahid: a scholar who is qualified to carry out iitihad.
nabidh: a drink made by soaking grapes, raisins, etc., in water with-

out allowing them to the fermet to the point of becoming intoxi-
cating.

nEfila: supererogatory act of worship.
nisdb: minimum amount of wealth on which zakat mtst be paid.

qadi: a judge, qualified to judge all matters in accordance with the

Shart'a and to dispense and enforce legal punishments.

qasima: an oath taken by fifty members of a tribe or locality to
refute accusations of complicity in unclear cases of homicide.

qibla: the direction faced in the prayer by Muslims which is towards

the Ka'ba in Makka.
qirfln : combining haii and' umra simultaneously.

qun[t: a supplication said in the prayer, particularly in the standing

position after ruku'inthe Subh prayer.

rak'at: a unit of the prayer consisting of a series of standings, bow-

ing, prostrations and sittings.
ruk[': bowing, particularly the bowing position in the prayer'

sa': a measure of volume equal to four mudds, a mudd being a dou-

ble-handed scoop.

sadaqa: charitable giving in the Cause of Allah.
sajda: the act of prostration.

saldm: the words "as-salamu' alaykum".

shahada: bearing witness, parlicularly bearing witness that there is

no god but Allah and that Mulramrnad is the Messenger of Allah'
It is one of the pillars of Islam. It is also used to describe legal

testimony in a coutl of law.

Sharr'a: The legal modality of a people based on the revelation of
their Prophet. The final Shari'a is that of Islam.

shaytan: a devil, particularly Iblts, one of the iinn.
srra: the biography the ProPhet.

Subh: dawn prayer

sujld: prostration.

sunan: plural of sunna.

Sunna: the customary practice ofa person or group ofpeople. It has

come to refer almost exclusively to the practice of the Messenger
of Allah and to the first generation of Muslims.

Tabi'iin: the second generation of the early Muslims who did not
meet the Prophet Muhammad, may Allah bless him and grant
him peace, but learned the Din of Islam from his Companions.

tafsir: commentary of explanation of the meanings of the Qur'an.
tahajjud: voluntary prayers performed at night between 'Isha' and

Fqir.
takbir: saying "Allahu Akbar", "Allah is greater".
takbir al- ihrim: the takbrr which begins the prayer.

talbiya: saying "Labbayk" ("At Your service") during the hajj.
tamattu(: a form of ltajj in which 'umra is done first, and then the

hajjt comes out of ihram before going back into ihram for the
hajj itself.

tarawrh: prayers at night in Ramadan.
tashahhud: Iit. to make shahada.In the context of the prayer, it is a

formula which includes the shahada and is said in the final sit-
ting position of each two rak'at cycle.

tashriq: "drying meat in the sun", the days of the l0th, l1lh, 12th
and 13th of DhD'l-Hijja when the pilgrims sacrifice their animals
and stone the jamras at Mina.

taslim: the greeting, "As-salamu 'alaykum.". It terminates the
prayer.

tawlf: circumambulation of the Ka'ba, done in sets of seven cir-
cuits.

tawaf al-ifada: the tuwAf of the Ka'ba that the pilgrims must per-
form after coming from Mina to Makka on the 10th of DhU'l-
Hijja. It is one of the essential rites of hajj.

tawhid: the doctrine of Divine Unity.
tayammum: purification for prayer with clean dust, earth, or stone,

when water for ghusl or wudu'is either unavailable or would be

detrimental to health.
ta'zlr: deterrence, discretionary penalty determined by the qadt.

'umra: the lesser pilgrimage to the Ka'ba in Makka performed at
any time of the year.
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waqf: also ltabous, an unalienable endowment for a charitable pur-
pose which cannot be given away or sold to anyone.

wasq: a measure of volume equal to sixty sa's.
witr: lit. "odd", a single rak'at prayed immediateiy after the shaf'

which makes the number of sunna prayers uneven.
wu$tr': ritual washing with water to be pure for the prayer of hands,

mouth, nostrils, face, forearms, head, ears and feet.
zakatz one of the five pillars of Islam. It is a wealth tax paid on cer-

tain forms of wealth: gold and silver, stable crops, Iivestock, and
trading goods.

zakat al-fitr: a small obligatory head-tax imposed on every Muslim
who has the means for himself and his dependants. It is paid
once yearly at the end of Ramadf,n.

zlndiq: a term used to describe a heretic whose teaching is a danger
to the community or state.
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